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The name PILOT stamped on a radio part guarantees scientific engineering and precision manufacture. You can secure Pilot Precision Radio
Parts only at the better type dealers.
i

Construction Quarterly. Send 25c
coin or stamps for
4 meaty issues.
Radio Design
103R Broadway
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ì
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323 Berry Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
World's Largest
Radio Parts Plant
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EARNED $500

SPARE TIME

L
."
t

WITH RADIO
Coplay, Pa., June 4 -(RA)- During the
few months that Frank J. Deutsch has
been a member of the Radio Association
of America, he has made over $500 out of
Radio in his spare time.
"Four super -heterodyne sets of my own
construction brought me a profit of $60.00
each, and the other profit was from sales
of supplies purchased through the Wholesale Department of the Association," he
said. "The Association certainly has a
great plan for ambitious men."
In a neighboring state, Werner Eichler,
Rochester, N. Y., another member of the
Association, has been making $50 a week
during his spare time.
They are only two of the hundreds of
Radio Association members who are making
money out of Radio in their spare time.

TE4 ACH

of these plans, developed by the Radio
Association of America, is a big money- maker.
Set owners everywhere want to get rid of static, to
have their sets operate from the electric light socket,
the tone improved, and the volume increased, and
transformed into single -dial controls.
Phonograph
owners want their machines electrified and radiofied.
If you learn to render these services, you can easily
make $3.00 an hour for your spare time, to say nothing
of the money you can make installing, servicing,
repairing, building radio sets, and selling supplies.

Over $600,000,000 is being spent yearly for sets,
supplies, service. You can get your share of this
business and, at the same time, fit yourself for the
big -pay opportunities in Radio by joining the
Association.

BECOMES RADIO
ENGINEER IN
ONE YEAR

Join the

Radio Association
of America

Toronto, Canada, May 20 -(RA) -One
of the newly admitted associate members
of the Institute of Radio Engineers is
Claude DeGrave, a member of the engineering staff of the DeForest Company of
this city. "I knew nothing about Radio
and started from the ground up," Mr.
DeGrave stated, "when I enrolled a year
ago in the Radio Association.
Its easy
lessons and superb training made it possible
for me to become a Radio Expert in less
than a year's time. My income is now
about 225% more than at the time I joined
the Association."

A membership in the Association offers you the
easiest way into Radio. It will enable you to earn
$3.00 an hour upwards in your spare time -train
you to install, repair, and build all kinds of sets
start you in business without capital or finance an
invention -train you for the $3,000 to $10,000 big pay radio positions -help secure a better position at
bigger pay for you. A membership need not cost you

-

a cent!

The Association will give you a comprehensive,
practical, and theoretical training and the benefit
of our Employment Service. You earn while you
learn. Our cooperative plan will make it possible for
you to establish a radio store. You have the privilege
of buying radio supplies at wholesale from the very

The Institute of Radio Engineers is a wellknown organization, so that Mr. DeGrave
has reason to be proud of his election.

Clerk Doubles Income In
Six Months Through Radio
Chicago, Ill., May 9 -Even though his
membership in the Radio Association has
resulted in W. E. Thon securing the managership of a Radio Department in a large
Chicago store, his ambition was not satisfied.
Six months later, he started his own store.
"The Radio Association has an excellent
plan for the man who wants to get out of
the rut and succeed," says this man who
quickly rose from clerkdom to the proprietorship of a profitable radio store. "I
attribute my success entirely to the Radio
Association of America. Six months after
I had enrolled, I had doubled my income
through its help."

first.

ii-

MODERNIZE OLD SETS
WITH ONE DIAL CONTROL

ACT NOW -If you wish
No -Cost Membership Plan
To a limited number of ambitious men, we will give
Special Memberships that may not -need not -cost
you a cent. To secure one, write today. We will
send you details and also our book, "Your Opportunity
in the Radio Industry.
It will open your eyes to
the money -making possibilities of Radio.
pm

--

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW..

RADIO'_ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Dept. RN -12, 4513 Ravenswood Ave.,

I

Chicago, Ill.

r

Gentlemen:
Please send me by return mail full details of your
Special Membership Plan, and also copy of your
book, "Your Opportunity in the Radio Industry."

I
I

Name
Address

City
L1

Please say you saw it in RADIO NEWS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Learn Electricity
ByActualworkuot Books

in 12 weeks at Coyne
Learn to Earn $65 to $200 a Week!
Or Go In Business for
Yourself and Make $3,500
to $15,000 a Year

Students Doing Actual Work on
Power Transmission Apparatus

Yes, 3 months at the Great School of Coyne, located in
Chicago, The Electrical Center of the World, will make
you an Electrical Expert capable of commanding big pay.
The whole world of electricity is open to the practical
man-the man who has had actual experience with electrical apparatus. Coyne gives you a practical training on
the greatest outlay of electrical apparatus of any institution in the World, everything from door bells to power plants.

Not a Correspondence School

We don't make you a mere "paper" electrician, We train
you by practice on our mammoth outlay of actual equipment. We train you in house -wiring by having you do it
exactly as it is done outside -not just by reading about
it. The same applies to armature winding, power plant
operating, motor installations, automotive work and hundreds of other electrical jobs. That's why we can train you
to become a Master Electrical Expert.

Learn by Doing -Not by Books

Students Working on Massive
A. C. Control Equipment.

The Coyne practical course is not books, or useless theory.
We train you to work with your head and hands on the
same kind of electrical apparatus as you will find "out in
the field." Age, lack of experience or education is no drawback. Our students range from 16 to 60 years of age.
Coyne gives you Free a Life Scholarship which enables
you to stay as long as you want without extra charge or
return later for more practice, and assists you to a position
after graduation. We also include Free a course in radio.

Students Practicing House- Wiring
In Skeleton Houses

EARN
WHILE YOU LEARN!
We help students to secure jobs to earn a good part of their living
expenses while studying and give you lifetime employment
service after graduation.

FILL IN ^MAIL TODAY
Send for the Big Free Book which shows the Great
School of Coyne and a great part of our massive electrical equipment. You will be convinced that the only place to get a
practical electrical training is in the Great School of Coyne.
COYNEELECIL

500 S. Paulina St., Dept.

A SCHOOL

LEWDL
, president
CTRIC.
98 -77

Please say

Chicago, Ill.
your

H. C. LEWIS, President

Coyne Electrical School

Paulina Street, Dept. 98 -77
Dear Sir: Please send me free your big catalog and full
particulars of your special offer.
500 S.

Name
Address

saw it in RADIO NEYT'S
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The editors of RADIO NEWS have been chosen as judges, and the full amount will be paid to those who
submit the most comprehensive evidence. If no evidence is produced, the cash amounts will not be paid.
Please study the illustrations, and note par ticularly that the documentary evidence must be
prior to the dates given.

Ada

7

Abb.'r_

3

2

Z

6-

kM,

(I) One Patent concerns all so- called honeycomb coils. Evidence
wanted prior
April 4, 1919.
is

to

(2) Another Patent concerns couplers and coupling arrangements for
all plug -in coils, similar to those
shown in illustration, published prior
to August 20, 1919 wanted.

6

(3) Other Patents
to Cone Loud
Speakers. The data against these pertains
to all Cone Speakers, without horns, where
a cone is vibrated from an electro magnetic
system. The prior date for this must be before November 22, 1919.
"

Address all correspondence in connection with the above to Box No.
RADIO NEWS, 230 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Please say you saw it

16,

c/o

in RADIO NEWS
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Wholesale Radio Service Co. 519 -584

$200.00
Patent Information!

r

574
582
569
583
586

603 -604 -605 -606

A radio institution desires to obtain documentary information on three well -known radio apparatus.
The concern is desirous to obtain evidence that the apparatus which were patented in another country were
already used in the United States, prior to the patents.
The information wanted must be in the form of printed matter, which was published prior to the dates
given below. There are four patents in question, and the Company will pay $50.00 for each set of documents.
The Company cannot use typewritten, mimeographed or handwritten evidence. It must be printed evidence, such
as catalogs, newspapers, magazines, etc. If the original cannot be obtained, a photographic copy will serve the
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kecutwhat BIG money
these fellows have niade
in the RADIO BUSINESS
$375 One Month Spare Tune
"Recently I made $375 in
one month in my spare
time installing, servicing,
selling Radio sets. And,'
not so long ago, I earned
enough in one week to pay
for my course."
EARLE CUMMINGS,
18 Webster St., Haverhill, Mass.

$1597 In Five Months
"The N. R. I. is the best
Radio school in the U. S. A.
I have made $1597 in five
.:months. I shall always tell
,my friends that I owe my
success to you."
HENRY J. NICKS, Ja.,
302 Safford Ave.,

Tarpon Springs, Fla.

$1164 Spare Time Profits
"Look at what I have made
since, I enrolled, $1,164

-

money I would not have
had otherwise. I am certainly glad I took up Radio
with N. R. L I am more
than satisfied."
HENRY R. HE1KKINEN,
123 W. Erie St., Chicago, Ill.

hares to

Attu) gat too

Marta spare

time or full time
RadIo Business
of Your Own
tvidsput
Radio's amazing growth is making many big jobs. The world.
wide use of receiving sets and the lack of trained men to sell,
install and service them has opened many splendid chances
for spare time and full time businesses.

Ever so often a new business is started in this country. Wé: have seen how
the growth of the automobile industry, electricity and oth6i'9 made men rich.
Now Radio is doing the same thing. Its growth has already made many mea
rich and will make more wealthy in the future.. Surely you are not going. to
pass' up this wonderful chance, for-success.
More Trained Radio Men Needed
A famous Radio expert says there are four
good jobs for every man trained to hold them:
Radio has grown so fast that it simply has
not got the number of trained' men it needs.
Every year there are hundreds of'fuie jobs
among its many branches such as broadcasting stations, Radio factories, jobbers,
dealers, on board ship, commercial land stations, and many others. Many of the six to
ten million receiving sets now in use are only
25% to 40% efficient. This has made your
big chance for . á spare time or full time
business of .your own selling, installing, repair-

I

win

!Tra

Spare Time

use

In Your

'i bring my training to you. Hold your job.
Give me only part of your spare time. You,
don't have to be a college or high school

graduate.any of my

graduates now making big Money in Radio didn't even finish the
,grades. Boys 14, 15 years old and men up
'to 60 have finished my course successfully.
You Must BeSatisfied
I will give you a written agreement the day
know a condenser from a
you enroll to refund your money if you are
transformer, but from Denot satisfied with the lessons and instruction
cember to April I made
service when you complete the course. You
well over $1000 and I only
ing sets.
are the only judge. The resources of the N. R. I.
worked in the mornings."
Pioneer and Largest Home-Study Radio school
So Many Opportunities You Can Make
AL. JOHNSON,
Extra Money-While Learning
in
the. world stand back of this agreement.
1409 Shelby St., Sandusky, Ohio.
Many of our students make $10, $20, $30 a
Get My Book
week extra while learning. I'll' show you the
Find Out what Radio offers you. My 64 -page
plans and ideas that have proved
book, "Rich Rewards in Radio".
successful for them-show you
points out the money making ophow to begin making extra money shortly after
r r71í$,0o4,
portunities the growth of Radio
you enroll. G. W. Page, 1807-21st Ave., 5.,,
has made for you. Clip the conNashville, Tenn., made $935 in his spare times Radio,
pon. Send it to me. You won't
while taking my course.
e obligated in the least.
I Give You Practical Radio Experience
tá.
With My Course
Address
My course is not just theory. My method
givès you practical Radio experience-.
S. E. Smith, Pres.
you learn the "how" and "why"
of practically every, type of Radio
Dept. 44S
set made. This gives you confidence to tackle any Radio problems
National Radio
and shows up in your pay envelope too.

Over SI000 In Four Months
"My opinion of the N. R. I.
course is that it is the best
to be had at any price.
When I enrolled I didn't

.

Oat

Institute

You can build 100 cit.
posts with the Six. Big
Outfits of Radio parts
I give you. The pictures
here show only three of
them. My book explains
my method of giving prac.
tical training at home.
Get your copy I

Washington, D. C.

J. E. Smith,
President,
Dept.,44S

National Radio Institute,. Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Send me your. book. I
want to know more about the. opportunities
in Radio and your practical method of teaching'
at home in spare time. This request. does,
not obligate me to. enroll and .I understand
T10 agent will call on me..
Nanie
Age
Address

City

Please say you saw it in RADIO NEWS
www.americanradiohistory.com

State
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We Think
You Ought
to Know
TONE quality is elusive. We can prove, by laboratory measurements
and curves, that the new Clough system audio transformers come
closer to absolutely faithful reproduction than any others we have ever
been able to find, at any price. That may prove nothing to you -but
it's true, nevertheless. One by one, we are getting reports of tests
made by impartial engineers for manufacturers and others-agreeing
with our own findings that there is nothing on the market to match the
tone quality of S-M Clough system audio transformers. That's what the engineers in the
world's largest telephone laboratories said. It's what the professors of an old New England
engineering school decided.
To prove this to the public, here are the two fairest ways we know of-and we're taking
both of them:

-

FIRST: We are building, and operating in the most
public places we can find -the big radio shows, hotels,
dealers' show rooms- comparison amplifiers, with
switches to interchange instantly two sets of audio
transformers in the same circuit. We are so well satisfied with the sales of S -M audios resulting from this
"hard- boiled" method that we printed and distributed
35,000 copies of an article telling dealers and set builders how to build such a "comparator ". Do you
know of any other transformer manufacturer who is
doing that? If not, why is S -M the only one who is?

NOW-Theatre Volume
from Any Phonograph

at Low Cost

Used with any dynamic speaker
having a 90 to 110 volt field-or with
two dynamic speakers and supplying
the field current for one -the new
S -M 678PD Phonograph Amplifier
will take the input from any phonograph magnetic pick -up-or from the
detector of a radio set, using adapter
plug -and boost it to the tremendous volume output
of a 250 tube with the tone fidelity and freedom from
hysteretic distortion provided only by the new S-M
Clough- system audio transformers. It operates entirely
from any 105 to 120 volt, 60 cycle light socket and requires: one '81, one '26, and one '50 type tube. Price of
complete kit, $66.00, or wired $73.00.
Silver -Marshall, Inc.
848 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.
send me, free, the complete S -M
Catalog;
alog; also sample copy of The Radiobuilder.

I

I
I

I

For enclosed
in stamps, send me the
following
(50e) Next 12 issues of The Radiobuilder
. ($1.00) Next 25 issues of The Radiobuilder
S -M DATA SHEETS as follows, at 2c each:
....No. 1. 670B, 670ABC Reservoir Power Units
....No. 2. 685 Public Address Unipac

....

....No. 3. 730, 731, 732 "Round-the-World" Short
Wave Sets
....No. 4. 223, 225, 226, 255, 256, 251 Audio Transformers
....No. 5. 720 Screen Grid Six Receiver
....No. 6. 740 "Coast -to- Coast" Screen Grid Four
....No. 7. 675ABC High -Voltage Power Supply and
676 Dynamic Speaker Amplifier
....No. 8 Sargent- Rayment
Seven
....No. 9 678PD Phonograph Amplifier

SECOND: We are guaranteeing absolutely that the
Clough-System transformers large or small cannot
be surpassed by any of the conventional type not utilizing
the Clough invention with its practical elimination
of hysteretic distortion -at any price whatsoever.
S-M

If you have the equipment, by all means verify
yourself the sweeping claims we make. If you haven't
-then listen to one of the public S -M comparator tests.
If you can't do that-try a pair. Ask your own ears!
We think you ought to know.

Record of Audio Transformer Tests

E is the two-stage
curve for the large -

size transformers
(S -M 225, 1 st stage;
and 226, 2nd stage,
$9.00 each; D is

that of the smaller
ones (S -M 255 and
256, $6.00 each).
Note the marked
advantage over A,
B, a n d C-a I1
standard eight and
ten dollar trans
formers under
equal conditions.
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Are you receiving "The Radiobuilder" regularly? No. S shows
how to build an amplifier for comparing audio transformers. No. 6
tells all about the new S -M Public Address Amplifier. To all Authorized S -M Service Stations, it comes free of charge; to others a nominal
charge is made. Use the coupon.
If you build professionally, write us about the Service Station
franchises. Or if you don't build, yet avant your radio to be custom made, S-M will gladly refer your inquiry to an Authorized Silver Marshall Service Station near you.

I

I

SILVER- MARSHALL, Inc.

848 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.
I

a- ® ® ® a oPlease
Name
Address

sal, yen sass it in RADIO NEWS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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ONE of our cooperating distributors, whose
announcement directly follows, joins us in
presenting a descriptive summary of some of the
outstanding values to be found in the new
S -M line.

I

.
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You'll Find It
AIL in S
Why Go Further?

720 Screen Grid Six
The new S-M 720 embodies in the most
perfect form the revolution that screengrid tubes have brought about in long distance reception. Three of these tubes
in the R.F. stages, with shielded S-M coils,
bring in distant stations on the next 10 kc.
channel to powerful locals! The new S-M
255 and 256 transformers set a far higher
standard of tone quality than ever known
before. Custom -built complete in 700
cabinet, $102.00; complete kit, with
pierced metal chassis and antique brass
escutcheon but without cabinet, $72.50.

700

Shielding Cabinet

Beautiful two-tone brown moire finish,
with walnut finish wood base, $9.25.

740

Coast -to -Coast Four

A time-tested and famous circuit-one
R.F. stage, regenerative detector (non radiating) and two A.F. stages-combined
with immeasurably finer coils, the high
efficiency of the screen -grid tube, all the
gain of smooth -working regeneration, and
new S-M Clough- system audios, make the
740 the greatest value in the fifty-dollar
class. WIRED in 700 cabinet: 740 (for
D.C. tubes) $75; 740AC (A.C. tubes) $78.
Kit less cabinet: 740, $51; 740AC, $53.

680 Series Unipacs

Perfect reproduction and hum -free
light- socket operation have made S -M
Unipacs famous. There are four types:
two single-stage, and two two -stage models,
using 210 or 250 tubes singly and in
push-pull. Each Unipac supplies 45, 90,
and 135 volts B to receivers, and two -stage
models supply in addition 11/2 and 21/4
volts for A.C. tube filaments. Available
as kit or wired. Prices from $81.50 to $117.
-

685

Public Address Unipac

For coverage of crowds of 1,000 to
10,000 people, indoors or outdoors, with
one to twelve loud-speakers, the 685 Public Address Unipac furnishes unequalled
tonal clearness. It uses one UY227, one

UX226, one UX250, and two UX281
rectifiers in three stages for microphone,
radio or record pick-up amplification. 685
WIRED Unipac is priced at $160.00; or
685 KIT, $125.00.

710

Sargent-Rayment Seven

Designed by two famous engineers to

give the very extreme of results now pos.
sible in broadcast reception, irrespective
of cost, the S-M 710 Sargent -Rayment
Seven sets an entirely new standard. Exhausting the tremendous distance possibilities of 4- screen-grid R.F. stages-bringing in a station on every 10- kilocycle
channel right around its single-control
dial (with five auxiliary vernier knobs)equipped with the unequalled S-M Clough
system audio amplifier-yet the 710 is
only $175 custom -built complete, or $130
for kit including aluminum cabinet.

730

Round-the -World Four

The famous "Thrill Band" 'set -for
long- distance broadcast reception; has
S-M Clough -audio-system tone quality
splendid also for code. One screen-grid
R.F. stage, regenerative (non -radiating)
detector. Coils in kit tune from 17.4 to
204 meters; S-M 131X Coil ($1.25) extends range to 350 meters, and 131Y coil
($1.50) to 650 meters. Aluminum shielding cabinet included with 730 KIT $51,
or fully WIRED $66. Also with 731

-

Adapter (plugs into any receiver, con.
verting it to short wave) KIT $36, WIRED
$46. 732 Essential Kit, $16.50.

B and ABC Power Supplies
The 675ABC with an adapter allows a
UX210 or UX250 power tube to be used
in the last stage of any radio receiver-to
which it supplies B power at 425, 135, 90,
and 22 volts; also 22-90 variable. A and
C power are supplied to the power tube,
and 11/2 and 21/4 volts for A.C. tubes if
used. Uses one UX281 rectifier. Price
$58 WIRED, or $54 in KIT form.
670ABC Power Supply has max. B
voltage of 180; otherwise similar to the
675ABC. Price, WIRED, $46; KIT $43.
670B Power Supply for B power only,
180 volts max., and lower voltages as in
675ABC: WIRED $43.50; KIT $40.50.
676

Dynamic Speaker Amplifier

A single -stage power amplifier, using
one 250 type power tube and one 281
type rectifier. Used with any receiver, as
a third stage before a dynamic speaker,
it will give wonderfully improved volume
and tone quality, WIRED, $55; KIT $49.

Mail the Coupon

We Specialize in All S -M Parts and Kits

o i

Now!

Every item in the S -M line, including the new 678PD Phonograph
Amplifier and Clough- system audios, as well as other popular and
high quality radio parts, can be shipped immediately from our tremendous stock. Get our catalog now. Best discounts to the trade.

Wholesale Radio Service Co.
A Service of Excellence to the Dealer
6

Church Street

.1111111I

I

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO.
6 Church Street, Dept. RN -12
New York, N. Y.
Please send your new FREE catalog, listing
a full line of S -M kits and parts, as well as
all other standard brands of radio products
for the setbuilder.

Name

New York City
I

Address

Town
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JUST as the Elkon dry, low- voltage rectifier revolutionized the design of chargers
and "A" Eliminators, the new Elkon "B" type Rectifier will revolutionize the
design of "B" Eliminators.
The Elkon EBH Rectifier plugs into any Eliminator using the former standard
"B" rectifier tube. Simply take out the fragile 1,000 hour tube -plug in the husky
Elkon EBH and the change is made. No changes in wiring-no adjustments.
It is sturdy, solid, dry-has none of the frailties of a tube-not affected by accidental overloads or line surges. It is self healing. The power is smoother, quieter.
From the orders already received from dealers and jobbers in all parts of the
country, we know that we will be tremendously oversold this season-only 200,000
of these revolutionary rectifiers will be available.
The elaborate manufacturing, testing and aging equipment necessary to produce the Elkon EBH Rectifier precludes any greater production the first year.
Look for the Red and Yellow display carton on
your dealer's shelves. The new EBH is packed in a
metal can.
Buy one from your dealer today! Plug it into
your "B" Eliminator- Trouble free for at least
5,000 hours!

ELK ON,

I NC.

Division of
P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc.
Hand and Eye must synchronize in testing
the Elkon EBH Rectifier

-IC

350 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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THE NEW LEUTZ

UNIVERSAL TRANSOCEANIC
9 TUBES

WITH FOUR UX222's
AND 2-UX210's OR 2 UX250's

the past two years less than one
DURING
thousand Universal Transoceanic Phantoms have been manufactured. They have
been shipped to points in every state in the
Union, every province of Canada, Alaska,
Hawaii, Philippine Islands, Porto Rico, and
practically every foreign country in the
world.
In practically every instance the
new owner of the Transoceanic Phantom
has written to us expressing complete satis-

Powerful radio receivers, each perfect in
every respect, cannot be built hurriedly.
Each Leutz radio receiver is made to special

order only. The average time required for
delivery is three to six weeks after receipt of
confirmed order. Leutz receivers are not sold
on a trial basis; anyone contemplating the
purchase of a Leutz receiver need only inquire from any of our customers and they
will be assured that they will obtain the
best radio receiver in the world.
The present Universal Transoceanic Phantom Special has the most powerful tube
arrangement one could desire, viz., Four
222 Screened Grid Radio Frequency Stages,
200A Super- Detector, four audio stage, two
of which are in a push -pull system using
either two 210's or two 250's, output adjustable for a small room, or sufficient for six Dynamic Speakers distributed over a battleship.
Only a limited number of Transoceanic
Phantoms can be produced this season, and
our production is already sold considerably
ahead. We suggest placing Phantom orders
three to four weeks ahead to prevent disappointments in delivery.

faction and reporting results far superior to
any competitive makes used in the same
vicinity.
There is no mystery connected with the
superior performance of Leutz radio receivers. In 1922, seven years ago, Leutz had
8 and 10 tube Super- Heterodynes on the
market, while the nearest competitive set
had three tubes. Likewise, Leutz had the
first Shielded Set, First Single Control License under the Hogan Patent, first resistance- coupled audio, first interchangeable
tuned radio frequency transformers, first
metal cabinet, and many other original
features used two years ahead of other
designers.

THE NEW LEUTZ LITERATURE IS THE MOST INTERESTING RADIO
LITERATURE YOU EVER READ-DROP A LINE FOR YOUR COPY NOW

C. R. LEUTZ, INC.
195 PARK PLACE, LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
CABLES "EXPERINFO" NEW YORK

Please say you saw

i

in RADIO NEWS
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THE 4 GREATEST RECEIVERS
IN Hi -Q HISTORY!
TO say that these four new Hi -Q Receivers are the
and positive. Tone is practically identical with the
greatest instruments ever produced in Hi -Q History original broadcast at the microphone !
is equivalent to saying that they are the most efficient,
There are FOUR Hi -Q Receivers for 1929 -the
most selective, most sensitive and most beautifully Junior Hi -Q 29 at $54.35; the Junior A. C. Hi -Q 29 at
toned radios in the world. A powerful, all-inclusive $101.50; the Master Hi -Q 29 at $99.50 and the Master
statement. But every professional RADIO -TRICIAN A.C. Hi -Q 29 at $151.50 -four wonderful receivers
who has built one knows this statement is a fact.
which meet practically every range of pocketbook. All
For example, there is no receiver, to our knowledge,
these instruments are the joint creation of America's
which employs the Band Pass Filter-an entirely new ten leading parts manufacturers. All are stage -shielded,
system used exclusively in the Master
built on steel chassis from the finest
Hi -Q 29 models. This new developparts
available in the industry.
FOUR MODELS
ment effects absolute flat -top square
A. C. or D. C.
If You Want Real Radio Value,
cat-of tuning for the first time in radio
Have One Built by Your
Write for Our New 80 -Page Book
Local RADIO -TRICIAN
history. It assures positive 10 K. C.
Anyone can build the Hi -Q Receiver,
The new 80 -page Construction Manual is
selectivity. Even in crowded areas it is
quickly, easily, successfully AND AT
the biggest and most complete book of its
BIG SAVINGS over factory -made sets
impossible to tune in more than one
kind ever published. Tells how to build
of anything like similar efficiency. If
program at a time. "Cross talk" canyou prefer to have it builtfor you, write
all 4 new Hi -Q Receivers. Photos and diaforaddress ofyourlocalRadio- Trician.
grams illustrate every detail. Covers power
not occur. Oscillation, buzzing, humOver 6,000 of these Hl -Q experts in
amplifiers, tube and battery combinations,
the country. One is near you. He will
ming and background noises are
be glad to demonstrate the Hi-Q Reantennae, installation, short-wave adapters,
totally eliminated. Stations don't
ceiver and build one for you at a very
house wiring and a wealth of other data
moderate fee.
simply "swish" in-they snap in, clear
on custom -built radio. r e Price 25c.

HAMMARLUND-ROBERTS, Inc. NEW BROADWAY
YORK
Y
Manufacturers ®r
Associate

AßCTUßUS

?oenaRsoR
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Alternating- Current Set Operation
By HUGO GERNSBACK
THIS talk is addressed chiefly to those who either contemplate changes from hour to hour; when there is not a great deal of
purchasing or building an "A.C. electric" set, or already load on the line as, for instance, in the daytime, the actual A.C.
have acquired one. There is still in the popular mind a
voltage across the set goes as high as 120. But, when all the
good deal of misinformation and mistrust as to these sets,
lights are switched on in the evening, the "line voltage" often
and it is to be hoped that the remarks made here will clear up
drops as low as 100, and in some cases, to 95. All of this makes
a number of important points.
a big difference in the volume of a radio set; and the average
The accusation has been bandied about rather freely, during the
listener -in naturally blames it all on the broadcast station, never
past few months, that the new tubes which make A.C. operation
thinking that it is due to the decrease of the A.C. voltage supply.
possible are extremely fragile and burn out on the least provocaThere are now made certain appliances which, when attached
tion. Many people are still under the impression that such tubes
to an A.C. set, will keep the current supply tolerably constant,
are in the experimental stage and have not as yet been developed
whether the line voltage fluctuates or not; at least, within reason.
as thoroughly as they should be; this conclusion is not quite true.
If such an appliance is used, the listener will hardily, if at all,
observe any weakening of his favorite station; and if so, probably
On the other hand, it is admitted that the new A.C. tubes are
somewhat more fragile than the others, but only under certain
because of atmospheric conditions.
circumstances.
If you wish to convince yourself of the amount of variation in
This was brought home to me rather impressively by a recent
the A.C. supply, all you need to do is attach a simple voltmeter
occurrence. A lady who had purchased one of the new sets about
across the power -supply input leads of your A.C. set. If you
will keep this in plain sight, where you can watch it at all times,
six months ago complained that she had to get new tubes almost
every week; the statement she made was that the tubes were no
you will be surprised to note how much the voltage across the
good and kept on burning out. I was sufficiently interested to make
average line varies from hour to hour. You will find that it is
usually highest in the daytime and lowest between the hours of
a personal investigation, and this is what I found. She has a
It tends to go up again after ten, and
first -class alternating -current set; but the receiver had been in7 and 10 in the evening.
by midnight, or later, it will be at its high peak.
stalled by a set builder in an antique cabinet which the family
owned. The bottom of the cabinet is used for the table linen and,
Another source of trouble, or rather annoyance, with many
A.C. receivers, particularly those located in apartment houses,
as the outfit was in the dining room, it is (of course) necessary
to open and close the bottom drawer rather frequently; and this
is the fact that such sets are apt to become rather noisy at times.
is is-hat caused the trouble.
The A.C. set, being connected to the power lines, has an indefinitely
I explained to the lady that under no circumstances should she
long "pick -up," and is very much more apt to be disturbed than
open and close the drawer, unless it is done very carefully, and
the old battery set, which was connected only to the aerial and
while the set is not in operation. If the set were not being used,
ground. The A.C. set, in addition to collecting natural disturbances from the ground and aerial, now picks up also artificially the doors and the drawer could, without any damage, be opened
made "static" from the line itself. Vacuum cleaners, X -ray
and closed, but, with the tubes in operation, this should not be done;
machines, motors, violet -ray apparatus, and the like, also derive
because the filaments, while incandescent, naturally could not stand
their power from the same line and, if the contacts or commuup under the continuous slamming and vibration induced by opening and closing the drawer, often rather violently. After this
tators spark, a good deal of trouble is experienced by set owners.
Frequently it is most difficult to do away with this interference.
had been explained, no further trouble was experienced.
In a recent ease which came under my observation, a family
I have used a single set of tubes in an A.C. set now in my study
who had installed a set costing them $600.00 were unable to
for some seven months, and the set is in use every day for at
use it. Every time that the house elevator in the apartment buildleast four to five hours. I am still using the original tubes.
ing started to operate, it became necessary to shut off the set;
Another point which is brought out rather frequently is that
because it was impossible to get anything except a tremendouslymany people, who should know better, complain that broadcast
stations "change their power every night." One night, so the loud roar. The receiver in question was a highly sensitive one
a nine -tube affair-and this very sensitivity worked against the
story goes, the station conies in good and loud; but on other nights,
success of operation; because the set picked up every electrical
it does not. Even locals seem, according to many people, in the
disturbance that occurred in the house. Of course, the usual click
habit of changing their power from practically nothing up to
heard when a light is switched off or on isn't in itself very dismaximum. The persons thus complaining always make it a point
turbing, because it does not occur every instant; but in a big
to state that they did not seem to have this trouble until very
apartment house the elevators run almost constantly, and, for
lately. If you pursue this to its logical conclusion, you will find
that reason, the set became useless.
that they never had this trouble while they had their old battery
It was necessary to write to the service department of the
sets but really, it started just recently -in other words, when
power company, which promptly sent its service men. They spent
they acquired A.C.-operated sets. This is very true, and is not
a number of days experimenting and shunted condensers and
at all surprising.
chokes around the offending motors; but even then the entire
The fault is, of course, not with the broadcast station, which
trouble could not be overcome and, though the result was at least
(it need not be said) does not change its power. The average
75% better, there was still too much interference from the motors.
broadcast station probably does not vary its power more than
Finally, the problem was solved by placing the set in a different
1% from night to night, if so much. Yet, one night, a certain
room and connecting it to a different lighting outlet, and by also
station comes in weak, while on another night it comes in loud.
disconnecting the ground entirely from the set. After this, no
The intelligent radio roan will immediately know the reason for
more interference was noted and the set now operates as well
this; the answer lies in the A.C. voltage supply.
as should be expected in a New York apartment house.
The house -lighting current available in the average household

-

Mr. Hugo Gernsback speaks every Tuesday at

9.30 P. M.

from Stations WRNY (297 meters) and W2XAL (30.91 meters) on various radio and scientific subjects.
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Under this heading, RADIO NEWS publishes each
month descriptions of the latest developments
in the extremely interesting field of television.

Television Makes the Radio Drama Possible
By Robert Hertzberg
TELEVISION

is striding forward,
and is today overcoming many obstacles that were once held insurmountable. "Sight" broadcasting is
now part of the regular daily programs of a
number of stations in the East and the
Middle West, and many experimenters are
experiencing new thrills in reproducing
small, but nevertheless distinguishable,
images.
The latest development, and what promises
to be the most important as yet, is the successful combining of image and voice for
the presentation of drama in the home, via
radio. A second noteworthy achievement
of the past few months is the transmission
of full -length images of two people at a
time, and the reproduction of those images
at the receiving end to a size of twelve by
twelve inches.
On September 11, 1928, WGY, the first
station to organize a dramatic group and
present plays regularly to the radio audience, established itself also as the first station, anywhere, to broadcast an actual drama
with the aid of television; transmitting images and voice simultaneously on separate
radio channels. The complete performance
was witnessed by a group of newspapermen
and scientists gathered in one of the build ings of the General Electric Company, at
Schenectady, N. Y., at a short distance from
the radio transmitters themselves. It was
highly effective, and held the attention and

it will be practicable to offer the "televised"

radio drama to the public as a finished
production.
"Such practical application affords the
only reliable method of determining the future possibilities, as well as the limitations
of television," Mr. Rice stated. "When television has reached that stage of perfection
where `sight' signals may be received as reliably as `sound' signals are now received,
we at WGY hope to be prepared to carry
the image as well as the voice of the actor
to thousands not heretofore privileged to
enjoy the drama."
WHEN HISTORY WAS MADE

These two are playing the hands of the televised
characters, with the "props" needed to illustrate
the action of the playlet.

interest of the rather critical audience as
closely as if it had been the highest- priced
dramatic hit on Broadway.
Martin P. Rice, manager of broadcasting
for WGY and its associated stations, explained that, in presenting the drama
through the medium of television, the staff
of WGY was co- operating with the radio
engineers in the development of a studio
technique, far in advance of the time when

Left, the television transmitter, later demonstrated at the Radio
Fair. Right, Dr. 1le,renderson with his assistant, R. D. Bell, with

The first play by television was broadcast
at 1:30 o'clock, on the afternoon of September 11, 1928, during the regular television period of the Schenectady station;
and a second performance was given at
11:30 that same evening. The offering was
"The Queen's Messenger," a one-act drama
written thirty years ago by J. Hartley Manners. The televised version was the same
in every respect as the stage production;
but it involved many new problems in
dramatic technique because of the limitations of the television "cameras," which
could take in only the head and shoulders
of one character at a time.
The presentation of the drama by television was made possible through the simplification, by Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson,

the new projecting apparatus, which throws an image a foot square
on the ground -glass screen. The scans ;nq disc contains 48 lenses.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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of television transmitting apparatus which
hitherto has been large and unwieldy. Readers of RADIO NEws will recall that, early
this year, Dr. Alexanderson took television
out of the laboratory and put it in the home
(see the article entitled "Television Comes
to the Home," in the April, 1928 number).
The voices and images of several performers were then broadcast by WGY simultaneously on different wavelengths, and observers stationed five miles away saw and
heard the artists on television receivers of
simplified design.
Dr. Alexanderson has simplified the television transmitting apparatus to such a degree that it can now be carried from place
to place, almost as easily as the microphone
and its associated amplifiers. The time will
undoubtedly come when the televisor will
be set up in the radio studio, on the lecture
platform, the stage or the banquet table,
as readily and as frequently as the ubiquitous microphone now appears at these
places. To illustrate the portability of the
outfit, WGY engineers recently set up a
television "camera" on the platform in the
assembly chamber at Albany, N. Y., and
televised Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New
York, as he delivered his address accepting
the Democratic nomination for the presidency.
DETAILS OF THE

"CAMERA"

The television scanning "camera," as it
ooden box about a
is used to -day, is a woo'
foot square at the ends and about twenty
inches long. It contains a twelve -inch 24-
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Fretta Jewel, first "leading lady" of the television stage, in "The Queen's Messenger" before the scanning camera and microphone at
hi'GY. As only, the face and voice were picked
up here, another actress was required to impersonate the hands.

hole scanning disc, driven by a small synchronous motor. Behind the disc is a 1000 watt lamp, the light of which is concentrated
by a lens on the area defined by the spiral
of holes. A second lens on the outside of
the box projects the scanning rays of light
oh the subject. The box itself is mounted
on a regular camera tripod, and greatly resembles a large camera.

The "stage" of the first televised drama; its layout can be followed
by referring to the diagram. at the top of page 526. Left, Ivette
Jewel; Mortimer Stewart, director, with wand; then Mentrice Ran-

Accompanying each "camera" is a pair of
photoelectric cells, which are placed in front
of and on each side of the "camera," and
facing directly toward the person being
televised. Each cell is about seven inches
in diameter, and enclosed in a wooden box
mounted on a tripod. Three outfits, comprising camera and photo- electric cells, were
used in the broadcasting of the radio drama.
In the presentation of "The Queen's Messenger," the television instruments were arranged as shown in Fig. 1. One camera was
used for each of the two characters in the
play, and the third for the introduction of
"props" and other visual effects. The play
director, standing between the two "cameras" trained on his actors (positions 1 and
2 in the drawing), governed the radio output by means of a small mixing panel; similar in construction and function to the
mixing panels used at all broadcast stations
for the proper blending of the different
instruments of an orchestra. With one
knob, he brought any one of the three
cameras into the circuit; and, with another,
he "faded" the images in and out, very much
as the "fade-out" is used in motion pictures. In front of the director was a "monitor" television receiver, in which he could
see at all times the images going on the air,
and check the performance. In addition to
the television cameras, there were microphones at positions 1 and 2, (for the two
characters) to pick up the spoken lines of
the play.
The performance was broadcast on three
wavelengths; the images on 379.5 and 31.4
meters, and the voice on 21.96 meters only.

The silent parts are gesticulated by the players at the "prop"
table, right, Joyce Evans Rector and William, J. Toniski, whose
hands are "picked yap" by camera No. 3.
Ball.
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Fig. 1: Three scanning cameras and two "mike?' are controlled by
the director of the radio drama, who has a monitor television re-

Reports received by WGY several days
after the broadcasting of the play indicated that at least two radio experimenters
on the West Coast had picked it up and
reproduced it successfully.
TECHNIQUE OF THE DRAMA

Inasmuch as only the heads of the actors
can be transmitted at the present stage of
developments, it became necessary for the

J

ceirer before him to check the results. The receiver and "camera'
shown at the right are similar to those previously described here

director to find some means in addition to
head movements or the change of facial expression to convey action. This was accomplished by using the third television
transmitter (position 3 in the diagram) for
hands and "props." For example, when the
lady of the play offers to pour some wine
for the messenger, the third camera picked
up the image of a lady's hands with bottle
and glass, as she poured the wine. Keys,

The television stage director is a bnq man. Here we have Mortimer Stewart
of IVGI' at his control box, which will "fade" one image into another, movie style.

www.americanradiohistory.com

a ring, a pistol, a dagger, reproductions of

the British and Russian royal arms, and
many other "props" were thus introduced,
to add to the realism of the performance and
to break the monotony of the head images

only.
The faces of the man and the woman
handling the props at position 3 were not
shown. Only their hands were televised;
the "camera" being switched on at the
proper moment by the play director. In
this way, the voice of the lady speaking
at position 1, while the television camera
at position 2 transmitted hands, was heard
in the loud speaker at the receiving end
while the image of the hands flashed on

the television screen.
Because of the limited range of the "camera," great pains were taken to keep the
actors "framed," that is, within the small
area in which the scanning rays of light
might find them. Each character worked in
front of a white screen, which gave definition to the features. Borders were established within which the actor had to stand,
or be lost to the camera.
The performing artists were confronted
with special problems in "make-up;" both
because the color -response characteristics of
photoelectric cells are altogether different
from those of the usual motion-picture camera, for instance, and because the images
at the receiving end have the pinkish -red
background characteristic of the neon gas
used in the glow lamps. The make -up technique of both the stage and the screen was
drawn upon, and an effect different from
either was finally obtained. The eves of
the actors were accentuated to the point of
exaggeration, and the mouth and nostrils
were sharply defined with strong color. The
skin was softly shaded and blended in an
effort to remove the shiny effect. It was
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Fig. 2. With the apparatus shown, and wire lines, a boxing match
was televised to a small screen; though the image frequencies went
found that diamonds or other bright stones
could not be used on the hands, because they

caught the scanning light strongly and produced a disturbing glare on the image.
The actual adaptation of the television apparatus to the play was made by Mortimer
Stewart, who is known to many radio listeners as the producer and director of a series
of radio plays broadcast by WGY and of
numerous dramatic offerings from the New
York stations of the National Broadcasting
Company. Mr. Stewart's problem was not
only the development of a technique for a
new dramatic form, but he also had to work
with apparatus that was crude and admittedly inadequate.
"'The Queen's Messenger" has but two
characters. The lady was played by Izetta
Jewel, a former stage star and now the
wife of Professor Hugh Miller of Union
College. Maurice Randall, veteran member
of the WGY Players, was cast for the messenger. Joyce Evans Rector and William
J. Toniski "doubled" for Miss Jewell and
Mr. Randall; that is, they "doubled" for
their hands and, at the third television
camera (position 3), handled the various
"props" such as cigarettes, glasses, keys,
dispatch case, etc.
THE RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

General Electric engineers constructed a number of special television receivers for use at the demonstration on September 11. In external appearance and
over -all size these greatly resembled loud

PROJECTING------- - - - - --

-

IO FT.

SEPARATION

SCANNING DISC
WITH 48 LENSES
INSTEAD OF PLAIN HOLES.

12

"X12 " /

i

,'

IMAGES OF
MEN BOXING.

outside the 5,000 -cycle broadcast limitation. The neon lamp used
a special new device, is not available to amateur experimenters

on the disc are less than an inch square;
but they are enlarged to an apparent size
of three inches square by means of a magnifying lens placed on the front of the case.
A number of views of this machine are
shown in the illustrations accompanying

this article.
A back view of the television receiver is
shown in Fig. 1, which includes also a cross sectional view of the television scanning
"camera." The discs used at both transmitters and receivers were not actually flat
discs, but looked like large soup plates, with
scanning holes cut in the flat rim. This
method of construction makes the discs very
rigid and prevents them from wobbling as
much as ordinary discs do.
The people watching and hearing the performance of the play, as it was reproduced
on the radio receivers, had to sit about ten
feet away from the television instruments,
in order to distinguish a clear image. At
closer distances the coarse lines of the
scanning disc were too plain, and the images appeared to be built of little squares
of black and pink. The definition of the
images was quite good, in spite of the fact
that the television impulses were confined to
5,000 cycles, the modulation limit prescribed
by the regulations.

The

speakers of the cone type, for which they
were mistaken at first: Each is about 14
inches high and six deep, and hexagonal in
shape. Within the case is a scanning disc
12 inches in diameter, and cut with a spiral
of 24 square holes. A neon -gas glow-lamp
is supported in back of the disc in a horizontal position. The images as reproduced

--- - - - - --

TELEVISION ON A SCREEN

A very interesting laboratory development, demonstrated by Dr. Alexanderson
after the broadcasting of the radio play, is
the apparatus he now uses experimentally
over wire lines, for the transmission of full length images and their reproduction over
a screen area twelve inches square, on a
screen ten feet from the projector. The
layout of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.
In general design, the transmitter is identical with other dise systems, except, of
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course, for the quality of the parts and the
sensitivity of the photoelectric cells, in particular. A 48 -hole disc, about two feet in
diameter, is driven by a synchronous motor,
and breaks up into thin scanning rays the
light from a 3000 -watt arc directly behind
it; the rays are projected forward by a
powerful lens. When only his head is to
be transmitted, the person televised sits
about fifteen inches from the front of a
large wooden frame holding an extremely
sensitive photoelectric cell in each corner.
'The scanning rays fall on him, and are reflected into the cells, which respond in the
usual manner by producing varying electric

curreñts.
At the receiving end, a similar scanning
disc is used; however, the usual plain holes
are replaced by 48 powerful lenses, each
only about half an inch in diameter. The
glow lamp is a special neon -gas bulb, developed by Dr. D. McFarlan Moore, the renowned scientist whose achievements have
done much to make television practical.
This lamp, instead of containing the two
flat plates found in common neon tubes, uses
a small metal cylinder within which is a
small, thin electrode. An intense light, hundreds of times more powerful than that produced by any other glow lamp, is thrown
out from the cylinder. The light is concentrated by the lenses in the scanning disc,
and then thrown on the screen, ten feet
away, by a five -inch projecting lens.
To begin the demonstration of this apparatus, a man sat down before the photoelectric cells at the transmitter and his image, fully life -size, appeared on the screen
in an adjoining room. Speaking over a
wire circuit connected to a loud speaker
in the projection room, he maintained a
running line of chatter, describing his
actions in detail so that no one would miss
(Continued on page 587)
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" Multiple Television"
A Forecast
Why the Possibility of Receiving More
Than One Television Image at Once Is
of Practical Importance

The first -class television receiver of the future
will afford more than one program. We may
readily predict a family debate as to which
scene of action will receive the place of honor
in the varied entertainment.

THE scene which adorns the cover of
this issue of RADIO NEWS is not, like
its predecessor of last month, taken
from the life, nor does it incorporate
a photograph of television apparatus which
is now in existence. But it does represent
a scene which will be many times repeated,
a few years in the future, when the owner
of a television receiver will not only have a
choice of several interesting programs, but
be able to sample them all at once, as it
were, and choose according to the tastes of
the family.
There are several reasons why this should
be desirable, and possible as well. It is not
particularly profitable to tune in more than
one broadcast station at a time, so far as
the audible or "aural" programs go. In
fact, the best efforts of radio engineers and
designers-as well as those of the Federal
Radio Commission and other branches of
government-have been devoted to the endeavor to make this impossible, so far as
an involuntary reception of multiple programs is concerned. The reason for this
is based on the one -dimensional nature of
our organs of hearing; our ears cannot, except by great effort, analyze a medley of
unrelated sounds. We cannot listen to two
people at once attentively; let alone a jazz
band and a quartet of chamber music at
the same time. Nobody, therefore, wishes
two loud speakers to pour forth different
programs. We tune out or switch from one
station before we try another.

being present at several places of entertainment simultaneously (for purposes of
sight and hearing at least) as will be the
case when television has developed to the
point of reproducing large scenes as faithfully as the microphone now picks up their
accompanying sounds, we may well seek to
transfer to our receiving instruments the
faculty of glancing from side to side which
we now possess.
In other words, when
more than one event is being televised, we
shall desire the power to keep in touch with
all of them; giving our closest attention to
the parts of each visible program which are
most of interest. This will be especially
true when the action being broadcast is of
a nature that cannot be rehearsed, and
whose progress is not governed by the
broadcaster's allotment of the minuteswhich will be true of an increasing number
of public activities, as time goes on.
The matter was brought to the mind of
the Editor of RADIO NEws-while he listened
in to the opening ceremony of the recent
Radio World's Fair. The presence of Mr.
Edison, who performed the formal act of
inaugurating the show, had been announced
in advance; but not that of Mr. Ford and
other notables, who were not on the program; and many listeners may therefore
have missed an opportunity they would
gladly have taken advantage of, the more

HOW IT MAY BE DONE

For the purposes of color television, as

WHY SHOULD WE WANT SEVERAL IMAGES?

With our natural television receivers (the
They receive
the ultra-short waves, which we call light,
over a large angle simultaneously, and over
what seems to us a large area ; and, though
it is true that our whole field of vision is
not equally sensitive, the mobility of these
highly- complex organs and their power of
accommodation or "focusing" is almost as
quick as thought itself. We are therefore
able to give at least cursory attention to
several moving scenes at once, without their
creating interference with each other, as
.eyes) the case is otherwise.

in the case of sounds.
When we have acquired the faculty of

if television reception had also been available to them. The fact suggested the theme
of this article: why can we not receive at
once several television images on the same
receiver, if we have the necessary number of
tuning units with which to pick up several
broadcast stations simultaneously?
The television image, as all our readers
now understand, is in the nature of an optical illusion, created by the motion at a
predetermined rate of a scanning disc or
similar optical device across a lamp whose
illumination is varying at a rate depending
on the nature of the image being televised.
Each flicker takes place at a time when a
different portion of the neon lamp's area is
exposed and, therefore, creates the impression of light or darkness over a different
portion of the visible area of the disc. The
effect is that a complete image is built up
before the eye, which cannot see each point
of light separately. Take away the disc,
and the fluctuations of the light are too
rapid to register on the eye; take away the
flicker, and a blank, uniformly -lighted area
appears before the spectator. The action
is of a nature which is called "stroboscopic"
(see RADIO NEWS for August, 1927, for a
detailed explanation of the term).
Only a very small portion of the disc,
however, is used at any one time for the
reproduction of an image; the unit space
between two successive holes, in the spirally drilled discs now used, which have been
described at considerable length in the last
few issues of this magazine. If, therefore,
we place additional lamps, flickering at other
television-image frequencies, in several positions behind the circumference of the scanning disc, we may produce as many different pictures as we have receivers. (We
can, of course, reproduce also the sanie
image in multiple at different points of
observation, by placing a number of lamps
in parallel across the output of a single
amplifier; but these images would be "out
of frame," by reason of the different positions they would occupy along the spiral.)
so

described in the October issue of this
magazine, however, discs have been drilled
with more than one spiral of holes. With
a disc of this kind (as shown in Fig. 1)
we could commence the production of pictures along the outer edge of the area
not merely at point A, as shown, at the
top of the disc, but also point B and point
C, which are spaced 120 degrees apart, in
the case of a disc with three complete
spirals. It is true that the lower pictures
would be inclined at an angle of 120 degrees
to those at the top; but the television receiver of the future will be equipped, undoubtedly, with magnifying devices to bring

-

FI G.2
Here we have the panel layout of a proposed
receiver based on the disc system. Each of
the three receivers tunes in a program of both
sight and sound impulses, though the latter
are conveyed to the speaker only in connection with the image in the larger screen. The
option of color or of black- and -white with
greater speed is obtained in this.
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up the image to such a size that it can be
seen further away from the disc than at
present -to accommodate additional spectators. It would, therefore, be possible to
introduce either lenses or prisms to bring
the last virtual image "right side up."
Let us then suppose that, instead of reproducing the same image at three positions on our clisc, we have three tuning units
(See P'ig. 2) each with a suitable amplifier
for the band of television impulses, and a
suitable filter which separates from these
the audio frequencies impressed at the same
time on the carrier wave. The limitations
of our hearing, as already pointed out,

FIG .1

If

we have a three- spiral disc, such as that
used for color transmissions, with three neon
lamps a separate image may be built up simultaneously in each of the three positions here.

make it undesirable to reproduce more than
one audible program; and a single loud
speaker with a selective switch enables us
to choose any one of the three programs for
our ears. Each set of television frequencies,
however, is led to a suitably connected
glow -lamp -one of these is placed at each
of the equally- spaced intervals along the
rim of the disc. Here it is scanned by one
of the three similar spirals, point for point,
just as the other two are dealt with elsewhere. Three images, then, appear at different points on the disc and are brought
up to the proper sizes and positions by their
respective optical systems. We can then,
with an occasional sicle glance, keep in
touch with the three sets of actions being
televised at three different radio stations;
though devoting the greater portion of our
attention to the one of most interest at the
moment.

It
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the others, and keep it "in frame." While
under our hand are compensating devices to
do the sauce for the other images, we can
follow their actions in general without this
precaution -the more so, as we shall not
be endowed with additional hands by the
progressive development of television. If,
therefore, one of the smaller scenes below
interests us more at the moment, the snap
of a switch on its tuning unit causes it to
exchange places with the image above.
In the sketch (Fig. 2) of the controls
of such a receiver, each tuning unit has
three switches, designated as 1, 2 and 3.
The snap of the No. 1 switch, we may suppose, connects the amplifier to a lamp which
produces the large image above and, at
the sanie time, connects the associated audio
amplifier to the loud -speaker unit whose
sound-opening is in front of the center of
the clisc. If we suppose the levers interlocking, the same motion throws clown the
image which previously occupied No. 1
position to the No. 2 or 3 screen below,
and cuts off its audio-amplifier output from
the speaker. 'Thus the shifting of scenes
is but the work of an instant.
The touch of a button at the right of
the large screen adjusts the image and
brings it into frame. Similar buttons are
provided for the lower images, which will
undoubtedly need more effort to keep them
in their frames. Nevertheless, as we have
said, as they will be used merely to obtain
a general idea of the stage of the proceedings which they represent, they will probably be permitted to wander slightly, unless
other members of the family desire to watch
them more attentively. \Ve may, of course,
imagine a slight division in the fancily
council represented on our cover as to
which of the available television broadcasts
should have the place of honor; presumably
the question will be decided by the same
gentle influence which has converted the
radio receiver from a jumble of eructe apparatus on a breadboard to a splendid example of interior decoration in period
cabinet work.

COLOR OR SPEED -CHOOSE

!

We now come to a second interesting feature of our multiple receiver. As we have
already said, our multiple disc is designed
for color work; this, however, requires multiple lighting and more complicated connections. We may assume that these are
provided at the top of the cabinet alone.
The action in the lower screens is seen only
in monochrome; pink -and -black if the neon
lamp as now used is deemed sufficient for
the purpose. At the top, however, three
sets of lamps, each giving one of the primary colors, alternately illuminate the successive spirals, producing the effect of
natural color. (How this is done was described in a very interesting article in the
October issue of RADIO NEWS- consult page
320.) To obtain this effect, however, we
must sacrifice some light, as the image is
illuminated only one-third of the time in
each color. We would find also that, in
a scene of very rapid action (such as a
boxing match, or a race) our colors will
be slightly "out of register;" like the effect
you may have seen in color printing when
the red, the yellow and the blue were
slightly out of the respective places they
should have occupied. In addition to this,
many broadcasts would undoubtedly be
made without color. In this case, we have
only to press the button at the left of our
large screen, and disconnect the color -separating mechanism. All the primary rays
are thrown at once upon the disc, increasing
the amount of practically -white light, and
each spiral draws a picture in black -andwhite.' The result is a much more sharply defined and more highly -lighted image,
enabling us to follow the action more closely.
It is not essential to our purpose, of
course, that a disc with a triple spiral be
used. To obtain the large number of holes
required to scan a larger scene in detail,
it may be necessary to use a single spiral,
and to change the color transmitted only
(Continued on page 589)

A RECEIVER OF THE FUTURE
is obvious, of course, that all three

of the television programs being thus received must be alike in their characteristics,
as regards frequency of scanning and analysis of the images; though there is no necessity that the scenes televised be of equal
size or fineness of detail. We can have a
television "close -up" or "fade- out," just
as we have in the movies; and will undoubtedly have such effects, as technique in
television progresses.
It is certain, however, that the synchronizing systems in use must be exactly alike,
if multiple images are to be reproduced;
and, even in that case, such factors as varying distances of the receiver from two or
more transmitters must slightly affect the
phase relationship of the received signals.
We shall, therefore, concentrate our main
attention on one image, which will be
brought up in size and sharpness more than

This partial reproduction of a full-page illustration in. THE EXPERIMENTER fór November, 1924,
indicates a military use for multiple television. It is necessary fora modern general to be near
his center of communications, well in the rear of the lines. With radio-guided airplanes, equipped
with six television cameras-looking up, dozen, forward. back and sideways -he can see the progress
of action as if present, and give his orders accordingly. As one observation plane is shot down,
the turn of a switch puts a second into operation instantly. The method of reception here shown
may more closely resemble that adopted than does the present disc system with its limitations.
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Novel Radio Equipment for Airplanes
RADIO PICTURES SENT FROM
THE SKY
At the right, we may see a forerunner of what the well- equipped
airplane will radiate in the future.
This "radio photograph," as you
Will quickly determine, represents
Col. Lindbergh in a serious moment. It was transmitted from the
airplane short -wave set shown in the
picture at the left, while the plane
was in flight three thousand feet
above the ground. This feat demonstrates the possibility of receiving
the results of aerial observation for
military or civil purposes, without
the necessity of a plane's returning
to its base.

Below, right: This American installation in the plane "Roma"
comprises a transmitter, swung on
shock- absorbing cords, a wind driven generator whose mounting
permits it to be either srott -tag out
for operation or withdrawn to reduce the air resistance: and, on the
shelf, the "send- receive" switch
and flameproof telegraph key.
© R.C.A.

In the central picture, the apparatus on
which the airplane -transmitted photograph,
reproduced above, was received at station
WFI, Philadelphia. The Rayfoto system,
which utilizes a "coronal" discharge to
form the image on the paper, was employed in the experiment. The sensitized
sheet has just been taken from the cylinder of the machine.
Photos © International Newsreel.

The elaborate equipment of the Dornier-Napier plane, in which the Courtney
expedition recently attempted to cross the Atlantic, was instrumental in
bringing about their rescue when forced down. Left, opening to fuel tanks;
then the handle of the winch controlling the aerial; then at the top, further to
the right, the aerial lead in and ammeter ; below them, first the transmitter and
then the receiver. The apparatus is of British type. © Herbert Photos.
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Equipment for Television Experiments
Apparatus Now Commercially Available Offers an Increasing
Choice of Installations for the Enterprising Television Fan to
Choose From-Differences Are Mostly in Details
By H. M. Bayer
ER since the inception of a regular
schedule of television transmission
at WRNY, that station has been
swamped by hundreds of letters -and
phone calls commenting on the queer, staccato- signals that are being heard on
WItNY's wave, and invariably ending with
the same question that is being asked by
thousands of radio experimenters and listeners throughout the country: "Is anyone marketing a television receiver; anti,
if so, where can I buy one and what will
it look like ?"
Before proceeding with a semi -technical
description of the commercial models now
available, it may be well to offer a brief
explanation of the general situation involved
in an answer to the above question; and to
attempt to clarify some of the terms connected with television. For example, what
generally is termed a television receiver
actually is a television scanning apparatus;
that is, to say the receiver itself may be
any broadcast receiver being used at
present, providing the last amplifier tube,
or power tube, is of the 171 type or larger
-and providing, also, the audio- frequency
amplifying transformers, or whatever coupling devices are used, are of the highest
engineering efficiency. It has been stated
generally, by those pioneering in television
development, that the resistance-coupled
type of audio amplification should be employed; because the undistorted output of
that type of amplifier is high over a wide
range of frequencies, when compared to
that of the transformer -coupled type of
amplification found in the average broadcast receiver. However, some experimenters
have obtained good results using the latter
FN

type; and so it is recommended that the
amplification system used by the experimenter's receiver be first given a fair test of
receiving television
changes are made.

images,

before

any

THE SCANNING MECHANISM

As will be seen from the photographs
reproduced in this article, the scanning apparatus consists primarily of a scanning
clisc, a suitable motor to drive the disc
with some means of controlling the speed
of the motor so that the disc can be driven
neon -gas glowat certain definite speeds
lamp and a suitable mounting or framework
of the entire arrangement. These items
make up the scanning apparatus and are all
that is necessary to reproduce television
images; providing, as mentioned previously,
that the receiver and its amplification system come up to specifications. When adding

-

-a

the scanning apparatus to a broadcast receiver, all one need do is to remove the
loud speaker's cord tips from the output of
the set, and in their place insert the wires
leading to the neon tube of the scanner.
The various arrangements described here with have been tested, and found satisfactory for the viewing of radio -transmitted
images, when operated in conjunction with
the proper type of receiver and according
to the directions specified by the manufacturers. The apparatus mentioned in this
article does not include all the scanning kits
now being marketed; but those shown are
all that were available at the time this article was written. Assemblies which are produced after the collection of these data
will be described in later articles in RAmo
Nrws.

An Elaborate Televisor
One manufacturer has announced a tentative arrangement of its scanning apparatus, which is to be of the conventional
design outlined in the preceding paragraphs
of this article. The development work of
this product is under the supervision of
John Geloso, chief engineer of the organization, who has made a name for himself
as a pioneer researcher in the television
field. He is known best, perhaps, as one
of the first to confine successful television
transmission to the 5000 -cycle band, the
maximum frequency allowed by the Federal
Radio Commission for all radio transmission
on the broadcast bands. The illustration
in the first column shows Mr. Geloso standing beside the scanning apparatus which he
has designed. In this model the speed of the
disc (D) is controlled by what is known as

Fig. A (Left.) Mr. Geloso
standing beside the receiver
of his design. Sponge -rubber blocks separate it from
the table on which it resis.
Fig. B (Above). The same
apparatus, seen from the
rear. The cabinet is homemade, not part of the kit.
Fig. C (Right) The set -up
at close range: the motor
M drives the disc D by
friction, at a speed controlled by the worm-wheel
A. As the friction -disc W
approaches the shaft, the
speed increases. The journal B contains ball -bearings; the height of the television lamp N is also regulable by the use of a collar.
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Heller, the designer of this apparatus,
has concentrated his efforts on the production of a kit of the simplest form for the
benefit of the experimenter who is avoiding
complications. In this respect Mr. Heller
has been successful; the completed assembly
is devoid of non -essentials and comprises
only those parts absolutely necessary for
the operation of the scanning disc. The
foundation of the apparatus is a 10 x 7 x
-inch bakelite panel or base, upon which
are mounted a universal motor and the
receptacle for the 110 -volt line. Four and
a half inches above this base, and supported
on four pillars, is a bakelite sub-panel upon
which are mounted the socket -for the neon
tube and the Variable resistor; the latter
is in series with the 110 -volt line leading
to the motor and serves to vary its speed.
The disc is composed of bakelite, 16 inches
in diameter, and has 48 holes.
G.

This bakelite disc, its motor assembly and lamp compose a scanning apparatus quickly set up. The three -stage
amplifier, lying upon the broadcast receiver
at the right, has a push -pull .stage for
better results.

Fig. D.

a "floating" motor M (this excellent arrangement is used also in the Jenkins system described in this article) ; this varies
the speed of the disc by moving the motor
on its sliding "ship" by means of the wormgear A. Refinements, such as the shaft
mounted in ball-bearings at B, are not

entirely essential to successful operation;
although, they, doubtless, insure more even,
silent operation of the disc. (See Fig. C.)
Under the shelf supporting the motor
mechanism, and the driving -shaft's terminal,
may be seen the filter system, comprising
suitable condensers and choke coils, used in
the neon -tube circuit. On the front panel
of the lower shelf are mounted the meter,
indicating the current drawn by the neon
tube, and the variable resistors employed
to control the brilliancy of the tube. The
screen -like square seen on the upper section
of the large front panel is actually a miniature viewing tunnel, the walls of which

frame an opening about an inch-and-a -half
square, the approximate size of the image
which can be viewed with this apparatus.
The disc is of the 48-hole type, 20 inches in
diameter, and is suitable for the reception
of televised images from WRNY- W2XAL,
the RADIO NEWS stations in New York, and
W3XK, the Jenkins station in Washington.
The latter requires a disc speed of 900
revolutions per minute, while the former
operate at a speed of only 450 revolutions
per minute.
Manufacturer: Pilot Electric Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

A

Fig. E. This motor
is controlled automatically at a predetermined speed;
its resistors cut out
sparking interference. The knobs
at the top regulate
the position of the
lamp to a hair.

Scanning Apparatus Very
Easy to Assemble

A simple, yet efficient, scanning apparatus
at present marketed only in kit form is so
designed that its assembly is a matter of
a few moments, requiring no tools but a
screwdriver and a pair of pliers. Alexander

The picture (Fig. D, right) shows the apparatus mounted on the cabinet of a broadcast receiver; while in the same illustration
is included a front view of the set-up. The

Fig. I.

This 12 -inch disc brings a television receiver clown to more moderate size
The sane mcrinfactsìrer has also produced a 6 -inch disc, which
gives a clear; though samall, image zoh-ieh may be magnified again.

for the parlor.
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magnifying lens is used to enlarge the
image and has mounted behind it a disc
of ground glass, which may be removed
from its circular case if so desired. The
neon tube illustrated in the same picture
is supplied by this manufacturer; but may
be of any type the plate of which measures approximately lye x I1/s inches square,
providing the plate is parallel to the heavy
prongs in the base.
Manufactured by the same company, and
indicated in its catalogue as optional equipment for this scanning apparatus, is a
three -stage resistance-coupled amplifier designed for power operation. It is shown
mounted upon the receiver cabinet. A
feature of this amplifier is the accommodation for two 171A-type tubes wired in
parallel for last-stage operation.
The
resistors employed in the grid and plate
circuits are of the heavy-duty type and
capable of standing a good deal of punishment from heavy currents. Sockets of the
sub- panel, spring type are mounted with
other parts of the amplifier on a brown
bakelite panel 14 x 3.34 inches; which, in
turn, is set in a brown crystalline metal
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inches deep. Eleven metal binding
accommodate the necessary input,
output and battery connections.
Manufacturer: The Insuline Corporation
of America, New York, N. Y.
case,
posts

13/4

Automatic Motor Control
In Fig. E is pictured the commercial
result of development work by the engineering staff of another manufacturer. Working
on the theory that comparatively large
motors of 1 /10 or 1/8- horsepower are
unnecessary, they selected, instead, a
smaller, high -speed motor and made use
of a suitable gear- reduction drive for the
scanning disc, thus obtaining a highly-responsive and flexible control. The motor
used in the apparatus illustrated is rated
at 1/25- horsepower, is of the high -speed
type with suitable reduction gearing and
equipped with flexible coupling for driving
the scanning disc.
What is perhaps the most important feature of this assembly is the automatic -motor
control feature. On the motor shaft is
mounted a special centrifugal governor
actuating a pair of contact points in series

Fig. T. A front view of the receiver whose mechanism is shown in Fig. I, on
the preceding page. The relative size of the image may be judged from the white
square. The knob in the center of the panel brings the image into "frame."
septs a unique arrangement. This item is a
"stepless" or uniform speed control for the
scanning disc's motor, and is placed in
series with the 110-volt line leading to the
motor input. It comprises a special power type resistor, housed in a widely -perforated
metal casing, and a short -circuiting button.
Ample ventilation is provided for dissipating the heat generated by the resistor in
Fig. F. This heavy -duty resistor is designed
to regulate motor speeds; the push- button at
the rear is a "kicker" adjustment.

with the motor current supply. The contact points are shunted by an adjustable
resistance. Thus, when the speed of the
motor rises above a given point, the centrifugal governor opens the contact points,
thereby reducing the current to the extent
of the resistance then thrown into the
circuit. As the speed of the motor falls
below a given point, the contact points
close, short-circuiting the resistance and
restoring a full flow of current to the motor.
The completed unit, as shown, comprises
a driving motor as described, an adjustable
neon -lamp mounting and a 48 -hole scanning
disc of metal construction. Behind the
casting upon which the motor is mounted
can be seen the two resistors controlling
the speed of the motor and, also, damping
the effects of sparking at the contact points
by varying the mount of short -circuited
resistance. In addition there is a small
knob for adjusting the contact points,
which serves as a vernier to obtain precise
speed. The neon lamp is mounted on an
adjustable platform which, by means of
rack -and- pinion movements, may be raised
or lowered, as well as shifted from sicle
to side.

Convenient Manual Control for
Scanning Speeds
The same manufacturer has produced
also for the television fan a variable resistor, enclosed in a new housing which pre-

the motor circuit. The wiring connections
are made to screw terminals, the ends of
which are protected by removable caps.
Over several turns of the knob, the device
provides a resistance range of from 25 to
500 ohms; which is more than sufficient for
The push -button
scanning -disc control.
(shown in the illustration atop of the housing) is already connected across the resistor; so that pressing it will "accelerate"
or speed up the motor when necessary. Universal- or condenser -type motors, up to y8horsepower, may be regulated with this

instrument. (Fig. F.)
Manufacturer: Clarostat Mfg. Company,
Brooklyn, N. Y. C.

A Flexible

Outfit

Perhaps the most flexible kit available is
that shown in the picture at the left (Fig.
C.) The scanning disc supplied with the kit
is novel in construction; in that it has, not
one, but three sets of holes which make it
possible to receive either 24, 3G, or 48 -line
images. The assembled kit, with only a
simple adjustment of the neon lamp, thus
(Continued on page 570)

Fig. G. This large television disc is pierced
by several spirals, giving the experimenter the
option of any of several stations which are now
broadcasting television. Besides the resistor
couplings for an amplifier, the lamp and the
motor shown, the kit includes a variable
resistor to govern the speed of the motor.

Fig. H
Probably the least expensive
and simplest kit yet offered is
the outfit at the right, which
comes without a motor, with a
paper disc and a 55 -cent neon
television lamp. Many experimenters have obtained results
with equally- simple...,material.
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New Disc Keeps Down Image -Frequency
Sanabria System Uses a Spiral Divided Into Three Sections to Scan Television Subjects and Obtains Sharp
Detail and Clear Distinct Signals Within 5000 -Cycle Band
By Robert Hertzberg
of the main attractions at the
Radio World's Fair held in New
York during September was the
QNE
exhibition of television transmission
and reception staged by Ulises A. Sanabria,
the young television expert of Chicago,
whose pioneer television work on the broadcast band was described at length in an
article appearing on page 219 of the September number of RADIO NEws. Every
afternoon and evening during the week,
people waited in long lines to get a glimpse
of the television images as they appeared
in four receivers set up in the exhibition
hall of Madison Square Garden. The apparatus was kept running almost continuously from noon till eleven o'clock in the
evening, being shut off occasionally only
to give the arc light and the driving motors
a chance to cool off.
Mr. Sanabria displayed for the first time
his new three -spiral-disc system, to which
reference was made in the article cited;
he thus produces 15 pictures a second, yet
keeps the frequency of the image impulses
within the 5,000 -cycle limit prescribed by
law. As a matter of fact, the television
signals are actually "sharper" than voice
and music signals; that is, they do not
spread over the tuning dials of a receiver
as much as the latter. This rather surprising effect has been the subject of comment by numerous listeners in and around
Chicago, in which city a Sanabria transmitter is in nightly use at WIBU. This
station broadcasts television images every
morning except Sunday and Monday at
1.00 a.m., Central Standard Time.
TELEVISION AT STATION WMAQ

By the time this number of RADIO NEWS
appears, the television transmitter displayed
by .Sanabria at the New York radio show
will have been installed at WMAQ, the
powerful broadcast station_ operated by the
Chicago Daily News.

,If you are within

The arrangement of holes, in the disc used by
the Sanabria system, is indicated above. It
will be seen they form three spiral arcs, as in
the color -television system of Baird.

range of this station, you can readily learn
the hours of television broadcasting by
consulting the daily radio programs printed
in your local newspaper.
This machine and that in use at WIBO
were built under Sanabria's direction by
the Carter Radio Company, of Chicago.
Mr. A. J. Carter, its president, stated at
the New York show that several other
transmitters were then under construction,
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FIG.2
Unlike other triple- spiralled discs, however, the
Sanabria system covers only one-third of a picture with each spiral. The result is shown in
more detail opposite.

and would be installed shortly in different
parts of the country. It is likely that one
of the new televisors will be taken over by
a third Chicago station, although at the
time this number of RADIO NEWS went to
press the final negotiations had not yet been
completed. Another transmitter is tentatively scheduled to go to Philadelphia.
Except for the important detail of the
disc itself, the Sanabria televisor is much
like the numerous other disc machines. A
ten-kilowatt arc serves as the initial source
of illumination, its light being broken up
by a disc into slender rays which flash
across the face of the subject being televised.
These rays are reflected into a
bank of four ten -inch photoelectric cells,
which respond to the graduations of tone
(reflected from the lighter and darker areas
of the face) by producing a flickering current. This current, which is very weak, is
amplified by a suitable bank of amplifiers
and made to modulate the radio transmitter.
This action has been described in detail in
numerous articles in RADIO NEWS.
In practically all other disc systems designed for ordinary black- and -white transmission, the disc is drilled with a single
spiral of tiny holes, which cause a series of
beams of light to sweep across, or "scan,"
the face of the person being televised.
With a single spiral (of either 24 or 48
holes, usually), 24 or 48 beams have swept
across the subject. Then the outermost
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hole of the disc comes into position again
and the subject is again scanned from top
to bottom in one revolution of the disc.
The holes are of such diameter that the
beam of light thrown out by each just
skims by or slightly overlaps the edge of
the path covered by the ray of light from
the preceding hole.
As the holes are in
a spiral, the whole surface of the subject's
face is smoothly scanned, usually from top
to bottom.
THE SANABRIA 3- SPIRAL DISC
The Sanabria disc, however, is drilled
with three spirals, as shown in Fig. 1. Each
spiral comprises fifteen uniformly spaced
holes, with the spirals themselves set differently in relation to the center of the
disc. To understand exactly how the holes
are arranged, study Figs. 1 and 2 very
closely. Fig. 2 shows how hole 1 of spiral
1, hole 1 of spiral 2, hole 1 of spiral 3 and
hole 2 of spiral 1 would look if all fous of
them could be made to appear together
along the vertical diameter of the disc.
Let us start with hole 1 of spiral 1 in
the position it occupies in Fig. 2, and
start the disc rotating in the counter- clockwise direction. This hole sweeps past the
arc light, and is followed by hole 2, of the
sanie spiral, and by the remaining thirteen
holes. Notice carefully that holes 1 and 2
of spiral 1 do not overlap or even run
closely, edge to edge; in fact they are quite
widely separated. Now when the 15th hole
of spiral 1 has flashed by the arc, hole 1
of spiral 2 comes into position. This hole
just skims beneath the path cut by hole
1 of spiral 1; similarly, hole 2 of spiral 2
runs by just beneath the path traversed a
few moments previous by hole 2 of spiral
1. When all 15 holes of spiral 2 have run
by the arc, covering. half of the dark paths
left by the passage of spiral 1, hole 1 of
spiral 3 comes into position. This sweeps
under the path cut by hole 1 of spiral 2,
and above the path cut by hole 2 of spiral
1.
The other 14 holes of spiral 3 cover
the remaining dark or unscanned strips
of the subject's face. The disc revolves
at 900 r.p.m.. giving 15 pictures per second.
If all this sounds confusing at first, read
it over a second time. The system is a
rather peculiar one, but it works.
HOW THE EYE HELPS

At this point you are probably asking:

"If the holes of each individual spiral are
far apart, why won't thick, black lines
appear in the receiver ?" The answer is
found in that much -discussed property of
the human eye: namely, its ability to retain an image after the original picture has
completely disappeared. Actually, what a
three- spiral receiving disc builds up is a
series of three separate and distinct images,
each consisting of 15 widely separated lines,
as shown in Fig. 3. Practically, however,
the eye retains the lines produced by the
first scan for some time after spiral 1 has
so
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three spirals of the Sanabria disc scan the image in alternate strips, covering
at every revolution, however, just as do the other types of disc in use.

swept by the neon glow -lamp. It also retains both the first and second "scans"
while the third spiral is active. The net
result, as far as the eye is concerned, is a
complete image built up of closely-adjoining beams of light.
The illusion of solidity produced by this
arrangement of spirals is very effective in
that the received images are not at all
badly streaked. Of course, we cannot expect something for nothing: the images are
not perfect, and some streaks are evident,
but considering the extremely important
fact that the image impulses do not exceed
5,000 cycles, the results must be considered
quite good. With the 15-image -a- second
rate, the subject at the transmitting end

completely

can move from side to side without fear
of having his image at the receiving end
look like a slow -motion comedy
y scene.
At the New York radio show Mr. Sana bria showed the usual DA-inch-square
images built up on the plate of a neon -gas
glow -lamp, with only the head and part of
the shoulders of the subject visible. However, in his own laboratory in Chicago he
has been able to show the entire figure of a
man, without making any changés in the
apparatus. The scanning light is sufficiently powerful, and the photoelectric cells
sufficiently sensitive, to make this feat possible. The image of the man at the receiving end is very small, but his whole form
may be seen.

One of the interesting experiments Mr.
Sanabria performed in Chicago, just before leaving for the New York exhibition,
was that of transmitting both voice and
images on the same 5,000 -cycle broadcast
channel, at the same time. At the transmitting end he simply connected the microphone in one of the intermediate stages of
the audio amplifier working with the photoelectric cells. At the receiving end he
inserted a low- frequency filter in the plate
circuit of the last audio amplifier tube,
with the loud speaker in the proper position in the circuit.

It is possible for this simple system to
work only because the voice frequencies are
comparatively low, and the image frequencies relatively high. The voice impulses
do tend to break up the images at times;
but the experiment was performed with
marked success. In fact was actually tried
"on the air;" and several experimenters in
Chicago reported that they were able to
reproduce the voice and images simultaneously.
It is obvious from the foregoing description of the Sanabria television system that
a special receiving disc is necessary. The
48 -hole disc which has become virtually the
standard for television work, for no reason
at all, will produce no results. By the
time this magazine appears inexpensive
three- spiral discs undoubtedly will be
available.

Several Wavelengths Used for High- Frequency Radio Movies and Television
rATION W1XAY, located at LexingMass. (near Boston), is now
broadcasting both television and "radio
movies" on a wavelength of 61.5 meters, a
48 -hole disc, revolving at 900 revolutions
per minute, being used. This station has
been authorized by the Federal Radio Commission to use a wide modulation band for
experimental purposes. No definite schedule
of transmission has been given; but owners
of short -wave receivers can easily pick up
the signals and learn the schedules from
the broadcast announcements.
The transmitter of W1XAY (which is a
companion station of WLEX) is rated at
500 watts, and was designed especially for
radiovision work. It should be heard without trouble in most parts of the United
States and Canada. Alfred J. Poté, formerly in charge of the experimental laboratory of the Raytheon Manufacturing Company, of Boston, is chief engineer of the
station and the designer of the television

ton,

. h HE

Jenkins "radio movies" are now
being broadcast on 186 meters, in addition to the 46.72 -meter transmissions, announced on page 420 of the November number of RADIO NEWS. This wave falls a little
short of the tuning range of most broadcast
receivers; but it can be tuned in with the
biggest coil of the usual plug -in -coil shortwave set. If you cannot pick up the 46.72 meter signals, because of "skip -distance"

effects or merely because of your location,

try the higher wave.
The "radio movies" are broadcast on Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights from
8:00 to 9:00 p. m., E. S. T. Announcements
are made in both phone and code; the call
letters of the station are W3XK. The Jenkins Laboratories, from which the transmitting is done, are located at 1519 Connecticut Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.

apparatus.

As the studios of W1XAY -WLEX are
located in the same building housing the
short-wave transmitter, it will be possible
to broadcast the images of performers,
either before or after they appear before
the microphone. The television transmitter
has been built in semi -portable form; so
that it may be wheeled from one room to
another. It is Mr. Poté's plan to cut a hole
in the wall of the main studio and to stand
the televisor inside this; so that the apparatus will not crowd the studio itself.
For the "radio- movie" transmissions, spedaily prepared motion -picture film will be
used. RADIO NEWS will publish further details of the apparatus, and will give the full
transmitting schedules, as -soon as the information is released.

Above, left, A. J. Carter of the Carter Radio Co. being televised by the transmitter
which
Sanabria is operating. Titis apparatus was exhibited at the radio shows held recently in U. A.
New
York and Chicago. The "checking receiver appears at the right.
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Complex Televisors to Give Large Images
Imitating the Action of Eye with Myriad Cells Eliminates Scanning Disc, and Bank of Lamps Reproduces

Televised Scene with Light Enough for Magnification
By Herndon Green
ONE of the most interesting of recent television stories is the development by C. Francis Jenkins
of Washington, D. C., the wellknown inventor, of a television system from
which the usual scanning disc has been
eliminated and replaced instead by a picture- analyzing frame containing 2,304 separate photoelectric cells. The disc has
been removed from the receiver also; the
received images being built up on a frame
of similar construction containing 2,304
little flashlight lamps. The latter give white
light, and thus produce images considerably
brighter than those possible with the usual
neon -gas glow lamps.
Because of the high light-sensitivity of
the image -analyzing frame, and the brilliance and size of the image-reproducing
frame, Mr. Jenkins predicts that within a
year he will be able to transmit views of
baseball games, inaugural ceremonies and
other outdoor events, and to reproduce
them before large audiences in theatres.
He estimates that his apparatus handles
100,000 times more light than do the present
scanning-disc machines; in which the
amount of light actuating the photoelectric
cells is limited by the tiny apertures in
the revolving discs.

FRAME HOLDS

2,304

CELLS

As shown in the illustration on page
537, the image- analyzing frame at the
transmitting end consists essentially of a
wooden board slightly more than two feet
square. The 2,304 photoelectric cells, each
only one -half-inch square, are arranged in
48 parallel rows of 48 each. In the base
of each cell is a tiny fixed condenser, connected directly across the electrodes. The
condenser is an integral part of the cell,
and plays an important part in the operation of the system, as will be explained.
One terminal of each cell is connected to
the corresponding terminal of its neighbor;
a single wire, common to all these 2,304
terminals, being one of the external connections of the frame.
Separate wires are run from the free
terminals of the cells to 2,304 separate
little contact points mounted on the inside
of a drum of insulating material about fourteen inches in diameter and two inches
wide. Revolving against these points, and
making contact with only one at a time,
is a contact -arm which is driven at the rate
of 900 revolutions a minute. A single wire
is connected to this arm; in company with
the wire from the common side of the cells,
the two form the "output" wires. These

Fig. A
(C) Harris & Ewing.
Mr. Jenkins is shown holding one of the receiving frames, which is studded with
small lamps so close together that they produce a complete image at a short
distance. Their light will be sufficient to cover a moving -picture screen.
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are led to a powerful audio - frequency amplifier, which in turn is made to feed the
radio transmitter.
The receiving end of the system is practically identical in construction with that
of the transmitter. The board on which the
receiver images appear is also slightly more
than two feet square, and contains 2,304
ordinary flashlight bulbs, in 48 rows of 48
each. These are connected in the same
manner as the photoelectric cells, the switching drum being of exactly the same size
and design.
HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS

The operation of the system is simple.
The subject to be televised sits in front
of a lens which projects his image on the
bank of photoelectric cells, just as if the
latter were the ground -glass screen or the
plate of a camera. Each of the tiny photoelectric cells generates an electric current,
the strength of which depends upon the
amount of light falling on the cells. For
instance, the cells covered by the darker
image of the hair will create comparatively
weak currents; those on which the lighter
portions of the face and skin are projected
will generate stronger flows. The whole
image is thus broken up or analyzed by the
cells, each of which represents a unit area
of it. The current produced by each cell
charges the condenser contained in the
latter; and this operation is continuous, not
intermittent as in the scanning -disc systems, in which the cell is exposed to light
but 1/2,304th of a second.
Now, when the contact -arm of the commutator is started, it will first touch the
contact to which the first cell of the first
row is connected. The fixed condenser in
that cell then discharges its energy through
the circuit. The arm swings to the next
contact, discharges the condenser of the
second cell, and continues along the line.
When the 48th cell of the first row has
been discharged, the first cell of the second
row is contacted and so forth, down the
lines.
As the arm revolves at the rate of 900
revolutions per minute, the whole bank of
2,304 photoelectric cells, or rather their
associated condensers, is discharged in one fifteenth of a second. The stream of 2,304
impulses from the condensers flows into
the amplifier practically as a continuous
current, varying in amplitude in accordance
with the potentials of the condenser charges
at the instant the contact -arm passed over
the respective contacts. The process keeps
repeating itself, fifteen complete streams
of current, representing fifteen images,
being transmitted during one second.
At the receiving end these impulses are
picked up, amplified, detected and amplified
again, just as if they were regular radio
signals from a disc- television system. The
energy from the local audio amplifier is
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led to the two input wires, running to the
commutator and the common side of the
flashlight lamps.
HOW THE LAMPS WORK

Suppose that, at the very instant the
contact -arm at the transmitter touches the
contact of photoelectric cell No. 1 of row
No. 1, the arm on the receiver's commutator
touches the contact for lamp No. 1 of row
No. 1 on the receiving board. 'this lamp
will immediately light up, to a degree depending directly on the amount of light
falling on the corresponding cell at the
transmitter. The arms move 1/2,304th of
a revolution, and actuate the second photoelectric cell and flashlight lamp, respectively. This lamp flashes. The process
continues until all 2,304 lamps have been
lighted (in the time of 1 /15th of a second),
and then it repeats itself.
It so happens that a flashlight bulb will
stay illuminated for just about 1 /15th of
a second after the current through it has
been turned off. From this fact it can
be seen that the first lamp is still burning
when the current to the last one has been
turned off; in other words, all 2,304 cells
glow together, and present, in graduations
of light, an image which is a reproduction
of the one on the transmitter's analyzing
board during that same 1 /15th of a second.
This persistence of the light is a second
important factor in the operation of the
Jenkins system.
Of course, at the end of the first 1 /15th
of a second, the contact arms begin their
second revolution. The first lamp of the
first row, which has just about died out,
is again operated, and the light for the
second image is built up. The process
being continuous, the images appear on
the screen at the rate of 15 per second,
rate only one picture per second slower
than the rate at which "movies" are unreeled. If the observer stands at a sufficient distance, from the board, the lamps
on the latter will lose their identity as
separate sources of light, and the image
will appear in its natural shading. It may
be cast by lenses on a large screen.

-a

TI -IE RADIO MOVIE"

"Actual tests of the fundamental me-

chanisms involved have convinced us," says
Mr. Jenkins, "that we have more available
light than is now employed in theatres for
illuminating the picture screens. And the
light is white light, not neon -pink; and
fortunately the light source is readily
available in the open market."
In explaining the operation of his apparatus, Mr. Jenkins stated:
"In the art of transmitting pictures electrically, the accepted plan is to synthesize
(build up) as well as analyze, the picture
surface in a linear consideration of successive elementary areas of the surface. For
example, if the picture surface is divided
into forty -eight horizontal lines, each of
these lines is assumed to be divided into
elementary areas for the whole picture

recording surface is needed; for, because
of the persistence of vision, the picture can
be assembled directly on the eye, and radio vision, radio "movies" and television are
accomplished facts.
"The picture scanning mechanism employed by Nipkow in a telegraphic device in
1884, and by others since, consists of a rotatable disc with, say, forty -eight miniature
apertures therein, the diameter of each
aperture being about 1 /48th of the length
of the scanned line, or 1/2,304th part of the
whole scanned area, and conveniently termed
the `elementary area' of the image surface.

gear reduces the 2,304 wires from the cells
to virtually a single connection, and makes
the application of the board to a standard
radio transmitter a comparatively simple
matter.
The frequency band covered by this system is not any wider than that covered by
a 48 -hole disc driven at the same scanning
rate, 15 pictures per second. The actual
figure is about 10,000 cycles, depending on
the particular subject being televised. The
width of this band will, of course, prevent
the application of the system to the regular broadcast band, but not to the short

-

waves.
Such a system may be used to receive
images from a 48 -hole disc, as well as those
from the cell frame described. So far as
the reproducer is concerned, the signals
from both types of transmitters are alike if
speeds are the same.
The idea of mounting a great number of
small photoelectric cells on a board for
analyzing a scene for electrical transmission
is not new. In fact, Mr. Jenkins himself
suggested the scheme more than thirty years
ago; but at that time it was impracticable
because of the lack of suitable photoelectric
cells, for one thing, and the necessity for
thousands of connecting wires between
transmitter and receiver. At that time
the practicability of wireless telegraphy
itself had just been demonstrated, broadcasting was undreamed of, and the vacuum
tube, then containing but two elements, only
an electrical toy. With the development of
the, art, Mr. Jenkins is now realizing what
was once a mere dream.

HOW TI -IE DISC WORKS

"As each aperture in the disc lies on
its particular one of forty -eight such radii,
and each aperture is located, by approximately its own diameter, nearer than its
neighbor to the axis of the spiral, it will
be seen that, when the disc is rotated, the
locus of each aperture in succession produces a linear scanning of the whole picture area. Because this scanning disc
limits the illumination to the light which
can pass through a single one of these tiny
holes, a powerful source of light is required
for adequate lighting; just as it is required for a pinhole camera, to which the
apparatus is comparable."
This light limitation is overcome in the
picture -board of Mr. Jenkins, which employs 2,304 cells instead of a single cell
as in one disc system, or three or four
cells, as in the systems now in general use
at stations like WGY, WRNY and W2XAL,
W1XAY, WIBO, WMAQ, etc. The switch
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"If the reception of the picture takes

five minutes to be completed, obviously a
recording surface must be employed; for
example, a photographic film or plate, an

electrolytic (chemically treated) paper or
a plain piece of paper which ink or other
means of coloration is used. However, if
the speed of completing each picture is
reduced to one -fifteenth of a second, and
repeated every fifteenth of a second, no

Fig.

1

The Jenkins multiple "camera" is shown above. The image of the subject is not
"scanned," but kept contimlwlly on all the little cells, each of which charges its
condenser in proportion to the light it is receiving. These charges are collected by
the commutator and converted into impulses, later impressed in the same order on
the receiver, shown below; so that each lights the lamp corresponding to its photoelectric cell. The lamps have also a persistence of illumination after the current
has been turned off each, thus holding the image almost continually.
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Screen-Grid Short-Wave Set
Enclosed in Metal Case
PLEASING appearance characterizes the
latest products of a manufacturer who
has just marketed screen -grid short-wave
kits which are available in two models. Both
are identical in external appearance, being
housed in the same type of aluminum shielding cabinet. The first is essentially a two tube device used for short -wave reception
when connected by an adapter to any broadcast receiver, and is similar in tuning characteristics to the other
four -tube nonradiating receiver comprising one stage of
screen -grid radio- frequency amplification, a
regenerative detector and two stages of
audio- frequency amplification. Four inductance coils, which may be interchangeably plugged into a five -prong tube socket
on the top of the cabinet, provide a tuning
range from 17 to 204 meters.
Diagrammatically, the circuit comprises a
radio- frequency choke coil, Ll, feeding into
the screen -grid tube Vl. The grid and
tickler windings are wound on the form, L2,
which has a UY-type base and fits into the
standard five-prong socket which is mounted
in a conveniently-accessible position on top
of the cabinet. In series with the grid coil
is the radio -frequency choke coil L3,
through which the plate voltage for. the
screen -grid tube is fed. The .00014 -mf..
variable condenser Cl is used to tune the
grid coil; the tickler is controlled by the
.00035 -mf. variable condenser, C2.
Between the first audio transformer Tl
and the detector output is a radio -frequency
choke coil similar in characteristics to the
antenna choke coil, Ll. The audio transformers used in this receiver are designed
under what the manufacturer terms the
"Clough System." In this design the transformer actually comprises an auto- transformer, a resistor and a blocking condenser,

all mounted in one case and connected in
circuit, as would be any transformer of the
conventional primary-secondary type. The
direct plate current of the amplifier tube

Left, one of the
plug -in coils in
its external receptacle for quick

2

insertion.

of the screen -grid tube's filament, a fixed resistor controlling the filaments of the amplifying tubes V3 and V4, a .00015 -mf. grid
condenser and 5- megohm grid leak, suitable
by -pass condensers, and a 20 -ohm rheostat
R in series with the filament of the detector tube; this rheostat serves as the volume
control, and incorporates in its construction
a filament switch which is opened when the
rheostat is brought to the off position.
An odd feature in the mechanical construction of the receiver is the inverted

-a

L2i'

kiteR-SW
The all-aluminum cabinet effectively. shields the receiver. The top of the cabinet, instead of the
bottom, serves as a sub -panel to mount the components, which hang downwards.

passes through the resistor, and the A.C.
signal impulses flow through resistor, condenser, and the lower or primary portion of
the auto- transformer. The ratio of the
first -stage transformer is 41/5 : 1, and that
of the second 3% : 1.
Minor apparatus consists of a 10 -ohm
fixed resistor placed in series with each leg
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mounting of the apparatus which we are
usually accustomed to see in an upright position above the conventional baseboard or
sub -panel. The tube sockets, radio -frequency choke coils and audio transformers
are secured to the under side of the top of
the metal cabinet. A good idea of the position of the apparatus when so mounted

I
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In this diagram
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of the receiver illustrated above, the dotted lines about L2
indicate the windings incorporated in the plug -in coil, and those about TI and

C-

C-

41/2V

9V.

T2 show the functioning of the parts assembled by the manufacturer in tl e
!housing of these new audio- frequency "Clough System" coupling devices.
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can be obtained by turning this page upside
clown, and then noting the picture showing
the internal layout of the receiver.
Atop of the cabinet is the UY socket for
the plug -in coils; as it is directly above the
detector socket, the leads are short. The
additional advantage, of having the coil
socket outside of the receiver cabinet, makes
possible convenient and rapid changes
when switching from one waveband to another. The coils used for this purpose are
of the molded bakelite type, measuring 1%
inches in diameter, and have a winding
space of 1A inches. The wavelength ranges
of the four coils supplied with this receiver
17.4 -32
are, respectively, as follows:

meters, 31 -58 meters, 57 -110 meters, and
104 -204 meters. Enamelled wire is used for
the grid winding, which is space wound, except in the 200 -meter coil, which makes use
of green, silk -covered wire.
Neatness is shown in the arrangement of
the front panel, upon which are mounted
two vernier dials of excellent design, and
the rheostat- filament switch. The two phonetip jacks are mounted on the binding-post
strip which occupies the upper section of
the rear panel. The cabinet measures 14 x
61/4 x 6 inches and is constructed entirely of
1 /10 -inch aluminum.
Manufacturer: Silver- Marshall, Inc., Chicago, Ill.

New High -Voltage "B" Battery
Suitable for Television

A NEW plate battery, emulating the

!"1 "skyscraper" trend

of design, is now
being marketed by a mid -west manufacturer. A significant note in the production
of these batteries can be found in the fact
that they are specified for use with the
photoelectric cell and the neon tube. Also,
they may be found to be a space -and
weight- saving factor in radio- equipped airplanes, for which they were originally designed.
They are marketed in two types. One is
a battery having a voltage of 108, which
measures 15 x 33 x 25 inches, and weighs
61/3 pounds. It is equipped with four
binding posts and provides the following
values: 36, 72 and 108 volts.
The other is similar in design, but has a
maximum of 144 volts, with a 54 -volt tap.
It measures 1334 x 3 x 3 inches and weighs
5.2/3 pounds.

An interior view of the short -wave receiver, inverted; the parts are shown above the aluminum
top from which they normally are suspended. Each may be identified by referring to
the schematic circuit on the opposite page.

A novel method of construction is used
in these batteries, which consists of combining the cylindrical cells in stick form, not
unlike a roman candle. Seventy -two cells,
3/4 x 21 inches, are used in the 108 -volt battery. The 144 -volt battery consists of 96
x We inches, corresponding in size
cells,
to those used in the most compact "B" bat-

5

teries.

Manufacturer: Burgess Battery Company,
Madison, Wisconsin.

High -Voltage Condenser Pack
for 250 -Type Amplifier
THE condenser block shown herewith

is

being marketed by a New York manufacturer and has been designed to withstand the high voltage which is required
by the new 250 -type power amplifier tube.
It is built into an aluminum casing measuring 7 x 51/2 x 3 inches, and has seven lug terminals, one a common terminal. The
other six are wired internally to as many
condensers of the following respective capacities: 2 mf., 2 mf., 2 mf., 4 mf., 1 mf.,
1 mf., thus offering a total capacity of
12 mf.
The first 2 -mf. unit has been designed for
an operating potential of 1,000 volts, D.C.,
and has a flash test voltage of 2,000 volts
D.C. This unit is so
rated because of its
position in the power
unit, where it has to
withstand the brunt
of the maximum voltage pulsations while
The
in operation.

next section, made up of the other two
2 -mf. units and tile 4 -mf. unit, has an operating rating of 650 volts D.C.; while the
two 1-mf. units, which are employed as resistor by- passes, are rated at 450 volts D.C.
This rating is quite ample,. for the voltage
across them rarely exceeds 90 volts D.C.
The smaller instrument, shown at the
right of the condenser block, is one of a
series of low- capacity components ranging
in values from .0001 to .05 mf., in successive ratings, which are now being produced
by the same manufacturer. The external
design is that of a fixed condenser which
has been on the European market for some
time; and at first sight appears somewhat
larger than the domestic product the Amer can experimenter has been accustomed to.
It has an over -all measurement of 2 x
x ?% inches and is equipped with combination screw and solder lugs; so that connections to the condenser can be readily
made without danger of affecting the dielectric by the application of heat in
soldering. The internal construction is
of the paper-wound type for which the
manufacturer specifies an accuracy within
5 %, plus or minus, of the rated capacity.
This is sufficiently close for all practical
purposes.
Manufacturer: A. M. Flechtheim c- Co.,
New fork City.

.M,,,,,,1,11,,,,,,,,,,,1111,1111111111111111111111111.1111111111.

These batteries are designed to take up a minimum of space, as will be seen by comparison
of their size with the standard tube between.

The very large condenser
block has dielectric designed to resist the high
maximum voltages created
in a 250 -type power unit.
That at the right has
binding posts to make cold
connections.
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ing the first cycle; after which rectified current will pass from the cupric disc to the
magnesium disc. When the couples, comprising discs of cupric sulphide and magnesium, are held together by a pressure
which insures substantially uniform contact throughout the junction, the current blocking film formed is observed to unite
the electrode discs as though they were
fused together. There is thus formed a
continuous conductor which has relatively
high resistance to the passage of current
from the magnesium to the cupric- sulphide
disc, but a relatively low resistance to the
passage of current from the cupric sulphide to the magnesium disc.

New High - Voltage Rectifier of
All -Metal Construction
ADRY, high -voltage metallic rectifier
of the "electronic" type has been designed to take the place of the gaseous bulb rectifiers now being used in various
"B" power units employing full -wave rectifying circuits. The illustrations herewith depict the new rectifier in both partially- complete and assembled forms. Outwardly it has all the appearance of a screen grid tube shield. It is 51/e inches in height,
1% inches in diameter and weighs approximately 121/2 ounces. The fact that it is
built upon a standard tube base permits its
substitution for any gaseous-type rectifier
tube designed for the UX socket.

The new item is a result of the development work of- Dr. H. Shoemaker. Though
the underlying principles of contact- rectification are not new, the perfection of their
application to produce a dependable rectifier in low- voltage power systems is comparatively recent; even more so, its use
where potentials in the order of 350 volts or
more are dealt with.
The picture on this page shows that its
internal construction differs radically from
all other forms of rectifiers used prior to
the development of the metallic -disc type.
Since the unit is very nearly all metal, and
contains no glass envelope or supporting
structure, it is obvious that little or no
damage can come to it. The outer extruded aluminum casing serves essentially
as a radiator of heat and completes the
assembly as to appearance.
The actual rectifier consists of a large
number of "couples," each made of a disc of

TRANSFORMER

INPUT WAVE FORM

e
OUTPUT WAVE FORM
FULL -WAVE RECTIFICATION

In each half- cycle, the current flows through a

different set of discs, but in the same direction
through R; thus putting both halves of the
"wave- form" A above the line, as at B.

cupric sulphide in contact with an aluminum- magnesium combination. These coupling
elements have the appearance of a large
number of washers, and are 9/16 -inch in
diameter. In proper combination they are
assembled into "stacks" and then, by means
of clamping collars, are forced together
hydraulically under a predetermined pressure. The sub-assemblies or stacks, four
in number, are then inter -connected electrically to fit the circuit for which the rectifier is intended; thus the base -plug provides
for supplying the raw high-voltage alternating current to the coupling units and,
finally, for taking off the rectified D.C.
output component.
The operation of this type of rectifier
is based upon the physical fact that, when
bodies highly "electro- positive" and "electro- negative" (relatively) are brought into
proper contact and current is passed, so
that an electro- chemical reaction takes place
at their junction, there is formed at the
junction a film which permits the current to
pass in one direction only.
Thus, when a disc of cupric sulphide is
held, under a sufficient pressure, in contact
with a disc of magnesium, and a A.C. voltage of proper magnitude is applied across
the junction, the film
which- has rectifying

characteristics

The diagram shows an elementary circuit producing full -wave rectification. It
will be seen from the figure that two sets of
couples are used, in series with each other
and with a center-tapped transformer secondary, which delivers the required voltage.
It will also be seen that the resistance R
(or combination of plate -circuit currents
demanded by the radio receiving set, in
practice) is connected from the center tap
of the transformer secondary to a point in.
the circuit between the two sets of rectifiers.
This circuit is, in fact, a combination of two
half-wave rectifiers and each section of the
transformer secondary must give sufficient
voltage to force the required current
through the load resistance R.
When the current flows in one direction, one set of couples will oppose its flow
and the other set of junctions will allow
the current to flow through it. When the
direction of the current is reversed, the
rectifier junctions that previously allowed
the passage of current become "blockers"
of this current; when the current is a second time reversed, they again pass it. In
this manner the two sets of junctions alternate with the flow of the current in functioning as blockers and conductors; this
keeps the direction of the current through
the resistance R the same during each half wave. The line "A" in the diagram shows
the theoretical alternations of the current
as it leaves the transformer secondary, and
"B" the wave-form of the current after
both halves of the wave are rectified.
Manufacturer: Elkon, Inc., Port Chester,
1V.

Y.

is

formed generally dur-
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Right, this picture of
the metallic rectifier
shows its external similarity to a screen -grid
tube shield, except for
the ventilating holes.

Left, the rectifier as
it appears without its
housing; its base fits
the standard UX socket. Each stack (A, B)
is composed of alternate discs C and D, of
cupric sulphide and
aluminum - magnesium
alloy, respectively.
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on page 332 of the October issue of RADIO
NEWS. These coils are well designed; they
fit into the standard five -prong socket of
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The schematic diagram of the three-tube short -wave receiver illustrated and described below.
Optional antenna coupling is a feature. The plug -in coil L fits a standard UY socket.

Attractive Short -Wave Kit
Uses Handy Coils
HE
T
this article
ponent parts

short -wave

receiver

described

up of the receiver is of average simplicity
arrangement being of the conventional
bracketed -sub -panel type, with as much of
the wiring under the sub-panel as the circuit and lay -out allow. The front panel is
of mahogany -colored bakelite and measures
7 x 14 inches.
Upon this are mounted the

-the
in

was assembled from comwhich are supplied by the
manufacturer in kit -form, either for a complete short-wave receiver containing its own
audio amplification system, or for the building of a short -wave converter for use in
conjunction with the standard broadcast
receiver. In both cases the kits are so designed that they can be assembled with a
minimum of mechanical effort. The kit to
be described embodies its own audio amplifying system and has been designed for operation on wavelengths from 17 to 500
meters.
The circuit, as can be seen from the diagram, is of the straight regenerative type,
employing a fixed tickler winding with capacitively controlled feed-back, and was
designed for the manufacturer by R. S.
Kruse, nationally known for his research
work on short waves, and M. B. Sleeper,
well-known radio engineer. The plug -in
coil L comprises a tapped secondary, and a
lower winding which functions as a semi aperiodic primary. On the same form is the
tickler coil, which is tuned by the midget
condensers, C2 and C3, connected in parallel
for more even control of regeneration on
the higher waves.
On the underside of the sub -panel is the
antenna tuning condenser, C4; this is a
15 -mmf. midget in series with the "short
antenna" post which, when used, leads directly to the grid. When the "long antenna" post is used the antenna is out of the
grid circuit, thus substituting inductive
coupling. Generally, the latter method of
grid coupling is to be preferred, as presenting the advantage that any broadcast aerial
may be employed to receive short-wave signals.
In line with the antenna condenser under
the sub-panel is the grid condenser C5 of
the detector tube V1; it has a capacity of
.0002 -mf., and is used in conjunction with
the 2- megohm grid-leak R2, the clips of
which are mounted above the condenser on
the upper side of the sub-panel. The radio frequency choke coil RFC completes the
equipment on the underside.
From the photographs reproduced here it
will be noticed that the mechanical make-

The neat front panel; only one regeneration
control (C2, C3) is used at the same time.

tuning condenser Cl, with its illuminated
vernier dial, the two regeneration condensers C2 and C3, and the 6 -ohm rheostat
R1 controlling all three tubes.
With the exception of the apparatus mentioned above, everything else that goes to
make up the receiver is mounted upon the
bakelite sub- panel, measuring 7 x 13 inches,
which in turn is mounted upon two bakelite
brackets measuring 8% x 1 x 3 inches.
Constructional details of the plug-in coils
designed for use with this receiver can be
obtained by referring to the specifications

This rear view of the set
shows that practically all
wiring is run below the sub panel; the parts may be
quickly identified from the
diagram above. C3 is hidden by C2 in the illustration; both are . 000045 -mf.
midgets, and only one is
used except on the broadcast
band (with the 200 -500
meter coil supplied in the
kit) where greater capacity
is required for regeneration.

The vernier dial of Cl is

illuminated.
a1111111I11,,,,I1 111111,111111111111111111111111111111111U,
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the UY type, therefore giving assurance of
uniform contact. The diameter is small, 11
inches, as well as the length, 2% inches,
giving the electrical advantage of a small
magnetic field. As an added point of efficiency, the bakelite forms are ribbed in a
manner insuring low losses; and the coils
fitted with colored rings so that the right
coil for any waveband can be spotted instantly. (These rings are removable should
their design clash with anyone's ideas of coil
construction.) Blank forms are available if
the builder prefers to wind his own coils.
The tuning condenser specified for use with
these coils has a capacity of .00015-mf.
The wavelengths given below are for the
coils when used with antenna coupling to
the grid, and in the circuit illustrated in
connection with this article: red -ring coil,
17 -30 meters; orange -ring coil, 30 -52 meters;
yellow -ring coil, 48 -105 meters; green -ring
coil, 93 -202 meters; blue -ring coil, 200 -550
meters. It. will be noticed that the wavelength ranges of these coils overlap, so that
there are no gaps between wavebands.
The tube sockets used in this receiver arc
of the standard UY type, with the exception of L, which is a five -prong UY socket;
so specified to take the five prongs of th-2
plug -in coils.
One of the features of this receiver is
the use of audio transformers (T1 and T2)
encased in bakelite housings. This factor is
of prime consideration in localities where
the percentage of moisture is pronounced.
While the most serious result of moisture
is the breaking down of insulation under
high -voltage strains, thus shorting the turns
in the winding, it is responsible also for a
good deal of open- circuit trouble due to corrosion of the wire. Both transformers are
of a 2:1 ratio and llave a primary impedance under operating conditions of 75
henries; giving an impedance of 471,000
ohms at 1,000 cycles. They are well suited
for either broadcast or code reception.
It is well to mention that the use of either
"A" or "B" socket -power units is not recommended with any degree of enthusiasm
for reception on short waves. As a rule,
they should be avoided, especially where
phones are used. As there is little need
for high- voltage, power amplification, dry
or storage "B" batteries will serve the purpose and give most satisfactory results.
Whle the 201A type of tube will give
(Continued on page 576)
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Looking over the arena floor of the new Madison Square Garden during the latest Radio World's Fair.

THE fifth annual Radio World's Fair
closed its doors, on the night of
September 22, ending what was
probably the greatest exhibition of its
kind ever held in the history of radio. It
was conservatively estimated that over 250,000 people liad passed through the gates
of Madison Square Garden in New York
City, during the six days of the show's
run, to gaze upon an assemblage of radio
instruments and accessories which vied in
magnitude and elaboration with the great

furniture and automobile expositions, and
demonstrated that the radio industry has,
finally, acquired a firm grasp of mechanical
and electrical technique, and developed an
unrivalled beauty of external design.
To all appearances, the state of operation
perfection which has been the goal of the
listener, these past seven years, has at
last been reached. Operation direct from
the light socket -either A.C. or D.C.-is
universal; single -dial control -"so that a
wóman or child could operate it" -has been
with us for some time; quality reproduction
has been developed to an extraordinary
degree; and the designs of the enclosing
consoles bear the signatures of some of the
world's foremost decorative artists.
At the Fair, one hundred and forty-seven

manufacturers submitted their products;
the greater portion of the enormous exhibi-

tion space was devoted to the display of
complete receiving sets; while the next item
in the matter of allotted space was the
loud speaker. The design of the receiving
sets leaned, of course, toward the console
type, of which a hundred and forty-one
models were exhibited. Table models came
next, with a total of seventy, while seventeen phonograph -radio combinations were
.

represented.
A

SIGN OF PROSPERITY

Whether this is a strong indication of
the wealth of the natibn, or whether the
radio manufacturers desired to put only

their best and most expensive feet forward,
is conjectural but the fact was frequently
noted, and comment made, that the lower priced models were kept well in the background; while it was a comparatively-fre quent occurrence to walk into a booth and
find any number of well -displayed receivers
bearing price tags with prodigious figures.
If an interested visitor inquired as to the
whereabouts of the "medium- pocket -book"
set, he was led through a maze of towering
works of art until, tucked into a corner
somewhere, the modest shrinking table
model was found. As manufacturers generally design and market their merchandise
with an eye toward the demand and desires
of the purchasing public, so prevalent a
condition must be looked upon as a favorable indication of the purchasing power of
the radio public, as well as its exacting
style requirements.
Somewhat more than two hundred different models of radio sets were exhibited by
sixty -four set manufacturers; obviously, the
majority of circuits employed were of the
tuned- radio -frequency type embodying single -dial control. The favorite system of
audio amplification this year embodies a
final power stage of the push-pull type,
with rare instances here and there of a
receiver using something smaller than a
171A-type tube in the last stage. The exhibiting cabinet manufacturers, some
twenty-three in number, proved that Milady
must be served, and served with the finest.
So varied and lavish were the cabinets this
year that, at first glance, it seemed conclusive, what feature of a radio set attracts
today's buyer. Indeed, comment on the
internal mechanism of a receiver was rarely
heard in the booths; the business of appraisal quite generally resembled that of
an art student stepping back from an oil
painting and closing one eye with a critical
click. After the period of design of the
cabinet, the quality and finish of the wood,
its potential harmony with the other furñi-

www.americanradiohistory.com

ture in the living room, had been discussed
to the satisfaction of all, then only, as a
rule, was the booth attendant asked to
give his certificate of the tone quality. In
price the cabinets ranged from "little -ornothing" to lesser king's ransoms.
.

THE "ACCESSORIES"

Loud speakers exhibited, as they have
done at every preceding show, a shade of
improvement over the designs of a year
before. Perhaps the most notable difference
this season was in the impressive displays
of electrodynamic speakers; these distinctively- shaped reproducers seemed to hold
sway wherever one looked. However, an
actual tabulation proved that, out of the
total of sixty -four various speakers ex-.
hibited by fifty-nine manufacturers, thirtyfive were of the electro- magnetic type and
only twenty -nine of the dynamic type. The
appearance of a preponderance of dynamic
speakers over the magnetic type was, no
doubt, due to the fact that the observer
would find as many as a dozen dynamic
speakers with the same type of unit exhibited at one booth.
Nine manufacturers stuck to their guns
and showed a number of horns-that species
of parlor ornament so rapidly becoming
extinct. However, the new improved exponential horns which were exhibited may
as yet toss great numbers of straws to
their drowning elder brothers -who once
did service so nobly to the radio listeners,
before the loud speaker pancaked out into
paper discs, disguised lamp-shades, goldfish
bowls that sing, and Spanish galleons from
the sails of which soprano voices emanate.
Four manufacturers showed complete
displays of phonograph pick -up devices and
phonograph -radio combinations ; besides. individual turntables, cabinets for the assembly, and electric motors.
The third item, in the importance of exhibition, was the vacuum tube. No fewer
(Continued on page 577)
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How Inventors May Guard Their Rights
Radio Experimenters Should Obtain
Protection Against Loss of Inventions
By Leo T. Parker*
A1tE` "II;W of previously- decided
litigation in higher courts discloses
that experimenters of radio apparatus may with great certainty
protect themselves against loss of their
rights to obtain patents. However, the
rules laid down by the various higher courts
must be carefully followed during the stages
of experimentation on new ideas; otherwise
the inventor may lose his rights to obtain a

record daily improvements of new ideas
resulting from experimentation; and these
records, if properly made, are more effective
and dependable in proving priority rights
than a caveat.

patent.
Statistics show that this unfortunate occurrence may result from any of the following reasons:
(1) If another files an application for
a patent on the same device, although he
may have unfairly acquired knowledge of
it from the original inventor;
(2) if another person, who invents the
same device after the true inventor, files an
application for a patent before the latter;
(3) If the original inventor delays for
an unreasonable period in filing an application for a patent, after the invention is
completed to a point where it actually will
operate; and
(4)
If the original inventor fails to
establish properly and legally his priority
rights during the experimental stages of the

as many persons seem to believe, an abso-

invention.
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES

Obviously, few persons have sufficient
spare time to digest the records of numerous patent lawsuits to obtain accurate
information of the tested legal methods of
protecting new inventions, at the time the
new idea is conceived and when finally the
inventor is ready to file an application for
a patent.
So, therefore, the purpose of this article
is to give this information in condensed
form, based upon actual court decisions;
so that readers may easily acquire knowledge which will save the expenditures necessary to file applications for patents on unperfected inventions, as well as enable inventors to follow the correct legal procedure to safeguard unpatented inventions.
If the inventor fails to follow tested rules
to establish priority (that he was first), he
may not be successful in introducing convincing and acceptable testimony to prove
ownership of the patent should litigation
arise.
Many years ago, the Patent Office extended to inventors of unperfected devices
the privilege of filing "caveats." The purpose of the caveat was to enable the inventor to prove the elate on which the invention was partly completed, should later
litigation disclose that some other person
claimed the right to the patent. However,
caveats could be used only to prove the
exact character of the invention on the date
the caveat was filed.
Therefore, subsequent improvements necessitated filing other caveats, at the cost
of $15 each. At present, inventors may

the invention and the results produced, is
sufficient. Frequently negligence in making
these first records of new ideas results in
the true inventor losing his rights to a

patent.

Of course, where two inventors claim the
same invention, both may testify regarding
the dates of conception; but such testimony
is rarely acceptable sinless accompanied by
dated sketchés having written descriptions.
For instance, in a case decided very recently it was disclosed that two inventors
claimed to have invented the saine invention
on substantially the same days. One of
the inventors testified that he had conceived
the invention on January 2. The other introduced as evidence a soiled envelope on
which he had made a rough sketch showing
the circuit; the envelope bore the stamped
date of January. 10. The Patent Office
awarded the patent to the inventor who had
made this sketch, irrespective of the fact
that the other inventor testified that he had
conceived the invention eight days prior
to the date on the envelope bearing the
sketch.

STATUS OF INVENTIONS

First, it is important for inventors to
understand thoroughly the legal status of
an application for a patent; which is not,
lute protection against others making and
selling the invention.
In other words, the mere fact that a
person is first to file an application does not
indicate positively that he will obtain a
patent. Moreover, contrary to the opinion
of the majority of persons, an inventor is
entitled to a patent although he files an
application after another person has secured
the patent. This is true because the government will revoke a patent issued to a
person who is not the real inventor.
Therefore, although an inventor may possess
a patent, he is not positively certain that
he can retain it.
In view of this established law, it is quite
apparent that it is doubly important that
every person who experiments should maintain a daily record book in which is kept
a record of every experiment. This is especially desirable for experimenters of radio
apparatus; because radio inventions are
not descernible by mere inspection. However, it is not necessary that these records
be in great detail; a rough sketch, with a
few words describing the construction of
.Iir

sgi

t'

HOW PATENTS

ARE ISSUED

Many persons are under the impression
that a valid patent may be obtained on an
invention which is new in the United States.
However, the law is well established that
a patent is rightfully issued only to the
"original" inventor of the thing patented.
In this respect the word "original" has a
very broad and comprehensive meaning; in
(Continued on page 578)
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an invention appears to be valuable, the record
sheets should be witnessed by disinterested persons; because their signatures and testimony will
prove the authenticity of the papers.

*Attarnct- at -Lar (', Cincinnati Ohio.
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An Adjustable "B" Power Unit for That Battery Set*
Easily Made and Readily Adaptable to any Receiver of Eight Tubes or Less
IN

the present radio era the public has
been enlightened technically to such an
extent that it is hardly necessary, even
for beginners, to state the purpose of a
"B" socket -power unit in an article describing its construction. For almost two
years "B" batteries have been replaced by
socket -power units in a large majority of
the radio- equipped homes where 60 -cycle
A.C. house supply is available, and no
longer is there much mystery for the lay
public in such devices. Although much
skepticism was manifested, when house current- operated radio units were first introduced, these accessories are now considered essential in every modern radio in-

stallation.
For the benefit of the fan who is still
debating whether or not it is wise to discard
his "B" batteries in favor of a "B" socket power unit, it may be explained that, in the
present stage of radio practice, a well -built
power unit is, not only entirely satisfactory
for the operation of any receiver, but much
more economical as well, in a large number
of cases. It is true that when "B" substitutes were first introduced many were not
entirely satisfactory, this being due largely
to the fact that they were incorrectly designed; but today the results obtained with
modern power units equal those obtained
from batteries.
The question of whether it is preferable
to build or buy a "B" socket -power unit is
the next problem which confronts the -beginner. In this connection, it should be
pointed out that these devices are very easy
to build; in fact, much simpler than a receiving set. The average "B" power unit
has only one-fifth the number of parts required by a 5 -tube radio receiver, and
usually a dozen connections complete the
wiring of the unit. In most cases, the parts

of a power unit may be screwed to a wooden
baseboard and wired in less than two hours'
time. After the assembly of the unit is complete, it is ready for operation, as there are
no delicate adjustments which must be

Fig. A
A neat metal case like

this will add much to
the appearance of the power unit. It may be
of brass screen, or of iron painted over.

made. Of course, where a metal case must
be made, this requires extra time; but such
a housing is not essential to the operation
of the unit and the unit may be operated before the case is complete.
DESIGN OF UNITS

"B" socket-power units may be divided
into several classes, and each type is best
suited to a particular class of receiver. For
the average five- or six-tube set using a
171 -type power tube, "B" socket -power
units of two different designs are suitable,
.111111111111113111111111311111111111111111,1111111/1111.111>

Fig. B
'

The appearance of the cornpleted power unit; if it is to
be placed in a cabinet compartment, the metal case
may not be necessary. A
well- ventilated l o c a t i o n
should always be selected,
however. The only adjustments are those on the front
of the voltage- divider B,
which thus forms the panel
of the instrument, and set-

tings are permanent. A full wave gaseous rectifier tube
V, the power compact A,
the condenser block Cl, and
three one- microfarad condensers, C2, 3 and 4, are
the only parts required.
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generally; the first employs a "full- wave"
gaseous rectifier tube, and the second uses
either a "half- wave" or a "full- wave," filament -type rectifier. Equally satisfactory
results are obtained from both types of
power units; however, when a gaseous rectifier of the "filamentless" type is used, the
filament winding of the power transformer
may be employed for heating the filament
of the power tube in the radio receiver.
Incidentally, the rectifier tube of a "B"
power unit is the device which converts the
A.C. current obtained from the house -supply
wires into direct current, and it may be described as the heart of the system.
Regardless of the rectifier used in a power
unit, the general arrangement of the remaining parts is the same in all cases. Every
power unit of ordinary present -day construction includes: first, a power transformer which increases the potential of the
110 -volt house -supply current to the value
required at the rectifier tube; as a modern
receiver must have more than 90 volts on
the amplifier plates. This transformer is
also provided with one or two low -voltage
secondary windings which are used for heating the filament of the rectifier tube, or that
of the power tube of the set, or both. Both
the low- and high -voltage secondary windings of the transformer usually are provided with center -tap connections.
The next important parts of a power unit
are the filter choke coils; these are employed
to retard the alternating "component" of the
pulsating direct current which is supplied
by the rectifier tube, and in this way they
help reduce the hum in the output circuit.
(See "The Uses of Choke Coils" in the I
Want to Know department of February
RADIO NEWS, and "The How and Why of
Radio Filters," in the June number.) Most
circuits call for the use of two choke coils
in the filter circuit, but this design is entirely arbitrary. Choke coils are supplied in
single and double units.
Equally as important in the filter circuit
as the choke coils are the filter condensers;
these by -pass the A.C. component of the
pulsating direct current before, after and
between the various choke coils and, in this
way, make possible the complete elimination of the "hum" created by the 60 -cycle
alternations of the supply. Most circuits
with two choke coils include three filter condensers of various values, depending largely
upon the size of the choke coils. The filter
condensers must be of high voltage rating,
as they are connected in shunt with the
maximum output voltage of the rectifier
tube, and receive its full force.
After the current has been stepped up
to a higher voltage by the power transformer, converted to pulsating D.C. by the
rectifier, and filtered by the choke coils and
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STEP -UP TRANSFORMER

CONDENSER BLOCK

Fig. I
It will

from this schematic diagram how .duple the connestions of the power unit are. The voltages may be regulated to the
be seen

condensers in the circuits of the power unit,
it is passed to the voltage-divider connected
in shunt with the output terminals of the
filter circuit. This instrument is, in reality,
a large potentiometer with several arms,
which divides the output of the "B" power
unit into the exact values of voltage required for the operation of each of the tubes
of the receiver. It consists of a fixed resistor of high value, connected across the
high -voltage supply, and provided with taps
at suitable points for obtaining the desired
voltages. In some arrangements, usually
for specific receivers, the position of the
taps on the voltage divider is fixed; but in
units of a more flexible kind there are adjustment knobs which make it possible to
obtain any desired intermediate voltage.
In addition to the parts mentioned several
other condensers are used in the "B" socketpower unit, as a rule. In circuits which employ gaseous rectifier tubes, a small buffer
condenser is always connected between each
side of the high -voltage secondary winding
and the center -tap connection. These condensers have a capacity of 0.1 -mf. each and
serve to by -pass slight R.F. currents that
gaseous rectifiers sometimes generate. Bypass condensers also are used in the voltage dividing circuit between each resistance tap
and the "B
terminal, and have usually a
capacity of 1 mf. each.

requirements of any receiver. The 5 -volt A.C. winding is unused,
unless it is desired to connect this to the power -tube filaments.

to 180 volts may be obtained from the plate

supply, and any negative potential from 1
to 40 volts for the grid bias of the tubes.
The power unit makes available four different "positive" voltages, three of which are
adjustable, and two "negative" voltages.
From the viewpoint of the beginner, the
ease with which this power unit may be constructed and the simplicity of the wiring are
two very important features. In most assemblies each part must be mounted and
wired individually on the baseboard; but in
the device under discussion practically all
of the parts have been combined into three
units. For example, the power transformer,

the buffer condensers and the choke coils
are mounted in one unit, the various resistors of the voltage- divider are in one
unit, and five of the condensers are in one
"condenser block." This system not only
improves the appearance of the power unit,
but also simplifies the construction and wiring. In addition to the three parts above
named, only three by -pass condensers and
a socket for the rectifier are needed, in addition to wire and small hardware.
The arrangeaient of the circuit is illustrated very clearly in the schematic wiring
diagram, Fig. 1. In this diagram the three
principal components of the set, which have

-"

AN EXCELLENT SUPPLY UNIT

The "B" socket -power unit described in
this article is of very simple construction,
yet highly efficient and suited especially for
the beginner. The output voltages are adjustable, thus making it possible to operate
any of a large variety of receivers without
making changes in the design. When suitably adjusted it will supply ample current
for the operation of a receiver employing as
many as eight tubes, with a 171 -type power
tube in the last stage; but it may also be so
adjusted that it will operate a receiver using
only two or three tubes. From the output
binding posts any positive potential from 1

This top view shows the seven parts used in the construction of the power unit, so arranged that
connections are the most convenient. Compare this with Fig. 2 on the nest page, which illustrates the simplicity of the layout, and should be followed in wiring the apparatus.
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been mentioned above, are enclosed within
dotted lines. The "power compact," which
comprises the transformer, chokes and buffer condensers, is inclosed by the dotted
lines lettered "A "; the condenser block is
enclosed by those marked "Cl "; and the
voltage divider by the lines designated as
"B ". In each case, all the connections
shown within the dotted lines have been
made by the manufacturer, and it is necessary only for the constructor to complete
the external connections to these units as
shown.

No. 70
A set of large blueprints, together with the

specifications of apparatus used in constructing
the "B" Power Unit illustrated here, will be sent postpaid,
without charge, to any reader interested further in this device, on his
request; as these blueprints cannot be
mailed with magazines. Please turn to
page 570 and use the coupon provided
for our mutual convenience.

PARTS NEEDED

A complete list of the apparatus employed
in the construction of the "13" socket-power
unit is as follows:
One 171 -type power compact, comprising
a power transformer, two choke coils and
two buffer condensers. The transformer has
a center -tapped high-voltage winding providing up to 85 milliamperes at 320 volts on
each side of its center, and a low -voltage
filament winding, providing a maximum current of 1 ampere at 5 volts. The choke coils
have an inductance of 30 henries each, and
the buffer condensers have a capacity of 0.1mf. each. This complete unit is marked "A"
in the illustrations;
One 171 -type condenser block of five condensers of the following capacities: 2, 2, 8,
1 and 1 mf.
One terminal of each of the
condensers is connected to a common ter minal. The two 2 -mf. sections and the
8 -mf. section of the block are high- voltage
filter condensers and the two 1 -mf. sections
are by -pass condensers. This unit is marked
"Cl" in the illustrations;
One voltage -dividing potentiometer consisting of three wire -wound resistors connected in series. Resistor Ra is a 50-watt,
8,000 -ohm unit having three slider contacts;
resistor Rb is a 2,000 -ohm unit with a low
current rating, and resistor Rc is a 50-watt,
1,000 -ohm unit with two sliding contacts.
This divider is marked "B" in the illus-

trations;

Three 1 -mf. by -pass condensers with 200 volt rating (C2, C3, C4)..
One 1.7X-type vacuum -tube socket;

wooden

One

baseboard,

63

x

11

x

-inch;

Perforated sheet brass or heavy wire mesh
for making the metal case. See drawings
for quantity required; its use is optional;
One roll of connection wire, flexible-insulation type;
Solder, wood screws, etc.;
One rectifier tube, full -wave gaseous type
(V).
ASSEMBLY AND WIRING

Mounting the parts on the baseboard of
the power unit requires only a few minutes'
time. At one end of the baseboard the
voltage divider B is mounted in a vertical
position with the aid of the metal bracket
which is supplied with the divider. When
set up in this manner this instrument
provides the front panel, control knobs
and binding posts for the power unit, which
has no other adjustments.
The power-compact unit A is fastened
with four wood- screws at the opposite end
of the baseboard from the divider. This
unit should be so mounted that the name
plate faces the divider, as this arrangement
greatly simplifies the wiring. The condenser block Cl has been designed especially
for the power compact and its terminals

have been arranged to permit the shortest
possible wiring. In order to take advantage of this feature, the block must be
mounted directly in front of the power
compact, with its name plate facing the
front. In the space which remains on the
baseboard the four condensers and the tube
socket are mounted; their positions are
indicated clearly in the pictures and diagrams. All of the parts are held in place
by wood- screws.
The wiring of the power unit may be
accomplished very quickly, as most of the
circuit has been completed by the internal
connections of the three main units, A, B
and Cl. However, all the external connections in the power unit should be soldered, if best results arè desired. It may be
said that, if tinned hook -up wire and rosin core solder are used for the purpose, the
job will not be found at all difficult. It is
highly important, also, to use wire having
a good insulating covering; this is necessary
because the output voltage of some circuits
is in the order of 300 volts, or more, and
this might be sufficient to break down the
insulation on inferior wire.
After the parts have been mounted on
the baseboard, the first step is to wire into
the circuit the power compact A. This
unit is provided with nine binding posts;
three for the high -voltage secondary winding, three for the choke coils and three for
a filament winding. The two outside terminals of the high- voltage secondary are
each marked "H" and these connect to the
"F" terminals on the rectifier -tube socket;
the center -tap connection of this winding
is marked "C" and this connects to the common terminal (marked "X ") of the condenser block and the "C-40" post of the
divider. The three terminals on the top of
the compact (marked "1," "C" and "2 ") are
for the choke coils, and these are connected
to corresponding terminals on the top of the
condenser block. Also, terminal "1" is
connected to the "P" terminal of the socket
and to terminal "4" of the condenser block.
Connect terminal "2" to the `B+Max" post
of the divider, and to terminal "2" of the
condenser block.

11"

a..Trj.n':

32'B +135 VOLTS a3 B+90 VOLTS

Fig. 2

'4 B +45 VOLTS
Follow this diagram with a pencil as each wire is cut and soldered into place.
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After the connections described above
have been made, the unit is wired except
for the by -pass condensers. To make these
connections, first run a wire from one terminal of each condenser to the "B
terminal of the voltage divider. Now connect
wires from the three slider contacts on resistor Ra to the free terminals of the three
by -pass condensers. This completes the task
of wiring the unit; but connections should
be carefully checked on Fig. 2.

q"-LAD OVER FOR SOLDERED
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SHEET.

THE METAL CASE
OPENING FOR

Fig. 3 gives the details for making a
metal case for this power unit. This case
may be considered as optional equipment,
as it has no effect whatsoever on the operation of the power unit; however, it greatly
improves the appearance of the unit and
serves as a protector. It may be made
from perforated sheet metal, or from wire
screening of suitable stiffness.
'l'he operation of the power unit should
not require explanation. The binding posts
on the voltage-divider are used as the output
binding posts and these are connected to
the proper wires of the battery cable leading to the receiver. To operate the unit,
the lamp cord from the power compact is
plugged into a socket and the current is
turned on. The knobs on the front of the
divider should be adjusted until best results are obtained from the receiver, and
then they should be considered permanently
set.
In operating a receiver with this power
unit, it is important always to turn on the
set's filament switch before connecting the
power unit zcith the house -lighting circuit;
and the power unit should be disconnected
before the filament switch is turned off.
Of course, the operation of the receiver may
be greatly simplified by using a' power control relay to control the operation of the
power unit. When this unit is connected
in series with the "A" lead to the set it
automatically turns the power unit on and
off, as required.
OPERATING HINTS

The builder has the choice of operating his
receiver either with both a filament switch on
the set and a light switch controlling the
power unit, or with an automatic relay
which performs the desired switching operations when the filament switch of the receiver is turned on. Such an automatic
relay is available in various forms, and
comprises, primarily, an electromagnet
which causes a switch to be thrown whenever it is "energized" by the storage battery.
Two binding posts on the relay are used to
"cut" in on the "A
lead from the battery; thus allowing current from the battery
to flow through the relay magnet when the
battery switch on the receiver is turned on.
When this switch is turned off, current
from the battery no longer energizes the
relay magnet; this allows the relay switch
to fall back to a different position (a spring
is usually used to insure this come -back).
In the first position (when the receiver
is turned on), the relay switch connects
the power -unit transformer to the house
line, and disconnects the trickle charger
(if one is used) from the "A" battery.
When the receiver is turned off, the reverse
action takes place: the power unit is disconnected from the 110-volt line and the
trickle charger takes its place on the line.
Though two plug outlets (one for the
power unit and one for the trickle charger)
are part of every automatic relay, a charger
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3

Constructional details of a perforated metal
cabinet (optional) to fit over the power unit.

need not necessarily be attached to the
relay; though it is a great convenience.
After the power unit has been wired
to the receiver, halt the proceedings after
attaching the final connecting wire. Then
if you have nó 0-200 volt high -resistance
meter, run out and buy, beg, borrow orwell, get one any way. A meter is almost
a necessity in adjusting the output voltages
of a power unit; you may, of course, adopt
the "blind" alternative of adjusting the
power unit until speaker results seem satisfactory, but this system is awkward and
rarely allows the receiver to function at
its best. A test with a voltmeter after an
adjustment has been made in this manner,
will convince the reader that meters are a
necessity wherever unknown voltages are
applied to apparatus calling for definite
operating values. After the voltages have
been adjusted to the requirements of your
receiver, however, the controls of the units
are to be let alone.
THE FILAMENT WINDING

There will be noticed, under the 110 -volt
cord opening of the transformer, casing,
three binding posts which are not made use
of in this power unit. They are marked
"F," "C," "F ;" and are identified by a
small metal plate directly above them as
supplying 5 -volt A.C. This winding is included in the transformer for the benefit of
the builder who may desire to light his last
audio amplification tube from this winding
and so, to some extent, relieve the strain
on his storage battery. Considering, how"B" POWER UNIT>,

ever, the fact that the later type of 171
tube (the 171A), draws but one quarter of
an ampere, it is a question whether this
negligible reduction of the battery drainage is worth the rewiring of a receiver to
use the 5 -volt winding.
It, perhaps, will find its use in supplying a push -pull amplifier employing two
171As. Here the current drain may be
taken into some consideration, as well as
the fact that the amplifier may be a later
addition to the receiver or, as in sonic
cases, an external unit for increased amplification. Where the winding is used, a
center-tapped filament resistor (such as
are being marketed by any number of manufacturers for this purpose) must be used;
for the negative or "C" biasing potential
for the power stage is run to the center
connection of this split, or "two-legged,"
resistor. This winding cannot be used for
lighting the filament of a D.C. (storagebattery-type) tube used in and circuit but
the last stage of audio -frequency amplification.

Another factor that should not be overlooked in using this power unit is that suitable voltage for a screen -grid tube can be
obtained from the binding post feeding the
plate of any other amplifier tube in the
same set. The screen -grid of the tube
should be connected to the 45 -volt "B" tap.
To connect the power unit to a receiver
in place of "B" batteries, merely run the
present leads from the set to their respective binding posts on the voltage divider, as indicated in the diagram. As
the "C+" is already wired into the circuit
it will be unnecessary to use this post on
the receiver, as when batteries are employed.
The specification of this power unit as
designed for the 171A-type tube does not
mean that this tube must necessarily be
used in the last stage. If a 201 -A or a
112-type is used in its place, the voltage
divider is readily adjusted to supply "B"
and "C" voltages for it. It should be remembered, however, that these tubes do not
require 40 volts of "C," and so the last
"C
post is ignored when using a 201A
tube. If a 112A is used, adjust the 40volt tap so that- it supplies no more than
the proper "C" bias, which is 9 volts for
this tube.
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The method shown above is usually followed in connecting a poorer Unit and a battery together
to the house- lighting lines; a relay requires much skill to construct, but may readily be purchased.
The `B" leads shown at the left, of .course, are brought around to the "B" posts on the set.
-
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A Plugless Short -Wave Receiver*
Set Whose Operating Convenience Includes, Among Other
Desirable Features, a Selector Switch Giving Instant Choice
of Wavebands from 16 to 90 Meters
A

By P. M. Platten

No. 69
A set of large blueprints, together with the

specifications of apparatus used in constructiong
the Plugless Short -Wave
Receiver illustrated here, will be sent,
postpaid, without charge to any

reader who is interested further in
this device, on his request; as these
blueprints cannot be mailed with
magazines. Please turn to page 570
and use the coupon provided for our
mutual convenience.

sub-panel makeup which is described in
this article.
Years of research and experiment by
thousands of amateurs have proved that,
the more separate coils used to cover the
short-wave bands, the more efficient the
receiver; this is very true. Yet, the more
coils one winds for that higher state of
receiver efficiency, the more labor on the
nights when the broadcast set is abandoned

for intensive meanderings among the shorter
waves. With the average high-frequency
set today, it is necessary to plug in and
out four different coils when covering the
range from 20 to 200 meters. And when
one is an ardent enthusiast and is satisfied only when he can
range up and down

SHORT -WAVE fans who nightly ac-

quire weary muscles and strained
backs plugging in short -wave coils
will appreciate the construction of
this receiver; in that the manual labor of
shifting from one waveband to another has
been avoided by means of a novel coilswitching arrangement which allows almost
instantaneous choice of any one of three
coils, merely by the twist of a knob. Except for this departure from the conventional use of plug -in coils, the receiver itself
is the well-known regenerative circuit; using grid-coil tuning, with grid coupling
from the antenna, and a fixed tickler winding with series -condenser control. Its wavelength range with the coils specified is
from about 16 to 90 meters; but this range
can be adjusted to suit the builder by
winding additional coils for those bands
not covered, and including them in the

wound to cover the desired bands, are
mounted on one piece of bakelite and, by
turning the switching knob from one position to another, any band can be tuned
without recourse to the familiar plug inplug out system. Although, at first glance,
this may look more complicated than the
conventional plug -in -coil set, it is, in fact,
much more simple to build; for the reason
that the coils are mounted on one sub panel and it is not necessary to build a
complete individual coil mounting for each
band.
The actual construction is easier than
preparing separate bases and mountings.

Cl

.11111111111111111111111111011 lllll 111.11111/11/111/111-1101111/1.1

The Plugless- Set has on
its panel vernier dials for
turning and regeneration.
the wave- changing switch,

rheostat and jack -that's
all!

20 -to- 200 -meter
band -and when the
coils go into their
socket with a prayer
and are enticed out again with the gentle assistance of a derrick-then joy reigns supreme!
th e

A SWITCHING SYSTEM

By the use of the sinople switching device described below the reader may conserve his energy for worthier causes. Coils,

(colL SWITCH tONiROO

The coils themselves are fastened to the
bakelite sub-panel with brass right-angle
brackets, and four ordinary switch taps
are provided for the grid and tickler -coil
connections. The switch itself utilizes a
small bakelite block fastened to a shaft
by means of a collar arrangement. ('Phis
coupling device can be purchased so cheaply
that it is hardly advisable for the builder
to attempt to make his own; in fact, unless
he is a trained mechanic, a good deal of
difficulty will be experienced by the average fan in constructing such a device.)
In this block are four spring-brass strips,
cut and bent so that they slide wipingly
over the contacts of each coil; pig -tail leads
from these blades carry the connections to
the proper places in the circuit, as shown
in the diagrams. Although the coils are
mounted side by side, it is possible to have
only one coil connected in the circuit at
a time; and the coils not in use affect the
tuning in no way.

The following parts, generally found
tossing about in the junk boxes of the set
builder, go to make up the receiver; which
is described without audio-frequency amplification:
LIST OF APPARATUS

One
The black vertical panel in the center of this rear view of the Plugless Receiver carries the three
coils, A, B, and C, which cover the three wavebands. The switch pivots on its coupling.
*RADIO NEWS

Free Blueprint Article No.
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x 14 -inch hard- rubber or bakelite

panel;

SWITCH

COUPLING

69.
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and -down motion of the central blade will
be found sufficient in varying the capacity
for antenna- series purposes.
After this has been clone, the remaining
terminal on the other end of the switch
base is removed, thus leaving sufficient
space for the mounting of two binding
posts for aerial and ground connections.
The photograph shows the blade bent at
right angles to the base; this has no electrical action on the condenser, but is done so
that the projecting arm will not interfere
ti
if it is desired to place the set into a
cabinet.
A UX socket, shock -proof-type if one is
handy, is fastened to the baseboard, and
the grid condenser, C4, soldered direct to
the grid post of the socket. This condenser
should be equipped with clips for insertion
of the grid leak, 112. A radio- frequency
choke coil such as are being marketed by a
ITCH
BLOCK
number of manufacturers is placed at the
The above view of the Plugless Receiver shows the sub -panel with
right of the socket. Care should be taken
its coil assembly in place.
The receiver comprises a single regenerative circuit, which is the
standard for short -wave work,
to see that the socket and choke coil
to be used by the operator with phones, but is capable of connection to
an amplifier.
are mounted as close to the rear edge
of the baseboard as it is possible to
One variable condenser, .00025-mf.;
which ordinarily grip the center pose are
get them without undue crowding; it should
One variable condenser, .00015 -mf.;
then widened, so that the center pole may
be remembered that the sub -panel with its
One rheostat, 20 -ohm.;
have some lateral motion between these
coils is yet to be mounted. It may even
One tube socket, U1 type;
two sicles. This motion and the usual upbe advisable to construct the sub-panel coil
One radio - frequency
assembly and mount
choke coil.
(Those
GRID COIL
TICKLER
AERIAL
it before mounting
which may be purO POST
TICKLER,any of the other apGRID
ii
chased usually work
> L
COIL
J
paratus.
GRID
more efficiently over
COI L
STICKLER
23
\4
4
the entire waveband
PREPARING THE
A
than the home -made
COILS
2
R2
type. Better buy
After
t h e 2 -inch
4
+
Lot
o 0
0,COIL©
one) ;
-WNM
tubing has been cut to
COIL
COIL
SWITCH
BLOCK
One fixed condenser,
13, 21, and 3% inch
111
.0001 -mf., with gridlengths, they are
J
R.F G.
leak clips;
wound for their reOne grid leak. (Anyspective w a v ehands
thing from 2 to 5according to the coil
FIRST TRANSFORMER
OF AMPLIFIER IF USED.
megohnl will do.) ;
chart given. In winchOne phone jack, sining coil "A," the largO
TO REST
gle- circuit, closed;
est of the three, it is
GROUND
R1
OF A.F
Two d i a 1 s, vernier
necessary to drill four
POST
AMFiJFIER
type;
terminal holes to seS.P.D.T. knife switch,
AB
PRE
SEC.
cure t h e winding.
to construct the anThe first is drilled
tenna series condenser,
Fig. I.
3/4 of an inch from
The schematic circuit may look slightly peculiar, because of the position of the coil terminals;
C3;
the end of the form,
but
tracing
trill
show
that
it
is
the
ordinary
one,
with
the grid coil across the to ning condenser
Two binding posts;
and the end of the
C1 and the tickler in series with the regeneration condenser C2. Note C3.
Twelve switch points;
spool of No. 24 wire
-rubber,
11/
hard
One piece of bakelite or
x 11/ -inch, for switch block;
One coupling device, preferably with Bakelite extension shaft;
One section of 2 -inch bakelite tubing, 71/
inches long, to be cut into three sections:
13!1 inches, 21/4 inches, 31/2 inches;
One wooden baseboard, 13 x 7 x 1/2-inch.
Brackets; wood- screws; hook -up wire; roll
of No. 18 annunciator wire for coils; No.
21 S.C.C. for tickler windings; twine for
spacing coils.

(AERIAL) @ROlihD
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CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS

first item to construct is the antenna
series condenser, C3. This can be built in
any number of ways. Probably one of the
simplest is to mount two right -angle
brackets, facing each other and separated
about a quarter of an inch. The condenser
suggested in connection with this receiver
has the advantage of being variable, and is
equally simple to make. The knife switch
for this purpose should have a bakelite
base and not one of porcelain.
Unscrew the center pole and remount
it, so that it is approximately one inch from
either one of the terminals. The two sides
'l'Iae

In the view of the Plugless set above, the sub -panel is tilted

back to show the three sets of switch.
points and the positions of the spiral blades which make the four coil connections.
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is pushed through this hole, leaving about

FRONT

four or five inches for terminal wiring;
the five turns are then wound upon the
form as specified in the chart. After the
fifth turn, drill another hole in line with
the first and push through another five
inches for the other terminal of this

PANEL
=fi

PoD

winding.

m^m

quarter-inch from this hole, drill the
third; through which the end of the roll
A

of No. 18 wire is placed, as well as the
end of the ball of twine. This is wound
with the wire so that there is a layer of
twine between each two turns of wire.
This is done to reduce the distributed capacity of the coil, and is necessary only in
the grid winding. It is a simple matter
to wind both twine and wire at the same
time, care being taken to see that there are
no overlapping turns. After 19 turns of
No. 18 have been wound with layers of
twine between the turns, the fourth hole is
drilled alongside the last turn, in line with
the other holes; and sufficient wire is put
through the hole to allow for connection
to the taps, as was done with the other
terminals.
The other coils are wound in the same
manner, except that the number of turns
differs. Though it may seem needless to
add the comment, it is highly important
that both windings on each coil should be
wound in the same direction; otherwise
the circuit will not oscillate and therefore
no results will be obtained. After the
three coils have been completed they are
mounted on the sub -panel, in the positions
shown in the layout on the opposite page,
by means of right-angle brackets.

5- HOLES 3/s "-DIA.
5 SCREW HOLES 5/32=DIA.

2 ,8
14"
Fig.

5

Drilling diagram for the front panel of the Plugless receiver; below, that for the sub -panel for coils.

are secured to something substantial. The
lengths specified in the chart are the complete measurements; that is, with the wiping
81

4

"

points; this can be arranged after some
experimenting. After the sub-panel with
its three coils has been completely wired,
the switch block with
its coupling unit attached, and two angle
'1
brackets are secured
to the bottom of the
sub-panel, the assembly is then fastened to
the baseboard, so that
the front of the sub panel is approximately 234 inches from
back of the front
panel.

THE SWITCH CONNECTIONS

The remaining item which requires some
constructional explanation is the switch
block. The illustration on page 551 shows
this triangular in form, but this shape is
not essential; the hard- rubber bakelite form
may be left square if the builder fears the
usual result when sawing so small a piece
of bakelite. A double- circuit (four- blade)
phone jack when disassembled offers excellent material for the spring contact
blades. It is best to mount them on the
block, as shown, before cutting, as this
work can be done with greater accuracy
and convenience when the ends of the blades

Fig.

tips bent over. Cutting to the specified
lengths, and then bending the tips, will
leave the blades just so much short. When
mounting the switch block after attaching
to the coupling unit, see that the blades
make good contact over all the switch

ALTERNATE
111111111

1

I

11

,CONTACT POINTS

TURNS OF
TWINE AND WIRE,
FOR WIRE
SPACING.

BRASS

BRACKET
PANEL

SHOWING

METHOD
OF
MOUNTING

COIL
GRID COIL

z

TICKLER
III

COIL
COIL A

DIAMETER LENGTH GRID COILTURNS TICKLER TURNS
R. INCHES 3
INCHES 19TURNS#18D.C.C. STURNS *24S.C.C.

COIL B 2
COIL C 2.

.

2'/4

n

13/4

.

o

o

11

4

Fig.

6

constructor designing
his own might extend the
number of coils beyond the
three used here.
A

.

018

D.C.C.

3

o

o

419

D.G.C. 3

"

0-24 S.0 C

4 24 S.C.C.

3

The coil specifications shown here are those used in the original model, and cover the bands 16 -30,
26-49 and 46 -90 meters. However, results vary with spacing, and constructors should experiment.
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The mounting of the front panel, with
its tuning condenser Cl, regeneration condenser C2, rheostat Rl, control knob for
the switching device, and phone jack, requires no explanation. Vernier dials are
specified because they are really very
essential on the short waves and, though
vernier control may be dispensed with on
the regeneration condenser, it is absolutely
necessary on the tuning condenser.
OPERATING HINTS

Few accessories are required for this
receiver; a 201A -type tube, a 6 -volt storage
battery, a 45 -volt "B" battery, and a set
of headphones make up the complete receiver. The aerial need be only 25 or 30
feet long and need not be, necessarily, of
the outdoor type. However, a good ground
and ground connection are of the utmost
importance in getting desired results.
After the proper connections have been
made and the rheostat is turned up, the
set should be heard to oscillate. This can
be determined from a sharp "cluck" or a
squawk in the phones, when the regeneration condenser is turned beyond a certain
point. Of course, the best sign of the set's
functioning is the reception of signals; but,
if these are not heard immediately after
turning up the rheostat, some "juggling"
may be necessary.
First, turn the switch block so that it

www.americanradiohistory.com
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How to Succeed in Short -Wave Operation
Pointers for the Broadcast Fan Who Has Just Constructed
a Short -Wave Tuning Unit and Who Is Going Out After
the Ten- Thousand Mile Reception He Has Heard About
By H. M. Bayer
NOTWITHSTANDING all that has
been written on the simplicity and

ease of short -wave reception, the
beginner in this field should not
feel that the reception of transoceanic
broadcasting is merely a matter of snapping
the switch, twirling the dial and, immediately thereafter, annoying the neighbors
with the blasts of PCJJ or 5SW. It simply
isn't done. Long-distance reception on
short waves is much like DX work on the
broadcast bands; for the same amount of
patience, a double quantity of perseverance,
and an expert knowledge of the working
characteristics of the receiver are essential
for the former, just as they have been found
necessary for successful results on the lat-

ter.
In operating his short -wave receiver, the
beginner should forget that it has been
"slapped together in a jiffy "; instead, he
should go after his stations with the same
nicety of operation that he would employ
if he were before a twelve-tube superheterodyne. It is on short waves, more than
anywhere else, that the finger tips must be,
aLmost, sandpapered and the clock turned
toward the wall.
COUNTERACTING HAND CAPACITY

While the short -wave receiver is being
built, the usual precautionary methods for
the prevention of hand- capacity effects
should be employed in the construction. The
simplest of these is grounding the rotor
plates of the variable condensers used in the
set; that is, those condenser leads running
to the "bottom" of the circuit diagram are
connected to the rotors. For example, the
tuning condenser should be so wired that

the stationary plates are connected to the
grid end of the coil, and the moving plates
to the filament return.
Usually, this method has been found entirely satisfactory for the elimination of
hand- capacity troubles of the average variety; but conditions are often encountered
where this is not sufficient. To overcome
stubborn cases, shielding is placed behind
the panel and grounded. It may be very
thin sheet copper or brass, and need be
placed only behind the tuning controls. The
simplest shield is made from heavy tinfoil,
which may be pasted on the panel and cut
with a penknife wherever there is danger of
making contact with any of the instruments.
The finest preventative measure, however,
is the use of a complete brass or aluminum
cabinet. This not only makes for an electrical efficiency that cannot be equalled by
any other shielding system, but also results
in a very pleasing finish and the appearance
of professional quality. Such cabinets are
now available in various forms and sizes,
and should be considered standard for every short -wave receiver.
In rare cases where hand -capacity effect
will not respond to the aforementioned treatments, it may be found necessary to place
on the dial knobs extension rods made of insulating material. These may be of any
shape or type, depending upon the ingenuity of the builder; six- to eight -inch rods
will be found quite sufficient for the worst
cases. Ordinary wooden dowel sticks are
fine for the purpose.
REGENERATION AND THE AERIAL

After hand -capacity effects have been
overcome to such an extent that they do

TINFOIL SHIELDING PASTED ON REAR OF PANEL

not interfere with efficient operation, the
next step will be to obtain a fair degree of
oscillation, with every coil, over as much as

L!J
DOWEL STICKS

0

;,:
3pV

r

=

KNOBS--

r._

r'

Fig. 2
Cut the dowel sticks six inches long.

Drill

a small hole in one end of each; remove the

knobs from the vernier dials and force instead
the drilled ends of the dowels over the shafts.
Fasten the knobs to the other ends of the
dowels.

possible of the tuning dial. By this is
meant that each coil should oscillate
smoothly over the whole tuning-condenser
dial. Quite often it will be found that regeneration is difficult to obtain on the very
short waves; this trouble generally can be
overcome by the use of a short aerial; 25 or
30 feet should be sufficient for all shortwave work. In fact, many receivers have
been found to work best with no aerial at
all. If an antenna series condenser has been
provided in the set, try varying it until the
desired regeneration is obtained; once adjusted, this value may remain fixed. Shortwave reception and uniform controllable oscillation go hand in hand; for it must be
remembered that only the latter makes possible the former. Therefore, it would be
well for the builder to spend all the time
necessary to solve the problem of controlling
regeneration in his set satisfactorily.
TUBE OPERATION

Fig.

1

The delicate tuning of a short -wave receiver is much more sensitive to hand -capacity than that
of a broadcast receiver; and the simple shielding method shown is highly advisable.
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This period of experimenting offers a good
opportunity for selecting the proper grid
leak; the determination of which is considered quite an important item in shortwave work. After the receiver has been
brought to the point where it will oscillate,
with any of the coils, the next step is to
bring regeneration to a state of control in
which the receiver will go in and out of
oscillation with a dull puff or a mild thud,
instead of a loud squawk or a sharp plop.
The manner of the "breakover" will make
all the difference in the world when it comes
to bringing in that elusive foreigner; and
its importance in short -wave work cannot
be underestimated.
To control the regeneration "breakovers,"
first choose the tube which functions best
as a detector; this can be determined sim-

Radio News for December, 1928
ply by interchanging tubes until the right
one is found. After this has been determined, obtain a fairly complete set of grid
leaks and, by the substitution method, find
the value that gives the smoothest puff on
the oscillation "breakover." If no success
is had with any grid leak, try reducing the
voltage on the plate of the detector tube,
or its filament voltage. An extreme case
may require the removal of a turn or two
from the tickler winding; though this is a
rarity with manufactured coils, and should
not be attempted unless one is sure of his
mechanical proficiency.
The extremely critical and hairbreadth
tuning required with a short -wave receiver
must, of necessity, continue for the full
period of listening -in. As a general rule,
the fingers are not taken from the knobs of
the dials unless a station is being received
with sufficient volume and stability to warrant such an action. As a rule, when a signal, either code or voice, is heard on short
waves (if it is from any distance at all)
it develops so many knacks of slipping in
and out of the phones that the situation becomes somewhat of a wrestling match between the signal and the operator. It is
quite a stunt to bring in a DX signal -it's
another feat to hold it. And this can be
accomplished only by maintaining one's
touch on the dials.
The receiver should he mounted, preferably, on sponge -rubber blocks, regardless
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When a regenerative receiver is brought
to the state of oscillation, it generates radiofrequency current. These oscillatory generations are developed in the secondary cir-

cuit (that portion of the receiver comprising the secondary winding of the tuning
coil and its tuning condenser) and their
frequency is regulated by the capacity of
the tuning condenser and the inductance of
the coil. The frequencies generated in the
secondary circuit of the receiver are known
as "local" oscillations.
When an external oscillation or "signal"
impulse is picked up by the antenna it is
imposed upon the primary winding of the
tuner, which in turn imposes it on the secondary winding and hence on the grid of the
detector tube. The same condition is
brought about when the primary winding is
omitted and the grid coil is in series with
the aerial and ground.
"IHETERODYNING"

After the tuning condenser has been varied to generate a "local" frequency, very
near to that of the transmitted impulses
picked up by the antenna, both "local" and
"signal" oscillations are impressed upon the
grid of the detector tube. The result of the
blending of these two frequencies is known
as the "beat frequency." This is nothing
more than an audible note of a few hundred
cycles; dropped off, as it were, in the blending of the incoming and local frequencies,
each of which may run into the millions of
cycles. Its frequency equals the difference
between the two radio frequencies; one of
which cancels the other except for the
"beat- frequency" effect, sometimes called
"heterodyne." (See page 554.)
As transmitting stations use different
sending frequencies, it is merely a matter of
turning the tuning dial in order to vary the
frequency of the local oscillation to coincide with that of the incoming wave. It is
by this method that a different station is
received at each variation of the secondary

condenser.
A practical demonstration of the variation
in beat frequency can be noted in the change
of the received note as the tuning condenser

turned. This is merely a matter of changing the local frequency, somewhat similar
to the action of "damping" or fingering a
violin string at various lengths in order to
obtain different musical tones.
After a signal has been received, the tickler is retarded to a point known as the
"peak" (the position just before the break over) where the signal will be heard at its
maximum strength. This is "reducing the
amplitude" or strength of the local oscillation to a point as near to the amplitude of
the incoming oscillation as we can bring it.
After reducing the amplitude of the local
frequency, it may be found necessary to retune, slightly, the secondary circuit. For
this reason some emphasis is laid upon two handed operation of a short -wave receiver.
In this manner it is a simple matter to tune
the signal with the left hand and bring the
signal up with the regeneration dial, meanwhile return the left dial to coincide with
the reduction of the amplitude.
is

THE "ZERO" BEAT
When receiving code, use is made of a
"beat frequency," but this method will not
do for the reception of phone signals. In
receiving voice the "zero- beat" adjustment
is used. The action of this is somewhat similar to the "beat-frequency" principle; for
in either method the receiver sets up its local oscillations in the secondary circuit and
they arc combined or mixed ( "beaten" by)
with incoming frequencies in the primary.
However, the similarity ends there. It
has been explained that, in "beat -frequency"
operation, a "beat note" of audible frequency is produced when the incoming frequency and the local frequency are impressed together upon the grid of the detector. In "zero -beat" operation both frequencies are impressed at once upon the
grid of the detector; bitt this produces no
beat note, for the simple reason that both
frequencies are exactly identical in the number of cycles and the difference between
them is zero (or silence). For example, an
incoming "signal" frequency of 1,000,000
cycles meets a local oscillation of 1,000,000
(Contin-ttod on page 580)

Fig. 3
So sensitive is such a receiver that unusual pre-

cautions against jarring mast be taken. The
rubber bath sponges indicated here are inexpensive and will serve every purpose.

of the number of shock -proof sockets in the
receiver. Rubber bath sponges serve the
purpose admirably and are inexpensive as
well; one may be mounted under each corner by screwing down each sponge.
A simple arrangement for more than one
pair of phones can be made by placing four
or five open-circuit jacks on a small hard rubber or bakelite panel. These are wired
in parallel and connected to two binding
posts, the leads from which run to the receiver. This phone block may be placed under the front edge of the table where it
will be conveniently located.
"BEAT- FREQUENCY" DETECTION

Before operating a short -wave receiver,
it is best for the beginner to learn the meaning of "beat frequency "; for it is this
method of "demodulation" or detection that
is employed by the receiver to produce an
audible note in our phones. Though the
name of this action cpnjnres up notions of
complicated formulas and immense laboratories, it is in reality a very simple process.

In

Fig. A

the position shown here, with his forearms

of

a

fully supported

by the table before him, the operator

shortwave set can comfortably maintain the position of tuning over
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a

long period.
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Some Easy Experiments With Oscillators
How Heterodyne and other Interesting Effects Can Be
Studied With the Aid of Parts Taken from the Junk Box
By Clyde À. Randon
THE average radio listener can greatly
increase his knowledge of radio principles and operation by some interesting experiments with inexpensive
equipment. Good radio parts are so inexpensive these days, that the average radio
listener can well afford to spend a little
for a few extra of these for experimental
purposes. For this purpose, too, one need
not have the very best; and parts no longer
used, or perhaps relegated to the junk box,
often serve very well and can be used for
numerous interesting tests. Parts too large
or not good enough for the radio receiver
used in the home are usually just as good
as more expensive or modern parts for

Schematic diagram of an easily -made oscillator.
The grid condenser (.002) may be omitted. If
it is used with a grid leak the oscillator will
generate a modulated signal,

experimental purposes. To illustrate: an old
rheostat, a few lengths of wire, a 23 -plate
condenser, a coil,- and an old tube socket
are the only extra parts which are really
necessary for the oscillator shown in Fig. 1,
with which all sorts of interesting experiments can be performed. The tube is perhaps borrowed from the radio set temporarily. One listener
has found that his
radio friends are
only too glad to assist him with the
contents of their
junk boxes, and
many useful parts

for experimental

work were thus obtained without any
expenditure.

principles of the superheterodyne circuit
and the production of "beat notes," and
perform a host of other interesting experiments too numerous to mention. Some of
the more interesting ones will be described.
The superheterodyne receiver is based on
the principle that two frequencies, when
present in the same circuit, combine to
give a resultant "difference- frequency," or
a frequency equal to their numerical difference. Thus, a 600 -kilocycle frequency and
a 599 -kilocycle frequency produce a one kilocycle, or 1000-cycle note. (They also
produce an 1199-kilocycle frequency, but
there is no converting this into audible
sound.)
This phenomenon can be studied by means
of two simple oscillators, of the type whose
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The entire set
can be mounted on a small baseboard and
a piece of bakelite and arranged with
Fahnestock clips so that the wavelength
range can be varied by plugging in the
various coils. A small 199-type tube should
be used and then the batteries and all can be
mounted on the baseboard, making the set
portable and of general use around the radio
room.
If two such oscillators, arranged to tune
over the same wavelength- range, are placed
near each other and a pair of phones is
placed in the plate circuit of one of them,
it will be noticed that, as the condenser of
either is tuned, a "squeal" will be noticed
at some particular dial- setting. (In fact,
two distinct "squeals" will be discovered,
one on each side of the point of resonance.)
Oscillator No. 1 (Fig. 2) is acting as a

miniature

broadcast

station

(radiation,

however, is entirely negligible, for no antenna is connected.) Its coil produces a
magnetic field and induces a current in the
tuned circuit of Oscillator No. 2. Oscillator No. 2, however, is also inducing a

OSCILLATOR NO.2
SUPERHETERODYNE
OSCILLATOR"

"BROADCAST
STATION"

USE OF TWO OSCILLATORS

With two of the
OSCILLATOR NW
oscillators
shown in Fig. 1,
many interesting experiments can be
performed. One can
FIG.3
compare and measure capacity values of condensers, inductance of coils, compare operation of different loud speakers and their response to
the various musical frequencies, study the

current in No.

1 and producing the same
effects in its circuit. The frequency induced in No. 2 combines with the frequency
produced by this oscillator itself, and gives
the "squeals" heard in the phones.

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE- FREQUENCIES

Since the resultant frequency is equal to
the difference between the two frequencies,
"squeals" will be heard on each side of one
definite dial- setting (at which the frequency
of No. 2 is equal to that of No. 1; the
difference- frequency is therefore zero and
no note can thus be heard.) On either side
of this resonant position, the two original
frequencies will react on each other and
there will be present the "squeals" or dif-

Two oscillators, operated next to a regular
broadcast receiver, can be used to illustrate the

principle of the superheterodyne circuit.

ference- frequencies which are changed into
sound. The pitch of the squeal heard, as
the condenser is slowly turned, gradually
increases; since the difference between the
two frequencies is caused to increase, by
changing the capacity value and consequently the frequency of one circuit. The
higher the frequency (of the electrical variations producing sound in the phones) the
higher the pitch of the note heard.
If the difference
in frequency is made
too large, the resultant frequency in
the phones becomes
so high that it cannot be heard; that
is, it is beyond "audibility" (the audible range extends
from about 20 to
20,000 cycles per
second.) An interesting fact in this
connection is that

the

simple

The effect of "heterodyning," or the generation
of a third current by the mingling of two currents of different frequency, can be observed
with this arrangement. It corresponds to a

superheterodyne circuit.
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frequency -

ranges of the ears.
of some animals is
quite different from
that of the human
ear. A dog fancier
once constructed a
whistle which, when operated, could not be
heard by the unaided human ear; although
the master himself could not hear the
whistle (nor the neighbors) the pets could
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"MIDGET "CONDENSER

OSCILLATOR NO.1

LOUD
SPEAKER

I

OSCILLATOR NO.2

FIG.4

be made to come on the run whenever it

was blown.
The oscillator experiment illustrates also,
in a striking manner, the difference between
audible ( "audio ") and radio frequencies.
Both oscillators are operating at radio frequencies which could not possibly be beard
by the unaided human -ear, should it be
possible to change them to sound (air)
waves.
The difference- frequencies, however, can be heard in the phones when they
are in the audible range. With this dcscrij)tion of beat notes, it will be quite
simple to understand some more difficult
experiments.
A "SUPERIIET" EXPERIMENT
One of the most useful purposes for an
oscillator in a receiver, is that which it
serves in a superheterodyne; the oscillator
is used to product the "local" radio frequency which, when combined with the received signal, produces the "intermediate
frequency." This function is easily illustrated by means of the two oscillators; one
of these serves as the "broadcast station"
(although actual radiation into the "ether"
is negligible, it is always good practice to
operate any such experimental sets outside
you have neighof the broadcast band
bors) ; and the other acts as the oscillator
does in the superheterodyne receiver; although the intermediate frequency in a
"superhet" is above the range of audibility
-"supersonic," whence the "super."
The circuit diagram and arrangement is
shown in Fig. 3. The receiver shown is
an ordinary detector- one -audio set-up, or
it may be the ordinary broadcast receiver
used for the reception of musical programs
if desired; the principle is the same. The
receiver is tuned to the frequency produced
by the "broadcast station" and the frequency of the broadcast station remains
fixed. Nothing will be heard in the speaker
sinless the receiver is regenerative (if so,
turn back the regeneration control until the
signal is not heard.) If now, the "superheterodyne oscillator" is operated, the familiar squeals will be heard in the loud
speaker. In the case of the regenerative
receiver, the detector itself oscillates and
the difference -frequency is produced in the
same way. Note that a regenerative detector is thus, in itself, an oscillator-as
those living near the operators of .one-tube
sets long ago discovered. The only difference in fundamental operation between the
different superheterodynes is the value of
the intermediate frequency or difference frequency used. The difference- frequency
produced in this experiment is an audible
one and can be treated, in circuit design,
as an audio frequency.
In a superheterodyne, the intermediate

With two oscillators adjusted to
"squeal" oz'er a range of frequencies, the response characteristics of loud speakers can be
measured roughly. Below: Circuit for calibrating with the aid of an oscillator, such as
that pictured at the bottom of the page.

frequency may be of the order of 30,000
cycles and up as far as 600,000 cycles. The
reason that such a frequency is used is that
it is above the audible range and thus extraneous noises, which would also be amplified if an audible intermediate frequency
were used, are excluded. In the arrangement shown, the radio- frequency amplifier,
or intermediate-frequency amplifier, is an
audio amplifier. One often tries mentally
to separate too far audio and radio frequencies; although audio- and radio-frequency amplifiers are constructed quite differently, there is only a difference in frequency between radio and audio frequencies.
It is only by such experiments as these,
that such interesting facts are made clear
to the listener.

Above:

I

CALIBRATED
CONDENSER

r

TESTING LOUD SPEAKERS

As already explained, the two frequencies
which are produced by the oscillators are
both present in each of the plate circuits
of the oscillators; the audible frequency, it
has been shown, can be varied by tuning
one of the condensers. This phenomenon
can be utilized to test loud speakers for
their operating efficiency on the various frequencies in the musical scale. The circuit
arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. Two binding posts, or a plug and jack, are provided,
so

CONDENSER TO
BE CALIBRATED

OSCILLATOR NO.2

o-

OSCILLATOR NO.1

FIG.5

Below: A complete oscillator assembled on a
board only S inches long and 4 inches wide.
"A" and "B," batteries; L, 75 turns No. 24
wire on 2% -inch tube, tapped in center (Sec
Fig. 1); C, .0005 -anf. condenser; T, should be
199 -type tube; F, filament ballast, instead of
rheostat; G, grid condenser and leak, optional.

that the various loud speakers tested

can be plugged in at will.
Perhaps you have wondered just what
response your loud speaker gives to a 50cycle note, compared with its response to
a 1000 -cycle note, for example. How does
the loud. speaker compare at high frequencies with another type? This comparison can be made roughly by means of music,
but this is hardly satisfactory; for the notes,
and thus the frequencies, are constantly
changing. The ear, too is not nearly so
accurate when loud speakers are tested in

(Continued on page 531)

-if

A three -cell

"C" battery

will serve as the "A" supply for the 199 tube. A
midget 22%- or, better, a
45 -volt "B" block should
be used.
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A Unique "No -Dial" Receiver
German Engineer Builds a Superheterodyne
Which Tunes by Throwing Switches Up or Down
A

By Hanns Mendelsohn
(Berlin, Germany)

of the European broadcast stations which
this set was designed to receive operate on
very high wavelengths (over 1,000 meters) ;
while the remainder operate on wavelengths
corresponding to those used by American

The "no- dial" receiver, with its built -on speaker
and loop.

N

EARLY every radio experimenter
has, at one time or another, dreamed

of building a no-dial receiver; one
that would include all of the good
features of a multi -dial set and yet be
sensitive, selective, neat in appearance and
give good quality of reproduction without
the usual twisting of dials and knobs. The
construction of such a set calls for considerable skill and ingenuity on the part
of the set builder, as well as careful design,
in order to give the desired results. It is
not the purpose of this article to give directions for the construction of a no -dial
receiver, but simply to illustrate how the
writer, a German engineer, has worked
out the problem to his own satisfaction.
The complete no -dial receiver is shown
in Fig. A, together with the loop aerial
and loud speaker. Fig. B shows the details
of the front panel of the set with the six
built-in, three -way switches used to select
the desired station. Each switch can be
used to select either of two stations, thus
making it possible to tune -in any one of
twelve stations with this particular set.
A name- plate, with the name or call letters of the station, is mounted above and
below each switch on the front panel as
shown in Fig. C. The knob in the center
of the panel just below the voltmeter, Fig.
C, is the only rotating control on the front
of the set and is simply a volume control
in the loud-speaker circuit. A key, a little
below and at the right of the voltmeter,
makes it possible to lock the set when not
in use. The switch at the left of the meter
is used to shift from one set of coils to
another and is necessary only because four

broadcast stations.
The twelve stations for which this set is
adjusted are Berlin; Langenberg; Vienna
(Austria) ; Konigsberg; Frankfort; Stuttgart; Leipzig; Kattowitz (Poland) ; Moscow (Russia) ; Konigswusterhausen; Kalundborg (Denmark) ; and Daventry (England).
A

SUPERHET USED

The hook-up used is practically that of
the standard superheterodyne used in
America, the only difference being that
double -element tubes are used. That is,
each tube has two grids, two plates and a
common filament. These tubes greatly simplify the wiring and construction of the set.
The tuning of the set is accomplished by
means of condensers coupled in parallel
across the coils by means of the switches

The simple appearance of the panel. Each of
the switches will tune in one station when
thrown down, and a different one in the "up"
position.

Looking into the top of the set. The four double-element tubes are visible in
the center, and under them the twenty -four condensers which tune the
oscillator and first -detector circuits for each station.

on the front of the panel, each of which is
of the four-pole, double- throW type. Two

of these condensers are required for every
station that it is desired to receive; to simplify the adjustment of the set, variable
condensers have been used. These are
mounted on the sub-panel at the rear of
the cabinet, as shown in Fig. E. Each set
of condensers is adjusted in advance for
the station selected. Because the condensers
are variable, the combinations of stations received can be changed from time to time,
as new wavelengths are adopted and old
ones discontinued.
The layout of the parts and the compact
arrangement made possible by the use of
the double-element tubes is shown in Fig.
D. The back cover of the sub -panel is so
arranged as to lock in position, making it
impossible for anyone but the owner to disturb the adjustment of the condensers,
once the proper settings have been determined.
THE HOOK -UP

The wiring arrangement of two of the
station selector switches is indicated at "TS"
in the schematic diagram on the next page.
Regeneration is accomplished in the first detector by means of the tapped loop aerial.
The first double- element tube serves as a
detector and oscillator; the second as two
stages of radio -frequency amplification; the
third as one stage of radio- frequency amplification and the second detector, and the
fourth and last tube as two stages of audio frequency amplification, the output stage
being resistance-coupled. No output coupling device is used, but there is a small
fixed condenser, connected across the loudspeaker leads, which serves to give a more
pleasing tone to the music. An extra tap is
provided on the "C" battery for the grid bias on the radio -frequency amplifiers. NO
grid leak or condenser is used on the first
detector. The change -over switch for shifting from low -wave to high -wave stations is
indicated at SW -1.
Close attention to detail and careful wiring were necessary in building this set, in

An outer panel protects the tuning condensers. These are variables, because
wavelengths change, and it may be desirable to make another choice of stations; but their setting is not otherwise changed in the operation of the set.
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Automatic Control for the
Regenerative Set
ALMOST all regenerative receivers are
guilty of producing excessive regeneration on the lower wavelengths, or high frequency range of the condenser. Considering the fact that the majority of these
receivers include a fixed condenser across
the primary of the first audio transformer
to aid regeneration, on the lower waves, the
removal of this condenser will aid considerably in keeping unwanted oscillation at a
minimum. Here is a little scheme which
will keep the fixed condenser in the circuit
at the higher wavelengths, and remove it as
the frequency increases.
The fixed condenser is placed on the sub panel or baseboard near the variable tuning
condenser. A piece of thin sheet spring
brass is then soldered to the fixed condenser
and bent as illustrated. For the cam
shown in the illustration,. solder a piece of
VARIABLECONDENSER
BUS

PIECE OF
BRASS CUT

AS CAM,

TO..001MF COND.

C

SHEET SPRING
BRASS,

TÓPÓN AUDIO TRANS

BASE BOARD.

P

CAM

of a double -drum dial; and these are
mounted on the condenser shaft at right
angels to the front panel. The condensers
PANEL

CORRUGATED GRIP DIALS

HOLE CUT
IN

VAR CONDENSER

PANEL

lé

II

ARROWS
ORD NARY CIRCULAR DIALS
USED AS DRUM DIALS.

ENGRAVED OR
PAINTED ON

PANEL

Fig. 2
The old-fashioned big fiat dials, especially if
they are knurled, can be turned sideways and
used as drums in the manner shown above.

are mounted on the sub -panel and a small
window, of the proper shape to fit the dials,
is cut in the front panel of the set.
Before mounting the dials on the shafts of
the condensers it will be necessary to extend the holes for the shaft; as they must
go completely through the dials. Also, it
may be advisable to make provision for
marking the call letters of stations on the
grip rims of the dials. It will be an easy
matter to do this, as it is necessary only to
paste a strip of paper around the rim.
When selecting dials for making a drum
control of this type, it is important to make
sure that they have large grip surfaces, and
the rims on which the calibrations are engraved should be as narrow as possible.
When dials of this construction are employed the appearance of the drum control
is improved greatly. -Contributed by Herman R. Wallin.

-OOi MF.

Fig.

bus -bar or spring brass to the shaft of the
tuning condenser and curve it in such a
fashion that its end will make contact with
the fixed condenser down to the wavelength
decided upon. -Louis B. Sklar.

-Paavo

Leed.

Tinfoil Useful to Shield
Control -Grid Lead

SHIELDING

is one of the most important
considerations in the design of a receiver
using screen -grid tubes in the R.F. circuits.

TIN FOIL CUT INTO
NARROW STRIP
ABOUT
WIDE

-

-

---

'

..

%

I

CONTROL GRID

CONTACT

SCREEN-GRID
yy

TUBE

19!1

METHOD OF SHIELDING
CONTROL -GRID LEAD WITH

ASTRIP

OF TIN FOIL WOUND

An Inexpensive Stand -Off

Insulator

THE stand -off insulator may be recog-

nized as one of the few items in radio

that has withstood the onslaughts of the research and fashion engineers; probably for

Salvage from the Junk Box
Makes Drum Dials
AN ingenious set builder is able to make
many of the parts of a radio receiver
which usually are purchased by the average amateur. Those who enjoy making odds
and ends will welcome the idea described
in Fig. 2; this shows how it is possible to
make a very satisfactory double -drum control with parts which may be found in any

radio fan's junk box.
This idea is so clearly explained in the
illustration that only a very short description is necessary. Two standard (non -vernier) dials, approximately 31/2 inches in diameter, are used for the two control drums

a larger number of insulators to secure the
lead-in more firmly; here is one that not
only serves the purpose admirably, but has
the added advantage of costing but a few
cents. An ordinary shelf bracket is fastened to the side of the house, or wherever
the stand -off is desired, and a porcelain
cleat (of the type used in house wiring) is
bolted to the extreme end. The wire to be
insulated is passed through the other end
of the cleat. There is an added advantage
in being able to obtain these brackets in
various sizes to suit the needs of the builder.

OVER WIRE.

1

At the proper setting. of the condenser plates
the cam breaks the connection to filament of the
plate circuit, and reduces the feed -back.

better reason than that it has always given
service, and to all appearance will continue
to do so in spite of continued inventive
progress. Many of us would care to use
no

Fig.
A

3

pair of cheap shelf brackets furnishes two
supports for porcelain lead -in insulators.
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Fig. 4

Tinfoil is conveniently used in this way to protect the grid lead of a 222 -type tube.

When properly employed, these tubes are
capable of providing several times as much
amplification as the usual 201A -type but,
if the circuits have not been designed carefully, the expected results will not be obtained. Complete shielding is essential in
all circuits using these tubes, if high efficiency is desired. Not only is it necessary
to place all apparatus of the circuit within
a shielding compartment, but the tube itself and the control -grid lead must be
shielded. With the proper circuit operated
under these conditions, the amplification
per stage is as high as 35.
Radio fans who enjoy building their own
apparatus find that it is quite a simple
matter to make shield compartments and
tube shields, but shielding the grid lead
often presents a problem. Also, shielded
wire, which may be used for this purpose,
is not always available in small radio stores.
It is possible, however, to shield a wire,
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as illustrated in Fig. 4, very easily and
practically without cost.

In doing this, the only parts needed are
a length of insulated hook -up wire, a piece
of tinfoil and a strip of friction tape.
First, the hook -up wire should be connected to the clip which attaches to the
control -grid terminal of the tube, and then

switch, purchased for from ten to twenty five cents, will serve the purpose very satisfactorily- providing the user has no objection to manually- operated controls. It
is hardly necessary to go into the wiring
of this "Wrinkle as the diagram (Fig. 6)
The switch, when
is self -explanatory.
thrown in the "On" position, connects the
"B" unit to the 110 -volt line, and the "A"
battery to the set. On throwing the switch
to the "Off" position, the set is disconnected
from the "A" battery, the "B" unit is disconnected from the house line, to which the
charger is then connected; while the latter
is simultaneously connected to the battery
so that charging can take place. -L. R.
Ward.

A
Fig. 5
A flip of the switch, and radio is back where

it started- almost. Our readers might figure
out a way to switch the crystal to the A.F. amplifier, too.

the tinfoil should be cut in strips about
%-inch wide. The tinfoil strips are wound
over the insulation on the wire, starting
about y2-inch from the clip and continuing
as far as necessary. In order to insure
proper shielding it will be wise to wind
two or three layers of tinfoil.
The next problems is to provide a method
of making contact to the tinfoil shielding
and, for this purpose, the insulation is removed from a second length of hook -up
wire and it is placed in contact with the
tinfoil on the first wire. Now the bare
wire and the tinfoil -covered wire are bound
together with friction tape.
After the shielding of the wire has been
completed, it should be carefully examined.
It is first necessary to make sure that the
tinfoil is completely covered by the friction
tape and that the tinfoil does not make
electrical contact with the clip or any part
of the insulated wire. When this lead is
connected in the circuit it is connected like
any other wire, except that the bare copper
which makes contact with the tinfoil is
connected to the shielding.
Contributed by Joseph R. Pivniclzny.

found

is a wrinkle that will be
H ERE
useful to the experimenter in his search
him instantane-

for a device that will allow
ous choice of either phones, horn speaker,
cone speaker, or horn and cone speakers in
parallel or in series. All that is required are
two switch arms (A and B) cut to the shape

The

Unit-to- Charger Switch
WHERE an inexpensive control for
your power and charger units is desired, a simple double -pole double -throw
e

TO 11 0-VOLT LINE

D.PD.T.SW ITC N

L>_

I

{A.TRICKLE
CHARGER

UNIT

.

'B

LEADS
TO SET

BATTERY

+

-

v

T

Fig. 7
ingenious .way of cutting the contacts
makes five different options available.

shown in the diagram, two hard- rubber or
bakelite knobs, six pin jacks (1 to 6), five
switch- points (7 to 11), a small hard- rubber
or Bakelite panel, and four rubber legs if
the panel is to be placed upon the table. It
may, however, be mounted on the wall or
the side of the cabinet where it will be
within easy reach. Mount the hard- rubber
knobs on the switch blades, care being taken
when mounting the latter that proper contact is made when they sweep over the contact points. If desired, two binding -posts
may be used for the plate and "B" battery
wires. They are shown between the switch
arses.
The wiring is self -explanatory and its use
is explained as follows:

Lever
"B" on
contacts contacts

department. A year's subscription to
NEws will be given in compensation for each accepted item. If the
author of the wrinkle is already a
subscriber, his subscription will be extended one year or 7ze may accept a
one year's subscription to Science and
Invention or Amazing Stories, both
published by the Experimenter Publishing Co.
RADIO

Spring brass may be used for the switch
arms, and is easily worked when cutting into
shape. The dotted lines indicate wiring
under the panel. Switch levers pivot at C
and D. -Adel 1Vharton.

Back to the Crystal Circuit
1 the hustle and bustle of radio progression, and the roar of super -power amplifiers, the average radio fan has reached the
stage where the crystal detector is a thing
of the dim and hazy past. However, it is
gratifying to learn that there is at least
one who has not forgotten his old friend,
in spite of the fact that his present receiver
absorbs vacuum tubes in dozen lots. He
recommends the circuit illustrated in Fig. 5
as a means of keeping in touch with a pleasurable past, and at the same time insuring
himself headphone reception at least, should
the worst happen to his tube receiver. The
parts required are a crystal detector, a
miniature single -pole double -throw switch,
and a single- circuit jack. Remove the lead
from the grid post of the first R.F. socket
and wire in the switch as shown in the diagram. The crystal detector may be wired
within the cabinet if it is of the fixed type;
if it is not, place it in some convenient position where adjustments can be made
easily. Fred B. Huffman.

Improvising a Tube Socket
in a Pinch
ARADIO tube socket is a comparatively
inexpensive device, and it is hardly
worth while for the average experimenter to
(Contintit-rl on page 575)

TUBES 11!

TUBE
BASE

OLD

I

° `-4

CONTACT
SPRING

Lever

v

,t" on

TO "A"
TERMINALS
ON SET.

Combination for Testing
Reproduction

NEWS has received from readers so many letters and ballots
requesting more "Wrinkles" that it
has been decided to re- establish the

a nuo

.

Fig. 6
A relay is best; but while you are saving up
for it, this hook -up is cheap.

7

8
9
8
8

and

9

10

and

10

and 11
and 10

9

11

Connects
Phones only
Horn only
Cone only
Horn and cone in parallel
Horn and cone in series
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MOUNTING SCREW

.4

Fig. 8
study of this .wrinkle may, at least, induce
you to keep extra sockets handy.
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On file

hon
will welcome any definite information from our readers about unlisted stations which you may hear putting
on programs, only if you hear the call or
the announcement of location. Please give
the wavelength as closely as you can estimate it. Because of the number of experimental transmissions by amateurs and
others, we cannot undertake to list such
stations in the short -wave broadcast list on
another page, unless confirmation is received of their having a regular schedule;
but all definite .information received will
be published here.
Please consult data
we have published before writing for information; we have no way to identify
a station by its program or language, since
many foreign stations transmit in several
languages; nor even by its approximate
wavelength, 'unless it is one of the larger
and best -known transmitters.
RAnIO NEWS

..11131311111111111111311.

Editor,

11111111113331111311333131.1111111111,31111113313111113:11111331311111111111311111131111131i111111113

FIVE WATTS ONLY!
RADIO

Box especially as I am using for an aerial 100
feet of wire strung in the attic. No doubt because
of this, I find two copper pennies a better aerial
condenser than the one you suggest. Almost any
station in the U. S. can be brought in without
aerial and ground. I think, however, that the
set can be improved by the simple method of
using a panel and shielding. (Quite true; but it
was designed only to give the set builder the
chance to try the short waves with the least
{rouble and expense.
Other sets are being described which incorporate shielding, screen -grid amplification, and other refinements, at a higher cost,
of course.-EntToR.) I am sure all who build
it will be greatly pleased with it.
L. THOMAS CLEAVER,
212 Mifflin St., Johnstown, Pa.

BECAUSE of the changes in the sdtedoies of long -wave stations whose programs they reproduce, some changes in the
hours of the American short -wave broadcast
stations may be noticed after the reallocation on Nov. 11 bat it is not to be expected
that their wavelengths will be altered con sequently.
Station WRVY will continue to broadcast
television during the first five minutes of
each hour while it is transmitting, on its
need, wave of 296.9 meters; and W2XAL
will do the same on 30.91 meters, as
hitherto.
;

,1,11111111:1111::1111111

TRANSMISSIONS
Mr. T. P. Uhler, of Easton, Pa., forwards the
verification of the Société Francaise Radio -Electrique, of 79, Boulevard Haussman, Paris VIIIe,
France. This electrical manufacturing company
has been experimenting on the wavelength menFRENCH

11
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tioned with a new directional system of radiotelephony-, and states : "We have had excellent results
with Argentina, Indo -China and Japan." Quartz controlled oscillators are used to maintain this

frequency.

1.

NEWS:

In going over your last issue, I find in the
short -wave column a letter from Mr. Schroeder,

has been getting a mysterious station in
Costa Rica. The heading of it is "Costa Rica
Steps Out."
The station in question is "9RH" and the
station consists of one Aero 5 -watt radiophone
transmitter, built exactly according to our specifications.
This transmitter has been heard all over the
Western hemisphere including the Argentine at
one time or another, and the owner, Mr. Armando
Cespedes Marin, Apartado 40, Heredia, Costa
Rica, will undoubtedly be more than glad to tell
you something about his operating conditions, etc.,
if you think it might be of interest.
It certainly is unusual nowadays for a five -watt
station to be heard so far away.
who

BERT E.

Aero

SMITH,

Products 'Inc.,

4611 E. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill.

AUSTRALIAN-NEW ZEALANDER PROGRAMS
Editor, RADIO NEWS:
I constructed the Junk-Box and have very good
results. Last Sunday morning (September 2) I
heard a program from 2ME, Sydney, Australia,
of the dedication of a new cathedral in Sydney
during the Catholic congress there. At 3:30 a.m.
F. S.T., I heard a concert of victrola records from
1YB at Auckland, New Zealand.
I think this
reception must be almost a record for the Junk-

The illustration at the
right is a close-up of
the transmitter of one
of the world's best known stations, on any
wave. This is W2XAD,

South Schenectady, New
York, owned by the
General Electric Co.,
and operated in conjunction with WGY and, at
times with the companion short- waver, W2XAF. These two shortwave stations have done
more than any others
to make American radio well known throughout the antipodes; and
whenever a great event
takes place on this coettinent, they have made
available its broadcast
to the farthest ends of
the earth. They have
been rebroadcast, from
England to Australia;
and are among the
standbys of the shortwave listener in any
part of the earth.

Marty, of Buenos Aires, report
His log
on this wave.
shows it from 1743 to 1930, June 7 and 8, when
it came in more clearly than the North American
stations.
Senior

E.

"Radio-Paris-Fenix"

of the
equipment of W2XAD shows how
plan: the installation
Titis vices

is. It was pit up,
not for style, but
for efficiency. The
very short wave
tosed (21.96 meters)
lends itself exceedingly well to day-

light

transmission
over very long disEach of
tances.
these transmitters is
quarta - crystal - controlled, the first stage
being a UX - 210
tube. From this the
bower and frequency
are stepped up, until four 20 -kw. tubes
can be used for the
last amplifier stage.
m11333:1:11
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A FLEA FOR MORE

Editor,

RADIO

LOW -WAVERS

News:

I have been reading with much interest letters
from builders of short -wave sets but have never
seen anything from this part of the country. I
note that Foreign stations come in regularly on
the East Coast, but I can say that on September
17 about 5:30 p.m., Central
Standard time, I
had 5SW at Chelmsford, England, with sufficient
volume on the loud speaker to be heard out in
the yard. This station was broadcasting records
of the Columbia Phonograph Co.
I have a home -made set, home -wound coils, cheap
parts in every way. So far the above -mentioned
is the only foreign station I have received. Pittsburgh on 62 and 27, as well as Schenectady on
21.96 and 31.40 come in like locals; both these
stations can be gotten in daylight without either
aerial or ground. In my opinion, short waves
are just coming into their own; why do not all
large stations have both regular and short -wave
programs? There are several such as WRNY,
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At the left, we) have a close -up of the
big tuning condenser of W2XAF, the
longer -waved of the two best -known high frequency stations at Schenctady. This
condenser, be it noted, must have a
capacity small in proportion to its physical dimensions, as it tunes a 31.40 meter circuit. The transmissions on this
wavelength are better suited to night
transmission across the Atlantic than the
shorter ones; but the station, for all its
power, cannot be heard fifty miles away,
because of the "skip distance." Typical
hours of these stations were, recently:
W2XAD, 4:30 to 9:30 Sundays; 1:30
to 3:30 Mondays and 1 to 3 Thursdays;
5 to 11 Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays; W2XAF, 5 to 11 Mondays, Tuesdays (to 10 :30), Thursdays and Saturdays -all lsóurs p. in. and E. S. T.
However, with the new limitation of
WGY's time, these will probably be
altered.
to these "senders" and the
super-power broadcast station recently
to
licensed
put 200 kilowatts into the
antenna during daylight hours, there
are several other installations in the
54 -acre transmitting laboratory grounds
near Schenectady. Work has been done
from 5 to 1500 meters.

In addition

W. D. RICR:ETTS,

(Power
the

Sherman, Texas.
on.

these waves is important, but so is

skip-distance.- EDITOR.)

A FLOCK OF FOREIGNERS

Editor,

RADIO NEWS:

I have built the short-wave set described in
RADIO NEWS for April (To readers: take notice
that this issue of blueprints has been used up and
is no longer available. -EDITOR.)
The results
obtained are wonderful. On September 6, between
8:30 a.m. and noon, Eastern Standard Time, I
heard a station at 32 on the dial-on which
2XAD is 76 -whose announcer spoke in Spanish
and called "Allo, Allo," every fifteen minutes.
At about the same time I heard another at 26
on the dial, whose announcer spoke in English and
said:
This is the short -wave station at Malabar,
Java." Every five minutes a man would call
"I-Iello, New York." Then a woman gave a telephone number and a man would start to talk
as if on a regular phone. According to what I
heard, I am quite sure this is the Malabar station.
The same afternoon, between noon and 2:00, I
heard a station which came in at 18, broadcasting
in French, and made out that they were having
a dialogue. I will appreciate any help that other
readers may be able to give.
CHARLES DI ILLIO,
1120 Wolf Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

(This illustrates the difficulty of identifying
stations unless announcements are heard, or a
2cceiver has been calibrated for each coil by known
transmission. The first station is probably PCLL,
Kootwijk, Holland, on 18.10 meters; the Javanese
short -wave stations are known to maintain a telephone service with Holland; but we are not informed that they are working with America. Perhaps the correspondent caught regular transatlantic
short -wave work between the United States and
England on a wave near that of ANH, Java. We
understand that Nancy, France, has a 15.50 -meter
transmitter, but have no details. -EDITOR.)
SHORT -WAVE ULTRADYNE TUNING

Editor,

RADIO NEWS:

that many of the commercial short -wave
stations can be picked up on my latest Ultradyne,
with great volume, with the I.F. transformers not
oscillating. I have certainly heard talk in foreign
tongues in the distance.
Next, I thought, I
would oscillate the receiver, so 1 turned the potentiometer up and was amazed to find that I got
many of the amateur code stations with great
volume. I did no write down the particular calls;
but I did take particular pains to get one, which
was IMK calling ICDX.
It is not easy to find just where to tune these
But after I got the commercial stations, I
in.
kept the sanie relative distance on the antenna
I note

series with both the oscillator condenser and the
tuning condenser and arranging two small switches
so the the fixed condensers may be shorted out
when tuning on the broadcast bands.
In this
manner the effective value of the variable condensers is greatly decreased and the set will tune
about as easily on short waves as on long waves.
By turning the potentiometer on the intermediates
until they reach oscillation, very good reception
of code can be had on short waves with the Ultra dyne.
However, the best arrangement is to mount
the oscillator on an old five -prong tube base and
the tuning coil on a four -prong tube base. 'Then
wire the oscillator to a five -hole socket and the
tuning end to an ordinary socket. Then, by
building a few sets of short -wave oscillators and
tuning coils you will have an all -wave set of
exceptional ability.
Jos. W. REED,
Box 365, Fairmont, W. Va.
-

and oscillator dials and that was about, say 35
and 25 or ten points. I travelled down the dial
and picked up the same stations again and again
and then suddenly the amateur stations changed
while the commercial stations held the same relative distance and position. I certainly believe that
I am going to get some great DX on the shortwave channel now. I take it that I must have
been tuning around forty meters.
I also am sure that I heard a television signal.
It may have been WGY on 380 meters as they
were sending at that time, but still the character
of this signal was not the same as when I tuned
deliberately on to WGY's long wave and oscillated.
H. S. WEBB,
15 N. Park St.
Bangor, Me.

SILENCING AUDIO HOWL
Editor, RADIO NEws:
The Junk-Box is what I call a howling success,
PCJJ, 5SW, 8XK, 8XAL, 2XAD, 2XAF, 2XBH,
2XE, all came through wills astonishing volume;
though KDKA, on 27 meters is very weak here.
When I first completed the set, I could not receive
a thing, and for awhile I was thinking of again
junking it. I shunted a .002 fixed condenser
across the "B+" and "F-" terminals of my
audio transformer, and this made the set oscillate.
I have changed the circuit of set by replacing
the R.F. choke in the plate lead with the secondary
of a variocoupler whose primary is in series with
the aerial. Will others who added another stage
of audio to the Junk -Box tell me how they did
it ? All I get with another stage of audio is a
continous whistle.
The Extension receiver was a wow; I received
thirty stations the first night I tried it. I assi
fourteen years old and have been a radio bug
for four years.
J. H. SMITIi,

Editor, RADIO NEWS:
For many years I have been using one of MIr.
Lacault's Ultradynes for short -wave reception. In
fact, I feel that the only real results are to be
obtained through the superheterodyne for short
waves. By merely replacing the broadcast -band

151 Water Street, Newburgh., N. Y.
(The creations of an audio note when the second
transformer is added would indicate that the fields
interact. Try, first, reversing the leads on one
winding; second, turning one transformer slowly
around to see if this produces a reduction. of the
(Continued on page 597)
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WOWO and several Western stations broadcasting
on short waves that I have never received. I
Say put on more power.

loop by a three -inch coil with the proper number
if turns for the short -wavelength. The oscillator is
sufficiently rich in harmonics to tune in the short
waves at two or three places around the dial. I-Iowever, the condenser used is so much larger than
necessary that very careful tuning will be necessary. I find with a 25 :1 vernier it is very difficult to get exactly on the shorter waves.
For those who desire, this trouble may be
overcome by placing small fixed condensers in
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Another viese, taken from
a little greater distance,
of the transmitter of
N'2XAF. It will be seen
how small this apparatus
is, compared wills that of
the long-wave broadcast
statics; yet such a station is often heard like
a local where WGY's 200
kilowatts fail to reach on
the longer wave. One of
the points about these
short waves is that they
are affected comparatively
little by static, and as a
result are heard more
readily beyond the Tropic
of Cancer.
The power house for this
group has one 750 -kw.
and two 100 -kw. rectifiers,
as well as modulators for
WGY and the shot -wavers. The D.C. plate supply of the latter is modulated with the A.F. component at the power house
and sent to the separate
buildings occupied by the
units illustrated here.
They may be operated
either with WGY or on

separate programs.' A
number of different antenna systems are also
available for their use.
,111111111111111111111,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111.
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List of Broadcast Stations in the United States
Radio
Call
Letters

KA
K D LR
K

KEJ K

KELW
KE X

KFAB
KFAD
KFAU
KFBB

K F BK

KFBL

KFBU
KFCB
KFC R
K F DM

KFD X
KF DY

KFEC
KFELI
KFEQ

EY
QG

KFH

KFHA
KF I

KF IF
KF IO
KF U
1

KF IZ

KFJ B
KFJ F
KFJ I
KFJ M
KFJ R

KFJ Y
KFJ Z

K F KA

KFKB

K F KU

KFK X

KFKZ
KFLV
KFLX
KF MX
KFNF

.

KFOA

KFON
KFOR
KFPL

KFP M

KFPW
KFP Y

KFQB

KF QD
KF QU
KF QW

KFQZ
KFRC
KFRU
KFSD
KFSG

KFUL

K FU M
KFU O
KFU P
KFU R
K FVDJ
KFV S
KFW B
KFW C
KF W F
KF W I
KF W M
K F WO

KFXD
KFXF

KF XJ
KF XR
K FX Y
KF Y O

KFYR
KG
KG

East Pittsburgh. l'a
306
243
Devlls Lake. N D
232
Salt Lake City. Utah
40
Los Angeles, Callr
384
Burbank, Calif
254
Portland, Oregon
339
Lincoln, Nebraska
484
Phoenix, Arizona
240
Boise. Idaho
220
Havre, Montana
Sacramento, Calif.
229
(Time limited)
Everett, Washington 200
500
Laramie. Wyoming
229
Phoenix, Arizona
200
Santa Barbara, Calif
535
Beaumont, Texas
Shreveport, Louisiana 250
545
Brookings, S. D.
219
Portland, Oregon
319
Denver, Colorado
535
St. Joseph. Missouri
219
Kellogg, Idaho.
229
Boone, Iowa
231
Wichita, Kansas
250
Gunnison, Colorado
468
Los Angeles, Calif
211
Oregon
Portland,
Spokane. Wash. (day) 244
229
Juneau, Alaska
211
Fond du Lac, Wis
250
Marshalltown, Iowa
Oklahoma City, Okla 204
219
Astoria. Oregon
545
Grand Forks. N. D
231
Portland. Oregon
229
Fort Dodge, Iowa
219
Fort Worth, Texas
341
Greeley, Colorado
265
(day)
Milford, Kansas
246
Lawrence. Kansas
294
Chicago, Illinois
248
Kirksville, Missouri
213
Illinois
Rockford,
243
Galveston. Texas
.

KD YL

KF
KF

Radio
Call
Letters

BROADCAST STA.
Location

AR

KGB
KGBU
KGB X

KGBY
KGBZ

Northfield. Minn
Shenandoah. Iowa

240
337
236
240
248
219
229

Seattle, Wash.
Long Beach, Calif

Lincoln, Nebraska

Dublin, Texas

Greenville. Texas
Sulphur Springs, Ark
(day)
Spokane, Wash
Fort Worth, Texas
Anchorage, Alaska

224
216
242
244

Seattle, Wash

211
353

Holy City. Calif
Hollywood. Calif
San Francisco,

200
.

Calif...

Columbia, Missouri
San Diego, Calif
Los Angeles. Calif
Galveston. Texas
Colorado Springs, Colo
St. Louise. Missouri
Denver, Colorado
Ogden, Utah

Venice, Calif
Cape Girardeau, Mo
Los Angeles, Calif

San Bernardino, Calif

St. Louis, Missouri
San Francisco, Calif
Oakland, Calif

Avalon,

Calif.....

Jerome. Idaho

Denver, Colorado
Edgewater, Colo
Oklahoma City, Okla
Flastaff, Arizona
Breckenridge, Texas
Bismarck, N. D
Spokane, Wash
Tucson. Arizona
San Diego, Calif
Ketchikan, Alaska
St. Joseph, Mo

KGBZ
York, Nebraska
KGCA Decorah, Iowa (day)
KGC B
Oklahoma City, Okla
KGCH See KGBZ
KGCI
San Antonio. Texas
KGCN
Concordia. Kansas
KGCR Brookings, S. D
KGCU Mandan, N. D
KGCX Vida. Montana
KG DA Dell Rapids. S. D
KGDE Barrett, Minn
KG DM Stockton. Calif.
K GDP
Pueblo. Colorado
KGDR San Antonio, Texas
KGDW See KGBZ
KG
KG

DY
EF

EK
KGEN
KGEO
KGER
KGES
KGEW

KG

KG EZ
KG FF
KG FG

KGFH
KGF1
KGFG

K G FK

KGFL
KG FW
KGF X
KGGF
KGGH
KG GM
KG H A
KG H B
K G HD
KG HF
KG HG
KG H I
KG HL

KGHX
O

See

Oldham, S. D

Los Angeles, Calif
Yuma. Colo.

El Centro. Calif
See KGBZ
Long Beteh. Calif
See KGBZ
Fort Morgan, Colo
Kalispell. Montana

Alva. Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Okla
Glendale. Calif.
San Angelo, Texas
Los Angeles, Calif
Hallock. Minnesota
Raton, New Mexico
Ravenna, Neb.
Pierre, S. D. (day)
Picher, Oklahoma
Cedar Grove. La
Albuquerque, N. M
Pueblo, Colo.
Honolulu, Hawaii
Missoula. Mont
Pueblo. Colo
..
McGehee. Ark
Little Rock, Ark......
Billings, Mont...
Texas.....
Richmond,
Idaho Falls. Idaho....

492
476
500
268
232
236
545
200
229

428

248
316
250
250
322
322
200
211
319
200
229
211
200
545
204
219
220
333
248
322

230
248
219
211

248
250
219
248
250

25000
11)0

1000
500
5011

2500
5000
500
1000
50
100
50
500
100
100
1000
50
500
50
250
500
10
10

1000
50
5000
50
100
10

100
100

5000
50
500
500

100
100

500
5000
1000
5000
50
500

15
15

50

500
1000
100
100
100

250
1000
500
500
500
500
1000
500
100
50
250
50
1000
100
100
500

500
100
15

250
50
50

100
100
500
5000
100

250
500

100

500
50
50
100
50
100
100
10
15

50
10

219
250
229

100
15
1000
10
15

100

211

100
100
100
50
250

211

15
100

248
211
517
297
219
211
250
227

50
50
50
200
500
50
100
50
250

211
227

250

219
300
229

250

219
200
316
200
227

KGTT

KGU
KG W
KG Y
KHJ
KH Q

KICK
KJBS
KJ R

KKP

K LC N
K LDS

KLRA
K LS
KL X

KLZ

K MA

KMBC
KMED
KM IC
K MJ
KM MJ
K MO

K MO X
K M TR
KN RC
KN X

KOA
KOAC
KOB
KOCW

5

50
15

250
50
250

3Á
; ÿ;
f

Twin Fais, Idaho..... 227
Butte. Montana
220
Little Rock, Ark
337
Goldthwaite, Texas

250
250
250

200
100
Georgetown, Texas.
219
100
Wichita Falls,4Texas. , 526 250
Oakland, Calif
.. 380 10000
San Antonio, Texas... 229
100
Amarillo, Texas
213 1000
San Francisco, Calif
200
500
Honolulu, Hawaii
319
500
Portland, Oregon
484 1000

Lacey, Washington
Los Angeles. Calif
Spokane, Wash
Red Oak, Iowa

211
333

508
535
San Francisco,Cal(day) 273
Seattle,
309
Seattle, Wash.
211
Blytheville. Ark. (day) 232
Independence, Mo
316
Little Rock, Ark
216
Oakland, Calif
211
Oakland, Calif
341
Denver, Colo
535
Shenandoah, Iowa
322

KLDS
Medford, Oregon
Inglewood, Calif
Fresno, Calif.......
Clay Center, Neb. (day)

50
1000
1000
100
100

5030
15

50
1000
1000
100
500
1000
500

See

211
50
268
250
250
50
405 1000
Tacoma, Wash.
224
500
St. Louis, Mo.
275 5000
Hollywood, Calif
526 1000
Santa Monica, Calif
384
500
Los Angeles, Calif
286 5000
Denver, Colo
361 12500
Corvallis, Oregon
535 1000
State College. N. Mex 254 10000
211
Chickasha, Okla
100

Radio
Call
Letters
WAG

WAIU
WALK
WAPI
WASH
WBAA
WBAK
WEAL

BROADCAST STA.
Location

TrJ

á;

Royal Oak. Mich.....
Columbus. Ohio (Ltd.)
Willow Grove, Pa.....
Auburn. Ala
..
Grand Rapids, Mich...
West Lafayette, Ind...
Harrisburg, Pa. (day)

Baltimore, Md
WBAO See WJBL
WBAP Fort Wl "orth, Texas
WBAW Nashville, Tenn
WBAX Wilkes- Barre, Pa
WBBC Brooklyn, N. Y. City
WBBL Richmond, Va
WBBM Chicago, Iii
W BB R
Rossville, N. Y. City
WBBW Norfolk. Va
WBBY Charleston, S. C
wBBZ Ponca City, Okla
WBCN See WENR
WBES
Takoma Park, Md
WBET Boston. Maas
..
WBIS
Boston, Maas
..
WBMS Union City, N. J.....
WBNY New York City
WBO Q See WABC
WBOW Terre Haute, Ind
WBRC Birmingham, Ala
WERE Wilkes- Barre, Pa
WBRL Tilton. N. H.
WBSO
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
(Time limited)
W BT
Charlotte, N. C
WBZ
Springfield, Mass.....
WBZA Boston, Mass
..
WCAC Storrs. Conn.........
WCAD Canton, N. Y. (day)..
WCAE
Pittsburgh, Pa
WCAH Columbus, Ohio
WCAJ
Lincoln. Neb
.

229
468
200
263
236
214
268
283

50

5000
50
5000
250
500
500
5000

375 5000
201 5000
248
100
214
500
219
100
389 10000
231
500
250
100
250
75
250
100

229
220
244
207
222

229
322
229
210

100
500

500
250
250
100

500

100
500

384
100
278 5000
303 15000
303
500
225
500
246
500
246
500
910
250
508
500

THIS list of stations in the United States becomes effective Nov.
11, 1928, by order of the Federal Radio Commission.
It is subject to any alterations or rectifications made by that body after
October

100

10

250
250

KG KO
KGO
KG RC
KG RS

500
1000
1000

243
200
231

KGJF
KGKB
KGKL

100
1000

261.

250

KG IQ
KG IR

BROADCAST STA.
Location

16, 1928.

Radio
Call
Letters

WG B
WGB S
WG C M
WG C P

WGES
W G HP

Memphis, Tenn
Evansville, Ind
Scranton. Pa..
New York City (Ltd )
Gulfport, Miss
...
Newark, N. J
Chicago, Ill
Mt. Clemens (Detroit)

WGMS

See

WGST

Buffalo, N. Y.
Atlanta, Ga

W G BC

WGEF
1

W GN
W GR

W GY

W HA

HAD
WHAM
W

W H AP

WHAS
W HAZ
WHO
W H BC
W H BD
W H BF
W H BL
WH BP

WH B Q
WH BU
WH BW
WH B Y

WHIM
WHEC
W H FC
WH K
W HN

WHO
WHPP
W HT
W IAD

W JAS
W IBA
W IB G
W IBM
W [BO
W IB R
W IBS
W IBU
W I BW
W IBX

WIBZ
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,o,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1111,11,1o1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,o,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,

IL

KO
KO
KO
KO
KO

IN

MO
RE
W

KPCB
KPJ M
KPLA
KPO

KPOF
KPPC

Council Bluffs, Iowa..
Portland, Oregon
Seattle, Wash
Eugene, Oregon
Denver. Colo
Seattle, Wash

Prescott, Arizona
Los Angeles. Calif
San Francisco, Calif
Denver, Colo

KP Q

Pasadena, Calif
Seattle, Wash.

K QV
K QW

Pasadena, Calif
Pittsburgh, Pa
San Jose, Calif.

KFRC
KPSN
K RE

KRGV
KRLD

K RM D

KRSC
KSAC
KSBA
KSCJ
KSD
KSE I

KS L
KS M R
KSO
KSOO

KSTP

KTAB
KTAP
KTB
KTBR
KTHS
KTNT
KTSA
KTUE
KT W
KUJ
KUOA
I

KU OM
KUSD

KUT

KV
KV L
KV o 0
KVOS
K WBS
I

Los Angeles, Calif
Portland, Oregon
Hot Springs, Ark
Muscatine. Iowa (day)
San Antonio, Texas
.
Houston, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
Seattle, Wash

Fayetteville, Ark
Missoula, Mont.
Vermillion, S. D.
Austin. Texas
Tacoma, Wash
Seattle, Wash

See

NAA

W AA D
W AA F
W AA M

WA AT
WA A W

WABC
WA B F
WA B
WA B

1

O

WAB Y
WABZ
WA DC
WA FD

341

.500

WCBD

50
100
1000
1000
500
500
100
500
10000
50
50
500
1000
1000
500
250
5000
100
1000
1000
10000
500

BM

200
233
288
Dallas, Texas
250
Shreveport, La.
268
Seattle, Wash. (day)
518
Manhattan, Kans
207
Shreveport. La
225
Sioux City, Iowa
545
Mo
St. Louis,
333
Pocatello, Idaho
265
Salt Lake City, Utah
250
Santa Maria, Calif
217
Clarinda, Iowa
Sioux Falls, S. D. (day) 270
205
St. Paul, Minn
234
Oakland, Calif
248
San Antonio, Texas.

Tulsa. Okla.
Bellingham, Wash
Portland, Oregon
K W C R Cedar Rapids, Iowa
K W EA Shreveport, La.
K WG
Stockton, Calif.
KWJJ
Portland, Ore. (Ltd.)
KW K
St. Louis, Mo.
KW KC Kansas City. Mo
KW K H Shreveport, La
KW LC Decorah, Iowa (day)
KWSC Pullman, Wash
K W W G Brownsville. Texas
K W T C Santa Anna, Calif
KXA
Seattle, Wash
K XL
Portland, Oregon
KXRO Aberdeen, Wash
KYA
San Francisco. Calif

KYW
KZM

5000

297

Berkeley, Calif.
Harlingen, Texas

KFKXi

Oakland. Calif
Arlington, Va
Cincinnati, Ohio
Chicago, Ill. (day)..
Newark. N. J
Jersey City, N.J. (day)
Omaha. Neb. (day)
New York City
Kingston. Pa
Bangor. Maine
Rochester. N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
New Orleans, La
Akron. Ohio
.

Detmit,ATich...

W CA L
W CA M
WCAO

238
319
326
211
216
248
200
526
441
250
248
326
316
217

Houston, Texas

......... UO,,111,,,,,,,,,1,111111111111,,,,,,.,,,,,o,,,,,3

111111111111111111110.111111111111111

231
231

1000
1000
1000
100

500
100
15

1000

100

1000
500
1000
5000
1000
5
1000

375
256
232
219
236
200
10
216 1000
526
500
337
500
268
500
224 1000
200
100
263 5000
526
250
200
15
229
100
219
100
211
100
283
500
222 1000
100
219
353 20000
236
50
216
500
238
500
200
100
500
52G
240 1000
50
248
244 1000

WCAP
WCAT

W AU
WC A X

WCAZ
W C BA
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC

BS
CO

DA
FL
GU

WC LB

WCLO
WCLS
WC MA

211

100
1000
25
500
250
300
500
5000
250
100
500
50
50
1000
100

.

Joliet, Ill.
Culver, Ind.
W C OA
Pensacola, Fla
W C O C Columbus. Miss.
W C O H Greenville. N. Y
WC R W Chicago, III
WCSH
Portland, Maine
WCSO Springfield. Ohio
WC W K Fort Wayne, Indiana
WCX
See WJR
WD A E
Tampa, Fla
WDAF Kansas City, Mo
WDAG Amarillo, Texas
WD A H
wD A Y

El Paso, Texas
Fargo, N. D

wDBJ Roanoke. Va
w D B O Orlando, Fla.
WDEL Wilmington, Del
WDGY Minneapolis, Minn

WOOD
WDRC
WDSU

WDWF
WDZ
w EA F
w EA
I

WEAN
WEAO
WEAR
WEBC
WEBE

- --

W L I1
-W EB Q
W EB R

WEDH

..

240 1000
234
500
500
250
234
500
250
100
250 5000
250
100
280
100
200
100
278 5000
219
100
248
100
370 10000
222
250
309 1000
214
500
200
100

250

229
214
268
341
248
248
319
217
244
484
492
213
229
234
322
494
213
213
234
225
236
219

See

-

234
248
300
248
229
500
248

Erie, Pa
211
Boston, Mass
.. 508
Evanston. Ill
229
Berrien Springs, Mich

WEN R

Chicago. Ill .
Gloucester, Mass

WFAA
WFAN
WFBE
WFBG

WFB J
WFB L
WFB M
WFB R
W FC I

W FD F

WF I
W F IW

WFJC

WFKD
WFLA
WGA L
WGBB

100
100

500
500
500

1000
1000
1000
100
1000

250

1000
250

500

WTAM

Superior, Wis
Cambridge, Ohio
Unlcago,
Harrisburg, Ill

WEE I
WE H S
WE MC
W EPS
W E VD
W EW

100
100

500
500
500

Chattanooga, Tenn
1000
New Haven, Conn
500
New Orleans, La
1000
Cranston. R. I
..
100
Tuscola, Illinois
280
100
New York City
454 25000
Ithaca. N. Y. (day)
405 1000
Providence, R. I
258
500
Columbus. Ohio
545
750

°Buffalo, N. Y
WEB VV 'Beloit, Wis. (day).
WEDC Chicago, III

WFB C

219
434
219
326
240
280
454
349
208
250
208
229
250
227

Northfield. Minn.....
Camden. N. J
Baltimore. Md.
Asbury Park. N. J.
Rapid City. S. D
Philadelphia. Pa
Burlington, Vt.
Carthage, Ill. (day)
Allentown, Pa
Zion. Illinois (day')
Baltimore, Md.
Springfield. Ill
Minneapolis. Minn
New York City
Chicago, III
Brooklyn, N. Y. City
Brooklyn. N. Y. City
Kenosha. Wis.

(day)

New York City
St. Louis. Mo. (day)
Dallas. Texas
Philadelphia. Pa
Knoxville, Tenn.
Cincinnati. Ohio
Altoona, Pa
Collegeville. Minn
Syracuse, N. Y.
Indianapolis. Ind
Baltimore, Md.
Pawtucket, R. I
Flint. Michigan
Philadelphia, Pa
Hopkinsvllle, Ky
Akron. Ohio
Philadelphia. Pa
See WSUN
Lancaster, Pa.
Freeport, N. Y

www.americanradiohistory.com

1000
10

5000
50
100
1000

30
500
100

441 1000
345 25000
250
100
231
500
395 1000
288 5000
492
500
250
50
250
100
229
100
219
100
333
750
244
500
268
250
219
100
229
100
535
500
319 1000
207
500
229
50
220

1.5

24R

100

BROADCAST STA.
Location

W
W
W
W
W
W

ICC

IL

INR
IOD
I

P

ISN

WJAD
WJAG

WJA K
W JA M
W JA R
W J AS
W JA X

WJAY
W J AZ
W J BB
W JB C
WJ B I

WJBK
WJBL
WJBO
WJBT

WJ B U
WJ B W
W.113 Y
WJ J D

W J KS

WJR

WJZ

W KA Q
W KA R

W KAV

WKBB
WKBC
W KBE

WKBF

W KB H
W
W
W

KB
KBN
KBO
I

WKBP

W KB Q
W KBS
W KBT

Mich
WLB

Chicago,

Ill

Schenectady. N.

Y.

(Time limited)
Madison, Wis
Milwaukee. Wis. (day)
Rochester, N. Y- ....
New York City
Louisville. Ky
Troy, N. Y.
Kansas City, Mo
Canton, Ohio
Bellefontaine, Ohio
Rock Island, Ill
Sheboygan. ß'ís.
Johnstown, Pa
..
Memphis, Tenn
Anderson, Indiana
Philadelphia. Pa
West De Pere, Wis
Minneapolis, Minn
See WABO
Chicago, Ill
Cleveland, Ohio
New York City
Des Moines, Iowa
New York City
Chicago, Ill
Philadelphia, Pa
Ottumwa, Iowa (day)
Madison, Wis
Elkins Park. Pa. (Sun )
Jackson, Mich
Chicago, Ill
Steubenville. Ohio
Elizabeth, N..1
Poynette. Wis
Topeka, Kans
Utica. N. Y... ....
Montgomery, Ala
Bridgeport. Conn
St. Louis, Mo
Bay Shore, N. Y
Miami Beach, Fla
Philadelphia, Pa
Milwaukee, Bis
Waco, Texas

Norfolk, Neb. (day)
Kokomo. Ind
...

Cedar Rapids. Iowa...
Providence, R. I
Pittsburgh, Pa

Jacksonville, Fla
Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago, Ill
St. Petersburg, Fla
LaSalle, III
Red Bank, N. J

W K RC
W KY
W LAC
W LAP

WLB
WL BC

WLBF
WLBG
WLBH
W LB L

W LBO

WLBV

W LB W
W LB X

WLBZ
W LC

I

WLEX
WLIB
WLIT
WLOE
W LS

242

750

229
216
297
300
211

204
229
535
248
322
219
203
250
207
229
231
229

200
210
222
298
242
492
268
242
283
229
250
341
232
238
207
203
297
250

Lewisburg, Pa
New Orleans, La
Gadsden, Ala
M o(oseheart, Ill
Gary, Ind.

248

WBBM

250
248
484

....

Detroit, Mich
New York City
San Juan, Porto Rico
East Lansing, Mich.
(day')
Laconia, N. H.
Joliet,

Ill

Birmingham, Ala

Webster, Dlass.
Indianapolis, Ind
La Crosse. Wis
Chicago. Ill
Youngstown, Ohio
Jersey City, N. J
Battle Creek, Mich
New York City
Galesburg, Ill
New Orleans, La

220
400
395
517

288
229
229
229
250
214
217
229
520
207
211

Lancaster, Pa
Cincinnati, Ohio

Oklahoma City, Okla
Nashville, Tenn
Louisville, Ky
Minneapolis, Minn
Muncie, Ind
Kansas City, Mo
Petersburg, Va
Farmingdale, N. Y
Stevens Point. Wis.
(day)
Galesburg,

Ill.

222
229
211
200
204
200
288
229
545

333
201
250
240
229
250

250
211
333
229
248
238
200
526
248
211

Mansfield, Ohio
Oil City, Pa.
Long Island City N.Y
Dover- Foxerott, Me
Ithaca, N. Y.
Lexington. Stase
See WGN
Philadelphia. Pa
535
Chelsea, Mass
Chicago. III.

..

WDWF
Brooklyn. N. Y
Cincinnati, Ohio
New York City (day)
Cazenovia. N. Y
So. Dartmouth, Mass.
...
Buffalo. N. Y
Washington, D. C....

W MAN

Columbus. Ohio

W MA Q Chicago, BI
W M A Y St. Louis. Mo.

Macon, G'

15

500
500

380 50000
570
750
333
500
258 5000
231
500
366 5000
231
500
316 1000
250
10
219
100
248
100
213
500
229
100
219
100
248
100
200
100
250
50
213
500

Decatur, Ill
New Orleans, La

See

WMAZ

500
500
250
500

219
250
219

WLSI
W LT H

WL W
WL W L
W MAC
W M AF
WMAK
WM A L

210
476
341
254
219
240
220

248

Ypsilanti, Mich
See

6,3

416 15000
545
750
337
500

w KBV Brookville. Ind
w KB W Buffalo, N. Y
WKBZ Ludington, Mich
W KEN
Buffalo, N.Y. (Ltd.)
WKJC

g

200
345

100
1000

250
5000

10

5000
100
100
100
50
100

5000
50
250

100
1000
100
15

500
1000
100
1000

500
250
1000
500
50
100

250
1000
1000
500
5000
250
100
100
50
100
100

100

30
50
1000
500
5000
25000
500
500
50
100
10

100

500

1000
50

500
250
50
250
100
50
100

5000
50
750
50
500

1000
5000

30
1000
50
100

100

30

2000
100
100
500
100
250
50
50
500
100
5000

214
500
428 25000
273 5000
500
208
500
220
750
333
2.50
476
248
50
447 5000
250
100
337
500
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Radio.
Call

BROADCAST STA.

Letters

Location

WMBA
WMBC
WMBD
WMBF
WMBG
WMBH
WMBI
WMBL
WMBM
WMBO
WMBQ
WMBR
WMBS
WMC
WMCA
WMES
WMMN
WMPC
WMRJ

Newport, R. I
Detroit, Mich
Peoria, Ill
Miami Beach, Fla
Richmond, Va
Joplin, Mo.
Chicago, Ill. (day')
Lakeland, Fla.
..
Memphis, Tenn
Auburn, N. Y.
Brooklyn. N. Y
Tampa, Eh
Harrisburg. Pa
Memphis, Tenn
New York City
Boston, Mass
Fairmont, W. Va
Lapeer, Mich
Jamaica, N. Y. City
WMSG New York City
WNAC See WBIS
WNAD Norman, Okla
WNAT Philadelphia, Pa
...
WNAX Yankton, S. D
WNBF Endicott. N. Y.
WNBH New Bedford, Mass...
WNBJ Knoxville, Tenn.
WNBO Washington, Pa......
WNBQ Rochester, N. Y.
WNBR Memphis, Tenn
WNBW Carbondale, Pa.
WNBX Springfield. Vt
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y.
'

WNEW
WNJ

(day)
Norfolk. Va
Newark. N. J.

m

or

m

3i

3á

200
211
208
535
248
948
278
229
200
219
200
°4S
210
334
526
200
337

100
100

500
500
100
100
5000
100
10

100
100
100
500

500
500
50
250
30

'-29
211

10

222

250

297
229
337
200
207
229
250
200
210
950
250

500

100
500
50
250
50

lo

15

500
5

10
10

232
229
207

100
250

563

Radio
Call

Letter

m«

Location

Knoxville, Tenn.
Greensboro, N. C.....
New York City
San Antonio, Texas.
Lawrenceburg, Tenn
Trenton, N 1
Union City, Tenn
WOBU Charleston, W. Va
Davenport, Iowa
WOC
WOCL Jamestown, N. Y
WODA Paterson, N. J
Ames, Iowa (day)....
WOI
WOKO Peekskill, N. Y
WOMT2 Manitowoc, \Vis
Philadelphia, Pa
WOO
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich
Kansas City, Mo
WOQ
Newark, N. J.
WOR
WORD Chicago, Ill.
Jefferson City, Mo
WOS
WOV
New York City
Omaha, Neb....
WOW
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind
WPAP New York City
WPCC Chicago, Ill.
New York City (day)
WPC
Atlantic City, N. J.
WPG
WPOR See WTAR
WPRC Harrisburg, Pat
State College, Pa. (day)
WPSC
WPSW Philadelphia, Pa
WPTF Raleigh, N. C.
W QAM Miami, Florida
W QAN Scranton, Pa
WQAO See WPAP
W QBC Utica, Miss.
WNOX
WNRC
WNYC
WOAI
WOAN
WOAX
WOBT

.

Radio
Call

m

a d

BROADCAST STA.

3i

3ó
e.

535
208
526
252
500
234
229
517
300
248
240
535
208
248
200
236
492
422
203
476
265
508
258
297
526
370
273

1000
500
500
5000
500
500
15

250
5000
25
1000
5000
500
100
100

500
1000
5000
5000
500
1000
1000
5000
250
500
500
5000

250
244
200
441
242
341

100
500
50
5000
1000
250

220

300

Letter

BROADCAST STA. >q«d
Location

`m

q

WQBJ Clarksburg, W. Va....
WQBZ Weirton, W. Va.
WRAF LaPorte, Ind
WRAK Erie, Pa.
WRAW Reading, Pa
WRAX Philadelphia, Pa
WRBC Valparaiso, Ind
WRBH Manchester, N. H.
(Construct. permit)
WRBI Tifton, Ga.
WRBJ Hattiesburg, Miss
WRBL Columbus, Ga
WRBQ Greenville, Miss.
WRBT Wilmington, N. C
WRBU Gastonia, N. C
WRBW Columbia, S. C
WRC
Washington, D.C
WREC
Memphis, Tenn
WREN Lawrence, Kansas
WRHF Washington, D.C.(day)
WRHM Minneapolis, Minn
WRJN Racine, Wis.
Hamilton, Ohio
WRK
WRM
Urbana, Ill...
WRNY New York City
WRR
Dallas, Texas
WRUF Gainesville, Fla..
WRVA Richmond, Va
WSAI
Cincinnati, Ohio
WSAJ
Grove City, Pa
WSAN
Allentown, Pa
WSAR
Portsmouth, R. I
WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va
WSB
Atlanta, Ga
WSBC
Chicago, Ill.
WSBT
South Bend, Ind
.

1

Radio
Call

8%

Letter

e?.

250
250
250
219
929
211
242

WSDA
WSEA
WSGH

65
60
100
50
100

WSIX

WSKC
WSM

250
250

...

WSMB
WSMK
WSPD
WSRO
WSSH

500
100

229
200
250
250
219
248
229
316
500
246
236
240
250
211
526
297
252

10

WSUI

50
100
50
50

WSUN
WSVS

WSYR
WTAD
WTAG
WTAM
WTAQ
WTAR
WTAS
WTAW
WTAX
WTAZ
WTFF
WTFI

15

500
500
1000
100
1000
100
100
500
250
5000
5000
5000
5000
100
100
250
250

WTHS
WT IC

204
270
375
229
200
207
517
405 10000
248
100
244
500

WTMJ

WWAE
WWJ

WWL

WWNC

i

m

BROADCAST STA. e«
Location

q

Brooklyn, N. Y
Norfolk, Va
See WSDA
Springfield, Tenn
Bay City, Mich
Nashville, Tenn
New Orleans, La
Dayton, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Middletown, Ohio
Boston, Mass
Iowa City, Iowa
St. Petersburg, Fla
Buffalo, N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y
Quincy, Ill
Worcester, Mass.
Cleveland, Ohio
Eau Claire, Wis.
Norfolk, Va
See WGN
College Station, Tex
Streator, Ill.
Richmond, Va
Mt. Vernon Hills, Va.
Toccoa Falls, Ga
Atlanta, Ga.
Hartford, Conn
Milwaukee, Wis
Chicago, Ill.
Detroit, Mich.
New Orleans, La.
Asheville, N. C

WWRL Woodside, N. Y
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va

214
3S4
248
213
461
227
526
224
211
211
517
333
219
526
20S
517
280
225
384

`mr
3%
603

500
50C
10C

50C

5000
75C

200
500

100
100

500
1000
50
250
500
250
3500
1000
500

268
500
248
50
248
15
205 10000
207
500
229
20
500
250
526 1000
250
100
326 1000
353 5000
526 1000
200
100
258 5000

LIST OF CANADIAN BROADCAST CALLS
434
Calgary, Alta
337
St. John, N. B
357
Toronto, Ont.
411
Montreal, Que
500
Iroquois Falls, Ont
434
Calgary, Alta
248
Chatham, Ont
476
Victoria, B. C
312
P.
E.
I
Charlottetown,
268
Kamloops. B. C....
297
Prescott, Ontario
268
Kingston, Ont.
248
B
Fredericton, N.
329
Saskatoon, Sask
312
Toronto, Ont.
268
Kingston, Ont.
See CJCJ
Charlottetown, P. E. I. 312
341
CHCS. Hamilton, Ont.

CFAC
CFBO
CFCA
CFCF
CFCH
CFCN
CECO
CFCT
CFCY
CFJC
CFLC
CFMC
CFNB
CF QC
CFRB
CFRC
CHCA
CHICK

500
50
500
1650

-

250
1800
25
500
15

CHCT
CHGS
CHLS
CH MA
CHML
CHNC
CHNS
CHRC
C H WC
C HW

K

50
20

CHYC

500
1000
500

CJBR
CJCA
CJCJ
CJGC
CJGX
CJHS

30
10

CJBC

See CKLC

Summerside, p. E. I
See CKCD
Edmonton, Alta
Mount Hamilton, Ont.
See CKNC
Halifax, N. S.
Quebec, Quebec
Regina, Sask.
Chilliwack, B. C.
Montreal, Que
(Uses several Toronto
stations)..517, 337 or
Regina, Sask.
Edmonton, Alta.
Calgary, Alta.
London, Ont.
...
Yorkton, Sask.
Saskatoon, Sask......

268

25

517
341

250

322
341
312
248
411

500

50
5
15
5

750

312
312
517
434
329
476
329

500

500
250
500
500
250

Lethbridge, Alta.
Sea Island, B. C
Moose Jaw, Sask
Fleming, Sask.
See CKCL
Montreal, Que
Vancouver, B. C
Quebec, Que
C KC
C KC K
Regina, Sask.
CKCL Toronto, Ont
CKCO Ottawa, Ont.
CKCR Brantford, Ont
CKCV Quebec, Que
CKFC Vancouver. B. C.
CKGW Bowmanville, Ont
CKLC Red Deer, Alberta
CKMC Cobalt. Ont
CKMO Vancouver, B.C.
CKNC Toronto, Ont
CJOC
CJOR

CJRM
CJRW
CJSC
CKAC
CKCD
1

-

-

268
291
297
297

CKOCfl Hamilton, Ont
C KO
See CFCA
CKPC
Preston, Ont..
CKPR Midland, Ont
C KS H
St. Hyacinthe, Que
CKUA Edmonton, Alta
C K W X Vancouver, B. C.
CKY
Winnipeg, Man.

50
500
500

3.1

1200
50
23
500
500

411
341
312
517
434
297
341
411
312
357
248
411
517

CNRA
CNRC
CNRE

CNRM

50
50
50

CNRO
CNRQ
CNRR
CNRS

5000
1000

CNRT
CNRV
CNRW

15

50
500

Moncton, N. B

341

100

248
268
297
517
411
384
476

25
50
50
500
100
5000
500

32

ái

See CFAC
See CJCA
See CHYC, CKAC, or CFCF
434 1500
Ottawa, Ont
See CKCV
See CKCK
See CFQC
See CFCA
Vancouver, B. C
291
500
See C K Y

LIST OF SHORT-WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD
Stations will prefix their calls with their allotted national letters on or before January
Radio
Call

Letters

A IN

SKR

JR
7L0

AFRICA

Casablanca, Morocco
Constantine, Tunis
Johannesburg, U. S. Africa
Nairobi, Kenya

AUSTRALIA

2131

2FC

2ME
3AR

3L0

SAG

EB4A2

Brussels

CF
CJRX

Drummondville, Quebec
Winnipeg, Man

EK4ZZZ

Dantzig

BELGIUM

DENMARK

07M K
D7RL

Copenhagen
Copenhagen

SSW
2NM

Chelmsford

GB5

ENGLAND

Caterham
Rugby

FINLAND

Helsingfors (Helsinki)
FBGC
FSAV

Radio Vitus
Eiffel Tower
YR
YN
IfW4

AFI
AFL

AFT
AFU
AFK
HEA
AGC
AGJ

AGK
LA
POF
POZ

FRANCE

Paris ( "Radio LL ")
Nogent
Paris
Paris (time signals)
Lyons ( "Radio Lyon")
Agen

Lyons
Nancy
Ste. Assise

42.00

PCTT

PCUU

IIAX
1M

I

31.4 30,000
16.00
18.10 32,000
46.50
16.50
37.00
21.00
37.00

ITALY
Rome
Rome
Milan

J IPP

IAA

ANE
ANF

ANHI

560)

Taipeh, Formosa
Ibarakiken (Hirasio)
Tokio
Tokio

39.50
37.50
20.00
20.00
Tokio...30.00, 60.00, 35.00, 70.00
Iwatsuki
40.00

2,000

500

X051'

33.00
31.86 and 33.00
56.00
17.00
46.50

Mexico City

44.00

MOROCCO
AJN

41.00

Malabar
Bandoeng
Malabar
Malabar
Batavia

MEXICO

24.50

GERMANY

BROADCAST STA.
Location

Casablanca

51.00

NORWAY
LCHO
LGN

Oslo
Bergen

RDRL
RDW
REM

U. S. S. R. (RUSSIA)
Leningrad
Moscow
Knabarovsk (Siberia)
Moscow
Tomsk (Siberia)

RFN
RA19

33.00
31.25, 30.00
28.50
83.00
70.20 12,000
50.00
37.00

SPAIN
EAM

EAR55

Madrid
Barcelona

30.70

www.americanradiohistory.com

SAS

SAA
SAJ

SMHA

Karlsborg
Karlskrona
Karlsborg
Stockholm

ww
3m

52.50
44.40
47.00
41.00

...

SWITZERLAND
H90C
H9XD

Berne
Zurich

32.00
85.00 and 32.00

KDKA (WSXK)
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
(W8XS, W8X.P-portable)
KEJK (W6XAN) Los Angeles, Calif.
KEWE
Bolinas, Calif
KFPY (W7XAB) Spokane, Washington
KFQU (W6XBH) Holy City, Calif

JAVA
61.00
500
80.00
500
37.00 1,500
32.00
40.20
250
30.75
58.00 3.000
15.50
500

Letters

UNITED STATES

45.00
45.00
45.00

JAPAN
JFAB
JHBB

JKZB
JOAK
31.50

Radio
Call

3q

SWEDEN

Eindhoven
Kootwijk
Kootwijk
The Hague
Kootwijk
Kootwijk
Kootwijk
The Hague

(See page

500
250

24.30 15,000
32.50
24.40

aow

THIS list of the short -wave broadcast
stations throughout the world is not
complete, although we have endeavored to
list every station of whom we have heard
reports ; since in many cases reliable information about the programs, wavelength
and power of the stations cannot even be
obtained from the stations themselves.

300

10.00

14.00
Konigswusterhausen
70.00 and 52.00
Hamburg
14.00
Konigswusterhausen
14.00
Konigswusterhausen
67.65
Berlin
11.00
Nauen
13.50
Nauen
17.20
Berlin
56.70
Nauen
11.00
Nauen
43.90
Langenberg
11.00
Nauen
14.90
Nauen
18.10
Nauen
52.00
Konigswusterhausen

Stuttgart

PCKK
PCLL
PCMM

32.00
25.60 2,000

32.05
42.12 and 84.24

BROADCAST STA.
Location

1929.

HOLLAND
PCJJ

PCPP
PCRR

70.00
37.00
22.20

F_AT3-1

DANTZIG

51.00
42.80
32.00
90.00 4,000

IAY

AUSTRIA

CANADA

Letters

32.50
28.50
28.50
55.00
32.00
32.90

Sydney
Sydney
Sydney
Melbourne..
Melbourne
Perth, West Australia
Vienna
Vienna
Vienna

OH K2

Radio
Call

BROADCAST STA.
Location

1,

62.50 40,000
42.75
27.00
105.90
250
14.10

105.90
100
31.00
50
53.00
63.00
106.00
KFQZ (W6)CAL) Hollywood, Calif
108.20
50
KFVD (W6XBX) Culver City, Calif
105.00
50
KFWB (W6XBR) Los Angeles, Calif
105.00
50
40.00
KFWO (W6XAD) Avalon, Calif
53.07
100
KGER (W6XBV) Long Beach, Calif
48.86
KGB
San Diego, Calf
65.18
KGDE
Barrett, Mimi
40.00
50
KGO (W6XAX, W6XN) San Francisco, Calif 10 to 40 10,000
KHJ (W6XAD) Los Angeles, Calif
... 104.10
50
KJBS (W6XAR) San Francisco, Calif
... 61.00
50
KJR (W7XC, W7XO) Seattle, Washington... 105.20
250

KMOX
St. Louis, Mo..
KMTR
Los Angeles, Calif
KNRC (WGXAF) Santa Monica, Calif
KNX (W6XA) Los Angeles, Calif
KOIL (W9XU) Council Bluffs, Iowa
KWE -KEWE
Bolinas, Calif
KWJJ (W7XAO) Portland, Oregon
WAAM (W2XBA) Newark, N. J
WABC (W2XE) Richmond Hill, N. Y
WAJ
Rocky Point, N. Y
WBRL (W1XY) Tilton, N. H
WCGU (W2XBH) Brooklyn, N. Y
WCSH (W1XAB) Portland, Maine
WCX
Pontiac, Michigan
WEAJ
Rocky Point, N. Y
WEAO (WSXJ) Columbus Ohio
WGY (W2XAF) Schenectady, N. Y.....
(W2XAD) Schenectady, N. Y
WHK (W8XF) Cleveland, Ohio
WJR -WCX (W8XAO) Pontiac, Michigan
WIZ
New Brunswick, N. J
WJZ (W3XL)
New York, N. Y
WLW (W8XAL) Cincinnati, Ohio

WNAL (W9XAB) Omaha, Neb
WNBT
Elgin, Ill. (Time Signals)
WND
Ocean Township, N. J
WOR (W2XAQ) Kearny, N. J
WOWO
Fort Wayne, Ind
WRNY (W2XAL) New York, N. Y
WTFF
Mt. Vernon, Va
W2XC
Rocky Point (transatlantic
phone)

49.00

108.20
108.20
107.10
61.06
14.10
53.54
65.18
58.50

15

250
100
100

500
100

50
500

22.48
109.00
54.00
63.79
32.00
22.48

250

22.S0
30.91

1,000
500

250
150

75

54.02
25
31.40
21.96
5.00
66.04
500
32.00
43.45
59.96 30,000
250
52.02
49.96
250
105.00
50
35.50
500
46.48 i
65.40
50
56.00
16.02
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R4DIO manufacturers are invited to send to RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES
samples of their products for test. It does not matter whether or not
they advertise in RADIO NEWS, the RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES being an independent organization, with the improvement of radio apparatus as its aim.
If, after being tested, the instruments submitted prove to be built according
to modern radio engineering practice, they will each be awarded a certificate
of merit; and that apparatus which embodies novel, as well as meritorious
features in design and operation, will be described in this department, or in
the "It hat's- New in Radio" department, as its news value and general interest
for our readers shall deserve. If the apparatus does not pass the Laboratory
tests, it will be returned to the manufacturer with suggestions for improvedmW,umounu,,,u,,usi333333333 11v.1w,1 iiii,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 1,,,,,,MOW,iii ,,,

,,,. ,,,,,,,,,,
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"A" POWER UNIT
The "Model 29" "A" power unit
shown, submitted by the Knapp
Electric Co., Port Chester, N. Y.,
is designed for operation from a
It will
110 -volt 60 -cycle circuit.
deliver either 4- or 6 -volt supply,
being thus adapted to use with any
battery -type radio receiver. On the
4 -volt tap, the maximum current
was found to be 1/2- ampere; on the
6 -volt tap, 3 -1/2 amperes. The unit
employs a step -down transformer
with a tapped secondary for voltage
regulation; the taps are brought to
a multi -point panel switch. A metallic rectifier of the full -wave type
which is
converts the current,
then filtered by a double-choke system and three low- voltage condensers
of large capacity. A receptacle is
provided for plugging in the "B"
power unit; this allows the latter
to be turned on and off with the
"A" unit. A 3 -1/2 -foot extension
cord with a pendant switch is provided for this purpose, and a 6 -foot

on

Íió0_

°100
°IIIIIIIII;I

'ño,

extension cord is provided with a

plug for the lighting receptacle.
The unit is, over all, 12 inches long,

inches high, and 7 inches wide.
The current supply was found very
satisfactory in quality.
AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS
7

LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE
OF MERIT NO. 2445.

HAND MICROPHONE
"Type R3 Wonderphone"
shown, submitted for test by the
Universal High Power Telephone
Co., Seattle, Wash., is of the differential or twin- button push-pull
type. It is designed to carry safely
3
amperes of current and will
modulate sufficient power to operate
a number of speakers when used
The

in connection with a special modulation transformer and amplifier.
On test it was found to be sufficiently sensitive without being affected by external noises. With the
control unit and adapter described
below, the microphone may be used
with any audio amplifier; if it is
used with that of a radio receiver
the adapter is plugged into the
detector socket. The sample submitted for test is of art- bronze
finish, although a polished -nickel
finish is also made. The housing
measures 4 inches in diameter and
is 4-1/2 inches in depth to the
handle; the latter is 7 -3/4 inches
long and 1 inch in diameter. When
this microphone was used in connection with the accessories recom-

meats. No "write -ups" sent by manufacturers are published in these pages,
and only apparatus which has been tested in the Laboratories and found of
good mechanical and electrical construction is given a certificate. As the servvice of the RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES is free to all manufacturers, whether
they are advertisers or not, it is necessary that all goods'to be tested be forwarded prepaid, otherwise they cannot be ,accepted. Apparatus ready for, or
already on, the market will be tested for manufacturers free of charge. Apparatus in process of development will be tested at a charge of $2.00 per hour
required to do the work. Address all communications and all parcels to RADIO
NEWS LABORATORIES, 230 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Readers will be informed on request if any article has been issued a Certificate of Merit.
,,,,,

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

,,

proper by -pass condensers, is included in the housing.
A 6 -foot
extension cord with a UX-base adaptor is provided, for plugging into
the detector socket of the receiver.
The volume control is actuated by
the knob on the top of the housing.
The housing is of art -bronze finish;
6 -3/4 inches in diameter and approximately 4 inches over all.

With this apparatus connected between the light- circuit receptacle
and an A.C. receiver, a constant
output of 110 volts is obtained

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE
OF MERIT NO. 2449.
under

"A" POWER UNIT

mended very good quality of speech
was obtained.

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE
OF MERIT NO. 2446.

MICROPHONE CONTROL UNIT
The control unit shown here

has been specially designed by the
same manufacturer for use with
their hand microphone described
above. It is constructed to allow
the announcer to change quickly
from radio or phonograph reproduction to direct speech through the
amplifier and loud speaker. Three
pin jacks are provided on the side,
to receive the three tips of the microphone extension cord, and two
pin jacks to receive the extension
cord of the phonographic pick -up
unit. Two binding posts ( "-I-"
and "-") are provided for connection to a battery (1 -1/2 to 6
volts) when the unit is used with
an A.C. radio receiver. A three position battery switch, located on
top of the housing, effects the necessary change for adaption to A.C. operated radio receivers. A three-

The "Type R -93\ ' filament -supply power unit shown, manufactured
by the Sterling Manufacturing Co.,
2831
Prospect Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio, is designed for operation on
a 110 -volt 60 -cycle circuit, with a
battery -type radio receiver in which
6 -volt tubes are used.
It delivered
3 -3/4 amperes at 6 volts; although,
for long periods of operation or
continous duty, it is rated to deliver 3 amperes at 6 volts. Voltage

neat appearance.

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE
OF MERIT NO. 2450.
regulation is obtained with a heavy duty wire-wound rheostat; a voltmeter having a 0 -to -10 scale is provided, in order that the proper
adjustment may be made and maintained. The unit employs a step down transformer which supplies
the low voltage to a full -wave rectifier tube of the Tungar type; a
low- voltage secondary, for the rectifier tube, is wound on the same

core as the supply transformer.
The unit incorporates an efficient
filter system which enables it to
deliver current of excellent quality
and without hum. A receptacle is
provided for the "B" power unit,
and a 5 -foot extension cord with
pendant switch gives control of
both power units; another extension
6 feet in length is provided for
plugging into the light socket. The
over-all dimensions of the unit are
10 -3/4 inches in length, 7 inches
in width, and 8 in height.

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE
OF MERIT NO. 2448.

position key switch is provided, for
connecting the amplifier to either
the microphone or the phonographic
pick -up; it cuts out completely the
R.F. section of the receiver while
either the microphone or the pickup is in use.
The modulation transformer, with
-

a load of 75 watts, with a
line- voltage variation 10% above or
below the output voltage of the
device.
It was tested with full
load at four input -voltage values
(100, 105, 115 and 120) from all
of which was obtained a 110 -volt
output.
With 90 -volt input, the
measured output was 105 volts. The
base of the device is 10 -1/2 inches
by 6 inches, and it has an overall
height of 5 -1/2 inches. It is provided with a two -foot extension with
pendant switch, and has an extension four feet in length for plugging into the lighting receptacle; a
convenient receptacle is provided on
its base for connection to the A.C.
receiver or other power device. It
is finished in black lacquer and of

A.C. LINE -VOLTAGE
The "Auto -Potentialator" shown
here, and submitted by the Webster
Company, 850 Blackhawk Street,
Chicago, Illinois, is an automatic
regulator wherein the combination
of capacity and inductance is used
to govern the input voltage by setting up a phase- difference between
two portions of the primary circuit.

www.americanradiohistory.com

SHORT -WAVE COIL HIT
The "Type LW -3" short -wave
coil kit shown, submitted by the

Hammarlund Manufacturing Company, 424 West 33rd Street, New
York, N. Y., is designed for use
in receivers or other short-wave
experimental work. The coils are
of

loss

the plug-in type and of low construction.
For secondary

and tickler windings, No. 16 D.S.C.

wire is used; for the primary No.
20 D.S.C. wire.
The turns are
space- wound,
separated
approximately the diameter of the wire
used, and held in position by a
celluloid film into which the wires
are embedded slightly during the
process of manufacture. The three
coils will cover a wavelength band
of 15 to 107 meters when tuned by
a 140- micromicrofarad (7- plate) condenser. The primary, of five turns.
is adjustable for coupling by a
hinge joint, the bracket of which
is supported by the plug -in base
mounting; the latter is arranged
for either sub -panel or baseboard

'
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The support for the
mounting.
primary coil is provided with an
insulated handle, as a means of
obtaining adjustment without touching the coil; a very desirable feature.
All secondary and tickler
windings are 3 inches in diameter,
and the primary is 2 -1/2 inches.
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CERTIFICATE
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cut -off. The four stages are enclosed and shielded in separate com"catacomb";
partments of
the
for
-

connection

to

the

amplifier are provided at each end
of the unit, and are well insulated
froth the metal shield.
The catacomb is 14 -3/4 inches long, 5 inches
wide and three inches high.

AWARDED TIIE RADIO NEWS
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE
OF MERIT NO. 2453.

LONG -WAVE AMPLIFIER AND

DETECTOR

The "Type 440" intermediate or
long-wave unit shown here, submitted by Silver -Marshall, Inc., 846

\Vest Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.,
consists of three stages of intermediate frequency and a detector.
]t was designed especially for the
reception of scheduled time signals
from the U. S. Naval Observatory
through Station NAA, Arlington,
\'a. The unit may be used also
as the intermediate -frequency amplifier and second detector of a
superheterodyne radio receiver. The
inductors are wound on spools
of large diameter, in layers, and
impregnated against moisture. The
secondaries are tuned by condensers
to a frequency whose peak is approximately 10,000 cycles in width
which, at their resonant frequency
of 112 kilocycles (2677 -meter wavelength), insures against sidehand

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE
OF MERIT NO. 2459.

A. C. RADIO RECEIVER

The "Type 801: \, Series Il" A.C.
receiver shown here, submitted by
the
Stewart- Warner
Speedometer
Corporation, 1843 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Illinois, is designed
to operate directly from the 110 volt 60 -cycle circuit. This receiver
employs four 226 -type, one 227 type and two 112A-type tubes, in
three stages of tuned R.F., detector, one stage of transformer -coupled
A.F. and a stage of push -pull
power amplification.
With the exception of the speaker on the cover
and the push -pull power stage, this
receiver is identical in construction
and appearance with the "Model

CONE SPEAKER
The "Model 435" cone speaker
shown, submitted by the same
manufacturer, is of the balanced armature type; the cone diaphragm
is only 6 inches in diameter. The
driving unit is fastened by a special
bracket to a special die- punched
ring of metal, approximately 7-1/2
inches in diameter, which serves as
a means of support for the cone
and is, in turn, fastened with screws
to the heavy die -cast metal housing.
In the front and back of the
approximately 5 -1/2 by 12 inches,

III

,pII

ñii¡¡j11!1!I11pP`iIGiV

and the height over -all is 8 inches.
In the front and back of the
housing two screened apertures, 6
inches in diameter, are provided for
the passage of the sound waves;
while the construction of the housing is such that it acts as a baffle.
This reproducer gave ample volume
with good quality over the entire
audio -frequency band.

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE
OF MERIT NO. 2460.
801A" described in the November
issue. It was found satisfactory
in quality, sensitivity, selectivity,
and volume.

from a kit submitted for test by
the Browning -Drake Corp., CamIt consists of a
bridge, Mass.
single tuned R.F. stage employing
a screen -grid tube, and was designed for use with the manufacturer's standard receiver; but it
may be used with any other. The
plate voltage is supplied through a
A.F. choke while the output is
connected to the radio receiver
through a 250 -mmf. condenser. The
control grid is directly coupled by a
100 -mf. condenser to the antenna;

"BOOSTER" KIT

and the antenna-ground circuit is
tuned by a single R.F. coil and a
500 -mmf. variable condenser. The assembly is enclosed within an aluminum can 8 -1/2 inches long, 7 inches
wide and 6 inches high. The input
and output binding posts are located
at opposite sides; while at one end
is the vernier bakelite dial with
the filament switch directly below.
Very high amplification was obtained
over the entire broadcast range by
the use of this unit in advance of
a receiver.

AWARDED TIIE RADIO NEWS
LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE
OF MERIT NO. 2468.

The assembled screen -grid booster

unit shown here has been assembled

(Continued on page 598)

Reviews of Recent Radio Literature
By H. M. Bayer
PRACTICAL RADIO, by James A. Mover
and John F. Wostrel. Third Edition.
Published by McGraw -Hill Book Co.,
Inc., New York City. 73/4 x 5 inches; 378
pages; halftones and diagrams. Price
$2.50.
When the first edition of this book was published,
it was accepted generally as a standard text for the
study of radio, much as one accepts \\'ebster's dictionary. Practical Radio has the earmarks of aristocracy, when viewed in the ranks of radio literature; it bears the Back Bay conservatism of the
books we always hated to carry to school because
they actually taught us something. To the credit
of the authors, it must be said that their revised
work still teaches radio to the reader as well as
acquaints him with the milder forms of commercial
apparatus.
Among the subjects which have been added to
this edition are the following: radio direction -finding, and the effect of directional distortion caused
by buildings and other structures; new types of
radio receiving sets, such as the improved 'superheterodynes ; super-power broadcast stations and the
effects of distance, fading, interference and static
on their transmissions. Practical methods of reactivation of vacuum tubes are explained in detail.
Another addition is a radio "trouble chart," similar
to those available for automobile operation, to show
at a glance the probable causes of the most common
troubles, and the remedies when these are not obvious from the nature of the defect in the receiving
set or its auxiliary equipment. The revision includes also the recent improvements in A.C. vacuum
tubes, socket -power units, copper -oxide rectifiers,
loud speakers and short-wave receivers.

MODERN RADIO RECEPTION, by
Charles R. Leutz. Published by C. R.
Leute., Inc., Astoria, New York City.
inches; 383 pages; halftones
91,/, x Gr4
and diagrams; cloth. Price $3.00.
Associated with radio for the past fourteen years,

five of which have been devoted exclusively to the
design of broadcast receivers, Mr. Leutz gives in
this book information which is complete, reliable and
valuable to anyone connected with, or interested in

radio today.

The author deals, for the most part, with up -todate commercial apparatus, and has omitted nothing
in describing the latest receivers, socket -power units
and tubes.
He has included numerous tables,
charts and diagrams that should prove invaluable
to the radio service man as well as to the experimenter. Among these are a signal- static ratio chart,
a correlated acoustic chart, a table of changes in
time, a list of short -wave stations, a wavelength frequency conversion table, a tube- characteristic
chart, a chart of transmission units, and many
others of definite value to all interested in the
technical phases of radio.
Though no comparisons are made, the book tends
to acquaint the student with the vast changes in the
radio industry that have come about through the
production of modern receivers and socket -power
equipment. The subjects are covered thoroughly
and technically, yet the text is written in a style
not too difficult for the questioning layman or be-

ginner.

The author discusses the design, construc-

tion and operation of a number of commercial receivers and socket -power units; and, though the aid
that these descriptions will render the home -builder
may seem somewhat problematical, there is no doubt
that the information to be gleaned from the study
of these highly developed systems will be of great
value to the intelligent experimenter in the choice,
design and construction of his own units.
Beginning with a discussion of antenna construction, the author has gone through the gamut of
fundamentals (including an interesting note on
shielding) up to the higher reaches of the commercial superheterodyne. Liberal use has been made of
diagrams and charts and, though they will be of
little use to the set builder because of lack of definite specifications, they are interesting as the tried
and tested products of the commercial engineer who,
of necessity, must take into consideration that thousands of dollars are to be invested in the practical
demonstration of the results of his researches.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, by E. T.
Lamer. Published by D. Van Nostrand

83 x 51
Inc., New York City.
inches; 175 pages ;" halftones; cloth. Price
Co.,

$3.75.
The unusual clarity and thoroughness with which
the author has gone into this subject makes this
book one of the best treatises yet published on the

www.americanradiohistory.com

new science. In reading this commendable piece
of work the impression is gained that no stone has
been left unturned in order to place before the
reader the results of every scientific labor devoted
to television and its kindred arts.
Beginning with an excellent study of the human
eye, its optical impressions and its relation to electrical "vision," the author takes us up the steps
of television, stopping at every step to explain in
detail the contributory developments of such workers as Bain, Bakewell, Carey, Bernouchi, Korn, and
others too numerous to mention.
These systems, ranging from Bain's (1842) to
the recent transatlantic television accomplishment,
are so treated with explanations and suitable diagrams that the basic fundamentals of television
must be understandable by the most inexperienced
layman. In the foreword to this book, John L.
Baird, one of the developers of modern television,
says, "In the present work the author deals very
fully with the fundamental principles from which
television was developed, and deals with them in
such a way as to interest the general reader without departing from strict scientific accuracy."
Some idea of the contents of this book may be
obtained from the chapter heads: Historical, Selenium and the Selenium Cell, Photoelectricity and the
Photoelectric Cell, Continental and American Researches, Researches with the Cathode Ray, Images
and their Formation, The Baird Televisor, Television Technique and Recent Developments.
Under these heads is found a wealth of information which the student of television cannot afford
to overlook, should he desire to delve into recent
developments. After he has acquired the thorough
rudimentary education which this book offers, he
can step up to the practical problems with far
greater understanding and assurance of success than
if he were merely to "build from the print," as the
majority of experimenters do.
The book includes 97 photographs, circuit -diagrams and explanatory sketches, a table of wavelengths of light- rays -something which should be
understood by every experimenter but unfortunately
is not -and an interesting table showing the sensitivity of photoelectric cells to the different rays of
colored light. It is neatly bound, printed in large
type and lacks the disadvantage of bulk. It should
be classified as "easily accessible" among those
books in the experimenter's library.
(Continued on page 590)
;
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The Radio Constructor's
Own Page
Where Custom and Home Set Builders and
Experimenters May Swap Experiences
A DOUBLE- CONTROL SET
Editor, RADIO NEWS:
I feel it is my duty to pass along to my fellow
set builders, through RADIO NEWS, (of which I
have not missed a copy since 1923), a hook -up
I
using screen -grid tubes in the R.F. stages.
have had this set in constant use since last March,
and it has given me wonderful results; way above
anything I have tried before, including superhets:
I think it has everything a good set should have,
including sensitivity for DX, 10 -kc. selectivity,
ease of tuning and tone quality.
The whole secret is in the tuned stage ahead
of the first R.F. tube, which I believe is original.
At least, I have never seen it published or used
anywhere else. The balance of the circuit is the
same as you receive in the CX322 -tube carton,
except for the regenerative detector.
Condenser C6 is of small capacity -the kind
used for neutralizing; C5 is variable from .00002
to .0001 -mf. and, when adjusted correctly, permits condenser Cl to be tuned in perfect unison
with C2.
I am using copper throughout for shielding. The
screen -grid tubes are completely shielded, including
the base, and are placed outside of the shielded
compartments containing the inductances and
tuning condensers. It is important to place the
by -pass condensers C10 and C11 also outside of
the shielding.
The regenerative detector helps greatly in building up weak signals. For ordinary use, I adjust
the tickler coil so that the detector is just above
oscillation on the bottom of the dial, and then
Use any good audio
leave it set that way.

,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,1,1,,,,,,1,,,1,,,,,1,,,,,11,,,,,,,,1111,,,,

B. T. Moore, of 206 Broadway, New
York City, with his American "NoDial" receiver, which he has constructed on plans of his. own. It
will be seen that there is only a
rheostat -amid- switch on the front panel,
besides the three two -way switches,
each of which, will tune in a different station in either position
total
of six in all.
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Gus SCHREIBER,
Walcott, Iowa.
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Editor,

RADIO NEWS:
I would like to say a word to back up

inch thick. I put this in the lathe and cut the
groove; and then start the secondary as close as
possible to- the groove. I will be glad to answer
questions (if accompanied by postage) from anyone who is genuinely interested in. the "peer of

turns on the primary, completely neutralized,
and (before witnesses) I have turned from New
Orleans to Omaha with a three -foot piece of bell
wire for an aerial. My regular one consists of a
piece of the sane material stretched across a small
38

1

C11

I
R2

C9
CX

300A
C12

rA
A

045+B
0135+B

Frank

E. Ekstrom and the many other Browning -Drake
The old -style untampered Browningboosters.
Drake is the best. Wind the regenaformer at
home; use No. 30 D.S.C. for the primary and
put at least 35 turns on it. \Vind the secondary
with No. 22 D.C.C. for a .0005 condenser (Yes,
I know they say .00035, but I am talking now).
Neutralize by a small plate, the size of a dime,
over the winding, center to come at about the
17th turn. Use a 199 tube in a 199 socket (UV ?);
this is important. Try to neutralize with primary

connected both ways; remove one turn at a time
till neutralization is effected. I have one with

Mr. Schreiber's set huas not one, but two tuned circuits in the antenna, making great sensitivity
possible. R1, R2, 20 -ohm rheostáts; R3, R4, 20-ohm fixed; RS, R6, 2-megohm; Cl, .0005 -mf.;
C2, C3, C4, .00035 -mf.; 'C5, 20- to 100 -mmf. XL variodenser; C6, 10 -mrnf. (f') ; C7, CS,
.00025 -mf.; C9, 0005 -mf.; C10, C11, 0.5 -mf (outside shielding!); C12, 1.0 -mf.
'em all" for distance and selectivity. With hearty
approval of your change in policy.
EARL L. KELLY.
106 Poytress Street, Hopewell, Va.

room. The selectivity exceeds that of any super
I have tried out-several of them, as the bank-roll

attests.

I neglected to mention that I make the regenaformer by taking a piece of fiber conduit which
is three inches in outside diameter and about 3/8-
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FADING ON SYNCHRONIZED PROGRAMS
Editor, RADIO NEWS:
I read an article in your magazine about the
possibilities of more than one station transmitting
the same program on the same wavelength, and
asking for any information as to reception peculiarities noticed.
I live about half way between WBZ (Springfield) and WBZA (Boston) which, as you know,
transmit the same program on the same wavelength. Now, these stations are continually fading,
and distortion is noticed on about five nights out
This would tend to show that the
of seven.
problem of operating two or more stations on one
wavelength is far from solution; as the time
difference or lag need be only an infinitesimal
fraction of a second to cause serious distortion.
(This confirms the supposition, advanced on a
purely theoretical basis, that, along the line where
the fields of two such stations are nearly equal in
strength, such phenomena would take place. This
is not dire to any fault of the stations, which are
transmitting in exact synchronism; but is caused
by their .caves arriving at the place of reception.
out of phrase. Farthermore, as the path of the

e

An interior view of Mr.
Moore's dialless set.
The circuit is a T.R.F.
one
the "Everyman
Four " -in which the
small adjustograd condensers shown across
the width of the sub panel do the tuning.
The three switches on
the panel connect the
proper pair for each
station across the two
tuning coils. (The R.
F. coil at the upper left
The
is a wavetrap.)
circuit is not complicated, bist of course requires extra leads. The
selection of stations may
be altered at will by resetting the small condensers with the fingers.
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,caves varies slightly zc,ith the electrical condition
of the atmosphere, the time required for the
waves to arrive varies to an appreciable amount,
compared with a radio- frequency cycle; and con sequently the signal will fade in and out. Where
(Continued on page 591)
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Conducted by C. W. Palmer
those asking for sketches, diagrams, data, etc., should send TWENTY : failure to enclose this will cause delay.
We cannot answer for this sum questions requiring original research,
intricate calculation, or patent investigation; we cannot compare the
merits of trademarked apparatus-, or give constructional data on apparatus
whose makers withhold it. We cannot undertake to answer more than
THREE QUESTIONS in each letter. If you inquire concerning a circuit
which is not a standard, published one, enclose a diagram to save delay.

FIVE CENTS FOR EACH QUESTION

TYPEWRITE OR WRITE LEGIBLY IN INK ON ONE SIDE OF THE
SHEET ONLY: ENCLOSE A STAMPED ENVELOPE ADDRESSED TO YOURSELF.
BE BRIEF:

Many letters are not readable.

,

1
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readers send in every month an average of 5000 letters
asking information on every phase of radio theory, construction and
operation. We can only print the five or six replies which are of
widest general interest.
Other letters will be answered by mail, if inquirers observe these rules:
RADIO NEWS

\

iÍ

411u

567

Simple questions will be answered free;

1Ve cannot supply blueprints of manufactured
RADIO NEWS blueprints, which should be asked

apparatus; only

grams, etc., C. O. D. Please read the instructions and do not
use pencil or postal cards. RADIO NEWS sells 110 apparatus, does
no custom building, and can not advise "the best set to buy."

for on the coupon printed elsewhere. IVe cannot send magazines, books, dia-
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A PRACTICAL BAND
Mr. N. L. Allan,

(2313)

SELECTOR
Brooklyn, N. Y.,

writes:
(Q.)

"For some time I have thought of building a new radio set; but after reading the article
ill your March, 1928, issue, in reference to the
"Full-Band" tuning system, I decided to wait until
further data were available for a set using a tuning system of this type. Since that time I have
watched every issue of RADIO NEWS but no further
The system has redata have been published.
markable possibilities and I am sure that many
of your readers would be interested in obtaining
Can you
more information about this system.
supply us with experimental data or details for
band,
broadcast
making one of these filters for the
and also data for coupling it to a tuned- radio -frequency receiver ?"
(A.) By referring to the diagram (Fig. Q2313A)
or to the diagrams published in the original article, you will see that the filter comprises two
coils Ll and L2 tuned by condensers Cl and C2;
these two resonant circuits are coupled together
through an inductance coil L3. Since L3 acts
only as a coupling device for the two resonant
circuits, the coil may be replaced by a condenser
of rather large capacity. However, for ordinary
purposes, a coil is more practical; since the value
may be changed more easily.
The theoretical discussion (in March RADIO
NEWS) pointed out that, when an aerial is coupled
to the filter, the capacity between the aerial coil
and the first resonant circuit is sufficient to throw
this circuit out of resonance with the other and,
in order to gang the two tuning condensers together,
it is therefore necessary to place a small compensating condenser (C6, C7) across each of them.
A practical circuit with two stages of tuned-radiofrequency amplification is shown in Fig. Q2313B.
Coil Constants
In the filter, coils L1 and L2 are wound on
Coil LI has a primary of 10 turns
3 -inch forms.
and a secondary of 47 turns of No. 24 S.C.C.
space
of
about 1/4-inch should be left bewire; a

tween the two windings. Coil L2 is similar to
Ll except that the positions of the two coils are
reversed. It is absolutely necessary to shield L2
and L3; since the filter will not operate properly
if a current is introduced into these coils from
any other source than coil Ll. Since coil 1,1 is
coupled to the aerial, it will not be necessary to
shield this coil.
The size of coil L3 is very important and these
instructions should be followed exactly when building it. It is wound on a tube 1 inch in diameter
and contains 5 turns of the same wire as used
The inductance of this coil
on the other coils.
is approximately 1.2 microhenries and, if a condenser is used to replace it, one with a capacity
The reason why
of .025 mf. should be employed.
coil L3 is so critical is that this coil is used to
Its
couple the two resonant circuits together.
value determines the degree of coupling, also the
filter;
and
any
width of the band covered by the
changes in the constants will also change the
characteristics of the filter.
When using the Band Selector with a tunedradio- frequency set, the other tuning circuits should
be made rather broad, so that the good qualities
of the filter are not lost. The easiest way to

accomplish this is to make the coils small and
use fine wire. With .0003- or .00035 -mf. tuning
condensers, L4 and L5 can be wound on 2 -inch
forms with No. 28 D.C.C. wire; the primary
with 12 turns and the secondary with 86 turns
of the same wire. A space of about 1/8 -inch is
left between the two coils on the tube. The other
parts of the R.F. amplifier are the same as in
any other set and any convenient method of
oscillation control can be employed. If it is so
desired, the condensers C3 and C4 may be ganged

Cl

C2

Ll

necessary in order to get the correct band
width for your receiver. However, the inductance
values were checked in an experimental model
and found to give a band slightly wider than 20
kilocycles at 200 meters, and slightly narrower at
the higher wavelengths. The use of a condenser
for coupling, in place of coil L3, will give slightly
better characteristics on the longer waves; since
it tends to broaden the tuning or widen the band
on the upper waves and narrow it on the shorter
waves. However, as explained before, the difficulty
in obtaining the correct capacity to give the exact
characteristics led to the use of an inductance in
the experimental model. The experimental values
for the coils and capacities were derived from the
formulas and diagrams in the Bureau of Standards' Circular No. 74. For further information
on the subject, we would suggest that the experimenter read the previous article on the theoretical
operation of the band selector.
be

L2

ELECTRIC ULTRADYNE L2

Q2313A
The essential circuit of the Vreeland band The coupling unit L3 governs the
selector.
width of the radio- frequency band amplified.

together, since the tuning is purposely made broad
in these two circuits. The resistors R2, R3 and
R4 are filament ballasts; Their value depends
on the type of tubes employed. Any good audio
frequency amplifier may be coupled to the output
of the detector tube.
-

Coil or Condenser?
The data given for this band selector are experimental and a certain amount of alteration may

C6

(2314.) Mr. Robert Schwartz,
Philadelphia,
Pa., asks:
(Q.) Will it be practicable to change an old
Ultradyne L2, which was built in the early part
of 1926, into an electric set by rewiring it for
the A.C. tubes ? If it will, I would appreciate
seeing the diagram with the changes, in the next
issue of your magazine."
(A.) You will find the diagram you desire on
page 568, (See Fig. Q2314.)
A number of
changes are necessary, including the use of twisted
wires for all the filament leads. The heater -type
227 tubes are used in all stages except the last
audio- frequency stage, which employs a 171A or
112A tube; since these power tubes have a much
higher level of undistorted output and, naturally,
their use will reduce distortion. The center point
of the filament circuit in this stage is obtained
by connecting the center- tapped resistor R3 be-

C7
R1

3 MEGOHMS

Cl

.00035

L4

MF.

VI

L5
V2

00025
V3

MF

T0
AUDIO
AMPLIFIER

SHIELDS

A

A+BB+DEI
B

Q2313B

Diagram of a receiver in which a band -selector unit is followed by two R.F. stages. Data for
L1, L2 and L3 are given above; L4 and L5 may be any coils suited to the -condensers used.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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568
tween the filament leads and the ground terminal.
The method of controlling oscillation in the intermediate- frequency amplifier is also changed, since
the usual potentiometer method cannot be employed.
The control used is the 500,000 -ohm variable
resistor R2 in the plate lead of the three intermediate tubes; this reduces the plate voltage
sufficiently to prevent the tubes from oscillating.
The parts should be laid out so that they are
in the approximate positions used in the original
The intermediate -frequency transbattery set.
formers should be placed at right angles, and the
usual precautions should be taken to shield the
sensitizing coil from the panel. The specifications
for the other parts should remain the same; although we believe that better quality may usually
be obtained by replacing the transformers with
new ones of more recent design, unless they have
been changed since the set was originally built.
If you desire to make new coils or replace
any of the parts, you will find the diagram and
specifications for this set in 1001 Questions and
Answers, Volume No. 2.

FRAME OF
CONDENSER C3

SHIELD

24

3

,
DRILL

II',
16

3

5/32 DRILL. 8 HOLES

16

4

542 DRILL. C'T'SX FOR FLAT HEAD SCR'S.

OB

MAKE ONE OF EACH, BAKELITE OR
HARD RUBBER.
3/16" THICK.

5/32 DR.
HOLES

4

3/g

Q-2315

DR.

FRONT OF RIGHT SHIELD

Builders of the Screen-Grid Strobodyne who
have encountered any problem is mounting
the oscillator condenser C3 will find a convenient method shown. Consult the diagrams
published previously.
GROUND CONNECTIONS
(2316) Mr. J. E. Andrews, Hastings, Neb.,
writes:
(Q.) "After reading all the available information about ground connections I have come to
the conclusion that the ground in my set is
not as good as it should be, for the best reception.
I have done some experimenting with different
grounds on my broadcast and short -wave receivers
and I encountered several unusual experiences.
For instance, when using my broadcast set, I
caused a short -circuit when trying to combine a
light- socket aerial with the regular one. In reference to this matter, I believe that I saw a way

LS

L6

L5

--0

L9

L. S.

T5
C

V

24'
4

\

L4

-T-

6-32 SCREWS

13"
4

SCREEN -GRID STROBODYNE DATA
(2315) Mr. S. Snyder, Hackensack, N. J.,
writes.
(Q.) "I am building the Screen-Grid Strobodyne
from the instructions in the September RADIO
NEWS, but I have struck a snag in mounting
condenser C3. The blueprints do not specify how
this condenser is insulated from the shield, but
it is evident that it must be insulated; since part
of L3 would be short- circuited if the condenser
were connected directly to the shield. What I
would like to know is, how this condenser should
be mounted to the side of the shield."
(A.) The best way to mount this condenser C3
is as follows:
Only the hole for the shaft of the condenser
should be drilled in the front of shield S3. Two
bakelite plates will be required as shown in the
accompanying diagram, Fig. Q2315. One is drilled
with seven holes and the other contains only five.
Mount condenser C3 on the mounting plate with
seven holes, then place the condenser and the two
plates together, with the shaft of the condenser
protruding through the hole in the shield. Mark
the positions of the four corner holes on the
shield with a pencil or center -punch and drill
them.
Finally, place screws through the holes
and fasten the condenser in place. It will be
seen from this explanation that the condenser
is mounted on one of the insulating plates, while
the other serves as a spacer to insulate the mounting screws on the condenser, from the shield.
The four screws are so placed that they do not
touch the condenser.

C4

NO.

,

for protecting sets, when power units were emI have
ployed, in a magazine some time ago.
not been able to locate the article.
"I have also heard that a counterpoise will
sometimes work better than a regular ground. I
would like to try this type of ground but I do
not have any data on hand. On the short waves
I have been using an aerial about 100 feet long,
but I believe that a shorter one would be better.
I certainly would appreciate any information that
you can give me, both on my particular problem,
and on grounds in general."
(A.) It has often been found on examination
that a receiver which has been carefully made,
and used with the best available aerial, has a
ground connection which is little better than none
at all. It must be remembered that the efficiency
of the ground is just as important as that of
the aerial and the receiver.
The signals are
received by both the aerial and ground; since
they act as the plates of a large condenser, with
the air between them as the dielectric. This corresponds to a condenser with one side perfectly
connected and insulated and the other poorly made
and very carelessly connected. In these days of
low-loss apparatus, who would think of using such
a condenser? Yet, this is exactly what is done
in innumerable cases.
The plates of a good condenser must be made
of a good conducting material and, for the same
reason, the ground connection must be a conductor.
Dry earth is not a good conductor and, for this
reason, it is necessary in some manner to penetrate into the wet ground underneath.
There
are a number of ways of doing this.
Constructing a Ground System
The most common method is to connect a wire
to the cold -water pipe.
This generally forms a
fairly good ground because the pipes run down
deep into the ground. In most cases, the pipes
running to the mains are of metal and the mains
are also made of metal. For this reason, the
only resistance offered is due to the natural
resistance of the pipe material and the joints
between the pipes.
In order to get the best
service from a water -pipe ground, the radia should
be connected to the pipe as close to the point
where it enters the building as possible.
This
is especially true if a water meter is located in
the building, as shown in Fig. Q2316A, as the
meter's construction introduces considerable resistance. The ground wire should be carried down
to the basement, even though no water meter is
located in the building.
The gas pipe must never be used for a ground.
In the first place, there is danger of fire if a
strong static discharge hits the aerial. Then, too,
(Continued on page 599)
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The Ultradyne LO schematic circuit is shown above with the necessary changes to adapt it to the use of A.C. (227 -type) tubes. Values

not given are those of the hook -up as originally published. A different method of oscillation control is used in the amplifier.
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STANDING guard at the door of tone,
Thordarson audio and power transformers do their part in making real musical instruments of hundreds of thousands of radio
receivers annually.
Leading receiver manufacturers are well
aware of the important relationship between
the choice of transformers and the musical
characteristics of their instruments. No wonder, then, that the majority of manufacturers
of quality radio receivers have turned to
Thordarson as the logical transformer source.

When buying your receiver, insist on
Thordarson amplification and power supply.
The set manufacturer who uses Thordarson
transformers can be depended upon to have
the balance of his receiver in keeping with
this high standard of performance.
Custom set builders will find Thordarson
transformers to meet every radio need
at their nearest parts dealer.

I

1 [OlDA1SOI
TRANSFORMERS

SUPREME IN MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
P1

case say you saw it in RADIO NEWS
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RADIO NEWS FREE BLUEPRINTS Nos.

T

REAL MOVIES
teach

ELECTRICITY
at HOME

amazingly simple and
practical way of learning to do electrical

HERE is a new,

work. It is so sure of results that we must give
you the training and employment service necessary to get you a better job and more money
or you need not pay a cent!
Think of it ! You take no chance. You are
assured of thorough preparation for the many
opportunities in this great industry which is
constantly calling for more trained men. We
not only train you, we help you get the job.
How can we do it ? By a wonderful new

method of teaching which makes everything about electricity easy to understand.

You Learn Easily,

makes up each month large blue prints of the diagrams
which accompany the principal constructional articles; these sets
include full -sized drilling templates, coil data, etc., where required,
and in each case a list of the apparatus originally used, with full
specifications. Several thousand of these have been distributed
each month.
If you desire a set of blueprints for any or all of the apparatus
described in this month's Free Blueprint articles, fill out the
enclosed coupon as directed and send it in. The blueprints requested will be mailed to you without charge, postpaid. We cannot send blueprints with
magazines, or accept indefinite requests for blueprints to be issued in the future. Delay
will be caused by the use of requests other than on this form, as this publishing office
has many departments.

Quickly, Thoroughly

Blueprint Department, RADIO NEWS:
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. (U. S. A.)

of the items checked.

0

see all types

Anyone can operate this
standard DeVry projector (value 575) furnished
without ext ra cost t o every
student for use duringthe
course. Operates from a
light connection, or auto
battery. Thousands of

given with the course at
no added cost.

associated with Steinmetz.

Course includes drafting instruction and complete professional drafting outfit,
preparing you for all kinds of work in electricity. Our
employment service helps you locate a big pay job in
the branch of electricity which interests you most.

Three Lessons and New Book

FREEThree

FilmWayto Bigger Pay"

Mail the coupon, for three actual lessons showing how
we use real motion pictures to make the facts about
electricity easy to grasp. Our new book describes the
wonderful opportunities for a better job in electricity
and gives complete details of this fascinating way to
learn. Start now to move into the bigger pay class,

NATIONAL SCHOOL of

VISUAL*_ EDUCATION
-(The Film Way to Bigger

Pay -

F EE

Three Lessons
and out new
book,' The Film Way to Bigget Pay in Electricity," if you
act at once. Make a start toward a better job and bigger
pay. The coupon is the first
step; send it NOW.
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A Plugless Short -Wave Receiver.

No. 70

An Adjustable "B" Power Unit.

Street Number
Postoftlee

feet of film included.

so much easier to grasp
than by the usual methods
of instruction that the stu- Drafting Set Given
dent must make quicker, A complete professional
including hne set
surer progress." Charles E. outfit.
of instruments in plush.
Fitz, M. E., E. E., formerly lined arse, as shown,

OY

No. 69

Name
You Get This
DeVry Projector

animated diagrams which
make the facts about electricity as plain, easy to grasp
and as enjoyable as looking
at a movie in your favorite
theatre!
Here's what a practicing
electrical engineer says: "I
am amazed at how simply
you explain the facts about
electricity. The points are

t- 04 a

(A)

I am interested in the construction of the following apparatus described in RADIO
NEWS for December, 1928. Please send me a free set of large blueprints for each

We furnish you with the
projector, so simple anyone
can operate it, and thousands of feet of film. You

q1)e

in this magazine, and make it easier for our readers, llanlo

NEWS

You

of electrical
machinery in operation,

69 and 70
0 encourage the construction of radio apparatus illustrated

.

.

i

State (Province, etc.)
(Please typewrite your naine and address or print it with a pen-not a pencil-as
many signatures cannot be read. This will avoid errors in addressing the mail.)

Equipment for Television Experiments
(Continued front page 533)
becomes a universal receiver. WGY may
be received on the 24 -hole section, providing the disc is run at a speed of 1,025
revolutions per minute.
A variable resistor, (not shown in the
picture) is included in the kit. Aside from
this item, the kit comprises three doubleresistor mountings, with a coupling condenser in each base, for the construction of

three stages of resistance -coupled amplification; a universal motor of the induction
type; a neon tube of the company's own
manufacture, the disc as described, and a
motor bushing for mounting the last. A
comprehensive book of instructions accompanies the kit.
Manufacturer: The Doyen Radio Corporation, !Newark, N. J.

Small But Practical Discs

Already making and selling 48 -hole discs
in two sizes, 24 and 12 inches, one manufacturer announces also the introduction of
what is, doubtless, the smallest disc available, together with the frame upon which
it and its accessories are mounted. The
new disc is but six inches in diameter and
of the 24-hole type suitable for viewing the
images transmitted from WGY. 'l'he discs
produced by this manufacturer are of
aluminum finished in black and are precision- drilled with round holes. Their 48 -hole
disc allows reproduction of images 1i/2 -inch

Plc ase say you

sawn

square, from either WRNY or W3XK.
'l'Ite 12 -inch disc gives a picture about one
inch square, while the 6 -inch disc used on
WGY gives an image about 3 -inch square.
One of the two pictures of this comparatively miniature apparatus (Fig. I), shows
a 12- inch-disc receiver made up in the
laboratory by Philip A. Eyrick, (at right,
pointing to the neon tube), and William
G. Smith.
The other (Fig. J) shows
James Millen, who is another of the radio
engineers associated with this design research, operating this receiver in his house.
This machine has a substantial steel frame
and is very rigid. The motor is of the
synchronous type, turning over at 1,800
revolutions per minute, giving a disc speed
of either 450 or 900 revolutions per minute
through special reduction gears. The variable resistor mounted behind the panel is
for the adjustment of the brilliancy of the
neon tube. Proper framing of the image is
accomplished by means of a knob on the
front panel which shifts the position of the
disc without changing its speed. The front
panel is of bakelite, 14 incites square.
The apparatus illustrated is an experimental model, which cannot be readily
duplicated by the amateur unless he has
special machine equipment; its construction
is intended to show the practicability of a
small disc driven by a small motor. The
advantages of the small disc are the avoid-
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I Will TrainYou
at Home to Fill

a Big-Pay
aáioJo

IF

Meres the

PROOF

you are earning a penny less than $50 a week,
send for my book of information on the opportunities
in Radio. It's FREE. Clip the coupon NOW. A
flood of gold is pouring into this new business, creating
hundreds of big pay jobs. Why go along at $25, $30
or $45 a week when the good jobs in Radio pay $50,
$75, and up to $250 a week. My book, "Rich Rewards
in Radio," gives full information on these big jobs and
explains how you can quickly become a Radio Expert
through my easy, practical, home-study training.

Made 5385 in
Three Weeks'
Spare Time

SALARIES OF $50 TO $250 A
WEEK* NOT UNUSUAL;

I have met with

Continued

suc-

cess.Forinstance,
recentlylrealized
a profit of $185 in
three weeks for
spare time work.
I charge $1.50 an
hour. Right now I am making
more money in my spare time
than I am making in myregular
job. I have been making good
money almost from the time I
enrolled. I am going to give up
my present position and open a
Radio shop. The N. R. I. has
put me on the solid road to success. -Peter J. Dunn. 901 N.
Monroe St.. Baltimore, Md.
Made 5588
In One Month

The training I
has done me a
world of good.
Some time ago,
during one of our
busy months, I
made 8538. I am
servicing all makes of Radio receiving sets. I haven't found
not
anything so far that I could
highly
handle alone. My boss issince
I
pleased with my work
have been able to handle our
entire output of sets here alone.
Herbert Reese, 2215 South E ,
Street, Elwood, Indiana.
received from you

-

- You can build
loo circuits with
,,
the sixbig outfits
Radio parts
-I 've you

jof

4ífr- =.

.3

of the 100you

can build

Get into this live -wire profession of quick success. Radio needs
trained men. The amazing growth of the Radio business has
astounded the world. In a few short years three hundred thousand
jobs have been created. And the biggest growth of Radio is still
to come. That's why salaries of $50 to $250 a week are not unusual. Radio simply hasn't got nearly the number of thoroughly
trained men it needs. Study Radio and after only a short time
land yourself a REAL job with a REAL future.

YOU CAN LEARN QUICKLY ANDTEASILY
IN SPARE TIME

--

i

ö

Hundreds of N. R. I. trained men are today making big money
holding down big jobs-in the Radio field. Men just like you
their only advantage is training. You, too, can become a Radio
Expert just as they did by our new practical methods. Our
tested, clear training, makes it easy for you to learn. You can
stay home, hold your job, and learn quickly in your spare time.
Lack of education or experience are no drawbacks. You can
cad and write. That's enough.

.

i

MANY EARN $15, $20, $30 WEEKLY
ON THE SIDE WHILE LEARNING
My Radio course is the famous course "that pays for itself." I teach
you to begin making money almost the day you enroll. My
I give you SIX
new practical method makes this possible.
13IG OUTFITS of Radio parts with my course. You are taught to
build practically every type of receiving set known. M. E. Sullivan,
412 73rd Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes. "I made 8720 while studying."
Earle Cummings, 18 Webster Street, Haverhill, Mass.: "I made .9.375
in one month." G. W. Page, 1807 21st Ave., Nashville, Tenn.: I
picked up $935 in my spare time while studying."

r.,

a

YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

--..-,

"I'll give you just the training you need to get Into the Radio business.
My course fits you for all lines-manufacturing, selling, servicing
sets, in business for yourself. operating on board ship or in a broadcasting station -and many others. I back up my training with a signed
agreement to refund every penny of your money if. after completion.
you are not satisfied with the course I give you.

ACT NOW
Earns Price of Course in
One Week's Spare Time
I have been so busy with Radio
work that I ha ve not had time
to study. The other week, in

spare tine, I earned enough to
pay for my course. I have more
work than I can do. Recently I
made enough money in one
month's spare time to pay for a
$375 beautiful console all-electric Radio. When I enrolled I
did not know the difference between a rheostat and a coil.
Now I am making all kinds of
money. -Earle Cummings, 18
Webster Street, Haverhill, Mass.

-

64 -Page Book Is FREE
Send for this big book of Radio information. It won't cost you a Penny.
It has Put hundreds of fellows on the
road to bigger pay and success. Get
it. Investigate. See what Radio has
to offer you, and how my Employment
Department helps you get into Radio
after you graduate. Clip or tear out
the coupon and mail it RIGHT NOW,

J. E. SMITH, President
Dept. 44 -S
National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.

x

:L

Find out quick

about this

RADIO
NEEDS
TRAINED

MEN!

Em JoymentService to all Gitid/uules

ical way
O'ÚÍ pay

J. E. SMITH, President
Dept. 44 -S, National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Kindly send me your big book, "Rich
Rewards in Radio," giving information on the big -money
opportunities in Radio and your practical method of teaching with six big Outfits. I understand this book is free,
and that this places me under no obligation whatever.
Name
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ance of undue wabbling and the excellent
images therefore obtainable; they may be
magnified conveniently.
Manufacturer: The National Company,
Malden, Mass.

An Inexpensive Model
One laboratory, whose transmissions of
"radio movies" have proven very popular
with short -wave fans, is marketing what
is now probably the cheapest and simplest
fundamental television kit now available. A
12 -inch paper disc, cut with a spiral of
48 holes, is furnished with a wooden block
which acts a support for a large machinebolt, to which is clamped the paper disc,
the bolt acting as a shaft. The disc itself,
which is octagonal in shape, is clamped between two 6 -inch phonograph records, and
is intended to be driven by a small wheel
attached to the motor. (This scheme was
described in detail on page 420 of, the
November issue of RADIO NEWS). The neon
tube, of the cheapest type, is mounted in
a simply -wired socket which is supported
in the end of the same wooden block which
holds the shaft. The driving -motor, which
must be supplied by the builder himself,
slides on a wooden block. The speed of the
disc is adjusted by moving the rubber wheel
along the surface of the rear phonograph
record; a method similar to the system de-

scribed at the beginning of this article. In
spite of the apparent crudeness of this
outfit, it really produces excellent results on
the WRNY -W2NAL and the W3NK
television transmissions. The image is only
about 3 -inch square but is readily distinguishable. (See Fig. H, page 533.)
Manufacturer: The Jenkins Laboratories,
Washington, D. C.

Problems of Handling Big
Amplifier Output

Melodies Caught
in Flight with

As the Yule -logs crackle and
music fills the air, enjoy the
Christmas melodies to their utmost by having new Cunningham Radio Tubes in every socket
of your radio.

These

"ambassadors of joy"
make delightful Christmas gifts.

E. .T. CUNNINGHAM, Inc.
New York

Chicago

San Francisco

Manufactured and sold under rights, patents
and inventions owned and /or controlled by
Radio Corporation of America

ONE of the best lineups for a 250 -type
power amplifier is that of a three -stage
system, using two stages of standard transformer- coupled audio -frequency amplification with 201A tubes and 3:1 -ratio trans formers and a power stage with the 250
tube. This last stage should be coupled
to the second audio -frequency stage by
means of a 1:1 -ratio audio transformer.
It must be taken into consideration that,
unless the proper associated equipment both
for the amplifier and for the reproducer
is employed, the results may not be as
good as they might be.
The large power output of such amplifiers
demands that a speaker be used which is
capable of handling this tremendous output.
If the ordinary type of units such as are
used in many horn- and cone -type loud
speakers or even the comparatively highergrade types of balanced- armature units
is employed, distortion is bound to result because the armatures of such units,
when brought close to the pole pieces, will
cause an uneven response to low or high
frequencies.
Where great volume without distortion is
desired, the best type of loud -speaker unit
to employ is the electrodynamic type, in
which the diaphragm of the speaker is connected fixedly to a coil winding which
carries the speech frequencies. This coil
moves in a constant field created by an
electromagnet, so that there is no tendency
to distort through any uneven attraction of
the armature.

Please say you saw it

in,

The 11-gust-radio wrinkles-A-C, grid tube,
short wave, television, dynamic speakers,
newest tubed and circuits -anything and
everything in radio -are now ready for
you at Barawik's. With elections, football, National broadcasting, Sexy and
other big doings filling the air, thousands of newcomers will take to
radio this year as never before. Business will be good -Set builders will
make money. You can clean up big
by Buying from Barawik-the oldest, biggest, most reliable radio
house in the world. Let us prove it.
Send now for the Big Book-all
ready for you-free. Get the latest
radio information and lowest prices.

BARAWIK CO.
112 B
CANAL STA.,
CHICAGO, U.S.A.

This Big Book Sent
to You Free
Name
Address
City

Electricity

Learn in Los Angeles. Thoroughly practical
course prepares young men, 18 and over, for
technical and executive positions. Unlimited
opportunities in California for continuous advancement. 32 instructors. Unexcelled equipment. 23rd successful year. 17,000 active
graduates. Highest Type Training. Recognized
by Electrical Industry. Nominal Entrance
Requirements. Employment Service during and
after training. California spending $100,000,000
in electrical development. Large. illustrated
catalog sent Free, Postpaid.
Dept. R.N.
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
4004 S. Figueroa, Los Angeles

Electrify Your Radio
With Kato "A" and "B"
Units that connect into
Light Sockets of any

32 -VOLT LI GHTING PLANT
Costs very little to operate. Write to -day,
Dept. N

KATO ENGINEERING CO.
Mankato, Minn.

IT!!

LITTELFUSES HAVE

IT

THAT EXTREME QUICKNESS
of action necessary to protect radio and rectifier tubes,
filter circuits, galvanometers, milliammeters, etc. (1, x'/a,.
dia.). Approved by leading radio laboratories. Mount as
shown or hang directly in the line by pushing on a pair of
GRYP -CONNECTORS.
Prices, postpaid (C.O.D. or cash unless rated):
Littelfuses, 1/32, 1/10, '/s, ti. ''/z. 1, Ea.
Doz. Per 100
2, 3 amp.
$ .15
$1.50 $10.00
Mounting Blocks
.20
2.00
15.00
GRYP- Connectors -in pairs
.15
1.50
10.00
Littelfuse Laboratories, Dept. 4, 1772 Wilson Av., Chicago

a

s

of hlegrh
Eß9VQXresistors
quality
and

condensers that are
Built Better to endure.
Write for The Research Worker.

-

A

free monthly publication.

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORPORATION
68 Washington Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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WHOLESALE PRICES
forVea1ers,CommunifySet$uilalers,General Repairmen

and agents l

Be sure to get this great 200 -page book
with net prices to the radio trade.
Radio Specialty Company is radio's oldest
radio parts mail order house in the country,
and the new confidential prices on standard
radio merchandise are the lowest of any
radio house.
We are ready now to appoint additional
agents in all parts of the country. If you
are contemplating mailing big money in
radio merchandise, be sure to get in touch
with us at once.

derision
is here!
Radio Specialty, as usual, is first with
all new things. Send at once for free
booklet for lowest prices on all televison parts which have been put on the
market so far. (If you have Catalog No.
18, just ask for the Television Supplement.)

THIS
200 PAGE

RADIO
1

CATALOGUE

LW STRATlONS

FREE

1

Those having No.
18 catalog should
write to us for new

Supplement

describing all latest
improvements i n
Radio.

from gladio:5 Oldesi tail Orderilouse!

We are the oldest established, exclusive radio mail order house in the country. All orders are positively shipped within twenty -four hours ;
accessories and radio findings than any
quick, prompt, courteous service. We carry a larger variety of radio parts, radio instruments,
find in Catalog No. 19 the largest assortment
radio

,.RaSCOlas it
ANYTHING
IN RADIO

Y

f

e

of
other radio house in the country. You will
merchandise in this country. Radio Specialty carries more radio parts and radio material than any
other house ill the country. You will find in this catalog positively the largest variety of radio
merchandise.
If you are in need of certain small radio parts that other radio and mail order houses do not bother
to carry, get the Rasco Catalog and you will find the small parts there, anything from a screw to copper ribbon, telephone diaphragms, as well as thousands of other small radio findings. Just to men tion a few:
Lugs, nuts, jacks, plugs, all kinds of knobs, cords, panels, screws, sliders,
washers, selenium, tinfoil, switches, crystals, cap nut, Litz wire, cord tips,
brass rods, resistances, binding posts, switch parts, carbon balls, switch
a
points, lock washers, carbon grains, ground clamps, metal pointers, insulated
tubing, low melting metal, antenna connectors, as well as thousands of
other articles. Nye carry the Largest Variety of Small Radio Parts its
the World, BUT We also carry All Standard Radio Mer-

i

I
98W PARK PLACE, NEW YORK
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Here's the
Answer

to every question about the
principles, methods, or apparatus of radio transmitting

and receiving.

THE

RADIO
MANUAL
A Complete Course in

Radio Operation
In a Single Volume
Handbook

A

for

Students
Amateurs
Operators
Inspectors
For the first time
an entire course of

-

training

in one
the most
complete and upto -date work on
radio.
Developed
simply and clearly
from the elemenbook

tary stage right
through all phases

of principles, practice, and ap-

paratus so that a beginner
with no knowledge of electricity may get all he needs
either for amateur operation
or to qualify for a government
license as operator or inspector.

Prepared by Official

Examining Officer
The author, G. E. Sterling,
Radio Inspector
is

and Examining Officer. Radio Division, U. S.
Dept. of Commerce. The book has been edited
in detail by Robert S. Kruse for five years
Technical Editor of QST, the Magazine of the
Radio Relay League. Many other experts assisted them.
entary Electric16 Chapters Cover: Elemand
ity
agnetism
Motors and Generators; Storage Batteries and
Charging Circuits; The Vacuum Tube; Circuits
Employed in Vacuum Tube Transmitters: Modulating Systems; \Vavemeters; Piezo- Electric Oscillators; Wave Traps; Marine Vacuum Tube
Transmitters; Radio Broadcasting Equipment;
Arc Transmitters; Spark Transmitters; Commercial Radio Receivers; Radio Beacons and Direction Finders; Radio Laws and Regulations;
Handling and Abstracting Traffic.
ever before available
New Information such
n
as a complete description of the Western Electric 5- Kilowatt
Broadcasting Transmitter; description and circuit diagram of Western Electric Superheterodyne Radio Receiving Outfit type 6004 -C; Navy
Standard 2- Kilowatt Spark Transmitter; etc.;
etc. Every detail tip to the minute.

Free Examination

"The Itadio Manual" has just been published. Over
900 pages. Profusely illustrated. Bound in Flexible
Fabrikeid. The coupon brings the volume for free examination. If you do not agree that it is the best
Radio book you have seen. return it and owe nothing.
If you keep it, send the price of $6.00 within ten days.

Order on This Coupon
Van Nostrand Co., Inc.,
Warren St., New York

D.
8

Send me THE RADIO MANUAL for examination. Within ten clays after receipt I will either
return the volume or send pou $6.00. the price
in full.
(Radio Nests 12 -28)

Hante
St. & No

City and State

Australia's Edition of
the Peridyne
's

1=

'

NE I'V!90 Volt
Pow e r Unit

all the receivers which have been

featured in the Queensland Radio
_yews," says that magazine (which
is published in Brisbane, Australia) in a recent issue-"none has given us more pride
and pleasure than the simplified Peridyne
Five. Pride, because the set was designed
in our own laboratory, and incorporates one
or two new features not found in the original model. Pleasure, because the receiver
is such a remarkable performer, and will,
doubtless, be rebuilt by many of our readers. We recommend this Peridyne wholeheartedly and without reservation."
"Originator of many circuits, and inventor
of several important contributions to the
art, Hugo Gernsback, who developed the
Peridyne principle of variable- shield tuning,
describes the Peridyne Five as the ideal unicontrol receiver and probably the most
powerful five-tube circuit in existence. Not
a pessimistic claim, this; but one which is
fully justified by a trial of the receiver itself," the technical editor of the Queensland Radio News affirms in his constructional article. "Using but five tubes and a
crystal detector, the Peridyne is, without a
shadow of doubt, more than the equal of
many eight -tube superheterodynes, as far as
range and volume are concerned. Contrary
to what its remarkable performance would
lead one to expect, it is neither an expensive nor a difficult set to construct, and it
works right from the word `go.'"
QUALITY, VOLUME, DISTANCE

"This month, we are going to depart from
our usual custom of describing the results
achieved by our own receiver, at the end of
the article. The results are much too good
to keep as long as that, and we feel we must
tell you about them right at the beginning.
When first our Peridyne was constructed
last month, we conformed to the standard
design and used two stages of transformer coupled
audio - frequency
amplification.
However, the volume was so terrific that
it was thought it could easily stand the
small reduction in strength which would be
occasioned by the use of resistance coupling. Accordingly, the first audio transformer was removed and replaced by a
resistance-coupled unit. The results were
startling, and, whatever the reduction of
volume should have been, it was wholly inappreciable in actual practice. The tone
quality, as might have been expected, was a
revelation, and we straightaway decided
that here was the ideal Peridyne."
"The set has been in use for two months,
and in that time we have listened to practically all the Australian stations, small
and large; the New Zealand stations, 1YA
and 2YA, and JOAN and JOBK, both in
Japan (over 4,500 miles. -EDITOR, RADIO
NEws). All these stations have been heard
on the loud speaker and on an indoor aerial
35 feet long. As a matter of fact, we have
reached the conclusion that an outdoor
aerial is unnecessary with the Peridyne; as
the volume appears to be almost as great
and the selectivity certainly much better
when operating on an indoor wire."
The Australian edition of the Peridyne
was built with components of both British

Positively Eliminates
Line Noises, etc.
Greater Volume and
Clarity Guaranteed
Non -acid and noiseless. All detector and intermediate
cellvoltages
Operates 1 to 12
If not oroughlytst
satisfied return after using 30 days for complete refund.
Guaranteed further 2 years. For 110 -120 volts A.C. 25
to 60 cycle current 90 volts, 812.75. 1123,, 515.25:
135. 817.50; 15734, 519.50; 180, 524.00; 202)4, 526.00.
Also built for D.C. current 110 and 32 volts at only
5.3.00 additional. any size above. Ample stocks -same
day shipments. Simply say-ship C.O.D. or write for
my Interesting literature, testimonials, etc.

t

HAWLEY SMITH

B.

334 Washington Ave., Danbury, Conn., U.S.A.

Barawik, the first and oldest radio
specialty house, offers you unusual
service this year. Bigger stocks,

quicker shipments, lower prices.
eai with an old established, reliable
house. Get honest goods, honest service,
honest prices. Barawik service makes you
more money. Send now for
ing lowest wholesale prices.big new Catalogshow-

BA RAW! K CO.

CH

]lait This Coupon Note for Free Radio Guide

CAGOiu.S-i1.

Name

Address

ESTABLISHED 3O YEARS
We Have Complete Kits For All Circuits
Now appearing or which have appeared
in "Radio News" and other publications

Send for Circuit Booklet &Catalog
M. & H. Sporting Goods Co.
AINI 512 Market St.,
Phila., Pa.

1

Be an Expert RADIO OPERATOR

Faseinating work. Wonderful opportunities.
Good pay. Teleplex Code Sender teaches you
at home in halt the usual time. Reproduces mow,'
sending of expert operators. Sends you messages.
radlogtama, etc. -regular code traffic
anywhere. any time, any speed. U. S.
Navy and leading schools endorse Telepies as quick. case. thorough. Complete
set Instruction tapes supplied at no (VP,
out. Write for Booklet XR.
TELEPLEX COMPANY
76 Cortlandt St.. New York, N. Y.

DRI -LINE "A" ELIMINATOR
output 3 A., 4 -6 V.
No Battery -SILENTEliminators New Line K, 150 Volt 50 inflames. 4
taps, C bias 280 bulb, complete, $10.00, \lode) KW 80
stills.. 180 volts, 5.0 V power tube taps, 280 bulb. $11.75.
A -B -C Eliminator 3 A., G V. "A" side, 180 volts. 5 taps,
80 mills.
B 4.5, 27, 40 V. "C" DRI -LINE type $20.00
complete. 'Underground Aerials, NEW! No lightning hazard--complete, $3.75. Shield grid sets, AC sets, parts.
Dealers wanted. Above prices are discounts of 3O' from
list. Catalog 58. ELECTRO- CHEMICAL COMPANY OF
AMERICA, Indianapolis, Ind.
00 cycle.

$16.00

E. C. A.

11.
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and American manufacture, and used British four -volt tubes. Its constructor continues in his article:
ALTERATIONS TO SUIT PARTS

"In the original Peridyne, three rheostats
are specified, one for each R.F. tu:re, and
one for the detector. Intensive experiment
failed to show any appreciable advantage
which could be gained by their use; so a
single rheostat was utilized for controlling
both R.F. 'tubes at the one time, and the
detector and audio tubes are placed in
charge of amperite automatic filament
ballasts.
"To insure efficient transfer of energy between the first and second audio stages, a
high -mu high-impedance tube is employed in
the third socket, because it is followed by a
high resistance in its plate circuit " -with
resistance coupling. As a .0005 -Rif. three gang tuning unit was not obtainable when
the set was built, .00015 -mf. fixed condensers
were placed across the sections of the triple
.00035 -mf. condenser used; and the constructor reversed connections to the primary of the A.F. transformer to remedy
"motorboating" when using a "B" power
unit. In other regards, the original Peridyne circuit was followed.
"A final word," adds the Australian at
the close of his article: "\Ve have heard
quite a lot of adverse comment, mainly from
those who have not tried it, concerning the
Peridyne circuit. That is always the case
with anything new, and is to be regretted.
However, with the results which our own
model has produced-and from the way in
which it is working at the present timewe are convinced that there is no fallacy
about the Peridyne principle. It is a noteworthy receiver and one which will be popular for some time to come."

Solve Your R adio
Problems with

ELECTRAD RADIO
CONTROLS
Whether your problem is one of R.F. oscillations,
controlling tone and volume, or control of voltage in
B- Eliminators, you will find the true solution in
Electro Resistance Control.
These resistances are backed by the highest reputation of quality. We must uphold that reputation.
Therefore, only the most scientific designs and finest
materials are used in their construction. To assure
the highest order of performance and satisfaction,
insist on Electrad Controls.
Reg. U. S. Pat. OIY. Licensed
by Rider Radin Corporation.
Pat'd 5-2-16; 7- 27 -26;

A True Balancing Device for

Radio Frequency Amplifiers
You can solve the problem of R.F. oscillation noises
by inserting a Phasatrol for each stage of R.F.

vmplification.
After installation of Phasatrol, it is possible to
adjust its variable resistance to a permanent value
for an amplifying tube so that no further chance of
oscillations breaking out is experienced.
Very easy to install in the circuit. Price $2.75 each.

TONATROL
TRADE MARIi

A Complete Line of Volume Controls

Trade Marl:
Exclusively Licensed by Tech Under
Corporation
nidyne
U.

S.

Patent Nos. 1593658,

1034103,

1034104.

Smooth, gradual control of intensity under all conditions will be your reward if you incorporate the
Tonatrol Volume Control in your receiver. Tonatrols
are variable resistors of the famous Royalty type,
especially designed with the requirements of different
circuits in mind. Furnished in standard types or with
battery switch or power switch attached. From $1.50
to $3.00.

TRUVOLT
All -Wire Resistances

Radio Wrinkles

Remarkably accurate and efficient for control of voltage in BEliminators due to their exclusive,
air -cooled design and construction.
Truvolt Variables simplify BEliminator construction by eliminating difficult calculation and
making all adjustments easy. 22
Stock Sizes, $3.50 each.
Truvolt Fixed are adjustable to
different set values by the use of
sliding clip taps -an exclusive
Truvolt feature! Made in all desirable resistance values and cur-

(Continued front pope 559)

attempt its construction.

However, if a
tube socket is needed when none is available it is considered an invaluable piece of
equipment. In this connection, the wrinkle
described in Fig. 8 may prove valuable to
many experimenters; this illustration shows
how it is possible to make a very satisfactory socket out of an old UX tube base.
It is very easy to make a socket in the
manner described and the cost is almost

U. S. Pat. No. 1076869

Mail

coupon
for full
information.

rent ratings.

ROYALTY

//

Variable High Resistances

negligible.

To make the socket, take any UX -type
tube which has been burnt out and remove
the glass from the base.
(The easiest way
to do this is to wrap the tube in paper and
apply pressure to it in a vise, or hit it with
a hammer.) Now clean out the glass and
cement from the inside of the base with
a knife. The next step is to break off the
four prongs of the hase and then drill holes

through the base and prongs from the upper
side of the tube base; a No. 30 drill should
be used for the small prongs and a No. 20
drill is needed for the large prongs.
Five additional holes are needed in the
tube base. One hole must be drilled and
countersunk in the center of the base, equidistant from the four prongs for the mount ing screw; and four holes are needed for the
binding posts. The binding -post holes are
located about 1A-inch from the ring of the
base and directly under each of the holes
for the prongs.

PHASATR OL

Pats. Pending.

Exclusively Licensed by Tech Under
nidyne Corporatioi
U.

S.

Patent No. 1593658,
1034103. 1034104.

ELECTRAD s
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W011ii Y o- give
the price of a
shave to earn

TH )USANDS

IN RADIO?
Mail coupon below for
details of amazing homestudy radio course.
THE Radio Institute of America,
conducted by RCA and sponsored
by General Electric and Westinghouse,
now offers you at remarkably low
cost the training you need for success
in radio. The price of an occasional
shave saved, more than pays for it!
Nothing so clear, comprehensive and
up -to -date, nothing so generous in
apparatus furnished has ever before
been offered in radio training by any
organization.

Helped thousands to. succeed
This is basically the same course that
has enabled our thousands of graduates to advance to positions of importance and high remuneration in
the respected profession of radio. But
new and revolutionary changes make
the instruction clearer and easier, permitting faster progress -and the

course now embraces television, ail' plane radio equipment and photo radiograms.
You can study at home -when you
please and as long as you please. Your
rate of progress is limited only by your
own ability.

Mail coupon now
It brings you- free -an interesting

illustrated booklet that shows the
tremendous opportunities in the radio
industry and tells how the Radio Institute of America's course of home
study can show you the way to big
success in Radio. Mail the coupon at
once.

RADIO INSTITUTE
OF AMERICA

The next step in the construction of the
socket is to make four contact springs and
these should be of phosphor bronze, if possible, or stiff brass. The material used for
this purpose should be strips 14 -inch wide
and 11 /, inches long, approximately 1/100 inch thick. Each should be bent as illustrated, and a hole drilled in one end for
mounting purposes. To complete the tube
socket, it is necessary only to mount the
contact springs in place with the four binding posts.-Contributed by Clyde Trivetts.

have often heard that housewives
are compelled at times to keep a wary
eye upon the doings of hubby; and frequently they note that minor kitchen appointments have mysteriously disappeared,
only to turn up some time later reincarnated as some outlandish electrical appurtenance for the benefit of the breadboard
radio. We fear that the wrinkle to be described will do little to ease the strain on
the family tie. If anything, it will aggravate matters, and even tend to bring a heretofore innocent spectator into the discusWE

BARAW I K CO.

112 C

The time has come when baby must surrender his rubber nipple so that dad's tubes
will end their occasional howling. A contributor has discovered that the large rubber nipples used in conjunction with the
wide -mouthed nursing bottle make efficient
and economical howl- preventers when
slipped over the tubes. If desired, the nipple may be snipped off, though this will have
nothing to do with the tube's howl:
Clarence G. Milner.

Soldering Iron to Steel
HOME radio constructors occasionally
find it desirable to solder iron on steel.
This is usually a very difficult procedure,
and success rarely results, no matter how
enthusiastically the job is undertaken. The
following is a way which simplifies the entire process and makes it easy to secure
a neat and permanent connection.
The parts are first cleaned thoroughly,
using a file or sandpaper. They are then
washed in a solution of copper sulphate
( "blue vitriol," obtainable at any drug
store) which is made by mixing one teaspoonful of the sulphate in an ounce of
water (stir with a wooden stick or copper
wire). This process puts a coating of
copper on the iron surface and provides a
suitable base for the solder, which is then
applied in the usual manner.David D.

15
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Charging Batteries
Starts You

Let me show you how
to make big money
right from the start.
I've prepared a FREE
book explaining all details. First
week's profit pays for all equipment. You can get all the battery
charging business in your community with my
Service Station Charger -it's years ahead of ordinary chargers handles 50% to 70% more
batteries. I explain everything-start you in a
business of your own and put you on the way to
big money. Write for FREE BOOK.

-

C. F. HOLMES,

Chief Engineer, Dept. R.N

Independent Electric Works
Chicago, III.
5116 Ravenswood Ave.

t

FcTRICIÌli
Learned
IN
FEW WEEKS
A

Learn with real tools on real equipment. No
books, no printed lessons, no dry lectures. MeSweeny's SHOP PLAN system of training makes real
in
shortest
possible time. 90 days' training fits you
electricians
for a big -pay job at S50 a week, and up. Write for big electrical
book FREE-also remarkable tuition offer, which includes
FREE R. R. fare. I guarantee satisfaction or money back.

McSWEENY

DEPT. 76 -T, CLEVELAND, OHIO

(II

Fairbrother.

EVERY

WEEK

TR1AL

13

WEEKS

YEAR 15 CENTS
Your neighbors
know the Pathfinder and you will Ilk, it -tbe everyweek news digest from the Nation's Center. Bright,
interesting. dependable, different -- nothing else like
it. Washington gosmp, polities. science, travel,
fun, lots el pintores mstruetien, entertainment.
Trial 13 w kn- -13 bi
ea- -only 15 Cents.
or $1 for full year. .Sendnow. Address:
Pathfinder, Dept. 17, Washington, D. C.
$1 A

(Continued from page 541)

RADIO INSTITUTE
OF AMERICA
Dept. A-12
326 Broadway
New York City
Please send me your new booklet with
full information about your Home
Study Course of Radio Instruction.

City

"

sion.

What's New in Radio

Address

Radio Fans, from "way back when." wilremember
the exceptional ervic that Barawik rendered
when getting radio
w
like pulling hens'
teeth. First upon the scene, Barawik ae always
ready to deliver the newest developments in radio
to its customers in the days when changes were
fast and furious.
Today Barawik has grown to be a mighty insti.
ution the radio world. Here y
secure the
proved. reliable merchandise of thecan
world's lead.
ing radio manufacturers-everything from complete Bete to the smallest individual parts
necessary to the set builder. You can depend
eo
e reliability of Barawik goods. You c
depend upon Barawik's ability to deliver the
kind of service that means time saved in waitMg. You can depend upon Barawik's honesty.
bility. and willingnessto serve you-And, last,
but far from least, you know that Barawik's
big discounts' assure you of the lowest prices
ys
rides that mean huge saving, to you in
aeverything you buy.
The
et in radio rreeaedypf
parts, ue, suppliesall
canon now for big new Catalog -Free . Sand

parts

Robbing the Cradle

Dept. A-12 326 Broadway
New York, N.Y.

Name

Send For This BookIt Offers More Profits to Set Builders

best results, the 199 has been used extensively on short waves for code reception
and has been found to give satisfactory results over long distances.
In the selection of a ground for a shortwave receiver even more care should be
exercised than in the installation of a broadcast set. The aerial may be of the indoor
type, from 20 to 50 feet long, strung around
the room; or the broadcast aerial may be
used on the "long aerial" post.
Manufacturer: Pilot Electric Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, New York City.
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DEALERS

£ SET BUILDERS

Complete stock of nationally known parts
and accessories. Send for illustrated catalog and discount sheet.

Radio Exclusively Since

1921

CLARK & TILSON, Inc.

122 CHAMBERS ST.
New York
The Nationally- Known House
Quality Apparatus
Our latest bulletin No. 929 describing our complete line of quality apparatus is yours for the
asking. Write for it today.
GENERAL RADIO CO.
30 State St.,
Cambridge, Mass.
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Radio World's Fair
(Conti.nvetl front page 542)

than fifteen tube manufacturers dotted the
exhibition floors with booths glittering with
banks of tubes. There were displays of
all kinds and makes, many unknown to the
eastern listeners because of exclusive mid or far -Western markets. Tubes of every
size and purpose were shown; there were
the familiar storage -battery types, the
newer A.C. products, power tubes ranging
from &N.-cell to generator -operated, voltage
regulators and rectifying tubes of all descriptions. One booth displayed a miniature
tube -assembly plant, wherein a number of
girls were busily engaged putting together
the various elements that go to make up a
vacuum tube.
tAmerTran Push-Pull complete-7_ stage Amplifier. First stage AmerTran DeLuxe
and second stage Amer-Trap Push-Pull for two Power Tubes. Choice of standard
amplifier or UX117 AC for 1st stage and two 171 or two uo power tubes for
second stage. Price, past of Rockies -less tubes-$6o.00

TELEVISION TI-IE BIG ITIT

Television went across with a huge hang!
Actual demonstrations offered by the Carter
Electric Company, the General Electric
Company and the Daven Company kept
the Garden's special police force on the
brink of mutiny. At one time the lines
leading to the various demonstration chambers wrapped themselves about the floor
like so many snake- dances and threatened
to disrupt the good behavior of the entire
floor. At the booth of RRanro NEws, three
attendants dici little but answer inquiries
as to where the television demonstration
might be seen.
A goodly number of manufacturers exhibited television kits and kindred accessories; and reported overwhelming attendance. Six, television kits were offered
there for the experimenters' market.
Only ten manufacturers placed before the
onlookers "A" and "B" power units. The
A.C. receiver, with its built -in power unit,
has captured the commercial market most
thoroughly. At that, some of the power
units shown were designed for operation on
direct-current lines.
Short-wave adapters came in for their
share of publicity and were heralded with
mild interest. Those exhibited were of the
conventional type, having a wavelength
range between 10 to 200 meters (or thereabouts) and so designed that their addition
to the average broadcast receiver is a
simple matter. They are, for the most part,
equipped with an adapter plug resembling
a tube base, which is plugged into the detector socket of a standard broadcast receiver; the detector tube is then placed in
another socket which has been provided in
the adapter. All tuning is accomplished
with the dials on the latter.
Parts manufacturers were, of course,
brilliantly and plentifully represented. 'l'he
art of building one's own receiver, it seems,
has not as yet lost ground. If anything
may be judged from the quality of the
apparatus shown, radio set building as a
hobby has taken a good many steps forward.
External audio amplifiers occupied the
center of interest among the home dabblers;
these were exhibited in various sizes ranging from a simple stage of push -pull amplification to a speech -control panel, five
feet high, upon which were mounted eight
tubes, two of them 250-types. Twenty -seven
manufacturers engaged space for the exhibition of parts. Only six manufacturers
represented the battery industry.

Please

MEI RAN Quality Radio Products
MOAN
the Basis of Natural Reproduction
FVERY year the importance of radio reproduction has advanced until now, the question among radio enthusiasts has
changed from "How much distance can you get?" to "How
good is your tone quality ?"
The audio amplifier is the basis of tone quality. Since broadcasting came into being, AmerTran products have been the
Standards of Excellence for Radio Reproduction. How many
times have you heard the question asked, perhaps asked it yourself, "Is it as good as AmerTran ?" As long as that question is
asked, there can be no doubt as to the standing of AmerTran
products in the radio industry.
The products shown on this page are but a few of the thirty
odd AmerTran devices in the field of radio reproduction, each of
which has attained the degree of perfection necessary to be introduced as an AmerTran product. The facilities of our engineering department are at the service of every one interested in
better radio reproduction. We will answer to the best of our
ability any question in the audio or power fields.

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY
Transformer Builders for more than 28 years

264 EMMET ST., NEWARK, N. J.
AmerTran Push -Pull Power Stage (ilAmerTran DeLuxe Audio Transformer,
lustrated below) -completely wired
(illustrated below,) Standard of Excelwith input transformer and a choice of
lence, istStage;Turn Radio,; :xndStage;
4 output transformers depending on co I71 0f no tubes, cones vo ma; AC filament cur- Turn Radio, 4. Price, each $50.00.
speaker and power tubes. Adaptable or dynamic type speak- rent for rectifier, power
ers. Price, east of Rockies tubes and sufficient 1x6
-less tubes-$ ;6.0o. and 117 AC Tubes for
AmerTran ABC Hi -Pow- any set. Adjustable bias
erBox (illustratedbelow) voltages for all tubes.
-5oo volts DC plate Price, east of Rockies
volt ge, current up to less tubes-$g5.00.

-i

Push -Pull Amplifier, ABC HiPower Box and Push -Pull
Power Stage licensed under
patents owned or controlled
by RCA and may
be bought complete
with tubes.
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The Inventor's Rights
(Continued from page 543)

"They

cost no
more but Last

Longer"

PRONOUNCED

SE

C

3ttAk1®lI® TUBES

Steadier
performance

-longer

life

It's performance that counts
And it doesn't take a critical
ear to note the great improvement a set of CeCo Tubes make
in reception.
!

It's a simple matter to avoid
disappointing results by making sure that a CeCo Tube occupies each socket of your set.
The exclusive CeCo method
of evacuation is largely responsible for their outstanding performance and is directly responsible for their longer operating life for which CeCo tubes
have gained a country -wide
reputation.
No matter what your tube
requirements may be -there
are CeCo Tubes made to meet
every radio need in both A.C.
and D.C. types as well as in
"special purpose" types which
are obtainable nowhere else.
Try a set of Ceco Tubes and

'JIBE

R ïNtc11"A

claims.

CeCo MANUFACTURING Co., Inc.
P R O V I D E N C E,

R.

TUBE SHIELD FOR THE NEW
FOUR ELEMENT TUBES

COMPLETELY
shields the tube,
including the top
It fits
connector.
snugly around the
base of the Carter
Adapter ring. Oscillations are entirely

suppressed, and
greater volume is
obtained. Rich dull
copper finish.
Any dealer can

supply.

Write for catalog of the most

complete line of
Radio Parts.

"The
Majority's
Choice"
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A
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CHIC A G O Col
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PATENT LITIGATION

Therefore, a patent is merely a certificate
issued by the Government which legally entitles the inventor to enter a court and demand damages and profits, if he believes an
unauthorized person makes, sells, or uses the
invention.
If the person being sued proves that, before the patentee filed his application for a
patent, another inventor obtained a patent
on the same invention, or another person
made and operated the same device,
although he filed no application for a patent,
or described the same in a printed publication, the patentee not only is deprived of a
verdict for damages and profits earned by
the infringer, but the patent is automati -.
cally declared by the Court to be invalid.
On the other hand, if the patentee has
maintained records during the period he
experimented with his device, then he may
introduce evidence to show that he actually
conceived the invention before publication
of the invention was made, or before it was
made or patented by another.
Under these circumstances, it is quite
apparent that records showing when the invention was conceived, and the subsequent
steps of its perfection by experiments, may
be useful to sustain the validity of an issued
patent, as well as to assist the true inventor
to obtain the patent which another inventor

you, too, will find how much
better they improve reception.
A CeCo dealer will gladly advise you which types to use to
obtain the best results.
INE

other words, a patent is not valid unless
the patentee (person to whom the patent is
issued) was the first to put the invention
into practical usage in the whole world.
There is one exception, however, in that a
simple use, without publication, in a foreign country will not bar an American inventor from a patent.
Then an application for a United States
patent is prepared, the drawings, specification, petition, oath and first government fee
together are sent to the Patent Office at
Washington. The application remains without examination in the Patent Office for
a period which is sufficient for the official
examiner to act on all cases previously filed
in the same department. When its turn
comes, the examiner (of the division in
which the device is classified) studies the
specification, claims and drawings. He then
begins a thorough search of previouslyissued United States and foreign patents,
endeavoring to locate one similar to the
invention claimed in the application.
If he fails to find one, then the search
is continued in scientific records, magazines, and other United States and foreign
publications. If the same invention has
been patented by another inventor, or if
a description of it has been published by
another, the examiner will not grant a
patent.
On the other hand, if the Patent Office
examiner does not make a thorough search
of the various previously- issued patents of
the world, and the prior publications in the
same area, he may fail to discover a previously- issued patent or publication, and the
inventor receives an invalid patent; that is,
one which is worthless.

I

.
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beautifully furnished

fire -proof hotel situated on South
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Arthur
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and ink. These records should comprise
sketches and written descriptive matter sufficiently complete so that persons familiar
with radio may comprehend the invention.
Each page of the record book should be
(fated and, if possible, the sketches, description, and results of each experiment should
be included on the same sheet.
Also, the inventors should not fail to make
at least brief records of all experiments
which appear unlikely to result successfully, because very often unimportant ideas
result in highly profitable inventions. If the
invention appears to be unusually valuable,
the record sheets should be witnessed by disinterested persons; because the signatures
and testimony of such persons prove beyond
a reasonable doubt the authenticity of the
papers.
However, signatures of witnesses are not
necessary; particularly where the records
are mace in a book having the consecutive
pages dated. On the other hand, if the records are kept on separate sheets, it is important to have disinterested persons sign
the same; for otherwise it may appear
doubtful that the sketches and descriptions
were made on the indicated dates.
"DILIGENCE" IS REQUIRED
Of course, the mere fact that an inventor
makes records of all experiments leading to
the perfected invention sloes not make it
sure that he will obtain a patent. Another
person Italy already have a patent, or may
have maintained records bearing earlier
da tes.

Moreover, the Court will not award a
patent to an inventor who perfects an invention and delays an vnreasonable period
(such as from six months to three years) in
filing an application for a patent. The safe
plan is to file an application for a patent as
soon as tlfe invention is perfected.
For illustration, in one case an inventor

maintained complete 'records of all experiments and filed these away without filing an
application for a patent. About two years
later, another inventor filed an application
for a patent on the same invention and began successfully selling it. The original inventor immediately filed an application for
In later litigation, involving
a patent.
ownership of the patent, the original inventor introduced as evidence the records
proving that he had perfected the invention
before the other inventor.
However, the Court granted the patent
to the person who was last to perfect the
invention, but who was first to file the application for a patent. This Court explained
that proper records of experiments must be
coupled with diligence of the inventor filing
an application for a patent.
MAKING A WORKING MODEL

'l'he records of another recent case disclose that two inventors were working at the
same time and, unknown to each other, perfected the same invention. One of them
perfected it and built a model which operated successfully; however, he was financially unable to file an application for a
patent. Several months after this inventor
had built the model, the other inventor perfected the invention and filed an application
for a patent. A few months afterward, the
inventor who built the model obtained financial aid and also filed an application for a
patent. Considerable and lengthy litigation
resulted but finally, the patent was granted
to the individual who had last filed his ap-
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The New Knapp A"Power Kit

Magically
Silent
Absolutely Dry

This is the

"A" power

after you hare
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sembled it. A professional job! Operates on
105 to 120 volts, 50 to 60 cycles AC. Supplies
rippleless DC current for operating any set
using Standard 5 or 6 volt tithes and power
tubes.

Greatly Improved-and at a Lower Price
New Money - Making Plan for Set - Builders
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The new Knapp `rA" Power has all of the features of the old model
magic silence-absolutely dry-"B" Eliminator receptacle -voltage
regulator-complete, tooled part kit, etc., etc., and also eight new
improvements which make it the finest "A" Power ever put out.
Compare the appearance, read the improvements -and remember
that the price has been reduced!
The Only "A" Power Adaptable Every hole is drilled -all you do is put
screws and nuts in place and
toShort RVave,Super- Heterodyne the
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Elkon
Larger Filter System
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for Super -Hets, Short Wave sets
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Improved Choke Coils
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Celeron Front Panel
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Type PL -1152 especially designed for
the Thordarson 250 -2 Stage Power
Amplifier and Plate supply, and
Thordarson 250 Plug in Power and
Plate Supply. Used with Thordarson
T -2900 Power Supply Transformer.

Price $17.50

CONDENSER. CANS

LOOK ALIKE

...

.

BUT WHAT IS INSIDE?
The condensers on a dealer's
shelf look very much alike.
The sly manufacturer is wise
enough to make his product
look like the best-but he cannot put the "guts" into it and
charge the low prices he does.
The name Dubilier on any
condenser is your safeguard.
You know that Dubilier con-

densers are honestly made
with oversized capacity and a
factor of safety that has made
them the standard of the leading manufacturers.

YOU CAN FORGET
THE CONDENSERS
IF THEY ARE
DUBILIERS

-

plication, but had perfected and made the
model first.
The outcome of this latter case demonstrates the advisability of all experimenters
making and keeping models of their inventions. In other words, an inventor who
constructs a model automatically acquires
the same priority date, as if he files an application for a patent on the day the model
is completed.
For example, in one case it was disclosed
that an inventor, who kept no records Of
his experiments, finished a successful model
of his invention on July 19, and filed an
application for a patent on September 10.
Another inventor, who maintained no records and did not construct a model, filed an
application for a patent on July 21 on the
same invention.
It is interesting to observe that the inventor who built and operated a model on
July 19 and filed no application for a patent
until two months later was awarded the
patent.
Therefore, it is quite apparent that proof
of construction and successful operation of
a model is equivalent, with respect to
priority, to filing an application for a
patent.
However, the inventor must not delay in
filing an application for a patent longer
than two years after he sells the invention
or offers it for sale, or places it in public
use, otherwise he cannot obtain a patent.

Short -Wave Operation

\

$5.00

TELEVISION

simplified!

-

Controlling the receiver scanning disk
that's the big problem in television. Yet
there is nothing to it when you have the

SPEED CONTROL

T

,TA.

- Pat. Office
Reg. U. S.
You can bring the scanning disk to speed and
hold the image on the screen as easily as
you steer your car.
A handsome and useful device, this SPEED
CONTROL CLAROSTAT. Controls any variable speed motor of A h.p. or less, from standstill to practically full speed in several turns of
knob. Push -button for quick starts and for
momentary acceleration. Heavy metal case.
Properly ventilated. Protected screw terminals.

to 500 ohm resistance range. 80 watt rating.
Convenient. AND IT
Readily mounted.
25

SELLS FOR 85.00.

Ideal for television. BUT THAT'S ONLY
HALF THE STORY. The SPEED CONTROL
CLAROSTAT has no end of applications in
radio and electrical work where a variable
or fixed heavy -duty resistance is required.
WRITE for literature regarding the SPEED
CONTROL CLAROSTAT as well as other
Clarostats for every radio purpose. Better
still, send 25c for "The Gateway to
Better Radio"-the best investment
you ever made in radio.
Clarostat Mfg. Co., 281 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

(Continued from page 553)
cycles; the only difference frequency which
can be produced will be due to the "modulation" of the signal. Should there be any
difference in frequencies, the result, of
course, will be a "beat note" instead of the
"zero beat."
"Zero beating" provides a method whereby
the detector may be brought up to its most
sensitive working point, and should be used
in all cases where very faint phone signals
are to be brought in. The listener may have
noticed at some time or other that, while
tuning his receiver, he spotted a phone signal just between two whistles, or "heterodynes." This is "zero beating" and the
whistle on either side of the voice, or music,
is a beat -frequency, no longer a zero beat.

Prevent the ups and downs of your tubes. Install
AMPERITES -the filament control that keeps
voltage constant. AMPERITES insure long tube
life and better reception. A type for every tube

battery or A. C.
$2.lOwithmount.

ing (in U.S.A.)

-

:lJdial!
eosnpany!',
es
sr.,
vomC
FRANKLIN

NSW

FREE Nos "flmperite Blue Book"
--brim full of useful.
pointers and
Write Dept. R.N.

/2

RITE

1he "SELF ADJÚSTING" Rheostat

WHAT TO EXPECT
is located between the
beat notes or whistles, the tickler is adjusted to the point where the voice is loud-

After the signal

Dubilier
Light Socket Aerial
A Moulded Bakelite Product"

simple device plugged into any
light socket-does away with aerials
and lightning arrestors. Guaranteed
to work on your set. No current consumed. Sold by good dealers on a 5
A

day, money-back basis. Price $1.50

Write toDept.10

for free
catalog.

Dubilier

CONDENSER CORPORATION
IL
1/.

Reg. U.S. Pet Oft

io E. 43d St.
New York

est and still understandable. True, music
received under these conditions will sound
somewhat "mushy," but the voice may be
made out, providing the receiver has been
properly tuned.
It is to be doubted whether any experimenter on short waves is most anxious for
quality reproduction at this stage of the
game. If good music, well transmitted, is
sought, the higher waves of nearby broadcasting stations provide the best, except
for the listeners who have no good. locals;
but if distant announcements are desired,
try "beating" the higher frequencies. This
does not mean that just as good quality cannot be obtained from the low waves as on
the higher, but it is a known fact that a
long- distance signal which has been carefully tuned in will lose some of its quality
and, perhaps, even acquire noticeable distor-

Barawik, the first and oldest radio
specialty house, offers you unusual
service this year. Bigger stocks,
quicker shipments, lower prices.

BARAWIK CO. CHICAGO,U.S.A.
Mail This Coupon Now for Free Radio Guide

Name

Address

ACME PARVOLT CONDENSERS

By -pass and Filter Condensers in all required

MFD capacities and working voltages. Filter
Condensers supplied in individual units or in
completely wired and housed blocks for the
more important power amplifiers.
Made by
The ACME WIRE CO., New Haven, Conn.
Manufacturers of Acme Celatsite Wire

-

high insulation value, non -inflammable.

Please say you saw it in RADIO NEWS
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FREE

Deal with an old established, reliable
house. Get honest goods, honest service,
honest prices. Barawik service makes you
more money. Send now for big new Catalog showing lowest wholesale prices.
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tion. This may have been noted in the reception of distance on the broadcast bands,
and the same assertion will hold true for
the short waves; especially as far greater
distances are covered by the latter. However, if music is received on the higher frequencies with loud- speaker volume, there is
no reason why, other things being equal, it
should not have the same quality as reception on the broadcast bands.

our

rese
dio

Some Easy Experiments with
Oscillators
(Continued from page 555)
this rather crude way. However, the method
given here allows one to produce audio
currents of any frequency within hearing
and these can be maintained quite constant
over a period of time; so that any given
loud speaker can be compared with any
other at any particular audio frequency,
and thus more accurate comparisons can
quite easily be made.

®°

can be made an Electric
A.C. Set without changer in

Since it is the difference- frequency which
is the audible one in this case, and the dif-

ference- frequency changes very rapidly,
relatively speaking, as the radio frequency
of one of the oscillators is varied, one must
provide a very small condenser and connect
this in parallel with the larger one used in
the oscillator. Small frequency- changes are
also caused by "hand capacity," so that one
should use a condenser not influenced by
these effects or else (a better way) mount
all parts away from the front panel and
use a small extension handle on this midget
condenser. When the large condenser is
properly adjusted, the audible frequencies
can be produced by varying the small condenser.

Ordinarily one need not know any more
about these audio frequencies than that
they are "high" or "low," and this can be
judged by the ear. However, if the frequencies must be known, the set can be
calibrated by using a tuning fork and adjusting for zero beat at the natural frequency of the fork. A small (.001 -mf.)
condenser, as shown in Fig. 4, should be
used to by -pass the radio -frequencies around
the loud speaker. The type of tubes used
in the oscillators will depend on the volume
desired. Any audio frequency may be amplified with an :1.F. transformer but, if
the response of a loud speaker is to be
compared at the various audio frequencies,
even approximately, the transformer may
introduce a slight degree of distortion. It
is not necessary to have the signals very
loud for comparison and it is often better
to compare the speakers at a low volume
of sound, as the ear is more sensitive to
changes when the sounds are not so loud.
MEASURING ELECTRICAL VALUES

Inductances and capacities also may be
compared by means of the two oscillators.
By arranging a double -throw switch for
one of the oscillators, either a capacity of
known value or one unknown can be connected to the oscillator circuit. (Fig. 5.)
With the known value of capacity (calilnated variable condenser, fixed condenser
or any kind of a "capacitor" connected to
No. 2 oscillator) the other (No. 1) is adjusted to give "zero beat." The condenser
to be measured is then connected by throwing the switch to the other side and is

wiring or even the cost of new tubes

for discarding a good
battery operated receiver to get the convenience of A. C. operation. The Kuprox A. C. Power
Pack converts any good set into an electric A. C.
set, without changes of any kind in wiring, without the use of harnesses or adapters.
COHERE'S no necessity

Kuprox equipped, your present set, using your
present tubes will give you super -fine A. C. operation. Everything your radio did before, it will
do even better. And there's nothing to bother
about
the entire set turns on and off at your
light socket. The Kuprox A. C. Power Pack is
a permanent addition to your set that will double
your radio enjoyment.

Kuprox A.C. Power Pack.
Makes any battery set an
electric A. C. receiver.
$32.50 up.

...

Several models are offered. One that supplies all
radio power for any size set. Or separate filament and plate models for those who desire this
form. And an efficient "A" model that supplies
filament current and will operate in conjunction
with any good `B" eliminator. Priced from $32.50
up. See the various models at your radio dealer's.
Or, if you first desire more information, we'll be
glad to send it if you will write.

Kuprox Multi -rate Rectifier, for trickle charging,
dynamic speaker opera.
tion, etc.
$11.50

TELEVISION! Kuprox A. C. Power Packs are necessary
for operating television receptors, which require perfectly
smooth D. C. current for motor supply, filament, plate
and glow circuits.
Kuprox Replacement Unit
eliminates acids, liquids,
bulbs from trickle chargers
$5.00
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Your radio receiver needs a
high grade aerial system if
you want consistently good
reception. The Beldenamel
Aerial Kit contains all the
parts of a fine antenna system -each part matched for
perfect results. Replace your
old aerial with a Beldenamel
Aerial Kit. Your antenna
system will then be perma-

nent-it cannot corrode! See
your dealer, now.

Bare Cotter
Aerial Wire
Corrodes
Rapidly

Beldenamel Aerial
W ire is Protected
against corrosion.

Other Belden Radio Products
Indoor Aerial Kits, Colorubber

Hookup Wire, Aerial Accessories,
Battery Cords, Extension Cords
and a dozen other items are included in the Belden Line.
Ask your dealer to show you the
newBeldenLou dspeakerExt ension
Cord thatis flat and lies under the
rug. No unsightly wiring around
the room. Does not wear the rug.

Belden Manufacturing Co.
2314-A S. Western Ave.
Chicago

varied for the same condition. The capacity
at this dial -setting must therefore be the
same as that of the other condenser at its
known rating or dial -setting. From various
values a complete calibration for any variable condenser can be obtained and capacity
values in general may be measured.
Inductance values also may be compared;
the procedure is similar. The value of the
unknown inductance can be varied by means
of a clip making contact with the various
turns of a coil until the approximate value
is obtained, or the turns can be reduced
until the proper value is secured. The usual
problem is to make a coil covering the same
range as some other coil. This is easily
done by varying the number of turns in
the inductance of unknown value. Of
course, if a coil having a definite value in
microhenries is available, one can calibrate
other similar ones. If the capacity of a
circuit is known, a simple calculation will
give the inductance value in microhenries,
or vice versa.
Take the wavelength of a circuit, determined by comparison with a known standard
of broadcast frequency. Square it and
divide by 3.55; the result is the product
of the microhenries in the circuit by the
micromicrofarads. When either the inductance or the capacity is known, it is
easy to find the other.
For instance, if the wavelength is 296.9
meters (that of Station WR\Y) its square
is 88,150. The product of the capacity
and the inductance is then 24,831. If the
capacity is 225 micromicrofarads (.000225 mf.) the inductance in the circuit is 110
microhenries; and so on.
This calculation is very slightly inexact,
but quite good enough for all practical purposes. The self -capacity of the circuit, the
inductance of its leads, etc., will cause a
much greater error-one which laboratory
methods are necessary to remove entirely.
The wavelengths of the better-known
broadcast stations are controlled by crystal
devices and kept very accurate, so that an
oscillator of this kind can be calibrated by
observing when it is in exact "zero-beat"
relation to the carrier -wave of such a station or its "harmonics," which are even
fractions (one-half, one -third, one -quarter,
etc., of its wavelength).
The experimenter who is interested in
the formulas for calculating such circuits
will find them in textbooks and in the literature issued by the Bureau of Standards.
The fundamental formula is that "the frequency (per second) is equal to I divided
by 6.28318 times the square root of the
product of the capacity in farads by the
inductance in henries." (6.28318 equals 2
"Pi," or the ratio between the radius of
a circle and its circumference.) From this,
for instance, is derived the formula above,
which is better adapted to use with radio
frequencies.
Many other interesting tests can be performed with apparatus of the type described
in this article, and articles are continually
appearing in the radio press which will
suggest new uses for such oscillators to the
ingenious reader.

The only tubes with
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Made in all
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dealer's.
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West New York, N. J.
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Junior Rheostat

Small in size, but a

master instrument.
Ask your dealer to
show you the exceedingly fine adjustment and velvet smooth action.
Diameter, 1% in.
Up to 400 ohms.
1,000 and 2,000 ohms

Potentiometers.
extra
Self -attaching, positive- acting switches
for Junior Rheostats..
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FILAMENT AND GRID TYPE
RESISTANCE UNITS
Here is where you need absolute dependability
and you get it with Yaxley Resistance Units.
Run true to rating. Convenient screw eye
and soldering lug terminals for easy mounting.
One to 3,000 ohms, 15c. to 40c.
YAXLEY MFG. CO.
Dept. N
9 So. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.
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Socket -Power Operation
for the Old Set
(Continued front paye 557)
points to observe, namely: the application
of the proper voltages on filaments, plates
and grids; and confining the radio- frequency
currents to their proper circuits.
Thirdly, there is the A.C. tube, which may
be applied either by rewiring the receiver;
or, what is far simpler and usually preferable, by substituting A.C. tubes for the
usual battery tubes, without rewiring, by
means of a "harness" or ready -node wiring cable, together with a suitable step -down
transformer. The harness method provides
excellent results, and there is a harness
available for practically every type of battery- operated receiver.

"B"

POWER UNIT ESSENTIAL

It should

be noted that, irrespective of
the method of conversion, a "B" power unit
is essential. Therefore, the investment made
in this instrument is a lasting one. The
only change with the "B" unit is to plug
it into the same source of lighting current
as the filament supply, and to provide a
conunon switch which will turn the entire
set on or off.
There is an erroneous idea that A.C. tubes
operate entirely on alternating current, and
so do away with the "B" power unit. This
is far from true. While the A.C. tubes can
and do operate on raw alternating current,
stepped down to the required low voltage,
a source of direct current for the plate is
still necessary, whether it is supplied by
batteries or "B" power unit. The selfcontained electric receiver must include a
"B" power unit.

Townsend "B" Power Uni s
NOW in Us e --they mrstbe good
They ARE good! Besides full tone, clarity and
volume, you get the thrill of startlingly clear long distance reception. Never in radio history has anything given such sensational results for such a low
price. UNSURPASSED QUALITY built in with
money saved by unified production methods and low
merchandizing costs. New thousands of set owners
learning amazing value of this Unit.
Utmost economy and convenience. Plug into light
socket and forget it. Delivers up to 100 volts on any
set on D.C. or A.C.-any cycle. YOU TAKE NO
must
RISK. Sold on real GUARANTEE
satisfy or money paid us will be returned.

-it

APPROVED

Fill in coupon and send with
SEND ONLY $1. 00 only $1.00. Prove this marvelous value to yourself. Use it ten days. Then if it fails
to do everything we say, return it and money paid us
will be refunded. Make a REAL receiver of your set.
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Your Eliminator has given two
years of very satisfactory service.
S. G.

Pursell, Urbana,

111.

Have been using Eliminator
every day for over a year and
it has given perfect service.
Caleb B. Miller, Elizabeth, N. J.
Have used your Eliminator for
about two years and find it a
money -saver.
C.

F. Bornemann.

Chippewa Falls, Wis.
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Eliminator bought fifteen months
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and getting wonderful results.
E. H. Smith, Dundas, Ont.
Eliminator sure is great. Have
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John M. Todd, Turtle Creek, Pa.
My Eliminator has been in use
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H. H. Herman. Dayton, Ohio.
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nee for more than a year and
like it fine.
T. C. Houghland, Gardner, Kas.
Eliminator bought front you
about a year ago has given me
good service.
Fred Wicks, Albany, N. Y.

I
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TOWNSEND
LABORATORIES

Attach only
$1.00
to this

!

coupon
-4

-'

40

Chi

Townsend

si.,

the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any,
contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company but also, in
cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the hooks of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the naine of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also that the said
two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions
under which stockholders and security holders who do not
appear upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that
any other person, association, or corporation has any ininterest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him.
H. GERNSB ACK.

on guaranteed 10-day Free Trial.

I

Name

'

I City

State

Sworn to and subscribed
October, 1928.

(Seal.]

before me this first day of

JOSEPH H. IKRAUS.

(My commission expires March 30, 1929.)

FLECHIDEIM

We supply every radio need from
our mammoth stock of kits,
parts and sets of latest design.
Lowest wholesale prices. Expert
attention; immediate service.
Write for big, illustrated Cata-

SUPERIOR CONDENSERS
Best for power packs, power amplifiers, and
for the countless uses to which high -grade
condensers are put. Conservatively rated,
dependable in operation, and very reasonably
priced, Flechtheim condensers have won for
themselves an enviable reputation
fact
readily attested to by custom set builders,
radio amateurs and experimenters everywhere.
Complete Line trom 250 to 3,000 Volts D. C.
Also High Grade Voltmeters for A. C. and D. C.
Write for New Catalog

-a

log "B -2."

Allied',
CORPORATION

711 W.

A. M.

LAKE STREET, CHICAGO

Insure your copy reaching you each month.
Experimenter Publishing Co.,

Please say you saw it

536

FLECHTHEIM & CO., INC.

LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.Dept.NR.

Subscribe to Radio News-$2.50 a year.
Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.

230

in RADIO NEWS

www.americanradiohistory.com

'

sHet'
Ill.

-all

of

t

Gentlemen: Attached
Kindly send at once ownend
Socket
Power Unit, C.O.D. $5.85, plusB"postage,'

Address

Everything in
Radio at Wholesale

'

1

A'I

RADIO LITETENNA

AMERICAN

Price

Sub -Panel Brackets

Designed
for use
with or
without
power
tubes

$2.25
Postpaid

AMPLIFLEX LOOPS

-

Built -in
Folding
List price, $32.50; our
price, $2.79, postpaid. Write for
Special Bargains now.
Collapsible,
Compass.

SPIEGEL RADIO COMPANY
135 Liberty St., New York City

a

USE YOUR RADIO MORE!
Thousands of homes get more
use of their radio because of
the exceptional economy and
dependability of our "B" and

"AB" equipment.

WRITE
KIMLEY ELECTRIC CO.

1

East Ferry St.
Buffalo, N. Y.

441

CORP.

at

Now located

67P Cortlandt St., New York
Telephone Rector 7468

O'NEIL Dynamics
The
Speaker
Hit of
the Season
Two types
one for A.C.
n, the
operation,
other for D.C. Equipped with our
dynamic units. Beautiful two-tone
walnut finish to match thepopular
sets. Write for literature.
O'NEIL MFG. CORP.
West New York
New Jersey

Cortlandt Panel Engraving Co.
165 Greenwich St., N. Y. C.

Kit

Form -Your

Cost $26.50

ALL NEW SEALED CARTONS.
RAUNER RADIO CO.
142 Liberty St., New York City

design.
walnut,
rubbed.
30" x
121/2" and 31"
high. Made
with Temple
onial
Solid
hand
Size,

Air - Chrome
speaker or for dynamic speaker. This is only one of many
beautiful Fritts creations for
Write for full
this year.
particulars and free catalog.
D. H. FRITTS & CO.
604 Hearst Bldg., Chicago

NOPHONIC
TUBE
CAPS
Stop That
Howl:
To get the
best from
your set,be
sure that
all
tubes

employ

l' Ill
Iílt
Nophonic Tube Caps. Stops
all vibration of the filament.
3

List Price

25c

Ask your dealer or write direct
MERTZ SPECIALTY CO.
1306

Stockton Street

Ill.

Fansteel Products Co., Inc.

7th Ave.

New York

the Sleeper."

Lincoln Radio Corp.
S. Wood St., Chicago

329

-

226 W.

Madison

200,000

TELEVISION
Kits and Parts

RADIO
NEWS readers
carefully scan the RADIO
DIRECTORY every month.
TOUR product here, at
the lowest cost in the
world's largest and most
widely read radio magazine.

DISCS
MOTORS
NEON TUBES

AMPLIFIERS
and other parts

order for less than
three insertions accented.
Write for information.
Radio News. 230 5th Ave.

Write for Catalog
Insuline Corp. of America

78 -80

FAMOUS
FAHNESTOCK
CONNECTION
CLIPS

Fahnestock

clips meet every
demand of the

radio public.

Use them for appearance, positive
contact, and durability. Write for
catalog or pick them out at your
nearest dealers.
FAHNESTOCK ELECTRIC CO.
Long Island City, New York

NAME
PLATES

SET BUILDERS

DE JUR

tinuous, satisfactory service to the
radio public. Write for catalog.
DE JUR PRODUCTS CO.
199 Lafayette St., New York, N.Y

Wholesale Radio
Service Co.
6R Church St.
New York

VITREOUS ENAMELED
POWER RESISTANCES
For "B" eliminators, power amplifiers and electric sets. These resistances are backed by 16 years of con-

Cortlandt St., N. Y.

C.

RNCI

Lake St.
I
Chicago

For great
power with

quality

use

SAMSON
Symphonic
Push Pull
Units
Send for full data on P. P.
Transformers and Chokes.
SAMSON ELECTRIC CO.
CANTON, MASS.

WE SPECIALIZE
NAME PLATES OF
ALL VARIETIES:

ETCHED PLATES,
EMBOSSED PLATES
RADIO ESCUTCHEON PLATES
Write for Samples and Prices.
ETCHED PRODUCTS CORP.
Queens Boulevard.

ISLAND CITY-N.Y.

The

\"!!;7 S;tv^tC:>ú::

Dealers, write for catalog.
W. C. BRAUN CO.
552 Monroe St., Chicago

SEND FOR NEW
RADIO BOOK
All the new hook -ups.
Parts, supplies, A.C.
sets, television, short
wave, etc.
Write for free copy
Bozo.

211

B Canal Sta., Chicago

e

IN

LONG

MFG. CO.

128 W.

Dept.

models from
$37.50 up.

No

SAVE YOURSELF MONEY

i

WESTERN RADIO

bled
in 15
minutes.
5

$25.00

OWN
tlERE

CATALOG

LATEST and FINEST,
nationally known A.C.
sets, consoles, cabinets,
speakers and accessories
at LOWEST PRICES.
Catalog sent FREE on
request.

Complete receivers assem-

RATE PER ISSUE

"pews

WESTERN RADIO'S

-

Wilmington, Del.

DEALERS!
Save money, time
and bother by
purchasing kits
and parts from
us. Maximum discounts to dealers.
Latest kits and
parts always in
stock. Send NOW
for catalog.

SEND NOW
for
New 1929

-

Marvelously realistic reproduction
Perfect control of
volume -Clean cut separation
of
stations-Superheterodyne
sensitivity-Shield grid amplification -Easy to build
Can be assembled, wired and
put into operation in one evening- Eliminator or battery
operated -Unit construction
All difficult wiring done at
factory
Power amplification
-Reasonable cost Complete
parts in stock- Immediate
shipment-Write or wire for
full information.
NEWARK ELECTRIC CO.
CHICAGO

THE ELECTRIC
PICK-UP
91

New York City

mendous volume.
Complete Iïit 352.65.
Enclose 25c for "Secret of

NORTH CHICAGO, ILL.

PHONOVOX

Inc.

Perryman Electric Co., Inc.
33 West 60th Street

throughout.
No harmonics, no oscillation,
10 R. C. separation with tre-

-

Pacent

Pacent Electric Co.

A tube for every radio purPose. All the A.C. types.
Write for literature.

REMLER "29"

Silver-Marshall
UNIPAC
Supplies complete "A -B -C" PowContains built -in push -pull
r.
mplification stage requiring two
71A type power tubes.
List Price Wired $76.00$29 50
YOUR COST

BAKELITE and

--

BODINE ELECTRIC CO.
2264 West Ohio St., Chicago,

660 -171A

Beautiful Col-

ENGRAVING
DRILLING
STAMPING
PUNCHING
Latest Circuit Panels in Stock
We cater to retail as well
as manufacturing trade.

ELECTRIC TURNTABLE
For radio -phonograph combinations
-no brushes, no commutators, no
sparking.
Positively no interference in the loudspeaker.
TVrtte today for full information on
this big new development.

In cabinets by Berkey & Gay

SPEAKER TABLE

HARD RUBBER

BODINE

with

proof bridge."

One -Spot Super

Bali íte Radio

n

"The tubes

the patented shock-

Custom set builders all report
Coast to Coast reception with
heavy volume in summer time.
New engineering principles

'

Mail Orders Filled Same Day
Send Money Order, Plus 15c
for Postage
CENTURY RADIO PANEL

RADIO TUBES

Lincoln 8 -80

BLACK
3/16
$1.00 $1.50

1.20
1.75
x
1.40
2.00
7 s
1.50
2.15
All Odd Sizes Cut to Order,
I%c per Sq. In.
21
24
26

PERRYMAN
Moisture-Proof Extension Cords
Birnbach Extension Cords permit
the Loud Speaker to be moved to
any room in the bouse. Attaches
instantly. Install a Birnbach Cord
and put an end to distortion so
often due to badly insulated cords.
Your neighborhood dealer has these
sizes in stock: 10- 20- 30 -40 -50 -100
foot lengths. Send for Catalog.
BIRNBACH RADIO CO.
254 W. 31st St., New York

era

a 18

7
7
7

more

Tone

BAKELITE PANELS
MAHOGANY

If you want
hours of
service per tube,
insist upon

Natural
'

YOUR
PRICE

American Radio Hardware Co.
Dept. 108, 135 Grand St.
New York, N. Y.

CO.

"`

$12.50

Sub -panel brackets in various
sizes ranging from 1" to 21/2"
in height and from 7" to 11"
in length. Cut illustrates No.
11. Write for literature.

GREEN BAY, WIS.

MAJESTIC CONE
List

Write for details

AERIAL INS.

IIIIIZECTOIZY

HEAVY DUTY
$18.50
Complete with Tube. Delivers up
to 180 volts on any set. Dry
no liquids. Write for literature.
FERBEND ELECTRIC CO.
425 W. Superior St., Chicago, III.

"B" POWER-

Send for This

BRAIDITE
Hook -Up Wire

"The Braid Slides Back"

Make your connection, solder
it and the insulation slides
right back into place.
If your dealer can't supply
you, order direct
25 Ft. Solid, 30c
25 Ft. Stranded, 35c
CORNISH WIRE CO.
32 Church St., New York

We have a new illustrated catalog showing
our up - to - the - minute
stock of kits, parts and
sets
everything you

-

Dept. "B -2," Chicago, Ill.

RADIO DIRECTORY is your buying guide. Space permits display of
only one product at a time. Write advertisers for complete catalogue.
www.americanradiohistory.com

-

want in radio all at
dealers' wholesale prices.
Write today for Catalog
"B-2."
ALLIED RADIO
CORPORATION
711 W. Lake St.

-
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RA.IcF IIIRECT
LUND
RADIO

Shield Grid

CAB NETS

Our lino includes twenty

cliff erent

Hello China; Hello

models.
There is a

Australia; Hello
Sew Zealand; Hello
Ireland; Hello Danzig, 9,000

suitable cabinet or table

miles away; Hello Iceland,
10,000 miles away. All confirmed Reception. Most amazing performance of any Radio
Receiver ever designed. U. S.
Stations all locals on the
Magna former 9 -8. Write today
for FREE X-RAY Wiring
and Instruction
Sheet.

for every set
and every re-

quirement.
Write

complete

f

r

o

il-

lustrated

catalog.
I. A. LUND
CORP.

Diagram

1018 S.
Wabash Av.
CHICAGO

Walnut
Price $25.00

Model 5,

Radiart Laboratories Co.
Bldg.. Chicago, Ill.

1012 Assn.

BUILD YOUR OWN

Exponential Horn

This marvelous 17x21 ;ln.
exponential horn with a
90 -in. air column can be
easily built of % -in.
soft wood by any amateur. It produces the
most wonderful t one
quality. We furnish you
with a set of FULLSI Z E D PATTERNS,
which bare been accurately and scientifically
worked out according to
the exponential principle. Slimily saw out
the wood to the size
and shape of the patterns and nail and glue
together and you bare
the latest and

MOST EFFICIENT TONE PRODUCER
AN IDEAL XMAS GIFT
Send $2.00 for a set of these full -sized patterns and
complete instructions, or we can furnish you the
COMPLETE K IT, which includes the wood cut to fit,
the nails, the glue, our large -sized CONCERT UNIT,
mai full instructions. All complete iritis postage prepaid for $11.75 in the United States and $12.75 in
Canada.

RADIO PRODUCER COMPANY
Peoria. III.

1245 Jefferson Bldg.

lesale
$
1i;

FriCeS

Get our big new
Radio Catalogthe press. Conoff
hot
thousands of amazing
nationally adLatest,
bargains.
vertised Radio equipment. Latest
in Ham Transmission equipment.
Everything at lowest wholesale prices.
1929

-Big

Prizes
NEW RADIO CLUB
Get all the facts about "Ether Trappers'
Club. now. No dues. Many advantages.
Write

IZY

r

FREE Membeber-

ship at

once.
This Big Book of moneysaving bargains is yours
FREE. A regular Radio
encyclopedia. Write today
for your copy of this book.
&
Dept. 10

AMERICAN RADIO

MERC. CO.

NEWSto Set Builders

-

bigger
Barawik offers net builders to
bargains bigger opportunities make

money this season. New seta, new kit
ideas, all the leading parts, dynamic
speakers, supplies, etc. Lowest rock bottom prices. Bigger stocks, quicker
service. Sand for BIg Bargain Book today -free.
2 11AA Canal Ste.
6iCHICAGO, U. 5..A.

BARAWiiK CO.;

Mail This Coupon Now! For Free Copy
Address

Set Builders! Mfgrs.t Experimenters! Save Jobber and
Dealer Profits by Buying
Direct
QUALITY A. C. Filament
Input ; all
Transformers
types 115 watts, 60 cycles.
RCA-Supplies six 226s, two

TIN

An efficient
shield g r i d
plug -in
kit
consisting of

-

units
Nos 222A

B.B. L.

two

227s, and two 171s.
nine
ARCTU RUS- supplies
or less Arcturus 15 -volt tubes.
KELLOGG -supplies ten 3volt filaments.

.

and 222C for
use in the

MOTOR

foremost

An improved motor for loud speaker

operation. Power without saturation.
Eddy currents reduced to minimum.
Permanent adjustment assures the
highest quality tone reproduction.
Write for details
BEST MANUFACTURING CO.
Irvington, N. J.
200 Grove St.

Why the Vacuum in
Vacuum Tubes ?
BOUT the most difficult production ,job
ever undertaken by modern industry
is putting nothing into glass bottles
and selling them as vacuum tubes. In other
words, the attaining of the highest vacuum,
or degree of next -to- nothing, is a feat which
challenges the best efforts of research and
production engineers. Yet a vacuum tube
can be no better than its vacuum; for upon
a good vacuum, in the first place, and the
maintenance of that vacuum, in the second,
depend the performance and the life.
Now the degree of vacuum in a vacuum
tube (or rather, the amount of air remaining as an impurity of the vacuum) is measured in microns. One micron represents
one one -millionth part of the usual atmospheric pressure, which is 14A pounds per
square inch. Perfect vacuum would be zero
microns; but such a condition is a theoretical ideal that can never be realized even
with the most intricate laboratory technique.
Even a partial vacuum represents a bitter
struggle between Nature and the engineer.
The interior of the usual incandescent
lamp represents a vacuum down to about
150 microns. Pumping is carried to a given
degree of vacuum in the short space of time
dictated by economic considerations; following which the "getter" (which amounts to
a chemical broom) is employed to sweep
out or clean up the remaining water vapor
and all possible gas in order to obtain a
satisfactory vacuum. Phosphorus is the
usual getter, and it leaves no perceptible
lining on the glass bulb.
In radio vacuum -tube production, however, pumping is carried to a far greater
degree. The usual pumping produces in 72
seconds a vacuum down to about 90 microns, which is the usual economical compromise between sufficient vacuum and production speed. The "getter" then brings
the vacuum down to two or three microns,
which is the usual standard for vacuum
tubes available to the general public. Special
vacuum tubes, particularly the Western
Electric tubes, attain less than one micron
of vacuum, due to long and individual pumping of each tube. However, such production is costly; so that such tubes are not
suitable for ordinary broadcast receivers.
bong tube-life, as well as uniform and
satisfactory performance, are direct results
of the degree and the permanence of the
-

American Radio Building
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Narne

No. 222

THE

PLK

Please say you saw it

ifa

g ri d
circuits.
Write f r

shield

literature.

-

Company
Poughkeepsie
New York

Quality Transformer Co.
Oak Park, III.
Box 135

Potter
Condenser
Selected by leading manufacturers to
be used in the finest radio set makes it
safe to follow their good judgment.

Insure the operation of that radio set
and power amplifier with the use of
Potter Condensers.
Potter T -2900 Condenser Block for
the single 250 type tube amplifier

-

$20.00.

-

Potter T -2950 Condenser Block for
the push -pull 250 type tube amplifier
$22.50.
Potter R -171 Condenser Block for
power packs arranged for output for
the 171 type power tube -$12.75.
Potter SR -210 Condenser Block for
power packs designed for operation
with the 210 type power tube -$15.50.

Potter Extra Duty Condenser
For Grid and By -Pass work. Constructed with high and permanent resistance giving no current leak.
The radio frequency is low so as to
pass all effective currents.
Each condenser tested with 2,000
volts direct current.

Potter Interference
Eliminator
Enjoy radio broadcast programs
normally spoiled by interference from
oil burner, ice machine motors, fans,
violet rays, vacuum cleaners, etc.
Simply connect a Potter Interference
Eliminator to the line circuit at the
point where interfering device is connected and your troubles will be over.

Potter Manufacturing Co.

RADIO NEWS

www.americanradiohistory.com

State type wanted.
List price $8.00.
Factory to You Price
$3.90 prepaid.

o

Twin Coupler

North Chicago, ILL
A

Nato

Orea lization at Vow Service

:c6
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NO "TUBES" - NO "B" BATTERIES - NO COSTLY

"ELIMINATORS"
WITH THE

SKINDERVIKEN
TRANSMITTER UNIT

Simple microphone unit provides a most effective and inexpensive way to satisfactory speaker
operation. Easy to build and operate circuit.
Everybody can do this now with
a Skinderviken Transmitter Unit.
The unit is fastened to the diaphragm of the speaker unit. It will

act as a "microphone relay." Every
time an incoming signal actuates
the diaphragm, the electrical resistance of the microphone unit will be
varied correspondingly and the current from the battery, in series
with it and the loud speaker, will fluctuate accordingly.
Thus the problem of securing sufficient power
to actuate the loud speaker is simply and adequately
solved.
The results from this very novel and simple unit
will astound you.
The expense of this hook -up is trifling compared
to the elaborate tube circuits that give no greater
actuation of the speaker.
Besides this there are many other valuable uses in
Radio Circuits for this marvelous little unit. Every
builder of Radio sets should have a few on band.

LISTENING THROUGH WALLS

This Unit makes a highly sensitive detectaphone,
the real thing -you listen through walls with ease.
Plenty of fun and real detective work too.

CONDUCTING

SOUND
WATER

THROUGH

Make yourself a miniature submarine signaling
apparatus like those used during the war. Simple
circuit with this microphone unit gives splendid results.
12 -PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET
containing suggestions and diagrams for innumerable
uses, furnished with each unit.

P. G. MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER

vacuum. An insufficiently evacuated tube
will be "soft "; which means that it cannot
withstand the "B" voltage necessary for amplification purposes. Such a tube can be
used only for detection. An improperlymade tube may start out with a sufficient
vacuum, only to soften gradually during use.
The de- gasification of metal parts is an
art in itself. Solid as nickel and molybdenum wires and plates may seem, these
metal masses are, in reality, metallic
sponges soaked with air which must be
driven out by heating, and replaced by some
inert gas before these parts can be sealed
in a vacuum. Otherwise, these gas -soaked
parts, when heated during the operation of
the tube, will give off water vapor and gas,
causing poor operation and early termination of the tube's useful life.
The exhausting and sealing of vacuum
tubes is carried on today in continuous production machines, which may be likened
to a merry -go- round. One girl attendant
loads the assembly of glass and metal, called
the "stein," together with the glass bulb
slipped over it, while the other girl unloads
the exhausted and sealed bulbs. The glass
bulb travels through an asbestos tunnel, and
is heated during a large part of the journey
by gas flames kept just below the melting
point of the glass. Further on, the tube
filaments light as the wire leads touch contact rails. The tube is seen to glow blue,
indicating a residual gas content, as pumping gets well under way.
Then a heavy coil, through which high frequency current is passing, slips over the
glass bulb and, by so- called "bombardment,"
heats the internal metal elements to incandescence and drives out whatever gas
may still be retained in the metallic sponges,
while pumping continues. Another step further on, a second bombardment coil slips
over the bulb, and the blue glow disappears entirely. The getter is fired at the
right moment, flashing the chemical broom
to clean up whatever active gas may still
he within the bulb. Immediately the bull)
is "sealed off," as the getter condenses on
the inside of the cool bulb and forms the
characteristic uniform, silvery lining of a
well-flashed tube. The timing of the bombardment, flashing of the "getter" and
prompt sealing, while keeping sufficient active "getter" for gas cleanup during the entire life of the tube, are matters of engineering skill in designing the automatic
machinery.-By A. B. Dumont, chief engineer, De Forest Radio Company.

A Modulation Trans-

former specially designed for use with
the Skinderviken Trans mitter Unit. Has many
other uses. Primary

resistance,

;secondary, 55
ohms.
',2 ohm

FOR SALE AT LEADING DEALERS
Or Order Direct, Using Coupon Below

SEND NO MONEY

When the postman delivers your order you pay him for
whatever you have ordered, plus n few cents postage.

PRESS GUILD, INC.
R.N.-12-28
16 -18 -R -East 30th St., New York, N. Y.
Please mail me at once as many of the following items
as I have indicated.
...Skinderviken Transmitter Units at 95c. for 1; 51.75
for 2; 82.50 for 3: 53.20 for 4.
....P.
G. Microphone Transformers at 52.
When delivered I will pay the postman the cost of the
Items
specified plus postage.

Make Your Set a Modern
A. C. Power Receiver

New

AM

P

I

AC

K

range.

QUICKLY ASSEMBLED
F R E E

You can assemblean AmplipaCk easily
in one evening. We supply complete
layout diagrams. Simple to install.
Attached to set in three minutes. Consumes no more current than an ordinary
50-watt light. Cool, quiet, dependable.

Write for our
new Free Book -

ASK YOUR DEALER

word on Power

Leading dealers can give you full details
and our simple assembly diagrams.
Don't be satisfied with out-of -date reception -build an AmplipaCk tonight!

and A. C. Conversion.

Booklet
let -the

latest

Amplification

TRANSFORMER CORP. OF AMERICA
1428-1432

Orleans Street, Chicago, Ill.

Manufacturers of the T. C. A. Line of Power Transformers,
Audio Transformers,rChokes, Power Packs and Power Amplifier
I'acks.

'ATENT5
TRADE -MARKS
Service

Without charge or obligation, we
will inform you on any questions you
may put to us touching on patent,
trade -mark and copyright law. You
may ask: "Should I protect myself
by patent, or register under the
trade -mark or copy -right laws ? What
kind of a patent should I obtain ?"
and many other questions that may
occur to you. These are vital points
to consider and questions
cheerfully answered.

will be

Evidence of Conception
Before disclosing your invention to
anyone send for blank form, "E \'I-

DENCE OF CONCEPTION," to be

Station
NEW YORK

'

297 METERS-1010 KILOCYCLES
and W2XAL, 30.91 METERS

is owned' and operated by the

signed and witnessed. As registered
patent attorneys we represent hundreds of inventors all over the United
States and Canada in the advancement of inventions. The form, "Evidence of Conception," sample, instructions relating to obtaining of
patents and schedule of fees sent
upon request.

LANCASTER

publishers of this magazine
Our Editors will talk to you
several times every weekSee your Mewspaper
for details
TUNE IN ON

WRNY

Address

State

Please say you saw it

in RADIO NEWS

www.americanradiohistory.com

&

ALLWINE

Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.
'Originators of forms "Evidence

270

Naiae

City

P L

Complete A. C. Power Supply -"A" and "B" and
"C"-Makes any D. C. Set into an Ultra-Modern A. C.
Receiver. Uses two 210 type tubes in Push -pull; or
one of the new 250 type tubes. Power Amplification
gives perfect reproduction over the entire musical scale
A

of Conception"

GEARS

All kinds- -Small

The most accurate made and
prices reasonable. We carry a
complete line of gears In stock
for Immediate shipment. Can
also quote on special gears of
all kinds. Send us your inquiries.
Write for Catalog 40
Chicago Stock Gear Works
105 So. Jefferson St., Chicago
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Television Makes the Radio
Drama Possible

NORDEN-HAUCK

(Continued from page 527)
them. IIe opened his mouth, and the teeth,
tongue and throat were plainly visible. The
definition was remarkable; certainly the best
that has ever been shown in television. The
image was as good as the average motion
picture produced by an amateur cinematographer with a hand camera. At a distance of ten feet from the screen, the observers could distinguish the scanning lines
only by looking hard for them.

NEW 8 TUBE

L

AC ELECTRIC MODEL
FOR

1929
Size 8x11x22

THE TELEPUGILISTS

The real thrill came when the subject
announced, jocularly, that he had been insuited by a co-worker, and was going to
settle with him before the televisor. He
then turned his head, walked back about
ten feet and pulled another man into view.
This whole operation appeared on the receiving screen as plainly as if it had been
The images
taken with a movie camera
of the two men, engaged in a mock boxing
match, were reproduced at full length in
a twelve-inch square, with every detail of
their fistic maneuvers plainly discernible.
Dr. Alexanderson exhibited this same apparatus at the Radio World's Fair, which
was held in New York the following week.
However, he did not then show full- length
images, but merely gave short passages
from "The Queen's Messenger." The screen
on which the images were projected was a
regular silvered motion -picture screen about
two feet square, of the kind supplied to
amateur photographers for home "movies."
It is not likely that radio experimenters
will be able to reproduce full -length images
for some time to come; as the frequency
band covered by the 48-line transmitter ran
well up into 20,000 cycles. The general
broadcasting of television on such an ambitious scale awaits the development of more
advanced broadcast transmitting equipment
and the clarification of a horribly muddled

Weight 35
lbs.

Wave length
range 200 to
550 meters.
The Norden-Hauck Electrophonic is an entirely new and superior broadcast Receiver
operating directly from house current. It is well built, handsomely finished and compact. Truly it represents the highest type of efficiency obtainable in point of range,
selectivity and simplicity combined with utmost quality of reproduction.

!

10 OUTSTANDING FEATURES
ELECTRIC. The Electrophonic is all electric operated and self-contained. No Eliminators or batteries whatever. Employs standard Radiotron or Cunningham alternating
current tubes.
CIRCUIT. The Electrophonic employs an 8 -tube circuit; three stages direct tuned
radio frequency amplification fully neutralized, detector, and three -tube power audio

amplifier push -pull type.
The Electrophonic is totally shielded. Complete inter-stage shielding
permits high amplification not obtainable otherwise.
SIMPLICITY. The Electrophonic has but one control for wavelengths, one control
for volume. Illuminated drum dial calibrated in degrees and in kilocycles.
SENSITIVITY. The Electrophonic has carefully balanced radio frequency tuning
circuits which with superior quality of materials and workmanship combine to make
the Norden-I-lauck Electrophonic a long distance Receiver.
SELECTIVITY. In the Electrophonic total shielding and carefully balanced circuits
and quality permit unusual selectivity so necessary in congested districts.
QUALITY. The Electrophonic is of the highest quality of construction and design
throughout. Comparable only with costly custom built Receivers.
FINISH. The Electrophonic has a exquisite solid mahogany cabinet, brown finish.
Heavy cast bronze escutcheon plate and tuning knobs lend to the rich appearance of
the Receiver which will fit in any surroundings. Cabinet high French polish and full
piano hinge. Back removable and ventilated.
GUARANTEE. The Electrophonic material and workmanship are fully warranted
against any defects whatsoever.
PRICE. The Norden -Hauck Electrophonic Receiver is moderately priced at $125.00.
Packed for shipment.

SHIELDING.

broadcasting situation.
At the time of the Schenectady demonstration, Dr. Alexanderson issued the following statement, which contains some interesting facts:
ODDITIES OF TELEVISION

"In order to avoid any widespread misunderstanding, it should be made clear that

this demonstration is conducted over a short
wire line, and that we are not prepared to
transmit television of the same quality over
any considerable distance. The television
system of the future will consist of the television camera, the radio transmission, and
the television projector. In addition to these
three essential elements there will in most
wire conneccases be a fourth element
tion between the studio and the radio station.
"Each of these elements will be improved
as time goes on. We are looking forward
to more sensitive photoelectric cells for the
camera and a more brilliant source of light
for the projector. The principal difficulty,
however, which limits the use of television
at the present day is in the unknown factors
of radio transmission; and constant efforts
are being made to solve the new radio
problem introduced by television.
"For this reason we are broadcasting television regularly from Schenectady five times
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These television broadcast programs are being sent out both on the regular wave of 390 meters and one of the short
waves (22 meters or 32 meters) which is
used for international broadcasting. In this
way our own investigators are able to make
their observations while at the same time
we are enlisting the co-operation of many
amateurs. I have been making systematic
observations for some time at my summer
home at Lake George, which is at a distance
of 50 miles from the transmitting station.
These observations have been intensely interesting from a scientific point of view; but
not encouraging if we were looking for
immediate practical results from television.
On the other hand, we have had consistent
and encouraging reports from amateurs in
Los Angeles.
"A difficulty particularly brought out by
the Lake George observations is a phenomenon which may he described as "mirage.' It is analogous to the mirage that can
be seen over a lake in the morning and evening, and results in the distortion of images
and sometimes in the appearance of several
interwoven images. It appears as if the
reflecting Kennelly- Heaviside layer (which
we assume to be located about one hundred
miles over the earth) were broken up sometime into several layers at different heights;
each reflecting a separate image and sometimes giving an irregular and blurred image.
"The radio waves travel at the velocity
of light and, though we are in the habit of
thinking of this velocity as being almost
infinite for anything that occurs on the
earth, we find that these rays are too slow
for television.
"Light travels at the rate of 186,000 miles
per second and, yet, we find that light will
travel only about 200 miles in the time required for tracing one line in a television
picture and only 50 miles in the time required to trace one quarter of a line in
a picture. Thus, if two rays have travelled
from the transmitting to the receiving station through different paths, and the length
of these paths differs by only 50 miles, they
will register separate images differing as
much as one quarter of the width of the
picture. Each of these rays will then trace
its own picture and we will have two pictures displaced by that amount. On the
other hand, a multiplicity of rays may arrive after having traversed different paths,
each tracing its own picture; with the result that all the details of the picture appear
blurred.
"This is a pessimistic view of the situation, but these mirage effects are not always present. It is also probable that some
wavelength may be selected which will not
produce these mirage effects. Our efforts at
present are to gather all the facts and in
this the co- operation of the skilled experimenters all over the world is valuable. The
history of radio in the past has shown that
obstacles that appeared insurmountable have
been overcome in this way. Static, which
for years made radio communication extremely unreliable, has been conquered to
such an extent that transoceanic radio communication is never interrupted. Similarly,
the difficulties -of fading on short waves has
been practically overcome. Our conclusions
regarding television are that it is a subject
which should be of intense interest to the
skilled experimenter at the present time;
although there will be some time before it
will be available as an entertainment for the
general public."
a week.
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Multiple Television
(Continued from page 529)
once during each revolution, instead of
three times, as previously described. This
does not, however, alter the principle of
the system's operation, and involves only a
gearing down to a one -third ratio of the
mechanism which alternates the operation of
our colored lamps or ray -filters; to cornpensate for the fact that each turn of the
disc produces only one change of color.
TELEVISUAL AVIATION CONTROL

The application, however, of the multiple
televisor is not limited to household entertainment, appealing though its cultural value
may be for those who desire the most
elaborate conveniences. The system will
lend itself admirably to the purpose of
replacing a visual observer at a place where
it is inconvenient to maintain the latter;
just as the various "mechanical men," "televoxes," etc., permit remote control of power
stations and other important machinery.
First and foremost among these applications we may list the operation of an airship by remote control -and it is interesting
to note that this very possibility was predicted on the first laboratory demonstration
actual, though crude by
of television
the Editor of this magazine. "'the Radio Controlled Television Plane" by Hugo
Gernsback, appeared in 'l'IIE EXPERIMENTER
for November, 1924, with the illustration
reproduced partially, and in reduced form,
at the bottom of page 529. It depicts "The
Plane Which Sees."
Since that time, an airplane has been
flown successfully by the Signal Corps of
the United States Army, for a considerable
period, without a human being aboard; its
controls being directed solely through relays
operated by radio signals sent out from
the ground. However, this demonstration,
though an interesting one, tied the plane
very closely to the operators on the ground;
as they would have had no way of estimating its motions had it flown out of the range
of their direct observation.
Let us suppose, however, the plane of the
future without any crew aboard except its
radio -operated relays and its sextuple
transmitting televisor, which is continually
taking synchronized observations ahead, beneath, behind, to right, to left, and above.
Around the multiple receiving televisor at
headquarters will gather three or more men.
The "pilot" sits at one side, his eyes
hidden by the hoocl that covers the reproduction of the image which shows the view
ahead, and slightly downwards, in the direction of the plane's flight. He holds the
controls which steer the plane up, clown,
right or left, as well as those which govern
the speed of the motors. In the edge of the
television image are framed visible characters impressed on the image by the automatic recording instruments of the plane;
so that the pilot may note their condition,
just as if they were on the instrument panel
before him.
Beside the pilot sits the "observer,"
equally intent upon the moving scene below
the plane, and informed also as to the
longitudinal and transverse inclinations of
the plane, and its speed. He controls the
radio -operated camera, which takes pictures
of the ground or sea beneath, and the relays
which drop the cargo, perhaps. If the

-

-
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Synchronous Motors for Television
In addition to building reliable and satisfactory motor generators, "Esco" has had many years of experience in building
electric motors for a great variety of applications.
Synchronous motors, small, compact,
reliable, self- starting are now offered
for Television equipment. They require no direct current for excitation,
are quiet running and fully guaranteed.

Other types of motors suitable for
Television may also be supplied.
Write us about your requirements.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY
Trade "ESCO" Mark

211 South St.

CO.

Stamford, Conn.

SenorWESTERN RADIO

plane is a military one on a war errand, he
is the "bomber."
The views to the rear, either side and
above are of less pressing importance, perhaps. Their observers are placed on the
other side of the machine, looking through
the disc in the opposite direction -this
makes no difference in the operation, as the
transmitters are designed accordingly.
There is no problem of the different pictures being variously out of frame; as they
are scanned by machinery operating from
the same motor and driving gear. One of
the operators at the rear keeps them "isochronized" with the receiver and in frame,
so that the pilot and the observer are relieved of the task. These operators glance
occasionally over the telepanorama, but are
not likely to be called into action sinless the
swooping attack of a hostile plane is noted.
In this case, they wait for it to "cross the
wires" (which indicate on the screen the
line of lire of the fixed machine guns that
the plane carries) and let off a reel of cartridges at the foe.
Somehow, we begin to have recollections
of that quattrocento battle in Italy, in the
days when mail was of proof, and two
armies fought all clay with but one fatality,
due to one soldier's breaking his neck by
a fall from his horse. When the machinery
is to do all the fighting and dying, it will
be more comfortable
equally laborious
for the military forces converted into a
mechanical service of supply.
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often seems that in their eagerness to

be among the first to make use of a
new tube, some radio engineers, fans and
writers do not give clue consideration to

the proper use of such tubes. In some
instances, this has been the case with the
2.50 -type tube.
This tube was primarily brought forth
to satisfy the demand for power amplifiers
for use in auditoriums and other large gathering places. When used in such connections, the use of an amplifier before the
last stage capable of providing a voltage
amplification sufficient to bring out the best
in the power stage is required.
The use of a push -pull power stage using
two 250 tubes is not generally recommended,
except for instances where extraordinarily
large power output is required. Certainly
such an amplifier has no place in the average home.
For ordinary home use, the greatest advantage of the 250 tube lies in the fact that
it will give, with lower plate voltages, an
output equivalent to that obtained with a
210 -type tube at much higher voltages. For
home use, therefore, the plate voltage used
should not be higher than 300 volts.
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feature now being used by the U. S. Government in their Submarine Batteries which
are furnished by Gould.
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Radio Reviews of Literature
(Continued from page 565)

TELEVISION FOR THE HOME, by

Ronald F. Tiltman. Published by Hutchinson & Co., Ltd., London, England.
71/, x 5 inches; 106 pages, illustrated with
photos; cloth. Price 2s Gd (61 cents in
England).

The above title, as shown by the author, offers in
itself some room for discussion after one has completed the perusal of this hook. It is then that a
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solid doubt arises as to the literary intentions of
TIr. Tiltman, who writes interestingly and profusely
of John L. Baird, the Scottish television researcher.
One would gather from the title that the author
originally intended to describe a number of television systems for the benefit of the home builder
and experimenter.
however, such is not the case. True, the author
deals with the fundaméntals of the new art in nontechnical language and in a manner that can be
grasped readily by the layman; but, in the main,
the book is an interesting and well-written history
of the development of television, centering con-

New Admiralty Model

SHIELDED SUPER -10

spicuously about Baird and his system.
The author, evidently, is endowed with the admirable quality of patriotism, which he has allowed
to enter his scientific dissertation with painful repetition and emphasis. For example, we find in his
book: "It was, however, left to a British inventor
to achieve true television first, and this, naturally,
caused all international rivals to redouble their efforts." Later we find that, "We, and Mr. Baird,
should be immensely proud of this wonderful all British achievement, which adds further to the
glory of our scientific history."
An interesting chapter on "noctovision," or television through darkness, is included, and sets forth
in a vivid manner the possible uses of this remarkable development; and also mentions of a "whispered" development -also by Mr. Baird -of which
there were no details available at the time of
writing.
Yet the book offers no data for the construction
of television apparatus; though the construction of
a suitable radio receiver is discussed and the use
of a set comprising R.F. amplification, detector and
two stages of A.F. (ostensibly transformer -coupled)
is recommended. This is in interesting contrast to
the specifications of our engineers, most of whom
lay particular stress on the exclusive use of resistance- coupled amplifiers in television reception.
The book may be recommended, however, to those
who desire interesting reading of a. non- technical
nature on the subject of television and, though it is
not sufficiently complete and' comprehensive to enlighten the reader thoroughly, it has nevertheless its
place in the library of the new science. (The commercial enterprise resulting from the Baird inventions. Television, Ltd., is also mentioned.)

Composite View
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This great new Receiver is far in advance of competition. It is a
powerful 10 -tube model incorporating the most complete and up-todate principles. Using the new screen grid tubes in the R. F. amplifier
and push -pull audio system, make this new model the outstanding
development in Receiver design for years.
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R. F. amplifiers, 2004 detector, two
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the power audio amplifier.
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Perfect quality of reproduction.
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The Radio Constructor's
Own Page
(Continued from page 566)
one of the stations is much more powerful than
the other, this will not occur. The question. then
comes up whether, if a considerable number of
stations are operating on the same frequency, on
the law of averages the phase variations will not
cancel each other, as 'regards the more- distant
stations? This problem will probably be answered
by the- English; as the British Broadcasting Company is undertaking to operate eight or more small
local stations on a 288.5 -meter zvave, as planned a
couple of years ago.- EDITOR.)
In my estimation, the practice of parts supply

Complete attractive illustrated literature sent upon request. Full
size genuine Blue Prints and constructional data $2.00 Postpaid.

Write, telegraph or cable today.

NORDEN- HAUCK, Inc., Engineers

houses offering dealers' discounts indiscriminately
should be stopped; as dealers and custom set
builders for the most part depend on the profit
on the parts to pay them for the work; and the
quoting of discounts to individuals who are not
custom builders and not entitled to it will soon
ruin the parts business.
ALBERT E.
45
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NEW TRANSATLANTIC HOOK -UP MAY BE
EXPECTED
Editor, RADIO NEWS:
]laving been a reader of the best radio magazine-in the world -and I don't mean maybe
for nearly four years, I venture to add my thanks
and congratulations to those you have already

A

D.C. orA.C.

-

received for your first -class production.
With reference to the letter of Mr. T. H.
1-leneker
in the September issue, headed "Radio
is for Men Only ": Well, is it, now? Surveyed
broadly, the assertion may be admitted as a generality; but one meets occasional exceptions. I
met one at a dance in the shape of a lady who
was my partner in the "Yale Blues " -which, contrary to title, happened to be an English invention.
I happened to mention a dance number I had
heard on the air, and immediately she started
to discourse on tubes, R.F. and A.F. transformers,
hook- ups -described in English equivalent terms,
of course -and her opinions of their merits or
otherwise.
I'll allow that this is practically an isolated
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Europe, Asia.
Tune in on the world's airplane
flyers, ships at sea; in fact, the whole world. You
can do it easily with the remarkable Karas Shortwave Receiver. You can't know the fascinations
of radio until you experience this new sensation.
Raras engineers have developed short wave to new
peaks of perfection. Easy to build. Easy to tune
with Karas Micrometric dials, 63 to 1 ratio. Uses
famous Karas condensers, built like a fine watch.
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Send now for full information and construction
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instance in my own experience and, while I hold
no brief for the opposite sex -indeed, I endorse
Mr. Heneker's letter
the subject under review,
it surely does seem difficult to enumerate a hobby,
pastime, trade, or profession in which women are
not represented.
LESLIE F. GODDARD,
"Argyll Lodge," 8 Hollemoor Road, Shirley,
Southampton, England.
(There is no doubt that the percentage of feminine radio fans, as distinguished from furniture
fanciers and program supervisors, is small; yet
their letters received by the Wrinkles editor show
often much ingenuity, and the Radiotics and Broadcastatics editors will testify that the ladies read
radio publications carefully and follow the humor
of radio most successfully. There are also a number of "amateuses "
whatever we may call
lady "hams"-who are quite as enthusiastic and
quite as adept in the pursuit of their hobby as
any of the OM's their colleagues. -EDITOR.
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INQUIRIES for information not given

here should be sent, not to RADIO NEWS,
but to the constructor direct -but he should
NOT be asked to furnish data already
published, here or elsewhere, or for instructions that an experienced builder should not
need; for this is not a beginners' depart-

ment. Courtesy demands that such requests
should be accompanied by postage; as they
are often very numerous. Reply coupons
can be obtained from the postoffice for
international inquiries. On the other hand,
readers who solicit general correspondence
must expect to bear their own share.
This department is for free discussion to
the extent that space permits; but RADIO
NEWS accepts no responsibility for the
opinions of readers as to the relative merits
of apparatus and circuits.
Letters describing good results, but which
do not explain the system used, are unsuited
for publication; as they entail too much
needless correspondence for the editors and
the contributors. Give the details the first
time.

SOUNDS LIKE DX
Editor, RADIO NEWS:
I recently built the two -tube Extension receiver
described in RADIO NEWS (Blueprint No 53) and
am using in conjunction with it a three -stage audio

TELEVISION is now an accom-

plished fact.
Experimenters will welcome the
Raytheon Kino - Lamp, the first
television tube developed commercially to work with any system.
Uniform glow over the entire
plate, without the use of mirrors
or ground glass, gives it perfect
reproduction qualities.
Kino - Lamp is the latest achievement of the Raytheon Laboratories which have made so many
original contributions to radio

i

science. List Price $7.50.

Write for information
RAYTHEON MFG. COMPANY
Cambridge, Mass.

amplifier which consists of two stages of impedance coupling followed by a transformer stage and
power tube.
Northern Electric 1.1 -volt tubes, in
series, are used in all stages except the last, which
is a 5 -volt power tube.
(Readers in the United
States are cautioned not to ask where they can
get these tubes.- EDITOR.) This combination, in my
estimation, makes a set that is hard to beat; the
tone is all that could be desired and the volume and
distance must be witnessed to be appreciated.
During last fall and part of the winter, I used
a 3 -tuber of my own; design; of the usual type,
consisting of a regenerative detector and two stages
of audio. I used the Northern Electric R215A
I.1 -volt tubes with a three -foot cone. I brought
in 315 stations, including CZE, CKY, PWX,
i(FI, KFSD, etc., KYW, WLW, WIZ, etc., were
commonly heard during the noon hour.
I consider that real DX.
Leave your magazine the way it is now.
It
couldn't be better.
ROBERT

C. POTTER,

R. R. 3, Beamsville, Ontario, Canada.
(Mr. Potter, who is one of our frankest critics,
is now satisfied; but we shall be glad to have
others point out opportunities for improvement.
As to the hook -ups, while outside of the United
States a much wider range of tubes is generally
available- including many designed for very low
battery consumption
is probable that any results can be duplicated with good standard tubes
available here; though voltages must be adjusted
to their requirements and, perhaps, their capacities
taken into account iv designing R.F. coils. -EDITOR.
.

Raytheona

Foto'Cell

Available in both hard vacuum
and gas - filled extra sensitive types -each in two
sizes. Write us for
special specifications.

-it

Raytheon

ATTENTION, SCOTCH FANS!
Editor, RADIO NEWS:
If this information is of any use to the shortwave fans, I am glad to pass it on. I am using
two discarded 45 -volt "B" batteries from the
broadcast set on my two -tube short-wave receiver.
They test 30 volts each, and I find the results
are the same as on new batteries.
R. V. PERRY,
600 West 141st St., New York City.

(Since,

2V r.

Armstrong Perry's. article _DU, the
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LONG LIFE
Radio Company
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Elizabeth
Newark, N. J.
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FREE

RAD +
Catalog

to Set Builders

Includes Complete Parts for
H. F. L. ISOTONE
New TYRMAN "80"

MADISON -MOORE "AC"
New THORDARSON Power Amp.
Discounts for Set Builders
Write us for Circular on the World's Finest
Dynamic Speaker

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.
Dearborn St., Dept. RN, Chicago

415 S.

SET BüILDRRS
GettNisBooiZ

p^E

Barawik, the first and oldest radio

specialty house, offers you unusual
service this year. Bigger stocks,
quicker shipments, lower prices.
Deal with an old established, reliable
house. Get honest goods, honest service,
honest prices. Barawik service makes you
more money. Send now for big new Catalogshowing lowest wholesale prices.

BARAWIK CO CHIC

5. A.

Mail This Coupon Now for Free Radio Guide

$1

1

SAVES YOUR
® SPEAKER

The CRAFTSMAN
Dollar Speaker is guaranteed to relieve speaker
of plate D. C. (180 to 250
volts). Complete Protection.
One Dollar
Postpaid.
CRAFTSMAN RADIO
PRODUCTS
351 Halsey St.
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Loveless aerial has caused so many readers to
think that RADIO NEWS was putting up a job on
them, we hasten to say that we cannot guarantee
them Mr. R. V. Perry's results from used batteries.
The reason for discarding such is that, as the
voltage falls and the internal resistance rises, some
cells become dead before the rest; and the result
The ideal battery, of course,
is apt to be noise.
like the One Hass Shay, would keep its full
voltage to the end and give out all at ante.- EDrrou.)

he MOST

SENSITIVE
Long Distance

THE STROBODYNES GO TO THE DOGS
Editor,

NEws:

RADIO

How many times have we all longed to see
what a DX hound really looks like? Well, here
we are with a real photograph of said hound.
This English bull terrier is a real devotee of
radio, and we see him out on the lawn listening

RECEIVER
,. Ever
Designed

Screen Gride-,ti Custom Built Radio Phonograph
Over a Hundred Stations in One Evening

serve power is available with batteries. The
same crystal clear tones are developed with
A. C. Only 30 mils. of plate current are required by the entire receiver, including the
two power tubes.
Some of the marvelous new features built
into the ISOTONE are:

ERFECT separation on every wave channel. Absolute 10 kilo cycle splits between
locals and distant stations. The H F L

actually separate super -power
stations like WEAF and WMAQ, WBBM
and WJZ, WHO and KRLD.
The ISOTONE is unquestionably the most
sensitive receiver that the world has ever
seen. It will absolutely out distance all other
receivers, regardless of price or type of construction. The amazing sensitivity of the
ISOTONE will

o a good program.
You will see that it is a
Strobodyne receiver; and my pal "Pete" would
like to appear on your cover.
MICHAEL J. MURPIIY,
267 'rest 35th St., New York City.
(Sorry, but our readers seem to draw the line
on `human interest" covers, and canine interest,
soe fear, will have to take this inside page. -EDITOR.

THESE FANS GOT GOOD RESULTS
We have made several of the Loveless antennas,
with wonderful results. At first results were very
mediocre, but we soon found, that one optimum
point of coupling exist, at which stations roar
in.
This point is exceedingly critical, a movement of 1/8 -inch in any direction immediately
stopping all response. We tried this on CHIC
in Toronto, which came in with very good volume
on this aerial, when it was exactly in the correct
position; but would absolutely disappear on the
slightest movement, even as much as 1/16 -inch
either horizontally or vertically. Next we tried
the antenna on WCCO, only about 1600 miles
from here. The results were exactly the same.
On KIìl, about 400 miles from here, any limited
movement of about one inch in any direction slid
not seem to affect the volume.
Our next trial was at 1:00 p.in. NFI came
clear and loud. Comparative tests with five other
aerials, from 30 to 150 feet long, brought absolutely no response. This seas our first summer
afternoon reception of KFZ. It's some antenna,
when she is in correct adjustment.
The above results were on your Peridyne, which
is a wow; although it received more cussing at
first in our shop than any other set. But after
we got the hang of it properly, we humbly apologized to "Dear Old Perry."
Thanks for the
good stuff you give us now in R.N.
H. E. KRUGER
463 Ethel Ave.,
Mill Valley, Cal.

Editor,

RADIO

NEws:

As a constant and appreciative reader of your
magazine for a number of years, I wish to
express my pleasure with reference to your new
I.olicy on construction articles. At the same time
I wish to add my O.K. to the thought expressed
by Mr. Harris regarding a more adequate description of circuit parts.

For

example,

in

your

August

number

Mr.

One Spot Dialing
Phonograph Operation
Variable Transformers
Dual Detection
Master Switching
Laboratory Wired Units
Push -Pull Audio
Loop or Antenna
These and over 25 other radically new ideas
combine to make the ISOTONE the greatest

H F L screened grid amplifier remains unequaled. So sensitive is the IsoToNE that
stations over 2,000 miles away have to be
tuned down. Tremendous volume is obtained
from stations all over the North American
continent.
Through the use of an ingenious system of
filament control, the H F L ISOTONE
operates perfectly with batteries or
the special H F L-A. C. power supply. The same tremendous re-

of all receivers.
Write for all information on the most sensational receiver of the season. See the circuits and photographs and read our absolute
guarantee of performance. Send for this
literature TODAY!

HIGH FREQUENCY
LABORATORIES

SEND THIS NOW
High Frequency Laboratories, Office 5
28 N. Sheldon Street, Chicago, Ill.
Gen tlemen
Without obligation send booklet describing
the ISOTONE Receiver and the HFL Power
Supply.

28 North Sheldon St.
Chicago, Ill.

Name
Address

City

State
(Please print plainly)

SEND FOR NEW RADIO

BOOK- IT'S FREE!

This Wholesale
Catalog
Will Save You Money

New hook -ups. This book shows how to make
short-wave receivers and short -wave adapters.
How to use the new screen grid tube in D. C.
and A. C. circuits. Hast to build power amplifiers, ABC cumin ators.
Up-to- the -minute
information on all new radio developments.
It's free. Send for copy today.

Write today for our large illustrated new Catalog "B -2," showing how this organization of men
with years of experience in Radio
can give you personal service.

KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY
St., Chicago, M.

4038M1 -North Rockwell

Name
st. and No
City and State

Allied
Radio
CORP RATION

711 W.

LAKE STREET, CHICAGO
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NATIONAL Screen Grid Short-Wave Set

No Other
Short -' Wave Set
Just Like This
THE right short-wave receiver will
bring broadcast programs into your
home with loudspeaker volume
and clearness from all over the world;
from England- Europe and even Australia.
This NATIONAL Screen Grid Short Wave set in the home of Mr. B. H.
Taylor at Haverhill, Mass., on Sept.
15th brought in the entire afternoon and
evening services of the EUCHARISTIC
CONGRESS broadcast direct from Sta.
2ME, of Sydney, Australia. This was
loudspeaker reception.
There is no other short -wave set just lire

N ATIONAL
SCREEN GRID

SHORT -WAVE RECEIVER
Send forSl,ort -Wave Bulletin 128 -R N

NATIONAL CO. INC., MALDEN, MASS.

CPIK-OIK-4K

Canfield described a very interesting short -wave
set. The coil data is given, but nothing on the
chokes. He takes pains to state the aerial choke
is special, and if not available a resistance may
be used from one megohm, down, and suggests
experimenting with several; at the same time
stating that this is not as satisfactory as the
choke. We do not wish to experiment with less
satisfactory equipment and why not give winding
directions for the choke required ? National parts
for this set are not yet available in the local
radio stores.
(Where it is practicable to give such details,
they are given; but when the constructor cannot
hope to duplicate the factory -made part, for lack
of machinery, he must either send for it or use
something slightly less satisfactory. For instance,
ils the case mentioned, he can use the resistor
mentioned, or any R.F. choke; but at high frequencies, the special choke with low inductance
may give better results. It is wound with very
fine wire and placed in a tube for grid -leak mounting. Readers whose stores do not stock parts
for several months may be excused for writing
direct to the manufacturer.-EDIToR.)
In this article a 222 rheostat is mentioned for
the screen -grid tube. This means but little as
these tubes have been described as using 10, 15,
20, and 25 ohms, depending on hook -up and bias
required. Why not give the resistance for this
particular set?
(As the instrument used is an automatic rheostat, it can not be rated by resistance; for its
resistance varies with the current flowing through
it. Such devices are purchased for use with the
tubes for which they are designated. The constructor who prefers to use a fixed resistor can
quickly calculate the needed resistance by dividing
the voltage drop desired by the current flowing
through the tube. For instance, a 6 -volt supply
must he reduced at least 2.7 volts for the 222 Dividing
type tube, which draws 0.132 -ampere.
2.700 by 0.132 gives 20.45, the number of ohms
required. The constructor who substitutes parts
should be familiar wills Ohm's Law, as explained
in detail in an article oso page 1348 of RADIO
NEWS for June, 1928; and will then be able to
answer any such question without difficulty.

idea may be worth
One good radio has
thousands of ideas
millions. Barawik
money.
for radio set builders to make more
help you
Barawik's Big Radio Book will
while elections are on and big national
events stir the world.
Send for your copy today NOW.

B A R AW I K

-

CO.

CHICAGO, U.IS A.

Mail This Coupon Now! For Free Copy
Name
Address

Print Your

Own.

Cards, Stationery, Circulars, Paper, etc. Save
money. Print for others, big profit. Complete
outfits $8.55. Job press $11. $29, Rotary $149. All
type
easy, rules sent. Write for catalog pressesConn.
etc. THE KELSEY CO., P72, Meriden,

Art
of Tuning
Is more

than just
turning a
Dial

Mere reception of a radio
signal is not enough. It
has ceased to be. "How
many stations did you
get ?" The thing of importance today is, "How
well did you get them ?"
There are two major operations in tuning a set:
locating the station -and modulating it so as to
obtain the best quality of tone.
The Centralab Modu Plug is the perfect volume
and modulation control. With it, all the true
beauty of tone and naturalness of speech reproduction can be obtained.
It is attached to any set in a moment without
additional wiring or complicated connections.
Equally as adaptable for volume control on
phonograph pick -ups and speakers remote from
the set.
Cord Type Standard
Modu Plug,
$2.50

An interesting book full of picture and wiring
diagrams showing the use of Centralab Volume
Controls and Resistors is yours for the asking.

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES

- ee

EDITOR.)

I have been interested in experimenting with
the two -coil Loveless antenna. In my location
it gives about the same results as an aerial; if
one wishes to determine the result of reception
in a steel -frame building, this coil will do the
trick. I recently tried this in a steel -frame apartment building with the following results: With
the coils suspended in the room no reception
whatever could be had. On placing the coils on
a six -foot stick and holding them about three feet
outside the window, reception was very strong.
You will note the only difference was the location
of the coils, that is either inside or outside the
building. When they were placed about six inches
outside the window, reception just begun to be
audible.
M. H. MERRILL,
465 California St., San Francisco, Calif.

20

Keefe Avenue

Milwaukee, Wis.

.

BIG CATALOGUE

Postcard for Catalogue and Discount Sheet

FREESend

Editor, RADIO NEws:
I have built the Loveless aerial described by
Mr. Perry in the September issue and have gotten
some results, but not exactly the same as Mr.
Loveless.
I am using an Atwater Pent 6 -tube
receiver (Model 30) and have a 50 -foot outside
For local stations I use only a 5 -foot
aerial.
insulated cord attached to the aerial post as it
gives me all the volume the set will stand. Now,
here is something I have never understood about
this receiver. About 50 on the dial I get about
twice as much volume with the ground disconnected
provided there is very little static, while I get
better results with a ground below 50. I have
and aerial using only
disconnected both ground
the five -foot cord attached to aerial post and
brought in WHO, Des Moines, Ia., with volume
like local; while Cincinnati is about the most
distant station I have been able to get with an
outside aerial.
Now for the Loveless aerial: with wires connected to aerial post and ground as described, it
is just a little stronger than five -foot cord when
ground is connected, therefore you see I get
very little outside of local below 50 on the dial.
If I disconnect the ground wire to set but leave
the ground wire from coil- aerial connected, I
get. signal as strong and sometimes stronger than
when using outside aerial even with ground dis.
I find that varying the two coils
connected.
makes a difference on local. That is, the signal
is at its loudest on some stations when the coils
are directly even, one within the other. On other
stations if I raise the inside coil about an inch
the signal is louder, and on still others 2 or 3
inches or by lowering it better results are obtained.
There are two things which might make á
.

MoreProfis To Set Builders

The

Hundreds of bargains in latest
kits and parts at liberal discounts. See our new catalog for
Television kits and parts.
Short-wave sets, kits, parts.
Power Packs, all kinds, including 250 -tube and
push-pull Circuits.

and other parts.
Van-Ache has everything, at
big discounts ready
fori2-hour shipment.

(Pan-ilsheRadio Co.)
210 Ngrtht0t!'ST.vi¡¡0"

ST. LOUIS,MO.

Wholesale
Prices
Tremendous stock and sales volume, with rapid turn -over to the
thousands of radio dealers we
serve enables us to make you
worthwhile savings at lowest
wholesale prices. Write for latest, new illustrated Catalog "B -2"

AlliedRadio
CORP RATION.

.711

W.
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difference. One is that I am using it on the
first floor or ground floor, and the other is that
I used some No. 18 magnet wire which I had
(Cotton covered, not enameled) instead of bell
wire; but was told by ail electrician that there
was no difference in the conductivity of the two,
only in the insulation. I would be glad to hear
from you regarding other receivers when used
with and without ground.
F. H. BLAIR,
1568 So. Clarkson St., Deliver, Colo.
(Mr. Blair's odd results are apparently what
TUC
call "location;" in other words the electrical
character of his "ground" is evidently peculiar.
The letters above show the very critical nature
of this antenna with certain receivers; the capaMany
city appears to be the variable factor.
readers were unsuccessful, like the, following.

Short-Waves Are IT!
A Fascinating Field
For Experimentation
By the Radio Fan

-

EDITou.)

WHETHER you wish to

THESE FANS GOT NONE
Editor,

listen to the short -wave
broadcasts
catch the
code sent out by amateurs all
over the world, or whether you
are interested in television, that
lusty new infant of radio, you
will need the best short -wave
equipment obtainable.

RADIO NEV.'S:

-to

and some of my friends built five different
Loveless aerials as per instructions given in this
article, and all five have been failures.
I don't believe a magazine wills the standing
of RADIO
would publish an article about a
machine without it having some merit. We have
checked
the aerials we manufactured
carefully
with the instructions given in this article and
find they have been made according to specifications.
The article reads well and I have been subscribing to Ratio NEWS for a good many years,
and know they would not intentionally publish
a fake. Let me hear from you.
I

Nrs

jas. IL

Short -Wave Coils

STEWART,

SPACE -WOUND on the

Stewart- Gwynne Co., Memphis, Tenn.

thinnest of dielectric material, Hammarlund Plug In Short -Wave Coils have extremely low distributed capacity
and D.C. resistanc. The plug in terminals are widely spaced.
The standard coil set covers the
15 -107 meter range. Other coils
are available for down to 8
meters and up to 215 meters.

Editor, RADIO NEWS:
I tried the Loveless aerial four different times,
rewiring it each time, but it failed to work. C oni i
you give me any information on this, as I believe
is is all right if it will work.
I couldn't ground
either end of these coils and get results; but if
I hooked one end to the aerial post I could get
stations and with about three -fourths less static.
Wish you could tell me why I couldn't get results.
A. AHRLIN,

Box 16, Rutland, North Dakota.
(It is evident that the aerial in question acts
as a critically -tuned antenna circuit. Because of
the quantity of wire used, it forms a very considerable collector of energy; its inductance is
high, and therefore a low self -capacity brings its
peak into the broadcast band. A very slight change
of the position of the coils, say users, makes a
considerable difference in reception. As the capacity is the critical factor, we suggest again that
our readers who have been hitherto unsuccessfuland have not already lost confidence -try the effect
of a midget variable condenser between the open
ends of the

Short -Wave Condensers
Short - Wave Condensers
have been for years the choice of radio experts and experienced amateurs.
Available in the 5, 7 and 11 -plate sizes, with
either the famous "Midline" or "SFL" tuning curve.

I

windings.- EDITOR.)

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.

40

424 -438 W. 33rd

Non -Technical
Radio Articles

Write for
Folders

every month for the beginner, the layman
and those who like radio from the nontechnical side.
SCIENCE AND INVENTION, which can
be bought at any newsstand, contains the

largest and most interesting section of
radio articles of any non -radio magazine

St.,

New York, N. Y.

acet. B.pttan. R.ad:tcy

ammarlund
PRECIS/ON

PRODUCTS

Write for
Folders

I11111'i.i1i01111'11

U

in existence.

Plenty of "How to Make It" radio articles and plenty of simplified hook -ups for
the layman and experimenter. The radio
section of SCIENCE AND INVENTION
is so good that many RADIO NEWS
readers buy it solely for this feature.

Radio Articles Appearing
December Science and
Invention Magazine

$5

in
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TELEVISION RECEIVER HINTS
-By Henry Townsend
FUTURE RADIO RECEIVERS -a prediction by Dr. Lee de Forest
WRNY's TELEVISION TRANSMITTER
A RADIO -CONTROLLED BATTLESHIP
A NEW A.C. SET
NEON LAMP HAS RADIO USES
NEW RADIO DEVICES
RADIO ORACLE -Questions and Answers
RADIO WRINKLES
,,,,,,,,,,,,

. . . . .

.,,,,,,, ,,
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A RADIO DOCTOR

BE

1

.,,,,,,,","","., ..,,:,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,.

If you are interested in radio, the quicker you decide to make radio your
life
work the sooner you will be assured of success and Big Money.
a year is possible for men connecting at once
with our big National Radio Service organi-

zation.

Need 1200 Men

at Once for Chain Service Stations

Don't be a "tinkerer," get in on the ground floor with a big
proposition. Investigate at once.
"Have a licensed Radio Doctor fix it" is the slogan where our
men operate.
Write today for our free booklet, "Why the Radio Doctor"
E. W. PARKER, Pres. RADIO DOCTORS, INC.
Dept N3, Essex St., Salem, Mass.

i

WHY
THE

IRADIO
DOCIOR

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Radio News -52.50
Experimenter Publishing Co., 230 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.
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"Since my graduation from your school in 1924
I have been going ahead steadily. I was first
assistant to Dr. Barnett of Stanford University,
doing private research work. This year I was
promoted to official technician for the Stanford
Service in San Francisco Hospital." (Sieved)

"I got the job! Three and one half hours after your recommendation must have reached Mr.
I was called in to his office and
promoted over heads of at least
twelve men." (Signed) J. J. Kelly.

A-

M. S. Llano.

"I am now cleaner and dyer for
the above -named company, and I
believe that the course which I am
taking with you is the cause of my
getting this place. My salary is
almost double what it was when I
started with the course." (Signed)
E. H. Lasater.

"I thought I would write and let
you know of my success. I now
have a fine position as chemist at
Du Pont's Dye Works. It was
through your course alone that I
have been so successful." (Signed)
B. G. Bennett.

CHINIS TRY

NOW

Is the Time to Study
Chemistry
Not only are there boundless opportunities for amassing wealth in
Chemistry, but the profession affords congenial employment at good
salaries to hundreds of thousands
who merely follow out its present
applications. These applications are
innumerable, touching intimately
every business and every product in
the world. The work of the chemist
can hardly be called work at all.
It is the keenest and most enjoyable
kind of pleasure. The days in a
chemical laboratory are filled with
thrilling and delightful experimentation, with the alluring prospect
of a discovery that may. spell Fortune always at hand to spur your
enthusiasm.

Easy Monthly Payments
You don't have to have even the
small price of the course to start.
You can pay for it in small monthly amounts-so smallithat you won't
feel them. The cost of our course
is very low, and includes everything,
even the chemistry outfit -there are
no extras to buy with our course.
Our plan of monthly payments
places a chemical education within
the reach of everyone. Write us
and let us explain our plan in full
-give us the opportunity of showing you how you can qualify for a
highly trained technical position
without even giving up your present employment.

CHEMISTRY has no equal as a profession in the
modern world. There is mystery, romance, and
fortune awaiting the man in the laboratory.
Millions have been made by the discoverers of the
chemical formula of dynamite, bakelite, and many other

world -known chemical products.
Opportunities in the chemical profession abound on
every hand -and as modern business and competition
progresses the chemist will play an important part.
Profit by the experience of Mr. Kelly and many
others; resolve to study chemistry NOW.

YOU CAN LEARN AT HOME
To qualify for this remarkable calling requires careful
specialized training. Formerly it was necessary to attend
a university for several years to acquire that training,
but thanks to our highly perfected and thorough system
of instruction, you can now stay at home, keep your position, and let us educate you in Chemistry during your
spare time. Even with only common schooling you can
take our course and equip yourself for immediate practical work in a chemical laboratory. Dr. Sloane gives
every one of his students the same careful, personal supervision that made him celebrated throughout his long
career as a college professor. Your instruction from the very beginning is made interesting and practical, and we supply you with
apparatus and chemicals for performing the
fascinating analyses and experimental work
that play such 'a large part in our method
of teaching, and you are awarded the Institute's official diploma after you have satisfactorily completed the course.

T. O'CONOR SLOANE,
A.B., A.M., LL.D., Ph.D.

Noted Instructor, Lecturer and Au-

thor. Formerly Treasurer American Chemical Society and a practical chemist with many well known
achievements to his credit. Not
only has Dr. Sloane taught chemistry for years, but he was for many
years engaged in commercial
chemical work.

GOOD CHEMISTS COMMAND HIGH SALARIES
MAIL COUPON FOR

FREE BOOK

Your name and address on the
coupon will bring you by return
mail our interesting free book,
"OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHEMISTS," and full particulars about
the course and what it will do for
you. You owe it to yourself to get
this book. Send the coupon right
now while it is fresh in your mind.
Or just write your name and address
on a postal and mail to us. But
whatever you do, act today.

DON'T WAIT-MAIL COUPON
NOW

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT FURNISHED TO
EVERY STUDENT
We give to every student, without additional charge, this
chemical equipment, including fifty -two pieces of laboratory
apparatus and supplies, and fifty-two different chemicals
chemicals
and reagents. These comprise the apparatus and The
fitted
used for the experimental work of the course.
heavy wooden box serves not only as a case for the outfit
but also as a useful laboratory accessory for performing
countless experiments.

Chemical
Institute of
New York,
Inc.

®CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK, INC.
Home Extension Division 12
1648 -R.-East 30th Street, New York, N. Y.
Please send me at once, without any obligation on my part, your free
Book, "Opportunities for Chemists," and full particulars about the
Experimental Equipment given to every student. Aso please tell me

Home Extension
Division 12
16 -18 -R

!

about your plan of payment.
NAMF
ADDRESS

East 30th St.

New York, N. Y. r

Please say you saw it
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On the Short Waves
(Continued from page 361)
howl. Test the windings with a battery and phones
for continuity. Try a fixed high resistor across
the secondary winding of the second transformer
-value somewhere between 100,000 ohms and a
megohm. One of these expedients should deter termine where the trouble lay.-EnxroR.)

CORRESPONDENTS WANTED
I am a licensed amateur and would certainly
appreciate correspondence from brother hams and
experimenters; I am 15 years old. My transmitter uses an ordinary 201A on 40 meters, "B"
battery plate supply; and I would like to make
arrangements with any hams in my vicinity for
a -QSO.

73.
TED

REID,

7HR,

Orofiuo, Idaho.

Would any short -wave phone transmitter, male
or female (and there are not many ladies who
transmit in this part of the world) please write
nie?
I am interested in underground aerials.
Photos enclosed (too small for reproduction) showing my 43 -foot aerial mast.
L. N. II. RICHARDSON,

Houston Street, Siawell, Victoria, Australia.
Would any boy around my own age (14) please
write me a letter. I am interested in three- and
four -tube sets; and will answer all letters.
J. SOUTHEY,
Punwichy, Saskatchewan, Canada.

ROUND- THE -WORLD TESTS

It lias been mentioned in these columns that

-

mechanical recording devices show that high-frequency, short -wave signals come in two series
one corresponding to the time required for short way travel, and the other to that needed to go the
long way round the earth. In some instances,
with high -power signals, it is possible to trace
the effects of another signal impulse which has
gone nearly twice around the world.
The recognition of this phenomenon has been
succeeded by its use as a regular method of test.
It is no longer necessary to send out experimental
signals and wait for messages from far seas as
to whether or not they have been picked up.
"These days we do it quite differently," Dr.

7 Tubes -- Single Dial

Superphonic 7 is a world beater! An exceptionally high grade receiver that is amazing the Radio World. Latest 7 -tube tuned radio
frequency circuit, using 4 radio frequency amplifiers, detector
and
2 stages of audio.
Power tube can he used in last audio stage.
Extremely selective. marvelous sensitivity. Single
drum
dial
control. Straight lins wavelength condensers permit accurate, equally
spaced tuning over entire wave band. All sockets spring cushioned
to eliminate microphonic noises. Bakelite subpanel
deep]
insures minimum dielectric losses. Clear and realistic reception
guaranteed. An exceptionally beautiful, walnut finish, metal front
panel 7, x 18 ". Complete chassis. No extra parts to buy. All
parts mounted ready to wire.
No special tools needed.
All
hook -up wire and colored battery cable included.
value $60.00;
our price $16.95.

TESTED AND APPROVED

In Our
December Issue:
The World at Bay, by B. and
Geo. C. Wallis. The chapters
of the final instalment of this
story are vibrant with excitement and strategy to combat
the horrors of the Troglodytes
and their unknown deadly poisonous gas.
It is no mean job to fight the fiends in

their strangely- devised helicopters,

run

by radium energy. But not once is the
human interest part of the story allowed
to lag.
The Space Bender, by Edward L. Rernenter. May it not have been, after all,
purely accidental that the anthropoid
adapted itself to varying conditions on
this planet more quickly than the others,
and so finally evolved into the higher
animal -a human being? It is an interesting conjecture, what the results of a
snake or fish ancestry, for instance, would
be like.

Before the Ice Age, by Alfred Fritchey.
We know practically nothing about the
"pre- record" civilizations, but this story
told with the easy facility of sailor -inn
charm and freshness, makes delightful
reading, though there is plenty of food
for thought.
The Appendix and the Spectacles, by Miles
J. Breuer, M.D. We are sure that all
those readers who have read Dr. Breuer's
short stories of medical science and psychology, will be glad to welcome him back.

In this new story, our author enters into
a slightly new combination with his medi-

Severe laboratory tests have proved the remarkable efficiency of this
set. Owners everywhere are sendng us letters praising its wonderful recep-

tive qualities.

SIMPLE WIRING DIRECTIONS

Very easy to wire this set with the instructions we furnish. Just connect a
few wires.
All you have to do is to follow numbers.
Simple as adding
2 and 2.
Can be wired in a few minutes by anyone.
No radio knowledge
needed. Diste money by wiring these sets in your spare
time and selling
them to your friends.

SEND NO MONEY

Just wxite your name and address on a postcard and ask us to send you this
wonderful outfit. We ship right away. Upon arrival pay only $16.95 plus a
small delivery charge. (Foreign countries send $19.50 with order. We pay
shipping charges.)

RADIO EQUIPMENT CO. 549 S. Wells St., Dept. I2M, CHICAGO, ILL.

HA REAL SPECIAL

OFFER!!

i

UNI -RECTRON POWER AMPLIFIER
(

As the Uni-Rectron stands
it is a super power amplifier, which can be used in

connection with any radio
set and loud speaker. Binding posts are provided for
input to the Uni-Rectron
and output to the speaker.
Requires no batteries for its
It obtains its
operation.
power from the 110 volt.
60 cycle alternating
current lighting circuit of your house.

Ideal for use with Dynamic Speakers)
Model AP -935

List Price $88.50
(without tubes)

The UX -210 super power
amplifying tube and the
UX -216B or 281 rectifying
tube are used with this amplifier, which cannot overload.
From the faintest

whisper to the loudest crash
of sound -R. C. A. Uni Rectron amplifies each note
at its true value. High and
low notes are all treated
alike. The volume
and quantity delivered will be a revelation.

Special - $19.75 ea.

Every one new and packed in original factory carton

AMERICAN SALES CO., 19 -21 WARREN ST., NEW YORK CITY

cal science.

And Others.

Insure your copy reaching you each month. Subscribe to Radio News -$2.50
Experimenter Publishing Co., 230 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.

Please say you saw it in RADIO
www.americanradiohistory.com
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A. H. Taylor, chief of the naval research laboratory explains: "we simply go out eight or ten
miles from the station to be tested, with a modern
high- frequency set, where we are away from local
interference, send a signal and if, after one -seventh
of a second, we have not heard it around the
world, we know the set is not up to standards."

\`4
DISTRIBUTION OF SHORT -WAVE STATIONS

Of 862 short -wave stations throughout the world
(aside from amateurs) as listed recently, nearly
third, or 246 in number, are in the United
States and the Philippines, and 125 in various
parts of the British Empire. Germany has 81;
Holland 75, France 56, Japan 36, Italy 28, Russia
and Brazil each 24, Mexico 19, Sweden 17, Argentina 10 and China 10. In the case of the nations
which have stations in their colonial possessions,
even at a considerable distance, these are included
The majority of these,
in the above numbers.
of course, are code stations.
There are, it is calculated, between 50 and 13
meters, 884 channels suitable for point -to-point
communication, under the international allotment
of frequencies. Of these the United States government has already allocated 228, or over 25 %,
and it is evident that the long- despised short
waves are of high commercial value.
a

LU ES

TRU ÉI ¡TONAL

AUDIONS
For those who appreciate better
radio reception, the new, perfected De Forest Audions-the
latest achievement of Dr. Lee De
Forest-assure the true tonal
values of reproduction which
add so much to radio enjoyment.

STANDARD- FREQUENCY TRANSMISSION'S
The Bureau of Standards has announced its
winter schedule of frequencies to be transmitted
monthly, as given below. These will be of considerable value to the owners of short -wave receiving
sets who are desirous of calibrating them, or their
wavemeters, to facilitate identifying and locating
stations. The signals, however, are given in code;
full directions for their reception will be found
in the Bureau's letter circular No. 171, which
it will send on request to its office in Washington.
The transmissions of each frequency, as given
beneath, begin at the exact time stated (Eastern
Standard), and last for eight minutes, with four
minutes for readjustment before the next transmission. (Meters in parentheses) below kilocycles,
which are opposite the times.
(p.m. EST)
Nov. 20 Dec. 20 Jan. 21 Feb. 20

Sold by leading dealers
everywhere

DE FOREST RADIO CO.
Jersey City, New Jersey

IDE

IFO Ft E S11-

At) ID O IN S

10:00 ........

II

10:12

DRLSNLR

SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER

10:24
10:36

10:48

1500

4000

125

550

(199.9)

(74.9)

(2399)

(545.1)

1700

4200

150

600

(176.3)

(499.7)

(71.4)

(1999)

2250

4400

200

650

(128.8)

(67.5)

(1499.4)

(461.3)

2750

4700

250

800

(109.0)

(63.8)

(1199.5)

(374.8)

2850

5000

(105.2)

(60.0)
5500
(54.5)

3200

11:00

(93.7)
WAVE-

COMPLETE

LENGTH
RANGE

11:24

$ 22.50

15 to 550

Meters

999.3)

1000

(299.8)

375

1200

(799.6)

(249.9)

3500

5700

450

1400

(85.6)

(52.6)

(666.2)

(214.2)

4000

6000

550

1500

(74.9)

(50.0)

(545.1)

(199.9)

(SPECIAL)

May o, used with any type of broadcast receiver.
Easily connected in just a few moments' time. No
complicated wiring. Simply plugged into the
detector socket in the set. Covers the entire range
of wavelengths from 15 to 550 meters. Maximum satisfaction from top to bottom. Don't miss
the excellent programs now being broadcast on
the short waves. Get a Dresner Converter. Five
interchangeable coils furnished with each unit.
If your dealer can't supply you, Send Money Order
Direct and we will ship P. P. Prepaid. GUARANTEED. (When ordering unit, be sure to specify whether it
is to be used on A.C. or D.C. set)

DRESNER RADIO MANUFACTURING CORP.
640 Southern Boulevard,

Dept. E,

New York, N. Y.

Nis Book

BringslDealers

BIGGER PROFITS
Matchless bargains in radios and accessories. Full line of Sleeper
BrowningDrake, Carter, Utah, TowerSpeakers,Temple,Maiestic,
Kodel, G.E. Tungar, Burgess, Jewell, Belden, Cunningham tubes,
nationally advertised parts, storage batteries, chargers, etc. Big
opportunity for live ones who can sell radio. Double sales quick.
Use your letterhead. Exclusive territories open. Act -NOW!
NEW ENGLAND MILLS COMPANY
Distributors of Nationally Advertised Radio Lines
Chicago, III.
Dept. R200
851-55 Washington Blvd.
cf the oldest patent
firms in America we give inventors at lowest consistent
charge, a service noted fol
results, evidt need by 'many well known Patents of extra

PATENTS

ordinary value.

11:12

300
(

As one

Book, Patent -Sense, free,
F St., Washington, D. C.

Lacey & Lacey, 631

Estab.

1869

Radio News Laboratories
(Continued from page 565)

FILTER- CONDENSER BLOCKS
The "Type RM 14" filter- condenser block shown
below, submitted by A. M. Flechtheim & Co.,
136 Liberty Street, New York City, was designed
for use in "B" power units of the "Thordarson
1t -171 Compact" type, which use a gas -filled rectifier.
Condenser sections of 8-, 2 -, and 2 -mf.
capacity, rated at a D.C. working voltage of
650, are provided; and two 1 -mf, sections of 450volt D.C. rating, to by -pass the voltage- divider
taps. The terminals of the former sections are
placed upon the top, and those for the 1 -mf.
sections at the right and left; the common terminal
for all sections is at the right. The five sections
are hermetically sealed in a silver- finished housing
5 -1/2 inches high, 4 inches long and 2 -1/4 inches
wide; insulating compound is used to hold them
The capacities of the components
in position.
were found within 5% of their rating; and, when
used with the "R -171" compact, a humless "B"
power supply was obtained from the filter.

AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE OF MERIT NO. 2471.
The "Type FA 10" filter -condenser block submitted by the same manufacturer was designed for
use in "B" and "C" power units operating a
Condenser sections of
UX -210 power amplifier.
2 -, 2 -, 2 -, 2 -, 4 -, 1 -, and 1 -mf. capacities, respectively, are provided; these all have a rating of
650 volts D.C., working voltage. The three 2 -mf.
sections lead to terminals at the top, the terminals
for the two 1 -mf. sections are found at the right;
and the 4 -mf. connections and the common terminal

Please say you satt' it

Price $1.97

A
RADIO
EDUCATION
IN

VOLUMES

"THE RADIO
EDUCATOR"
Theory, Design, Construction,
Operation and Maintenance

LEARN AT HOME

T

H E S E five component
parts of a complete Radio
Instruction Course are outlined
in five volumes that contain not
merely the essentials as so
many books do, but more, they
contain all that any modern upto- the -minute textbook on any
subject would cover. They are
in themselves a COMPLETE
radio education teaching every
possible portion of Radio
science.
Size of each book 6 by 9 inches,
handsomely bound and illustrated with charts, diagrams,
descriptions of equipment, etc.
Each volume 52 pages.
SEND NO MONEY for these
books. Just forward your name

and address. We send you the
books at once. On receipt of
same you pay the postman
$1.9 7 plus a few cents postage
and then they are yours.
Distributed by

The Consrad Co.
Incorporated

230 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

in RADIO NETT'S
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for all the sections at the left. All sections are insulated and held in position by a special compound
in a hermetically -sealed container; which is of a
silver finish, 5 -1/2 inches high, 4 -1/2 inches long

Your Set Can
Now Get
Short Waves
Sent anywhere in the U. S.
post paid upon receipt of
price. Canada and Foreign,
60c additional. Money or-

Until you have heard the

New Victoreen

der only. Also sent

A. C. ®r D. C.

order to insure carrying
charges. In ordering be
sure to name set and tubes
used
such as UV199,
UX199, WD11, 201A, UX226
or UY227. Price 515.00 or
$17.50 for A. C. Sets.

you cannot realize the

C. O. D. plus postage in
U. S. If $1.00 accompanies

marvelous development
in Radio Reception

The SUBMARINER

will convert your regular set into a short-wave receiver by simply
inserting a plug in place of one of the tubes. This takes but a few
seconds. With "Submariner" it will enable you to tune between
20 and 65 meters.

This device operates with all sets, such as T.R.F., Neutrodyne,
Super-Heterodyne and others A C or D C operated. No additional tubes, batteries, or coils required. If set operates a
speaker it will do so with "Submariner" attached. Operates
58 a wave changer with Super-Heterodyne and as detector
unit with others.

SHORT -WAVE RECEPTION

practical, as short waves penetrate better and there is Less
static. The "Submariner" waveband includes practically
You may
all powerful stations which broadcast programs.
also listen to amateurs from all parts of the world who transmit
code messages. You will have one of the most efficient shortwave receivers when the "Submariner" is attached to your
set. Get a "Submariner" so you may have command of the
short-wave activities as well as the broadcast band. Never
before has so much in radio been offered for so little money!
A new thrill awaits you! If your Dealer does not carry
its

ORDER TODAY DIRECT

This device has been nationally advertised, and sold in all parts
the world for the past two years

o

J -M -P MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
U. S. A.

0401

Milwaukee, Wis.,

Fond du Lac Ave.

Come to

Washington

The educational advantages of a visit to the
Capital of our Nation are of inestimable value

Stop at

The LEE HOUSE
15th and L Streets, N.W.

-

Rates:

Single room
Double room
Single room (with meals)
2 persons (with meals)

ROBERT BLOCK,

$ 3.50

5.00
6.00
10.00

and 3 -1/2 inches wide. The sections were found
within 5% of their respective capacity ratings.
When the block was used in a "B" power unit's
filter system a humless high-voltage supply was
obtained.
AWARDED THE RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES CERTIFICATE OF MERIT NO. 2472.

I Want to Know
(Continued from page 568)
in almost every installation a piece of insulating
tube is inserted in the pipe, either in the gas
meter or between this meter and the inlet. This
insulated section makes the gas pipe a very poor
ground in comparison with the water pipes. The
hot -water pipes are also inferior to the cold water
pipes because of the greater number of joints
and because the heater system is also included
in the line.
In the absence of water pipes, the best method
of reaching the ground moisture is to drive a long
pipe or pipes into the ground at least five or six
feet; and it is better to drive one long pipe deep
into the ground than a number of short ones. A
metal plate of any kind is very good, but requires
much more labor to install than the pipe.
A rather clever scheme which gave remarkable
results was described in the March issue of RADIO

daily

"

President

under

the head "Encircling the World
with a Two -Tube Set." The system consisted of
an old worn -out auto radiator and a number of
pipes. The building, in which the set was operated,
was located on slanting ground, and the radiator
and pipes were buried in a line, with the former
at the upper end. Water was then poured into
the radiator and as it gradually leaked out, the
ground around the pipes was moistened.
This
is a rather elaborate arrangement, but the success
NEWS,

Three squares to the White House. A new
and modern Hotel. Refined environment.
250 BATHS
250 ROOMS

No. 2472

No. 2471

The new Victoreen is simply wonderful -that is the only way to describe it. It has wonderful tone
wonderful selectivity, wonderful sensitivity. It is wonderfully simple to
assemble, wonderfully easy to operate. Anyone who has the slightest
"knack" can assemble in a few pleasant hours a set which, from every
standpoint, simply cannot be surpassed.
This is a season of wonderful radio programs. With a Victoreen
you can enjoy them from coast to
coast. If a Victoreen can't get a
station it can't be had.

-

Victoreen R.F. Transformers have
been greatly improved-the circuit
has been still further developed
many other radical improvements
have been made which make Vic toreen more than ever the world's
standard "Super."
Write for the complete Victoreen
story and the FREE Blue Print giving constructional data and full directions. You'll have a set that you
can boast about when you have a
Victoreen.

-

The Blue Print is FREE

NEWS to

Victoreen Power Amplifier
and "B" Supply

Set Builders

-

Barawik offers set builders bigger
make

bigger opportunities to
bargains
money this season. New sets, new kit
ideas, all the leading parts, dynamicspeakers, supplies, etc. Lowest rock
bottom prices. Bigger stocks, quicker

makes any good set better

service. Send for Big Bargain Book todayfree.

BARAWIK COs,
Mail This Coupon Now

CAGO'l S.A.
I

For Free Copy

Name

Address

The ground connection should be made outside tie
meter and as close to the main as possible.
obtained shows the importance of having a good

Custom Set Builders
Browning -Drake has an interesting
and unusual proposition.
Take
advantage of the fact that more
Browning- Drakes are built than any
other.

Write today
BROWNING -DRAKE CORP.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS eel
Think of it! A $4.00 audio transformer-

a genuine Illinois "all frequency" unit of the finest musical capability, offered direct from the
factory for only 97c each. A real bargain opportunity. Thousands have bought them. Sold with
satisfaction
back.
Supplieinnrat
ratios of
t , to i, and to
Order now. ILLINOIS TRANSFORMER CO.
Dept. 110 223 W. Elm St. Chicago, Ill.

5

ground system.
In country districts a stream or well can be
utilized by dropping a length of bare wire into
the water. Cisterns built inside of buildings are
not always 'good grounds, however, since they
are often insulated by their own construction.
Whether a water pipe or pipes driven in the
ground or a wire dropped into a stream is used
for the ground, the wire leading from the set
should be soldered, if possible, at every joint
and, in cases where soldering is impossible, the
metal should be scraped very carefully and a
good friction contact be made.
It must be remembered also that a ground which is very good
in winter and spring may be a very poor one in
summer, when the ground has become dry. For
this reason every available ground connection
should be tried and the best one used.
The Counterpoise
In some cases, because of the nature of the
ground or other local conditions, it may not be
possible to make a good ground connection by

Please say

yola saw

Supplies 45, 90, 180 and 450 volts, using
a UX 210 or 250 in the last stage. Contains
two voltage regulator tubes so that the 90 and
180 volt taps are¡isupplied with a constant volt
potential. It is the last word in "B" supply.
For the most satisfactory results you must
have it.

FREE BLUE PRINT, with list of parts
and complete assembly instructions, will
be sent upon request.

The George W. Walker Company
Merchandisers of Victoreen Radio Parts
2825

Quality Radio Parts

it in RADIO NE WS
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FERRANTI
Audio Frequency

TRANSFORMERS
and

RADIO PRODUCTS
receive preference
by engineers who KNOW
Real audio transformers with flat
curves. Special output transformers
for all speakers and tubes. High
grade iron core chokes for "B"
Eliminators. Three range portable
meters. 1,000 ohms per volt. Cobalt
magnets 10/50/250 scale.
Three
range portable meters. 200 ohms per
volt. 150/7% volt and 15 Mill. scale
with switch. By -Pass condensers
2MF - 400 volt and 200 volt.
Circulars sent on request.

any of the methods mentioned above and, in this
The
case, a counterpoise should be employed.
counterpoise consists of one or more wires strung
several feet above the ground and very carefully
insulated from it; this is usually placed directly
below the aerial. It is connected in place of the
ground and constitutes the lower plate of a condenser of which the aerial is the upper. The
dimensions of the counterpoise are not very
critical, although it is better to have it larger
than the aerial and to use several wires connected
in parallel. The same care should be used when
insulating the counterpoise as in insulating the

/

in coin for copy of
Ferranti Year Book.

Send

15c

'--f

FERRANTI, LTD.
Hollingwood,
England

E Ea!
Z'°!

COUNTERPOISE

5-10 FEET

=

(oNOn

-

u;`

`e

---1

The counterpoise may be called an artificial
"ground"; with the aerial it forms a condenser of small capacity. It is used extensively in transmitting work.

New York, N. Y.
FERRANTI ELECTRIC
LIMITED
Toronto, Canada

THE Shanco Battery Clip design assures free
and uninterrupted flow of electrical current.
No springs to heat up, burn or drop out. Made of

powerful tension, tempered spring steel solidly
riveted together. All parts electroplated before
assembly (not galvanized or tinned), acid- resisting. Jaws open wide and are easily applied. The
Griptite bulldog teeth "stay put" and bite right
through corroded bars and terminals. Clip cannot
fall over and "short" your battery.
1hrite Dept. 73 for free literature and prices.
SHANKLIN MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 73, Springfield, Illinois

n iet STeiFOF

THE RADIO
TROUBLE
FINDER
Even the highest-

priced radio set
occasionally develops a fault and
that at a time
when you least
expect it -maybe
right in the middle of an interesting program. But,
a handy copy of
The Radio Trouble Finder is the simple means for tracing every defect and
remedying it in the easiest manner
possible. There is no mishap that could
befall a radio, but what is fully covered
in this valuable book.
The Radio Trouble Finder is edited
by men fully versed in the subject
covered-men with years of actual experience behind them -and who have
grown to prominence since the infancy
of radio.
Don't wait till your set goes bad -get
your copy of this remarkable guide to
radio trouble now. Fill in the coupon
and we will send you by return mail a
copy of The Radio Trouble Finder,
a money- saving investment. You can
be your own service man.

4\IY
W

O

Frc .:'

Q2316B

1929

FERRANTI, INC.
130 W. 42d St.,

THE RADIO
TROUBLE FINDER

AERIAL

'

-

SAVE YOUR MONEY !
BE YOUR OWN SERVICE MAN

aerial, for the former is nearer the ground. The
distance at which the counterpoise is placed above
the ground is not critical and may be one foot
or ten with practically equal results. The counterpoise may be placed either indoors or out, so
If it
long as it is placed beneath the aerial.
is erected outdoors, it will be necessary to protect
it with a lightning arrestor in order to follow
the Fire Underwriters' rules. A typical arrangement of aerial and counterpoise is shown in
Fig. 0.2316B.
Ground Condenser
When power units are used with sets, a'
good precaution is to connect a condenser of
large capacity between the set and the ground
lead.
In this way, the set is completely disconnected from the ground, as regards any direct current circuit; while the condenser passes radio frequency currents with no difficulty. The condenser used for this purpose should have rather
large capacity, so that it will not affect the
operation of the set. When the tuning of a set
is too broad, the use of a small fixed condenser
will increase the selectivity without reducing the
volume noticeably. A value between .00025- and
.001 -mf. will be found suitable as a rule for
increasing the selectivity, depending on the size

The

25c

Copy

BUILD YOUR OWN
RADIO SET
150 RADIO
HOOK -UPS
This is the latest
issue of this remarkable book.

Absolutely
new
and up - to - date.
All the best cir-

-

cuits of the day.
Full instructions
on how to build.
Make your own
set from the diagrams shown in

Barawik offers set builders bigger

bargains bigger opportunities to make
money this season. New sets, new kit
ideas, all the leading parts, dynamic
speakers, supplies, etc. Lowest rock bottom prices. Bigger stocks, quicker
service. Send for Big Bargain Book today free.
212D Canal Sta.

BARAWIK CO It

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

150 Radio

Mail This Coupon Now! For Free Copy

Ups.
Write today -pick the set
you want to build and make it. Then
you are sure to be satisfied with the
results you get.
150 Radio Hook -Ups was prepared by
the staff of Radio News. An accurate
guide to better set construction for the
radio "fans."

Name

Address

I

!MESH MA

YOUR ULTIMATE RADIO

condenser of 1.0 -ouf capacity in this position is too large to affect the tuning of the
set; but affords desired protection if a power
it nit is used.

A

N

AT ALL

AUTHORIZED
DEALERS
E-100K-UP BOOK FREE
Improve your reception with

CARBORUNDUM

Stabilizing Detector Units,
Grid Leaks and Resistors
THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
DEPT. D -1, NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

l

Hook -

The

--25e

Copy

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

of the aerial and the particular set in question.
For simply isolating the set, a condenser of about
1
mf. is used; the method of connecting it is

CONSRAD CO., INC.

shown in Fig. 0.2316C.

230

CHOICE OF A.C. TUBES
(2317) Mr. W. E. Wilson, Pelham Bay, New
York, writes:
(O.) "I have noticed that many manufacturers
of alternating -current sets are using the cathode heater A.C. tubes (227 -type) in preference to
the usual method of using this tube only in the
detector socket of the set. Can you explain the
reason for this and also the advantages gained
by the use of these tubes? I have noticed that
the 227 -type tubes do not all operate with the

CONSRAD COMPANY, INC.
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. '
Gentlemen:
Kindly send me a copy of 150 RADIO HOOKUPS... THE RADIO TROUBLE FINDER...
(check which or both).
Enclosed find
cents in full payment.
Name
Address
State
City

-

Please say you saw it in RADIO NE
www.americanradiohistory.com
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S
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OPPORTUNITY AD -LETS

Follow these advertisements every month. Reliable advertisers from all over the country offer their most attractive specials in
these columns.
per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount
Classified advertising rate twenty -six cents a word for each insertion. Tenshould
accompany all classified advertisements unless
Cash
for 12 issues. Names and addresses must be included at the above rate.
accepted.
10
words
less
than
for
No
advertisements
placed by an accredited advertising agency.
Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Advertisements for the February issue must reach us not later than
December 1st.

PUBLICATION
CIRCULATION LARGER THAN THAT OF ANY OTHERNewRADIO
York, N. Y.
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.,

Fifth Avenue,

230

Patents

Help Wanted-Instructions

Agents Wanted
Guaranteed Genuine Gold Leaf Letters anyone can put on
Free
Large profits, enormous demand.
store windows.
samples. Metallic Letter Co., 422 N. Clark, Chicago.
you sucAgents -We start you in business and help full
time.
No capital or experience needed. Spare or
You can earn $50 -$100 weekly. Write Madison Products,
540 Broadway, New York.

Wanted Immediately, men to qualify for Railway Mail
Clerk, P. O. Clerk- Carrier Tests, $140 -$225 month.
Write, Ozment Inst., '251, S. tLouis 510.

Inventions

m11u11u1 m11,111

Books, Magazines,

English.
stamps.
Cuba.

Instructions
Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane.
Learn Chemistry at Home.
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you.
Our home study correspondence course fits you to take
See our full -page ad on page 510
position as chemist.
Chemical Institute of New York, 16 E. 30tH
of this issue.
New
York
City.
Street,

Art Publications in French, Spanish

Photo novelties,

lists, etc.,

samples.

Villaverde Co., Dept.

211,

20

Box 1329,

cents

Business Opportunities

n
,1,,,,11 11111111111,11111,111
0, 111,1,,,,,,,,,,,1,1111,1 u n 11,11111111111111111111111111 111,111,,,,,1111,,,,,,,,,,u 11..11..

Cartoons New
Wenatchee, Wash.

Sell Your

Amateur Cartoonists:
Smith's Service EX1194,
Inventions

Commercialized.

Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.,

Patented or
278

Unpatented.

Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Start little Mail Order business.
Free Book.
5A -74 Cortlandt Street, N. Y.
11, 1. 1,

1

Plan.

Hadwil,

I

nventions

Commercialized.
51f g.

Patented

Co., 278

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 11111111111 ,.,1,,,,.,....,,,.,,. ,,,,,,,,,,111111111111111111

Mail,

$1.10,

postpaid.

Miscellaneous
Multigraphing, two dollars thousand.
Printing. Mayer Rey Corporation, Monmouth, ll li noi,.

Wanted : Men to work with National Radio Service
No selling scheme.
Radio Doctors, Inc.,
organization.
Dept. N. Essex St., Salem, Mass.
Guaranteed in perfect conRequire
Crosley Super Al us icone speakers, $2.75.
Transformers, $ .75. I1Z280 tubes, $1.75.
2 ari30 henry chokes, $1.00.
4msco condensers, $1.50.
rrat'xrad blocks, $ .65. Rheostats, $ .25. Potentiometers.
$ .35.
Battery cables, $ .35. Double slide tuners, $
Saal speaker units, $2.00. Crystal detectors, $ .45. Jacks,
$ .20.
Speaker plugs, $ .21. All items guaranteed. Send
Charles Hoodwin Co., 4240 Linmoney order with order.
Dealers in Bankrupt stocks.
coln Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Five -Tube Used Sets, $15.

cone paper only.

or

Unpatented.

$1.

Piertnan,

1111,11,,,,1 11,1111111111111111,111,,,11,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Motorcycles

Free

Radio

Old Money Wanted

Guaranty Radio
Catalogue and text book.
145 West 45th Street, N. Y. C.

Goods Company,

Chemistry in Radio. Complete outfit full of miscellaneComplete set of
chemicals, metals, apparatus, etc.
chemical and radio experiments, even television included.
Never before offered for sale at $4.98 prepaid I ". S. A.
Chemical Radio Co., 4730
Send money order, or C.O.D.
Drexel Blvd., Dept. A, Chicago, Ill.
ous

Accessories.
Used Motorcycles. Low Terms. Also Parts.
Catalog Free. Western Motorcycle Co., 946 East 15th St.,
Mo.
City,
Kansas

Correspondence Courses

u11111111111111n11,.,

dition.

Forms to Cast Lead Soldiers, Indians, Marines, TrapSend 10e for illustrated Catapers, Animals, 151 kinds.
logue. H. C. Schieretse, 1034 72nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Guaranteed Solder for Aluminum,
Belmar, N. 3.

Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane.
Learn Chemistry at Home.
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position
See our full -page ad on page 473 of this
as chemist.
Chemical Institute of New York, 16 E. 30th
issue.
Street, New York City.

r

Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,11,,,.11,111,111,11,. 1111,1111,1,,,,,1 ,1,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1 11,111111,1111,,,,,

Chemistry

1,

Miscellaneous
Write Adam Fisher

mmnn mm11wmu

Radio

Firemen, Brakemen, Bag gag emen (white or colored),
Sleeping Car, Train Porters (colored), $150 -$250 monthly.
237 Railway Bureau, East St.
Experience unnecessary.
Louis, Ill.

.111111..111111,,,,1,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,11,1 1,,,,,11,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

unpatented.

or

Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

200 Letterheads and 100 Envelopes,
Oberman Company, Box 1042, Chicago.

Male Help Wanted

Havana,

Patented
278

n 111111111,1111,111111.,1111,.11,,,111111m111111n1111m.,11,1

Printing, Engraving and Multigraphing

ceed.

Books

Commercialized.

Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.,

Song Writers
Songwriters :
D -11, 4718 So.

Get in doucit with me at
Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

once.

Bell,

n,n,11111111,1111111111111111n11um 1111,11.,111111,1111111111,111 ,111111111111,,,1,111,111111,1 n1111.,,n11n111111111111111.11,

Used correspondence school courses sold on repurchase
basis. Also rented and exchanged. Money -back guarantee.
Lee Mountain, Pisgah,
(Courses bought).
Catalog free.
Alabama.

$2 to $500 each paid for hundreds of Old or Odd Coins.
Send 10e
Keep all old stoney, it may be very valuable.
Guaranteed
for New Illustrated Coin Value Book 4x0.
Clarice Coin Comprices. Get posted. We pay Cash.
pany, 14 Street, LeRoy, N. Y.

Detectives

Patent Attorneys

Experience unDetectives Needed Everywhere. Travel.
necessary. Particulars Free. Write, American Detective
System, 2190 Broadway, N. Y.
01,,,,,,1111,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1, 111,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,1,11,1,,,

111111111111, 1, 11.....,.. ,.11.,.,..,,11,,.,.,,,.,.,11111r.

D. C.

Patent Sense-Valuable book free. See Lacey%s ad,D.page
C.
Lacey A Lacey, 631 F. St., Washington,
507.
Established 1869.

Electricity
Seventy stunts, 110 volts, $1.

Electric Fun !
Campbell, Calif.

Patents-Send for form "Evidence of Conception to be
signed and witnessed. Form, fee schedule, information free.
Lancaster and Allwine, Registered Patent Attorneys lo
United States and Canada, 269 Ouray Bldg., Washington,

Cooperco,

Esperanto
Send for free illustrated sample lesson of the international language, Esperanto. It immediately enables you
Benson
to correspond with all stations of the world.

School of Esperanto, 518 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.

For Inventors
Commercialized.

Inventions

Write Adam Fisher Alf g. Co.,

If

you have

a

good

Patented
278

or

Telegraphy-Both Morse and Wireless taught thoroughly.
Expenses low,
Wonderful opportunities.
salaries.
School established fifty years. Catachance to earn part.
log free. Dodge's Institute, Cour St., Valparaiso, Ind.

Big

DON'T MISS the NEW
EDITION of AMAZING
STORIES QUARTERLY
Readers of the AMAZING STORIES MONTHLY can
find many hours of pleasant reading in the NEW, BIG
ISSUE OF THE AMAZING STORIES QUARTERLY.
Off the press in a few days, this issue vies with the last.
in an effort to surpass. Tales by world- famous authors
The same kind of exciting narratives that have so
pleased you in the past. Stories of the future, of weird
happenings-startling adventure, of other worlds and
of other people.

Unpatented.

Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

invention, write Hartley, Box 928,

Bangor, Maine.

BE SURE AND GET YOUR COPY
OF THE NEW SPRING ISSUE
Patents procured at reasonable rates with time to pay.

Staff of registered attorneys and enSales negotiated.
Write for
A complete service for inventors.
gineers.

Experience
hone -spare tine.
at
Unnecessary. Dignified work. $15. $25 weekly easy. Particulars 2e stamp. Imperial Stationery Company, DepartEnvelopes

ment 3, Greenfield, Ohio.

50c.

particulars. Inventors Service Bureau, Union Trust Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

Help Wanted
Address

Don't
Patents -Time counts in applying for patents.
model
risk delay in protecting your ideas. Send sketch toof Obtain
for instructions or write for free book, "How
No charge for
a Patent and "Record of Invention form.
strictly
Communications
information on how to proceed.
confidential. Prompt, careful, efficient service. Clarence
A. O'Brien, Registered Patent Attorney, 309 Security
Bank Building (directly across street from Patent Office),
Washington, D. C.

Telegraphy

Patents-Send drawing or model of your invention for
examination and instructions. Advice and bootclet free.
Promptness assured.
Best results.
Highest references.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 724 9th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D. C.

At all newsstands or write direct
EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., 230 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Please say you saw it in RADIO NEWS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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WD K I_`TJS
INTERNATIONAL
Short -Wave Converter
Will Add Thousands of Miles
To Your Receiving Range
Broadcast reception on short waves is remarkably clear and free from static. Programs are brought in from greater distances
with the utmost simplicity of control.
You can easily build the Aero International
Short-Wave Converter and receive shortwave programs on your present set. No
changes in wiring necessary. Just plug into
detector socket.
AERO KIT No. 9
$38.90
THE
"STANDARD"
No extra tube is
needed for this
Aero Short -Wave
Converter. Plug
Into detector socket of your receiver
and insert the tube
which you removed from set
intotheConverter.
Kit is complete
with all parts. Can
be assembled in a
few minutes. For
A.C. or D.C. receivers.
Price -532.00
Write for information about the New
1929 Aero Green Boot

l

IN SOR FORATEB
Dept. 198, 4611 E. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.

Neutralization Means
More Power From Any Set
Science has proven that neutralization is the

only satisfactory method of controlling oscillation
in a Tuned Radio Frequency Circuit and that it
increases the actual power per stage of amplification 25 to 300 per cent.

MODEL

"N"

VARIO- DENSER
Has variable capacity. adjustable from
1.8 to 20 micro -microfarads, which is
.0000018 to .00002 microfarads.
Price Each $1.00
The Neutrodyne principle can be applied to
practically every set by the simple installation
of X -L Vario-densors. The result is an amazing
increase in the efficiency and power of the receiver. Send for interesting book of circuits and
picture diagrams showing the use of the Variodenser.

Dept. A, 1224 Belmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.

-

-

Newest Radio Hook
Free

-

Ups

Send now for the newest radio hook-up book.
Shows how easy it is to build remarkable new A.C.
and D.C. receivers of longest range, greatest volume, purest, clearest tone, and super -selective.
Also shows how to make short -wave receivers and
adapters, how to use new screen grid tube in A.C.
and D.C. circuits, how to build power amplifiers and
A -B -C eliminators. Latest information on all new
radio wrinkles. Send for free copy now.

KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY
4038M3 N. Rockwell St., Chicago, U. S. A.

Name
St. and No.
City and State

same brilliancy. Does this affect the operation
of the tubes in any way, or is it a normal condition? Another point which has bothered me for
some time is the use of such low voltages on the
filaments of the A.C. tubes. Can you explain why
these low voltages are employed and, also, why

different values are used for the different types
of tubes ?"
(A.) The reason why manufacturers of alternating- current sets are now employing the heater type tubes more extensively is, primarily, the
greater ease of building sets with these tubes.
Now that proper means for regulating supply voltage variations are being provided, and experimenters are becoming more familiar with the
methods of handling unusual line voltages, this
tube is considered as a very good all- purpose tube.
The construction of sets with these tubes involves
less work and fewer parts than the use of the
direct-filament A.C. tubes, because of the simpler
methods of balancing to reduce the "hum." In
sets employing the direct -filament tubes, a number
of tapped resistors with adjustable taps are required to obtain the center points of the filament
circuits, and extreme care must be exercised in
wiring the sets. When the heater -type tubes are
employed, no balancing resistors are required and
the sets are much easier to construct for this
reason.
The inter -electrode capacity of the 227 -type tube,
too, is much lower than the capacity of the 226 -type
tubes, and this makes it a better radio-frequencyamplifier. The lower capacity also tends to make
the tube more stable and, because of the construction, slight changes in the filament voltage
do not cause a noticeable change in the output.

Brilliancy of the Tubes
Radio fans who have experimented with the
heater -type tubes are frequently puzzled by the
fact that these tubes do not always glow with
the same brilliancy, even when the operating
voltage remains unchanged. The contrast with
the battery-type tubes is quite marked; the latter
showing quite uniform brilliance. The reason for
the difference is quite simple and it will be seen
from this explanation that such differences in
the brilliancy of the A.C. tubes do not affect the
performance of the tubes in any way.
The filament which carries the heating current
is made of pure tungsten, which is threaded
through a cylinder of insulating material. The
filament is exposed at the top of the insulation
and any slight change in the contact and space
left at the top will result in a change in the
apparent glow of the tube. It is interesting to
note that the filament is not operated close to
the melting point; so that the voltage on the
filament can be increased a great deal over the
rated value without burning it out. The use of
too high a voltage for great lengths of time,
however, will reduce the life of the filament and
for this reason, it is advisable to measure the
filament voltage from time to time with an A.C.
voltmeter.
If the filament is operated at a
voltage higher than that specified by the manu.
facturer, the glow will naturally be increased.
Low Filament Voltages
The reasons for the use of very low voltages
for the filaments of alternating- current tubes may
be unknown to many fans, but they will quickly
be appreciated. The first is that a low potential
difference between the ends of the filament results
in a weaker electrostatic field and a corresponding
reduction in the tendency to produce an A.C. hum.
The second important reason is that the use
of a low voltage permits the use of a heavier
filament and heavier current which reduces the
effect on the plate current of temperature changes
(due to the current variations created by the
alternations) and, consequently, the tendency to
hum. This is especially true with 25 -cycle current.
The different types of tubes have different filament characteristics because of the difference in
their construction and operation. The heater -type
tube requires a longer filament than the direct filament type, because of its insulating sleeve. On
the other hand, the method of reducing the hum
in the direct -filament tube requires a very low voltage high-current characteristic; so in order to
keep both tubes operating at their highest efficiency, different filament voltages are employed.
GASEOUS- CONDUCTION RECTIFIERS
(2318) Mr. H. N. Nielson, Plainfield, N. J.,

writes:
(U.) "Can you explain how the gaseous-rectifier
tubes operate? I have tried for some time to
figure how current is rectified by two electrodes
in a gas -filled tube."
(A.) The operation of the gaseous-rectifier tubes
(Continued on page 607)

Please say you

sawn

NION FIXED-RIGID
DETECTORS
$100

Have built over 50 sets including
3.4 tube Grimes and used NION
without a single failure. On straight Regenerative and R. F., I omit
Grid Leak and connect 22 1 -2 volts
tap to crystal improving tone 100
per cent without affecting volume
or distance. I have found no other
so dependable.
Sincerely, II.
Peigh, 647 N. Lawndale, Chicago.

TOP NOTCH
RECEPTION AT
EVERY POINT

GUARANTEED

Dealers
50c At Your
or by Post

KEYSTONE PRODUCTS CO.
304

Gardenia Avenue

ROYAL OAK, MICHIGAN
DEPENDABLE

" B"

BATTERY POWER

100 Volt Edison Element.
Non -Destructive, Rechargeable "B" Battery with
charger. Shipped dry, with solution, 812. 140 Volt
with charger, 817.
180 Volt Power Unit, with
Trickle Charger, $24.00.
SEND NO MONEY-PAY EXPRESSMAN
Write for our Free Literature
SEE JAY BATTERY CO., 915 Brook Ave., New York
-

One good radio idea may be worth
millions. Barawik ban thousands of ideas
for radio set builderstomake more money.
Barawik's Big Radio Book will help, you
while elections are on and big national
events stir the world.
Send for your copy today NOW.

-

,BA RAWIK CO.

CHCÁGÓ Ü.`ISa

Mail This Coupon Now! For Free Copy
Name

Address

SCOTT WORLD'S RECORD

SHIELD GRID

9

Build the 9,400 -mile receiver. Listen in on all
the world. Easy and economical to construct.
Results guaranteed. Write today for free circuit diagram, parts list and testimonials from
satisfied users.
SCOTT TRANSFORMER COMPANY
4460 Ravenswood Ave.
Chicago

$! ,t9bups
this bdmous

cabinet..

The Ireyidne

Sizes range from 7x18x10 to 7x30x12. Mahogany finish, $5.50 to
$8.75.
Solid Walnut, $6.50 to $10.25.
F.O.B. Hickory.

Twelve -hour service. Write for Catalog.
SOUTHERN TOY COMPANY, MANF'R. HICKORY, N.C.

EVERYTHING IN RADIO
AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

SETS OR PARTS.
Orders shipped exactly as ordered. Prompt Service.
Write for Prices. Inquiries invited. Send Your Address.
ALL RADIO COMPANY, 417 North Clark St., Chicago

it in RADIO- NEWS
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Western Radio's
NEW

MICHIGAN
Headquarters for

Tyrman
Dealers and Set Builders
Send for Our Catalog

Prompt Shipment-Lowest Prices

1929 Catalog
crammed full of the Finest, Newest, Nationally
known A -C sets, consoles, cabinets, dynamic speakers, kits, eliminators and accessories at LOWEST
PRICES. Prompt delivery. Write for our Free
catalog today.
is

We specialize in Tyrman products and you may be
assured we will give your inquiries prompt and

Tyrman

careful attention.
Full line of cabinets, consoles, speakers and other

80-72-60

in stock

accessories.
Our stocks are complete-our service quick.
Write today for Free copy of our catalog.

Quick Delivery -Lowest Wholesale Prices

Henry L. Walker Company

Western Radio Mfg. Co.
Chicago, Ill.

Dept. T -C, 128 W. Lake St.

Dept. T -C, 27 E. Jefferson St., Detroit, Mich.

Your Inquiry

NEW YORK

for

Headquarters for

Tyrman
Products
Given Prompt Attention

Tyrman
Maximum discounts to dealers and set builders.
Quick service.

All Radio Kits in Stock

Write us for full information regarding
Turman Products, with the assurance that
your inquiry will receive prompt attention.
Complete stock of cabinets, consoles, speakers and accessories. Lowest Prices. Prompt
deliveries. «'rite us today.

We have ready for shipment the newest kits as
specified by Citizen's Radio Call Book, Radio
Broadcast, Radio News and other leading Radio

Telephone
Maintenance Company

SUPER - SERVICE
RADIO CO.

Dept. T -C, 123 -25 S. Wells St., Chicago, Ill.

Please say you saw

publications.
Complete stock of cabinets, consoles, speakers and
accessories.

Write today for Free catalog and discounts.

Dept. T -C, 107 Liberty St.

i t

New York, N. Y.

in RADIO NEWS
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ONCE again Tyrman leads. A year ago Tyrman engineers introduced the Shielded Grid principle in radio circuits. Now they
introduce Complete A -C Operation using Shielded Grid Tubes.
Today finds progressive manufacturers adopting the Shielded Grid principle as
originated by Tyrman. We recount this, not in a boastful spirit, but because it
definitely indicates Tyrman's engineering leadership, and because it impresses the
fact that the Shielded Grid principle as pioneered by Tyrman is recognized as the
outstanding advance toward better radio reception.
In this new series of Custom Built Receivers, Tyrman engineers contribute new engineering
leadership in design, performance and refinement that again sets the pace for manufacturers to follow
as best they can. You will find in Tyrman Custom Built Receivers, Performance, Beauty and Value
not approached in other receivers today. Send for free booklet and prove it to your own satisfaction.

NOW Shielded Grid AC-Complete Socket Operation

A -C operation in the full sense of
íis meaning. The Power Supply is
designed solely for the Tyrman Imperial "80." Tyrman ingenuity
places it on sub -panel with other
parts as an integral part of the
chassis. Factory assembled, no adjustments. Dynamic speaker filament can be energized directly from
the "8o" Power Supply. An outstanding feature. Any type of
speaker can be used.

c7fCHECK
THE
FEATURES

Before offering Tyrman A -C

Shielded Grid Receivers, the A -C
Shielded Tubes were subjected to
months of rigid tests. It has practically the same inter- element capacity as the direct current type.

Tests for life, heater emission,

change, plate impedance characteristics and amplification prove the
absolute efficiency of A -C Shielded
Grid Tubes.

rman
ImperiaIN
Custom
Shielded Grid
Belt

Designed for those who want the finest in A -C Socket
Operated Receivers. The actual performance of the "80" is
defined by a practically positive 10 K.C. selectivity over
entire broadcast wave band without sacrifice of volume.
Plug-in coils for short waves. Superior tone quality through
use of CX350 or 310 amplifier tube. Unequaled stabilitySensitivity. Permanent phonograph connection. One -spotNon- oscillation. Adjustable to antenna. No critical adjust-

Is It Any Wonder

Send for this BOOK

ments. Individual in appearance and beauty. Panel only
8 x 21° of genuine wood -walnut impressed on steel. New
Tyrman Worm Drive Illuminated Drum. Heavy steel sub panel Cadmium plated. Special precision -made parts. The
Imperial "80" uses (3) A -C Shielded Grid tubes, (4) 327
tubes.
or 310 tube and (2) 381
tubes. Complete parts and Power Supply factory packed ready to assemble.
LIST PRICE

pi 9950

CHECK

THE
FEATURES

man leads
7
------!---,

Tyrman Electric Corporation,
Dept. 418 -314 W. Superior St.
Chicago, Illinois

Showing schematic and
wiring diagrams with full
description. Mailed free.

Without obligation send me FREE book describing "80"
Tyrman Custom Built Receiver.
Name
Address

See it at Your Jobbers
Please say you

My jobber is

sarei
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Pittsburgh, Pa.
Headquarters
Specializing in

Tyrman
Send us your orders. Prompt delivery.
Lowest wholesale prices.

Complete stock of high grade cabinets,
speakers and accessories.
Your inquiries for information given prompt,

thorough attention. Write today.

Oldest Exclusive Radio Jobber in the West

CHI-RAD
Headquarters for
SET BUILDERS
The latest kits
Power Amplifiers
Transmitting apparatus
A new complete stock of

parts and accessories made

by leading manufacturers.

Tyrman
80-72-60
and other latest kits. Prompt service. Dealers and
Set Builders write for our special bulletins, Free
catalog and discounts.

CHICAGO RADIO
APPARATUS CO.

Tyrman

OHIO

80-72-60
in stock

Headquarters for

Tyrman

Quick Delivery
Get our NEW 1929 Catalog Free, describing all latest developments including TELEVISION. Lowest Wholesale prices on all
new kits, accessories and cabinets. Get the
Biggest Saving. ComBEST in Radio
plete Stock carried. No delays.

-at

Prompt service. Your inquiry for information regarding Tyrman products will be
given prompt and careful attention.
Speakers, cabinets and accessories at Lowest Wholesale Prices.
Prompt deliveries.
Write us today!

Write for Catalog today!

M & M COMPANY
Dept. T -C, 500 Prospect St., Cleveland, Ohio
The Third Successful Season as

Turman Distributors

Dept. T -C, 833 Washington Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

Please
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TYRMAN
Laboratory Tested
PRODUCTS

This New2Way Design
AGAIN PtovesTgrrnìnIeudeish;
The Tyrman "72" is a " two -way" Receiver. Completely assembled for either A -C
or Battery operation. In line with the Tyrman principles of design, the " 72" is not merely
adaptable to A -C operation but when assembled for A -C, it is completely socket operated
using A -C Shielded Grid and A-C tubes with Power Supply mounted on sub -panel platform as an integral part of the chassis. Power Supply especially designed for the " 72"
circuit. In circuit design, the " 72" closely follows the " 80," embodying many of its
Distance, Selectivity, Stability and Sensitivity comparable only to the "80."

features.

man"

Tyrman Illuminated Worm
Drive Double Drum

CustomBilt Shielded Grid
The "72" provides an advance Shielded Grid Receiver for those who wish to keep their present bat-.
teries or eliminators, or for localities where A -C power is not available. Even if assembled as a battery
operated set, it is a simple matter to convert it to complete A -C operation by merely changing a few parts
and the sockets for A -C tubes and making a few
changes in the wiring scheme.
In appearance the "72" closely resembles the
"80" except that the front panel is of metal with
burl-walnut finish. It is equipped with the new
Tyrman Illuminated Double Worm Drive
Drum. 110 A -C switch and phonograph jack
on panel. Easily and quickly assembled. Like
the "80," all parts for the `72" are
special and built to rigid specifications
to assure uniformity. All parts packed
complete at factoryready for assembly.
The Tyrman "72" when assembled
for A -C operation uses (3) A -C Shielded
Grid tubes, (1) 371 tube, (3) 327 tubes
and (1) 380 tube in Power Pack.
Complete parts for A -C
or battery operation factory packed, ready to
List
Price
assemble
"72" Power Pack for A -C Socket Operation, factory assembled $55.00 List
Complete Set of 4 short wave coils,
$10.00 List Price

Isn't this a good looking dial? Just as
efficient as it is good looking, too. Universal in its application. Condensers fit without filing or sawing. Worm Gear Drive

-

positive and sure in action. Insulated
mounting is provided for condensers, also
insulated coupling disk which prevents
body capacity. Translucent window reflector provides indirect illumination on
the dials.
The Tyrman Worm Drive Double
Drum comes completely assembled. You
need only to connect your tuning condenser by fastening set screws. Includes
two matched knobs for tuning, one for
volume control. Complete only $12.00.

Cut away

front view of
Tyrman double

drum dial showing how it looks
when mounted
on panel. Vol-

^ 850

ume control

knob not shown.

AMERICA'S BIGGEST VALUE!
cryrin ,Z l6--

Rear view of the Tyrman Double Drum
Dial ready to mount.

Tyrman Illuminated Single
Drum Dial

'<

D

Costom-Bilt Shielded

The same general
design of the Double
Drum except knob
for volume is on the
left so only two knobs
are needed. Packed
complete with two
matched knobs, price
only $8.00.

Tyrman Shielded Socket
Automatically

Grounded

(ll/)

An advanced and perfected design of shielded
Socket with an automatic

SEND FOR TH1 S FREE BOOK

contact for grounding
shield when used with
Shield Grid Tubes.

Ven-

tilated and built of heavy
aluminum. Readily dissipates heat generated by
U
the filament of new heater
type A. C. tubes. Of utmost importance
considering reaction of heat on the
neighboring R. F. apparatus. Type 2 -26
for four prong tubes or Type 2 -27 for five
prong heater type tubes, complete with
Socket and Shield -Price $1.25.
0

Grid

The Tyrman "60" is designed for Battery or Eliminator Operation. Uses Shielded Grid tubes, Type
222. Combines many of the features of the famous
Tyrman "70 ". Like all Tyrman Shielded Grid Receivers, the "60" circuit is designed especially for
Shielded Grid tubes, assuring efficient use of the enormous amplifications of the tubes. Panel only 7 "x18"
equipped with Tyrman Single Vernier Drum Dial.
For Appearance, Tone Quality, Distance, Selectivity,
Sensitivity and Stability, the Tyrman "60" is comparable only to other Tyrman Shielded Grid Receivers. Set Builders tell us it is the biggest value for a
/950
high grade receiver in the country
today. Parts complete packed, ready
to assemble
i`t
Priee

Showing schematic
and wiring diagrams
with full description.
Mailed free.
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Tyrman Electric Corporation,
Dept. 418 -314 W. Superior St.
Chicago, Illinois

Without obligation send me FREE book describing
( -"72 ") ( -"60 ") Tyrman Custom Built Receiver.

SEE`rynnan

Name

PRODUCTS AT YOUR JOBBERS

Address

I

My jobber is

Please say you saw it in RADIO NEWS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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RESISTANCE -COUPLED AMPLIFIERS

I Want to Know

/XÔELL.O
Radio Consoles

Mr. I. N. Jefferson, Peoria, Illinois,
writes:
(A.) "I am building a resistance- coupled am(2319)

(Continued fron page 602)
which are used so frequently in "li" power units,
is a very interesting subject. The operation depends on the ionization of helium gas and for
this reason it is advisable to discuss this subject
first. A gas is made up of extremely small
particles called "atoms" these, in turn, are
made of particles carrying negative and positive
charges of electricity, and called "electrons" and
Ionization consists of
"protons," respectively.
releasing one of the negatively-charged electrons
from the atom (of helium, in this case) and this
electron acts as the carrier of electricity.
The potential applied to the electrodes in the
tube produces in the helium atoms an unusual activity, which causes them to collide with each other.
In these collisions, electrons are knocked off, thus
ionizing the gas. This loss of negative electricity
causes the atoms to be controlled by their positive
charges, and they seek the cathode, or negative element of the tube. There they pick up other electrons,
which restores them to their original state, and the
The electrons which were
process is repeated.
originally lost have sought the positive terminal
and hence a continual
anode)
of
the
tube;
(or
flow of electrons or electricity from the cathode
to the anode takes place, through the external or
supply circuit. If the anode' and cathode were
equal in size, current would flow equally well in
either direction.
However, when one electrode is small in comparison with the other, the positively charged
atoms may readily strike one electrode and pick
up electrons; while their chance of striking the
other electrode, during the time that the applied
current is flowing in the opposite direction, is
much less. Those atoms which do strike the small
electrode cause a small counter- current or reverse
current to flow; but by careful design of the electrodes this affect can be made almost negligible.

The life of the gaseous tubes depends upon
several things. First, the purity of the helium
employed; then, the amount of the gas introduced into the tube; the removal of the impurities
from the materials used in the rectifier, and the
amount of current passed through it.

plifier with two high -mu tubes and a power tube.
The high -mu tubes are of the 240 type, while
the power tube is a 210. I do not know the
correct values for the plate and grid resistors in
the amplifier. Can you supply the data? I am
also undecided whether it would be better to use
an impedance in place of the grid leak in the
The coupling condensers in
last tube circuit.
my amplifier have a capacity of .01 -mf. Is this
correct ?"

Designed for Atwater Kent, Crosley and all
standard A.C. Receivers.

(A.) In building a three-stage resistance -coupled
amplifier with high-inn tubes of the type you
mention, the plate resistors in each case should
be given a value of approximately 0.25 megohm.
The grid resistors for the first two stages should
have values of 1 megohm; that for the power
tube, if a resistor is used, should have a value
also of approximately 1 megohm. Better results
are, however, usually obtained with a suitable choke
coil in this circuit; especially if power units are
used to supply the plate current to the tubes,
because of the tendency of the amplifier to "motorboat."
The values of the grid resistors given
here are slightly lower than those usually specified;
their use will tend to reduce the volume to some
extent; but it will overcome the possibility of
blocking and, when a grid choke of very high
inductance (say 100 henries) is used in the
power-tube circuit, there will be very little chance
of "motorboating."

condensers you

The coupling

are using will

be quite suitable.

When using a resistance -coupled amplifier with
radio receiver, it is very important that a by -pass
condenser be connected between the plate of the
detector tube and the "B
terminal, to keep
R.P. currents out of the audio circuits.
The
omission of this condenser will often prevent the
correct operation of the amplifier and, in some
cases, the latter will refuse to work at all until
the condenser is inserted.
Most sets have a
.001 -ntf. fixed condenser at this point and this
value is quite suitable; but it is advisable to be
sure that the condenser is incorporated in the
set before trying to operate it.
a

-"

STYLE R -43
Size 51 in. a 26 its x 101/2 in.

Highest quality cabinet work, all panels five ply walnut, doors matched butt walnut. Receiver compartment is sliding drawer; accommodates set and speaker. Walnut finish, hand
rubbed.
At your dealers or write for complete
catalog of many styles..

Excello Products Corp., 4832 W. 16th St.
Cicero, Ill. (Suburb of Chicago)
-

To Get the Utmost in Performance
out of the
7fljrman
Custom -Bitti1DQUd
Shielded Grid
USE ONLY

SHIELDPLATE A -C TUBES
SHIELDPLATE SP 122 A-C Shielded Grid Amplifier Tubes are the latest development in radio.
They are especially designed for use in the Tyrman Imperial "80," and make possible its wonderful
performance. Here is a real long -life shielded grid A -C tube that is naturally rugged and dependable,
due to precision construction.

Greater Results Guaranteed

Six Superior Features

Now you can be assured of better radio reception with the use of this new SP 122 A -C

tube. SHIELDPLATE tubes are manufactured
by the makers of the original and famous SP
122 SHIELDPLATE tube, which created a big
sensation among radio engineers last season.
PRICE $7.00 EACH
Use "DIATRONS "-A

Amplification constant is 300 compared with
constant of 8 in general purpose tubes
2. Oscillation is entirely eliminated
3. It is self -neutralized
Operates on 2.25 volts -A -C
Brings in DX stations like locals
Long Life -Rugged Construction
Every Radio Purpose
1.

Tube

Write TODAY for FULL
PARTICULARS

TYPE

SP

122 A -C

SHIELDPLATE TUBE CORPORATION

r

SHIELDPLATE TUBE CORPORATION

State
Jobber's Name

o.o ®.o.- -o --.

Address
Diversey Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Please say you saw it in RADIO NEWS

4051

www.americanradiohistory.com

1

Diversey Ave., Chicago, III.
Gentlemen: Pindly send me FREE special
information describing the new SHIELDPLATE SP 122 A -C tube.
Also place my name on your moiling list
to receive advance information of the new
developments in your laboratory.
Name
Address
4051
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A NEW CATALOG

JIISTOFF THE PRESS

OU MEN

WIeIesaIe Prices

THIS big new catalog heralds a new era in radio. Never before
have you been offered such variety -such quality -such sterling value in radio as you are now offered in this large new catalog.
In it, wholesale prices are not a myth -but actual reality. You
will marvel that such merchandise, comprising everything that is
new and worthwhile in radio can be offered at such prices. Here
you will find high quality that is not high priced. If you are interested in radio you cannot afford to be without the Allied Catalog.

SET BUILDERS

Set Builders, Amateurs and so called "Hams" will delight
in the unusual variety -and remarkable values that are
offered in standard kits and parts. Tremendous stocks
real organization-prompt shipping service all combine
to make Allied your ideal source of supply.

-

Who Buy

RADIO/

By making your problems Pour
problems, we know the service you
require -and to render you such
service the entire Allied organization is dedicated -to give you the
service you have a right to expect.
Tremendous stocks, remarkable
values and a real desire to serve,
all combine to make. Allied your
ideal source of supply.

RADIO DEALERS

The live radio dealer -the man who keeps pace with the rapid
advance of radio will find much of real interest in the Allied
Catalog. New A -C Sets, D -C Sets, Dynamic and Magnetic
Speakers, television equipment, in fact everything that an impatient radio public is demanding.

What -Allied offers you!

Allied Service will prove a revelation to you in what radio service
can really be. Allied Executives backed by years of training in radio
are practical men. They know radio. Their vast experience has built
up around them an organization trained to serve. Months of effort
have built up here a tremendous reserve of stock that makes for
prompt shipments; and this stock is new stock comprising the seasons pick of such prominent manufacturers as Silver- Marshall,
Tyrman, Aero, Hammerlund- Roberts, etc.

A. C.
ELECTRIC SETS
Allied offers you
a new -complete
line of A -C Receivers, available in
either chassis form or in a wide
variety of beautiful console models.
Prices range from $32.95 to $199.00.
Dollar for dollar they stand out as
one of the season's leading receivers. Engineered to unusual perfection they offer you features found
only in the highest priced sets.

.

You Profit When You Buy Right
Buying right is half the

battle. From the small set builder to the
large dealer, your success depends upon gauging the public pulse of
radio and in buying right. Everything that is new in radio-the
items the radio public is now demanding are here, ready for your
call. Write now-the catalog is free for the asking.

Write for Catalog Now

AuIiedÀVRadio
CORPORATION
711 W. LAKE ST.

Dept. B42

Please say you saw it in RADIO NEWS
www.americanradiohistory.com

CHICAGO, ILL.

Amazing New Aerial Invention
Brings Reception Clear As a Bell!
SUB -AERIAL
Endorsed by
Experts
SUB- AERIAL has been
subjected to the severest tests
and has convinced many radio
experts and fans of its remarkable performance. Radio
engineers and magazines will
tell you that SUB-AERIAL
is the reliable system of
avoiding static and interference and improving the tone,
volume, selectivity, sensitivity
and distance getting ability of
a radio.
Read the endorsements reproduced below, then
send for Free Trial of SUB AERIAL and prove its merits at our risk.
May 8th, 1928.

"I am very glad to state that
after testing many Aerials in my
Laboratory I find your Sub -Aerial
Is the best for clarity of tone and
eliuduat ion of stn ie. also for
greater voisine and selectivity.
^lour hub -Aerial will fill a
long -felt want among the Radio
Fans."

A. R.

Johnson, Radio Engineer.
Aug. 31, 1928.

"I received my 'Underground
Aerial all O. K. It has any aerial
beat I tease ever seen. I have
used every aerial on the market
since I have been a nulls fan.
The first day I installed it I got
distant stations that my set had
never touched before.
It wasn't
good radio weather either. I got
stations in the East that I had
never dreamed of getting and with
absolute clearness and without
static or interference. I heartily
recommend your instrument to any
lover of good radio reception."
A. N. Whitaue, Box 565, El
Reno, Okla.

At last science has found a way to avoid static and other maddening
outside noises with the newest improvement in radio -SUB- AERIAL.
Experts say your unsightly, haphazard roof aerial is the weak link in
your radio reception. The air is full of static and your overhead aerial
picks it up and delivers it to your speaker. SUB -AERIAL comes down
out of the air and takes the radio wave from the ground, where it is
pure, clear and practically static -free. You can't imagine the difference
in reception with this amazing invention!

Volume

-

Distance

-

Selectivity

Now a new joy in radio reception awaits you! Don't put up with shrieks, howls,
fading and other annoyances. You don't have to! Get reception- music, singing,
speaking -as clear and pure as if the artists were "in the next room." Get increased
volume and better long distance reception. Get sweeter tone and finer selectivity
without distortion. Use the whole earth as a static and noise filter with SUL'-

AERIAL!

How This New Ground Aerial Works

SUB- AERI. \L takes the radio waves from the ground, where they are filtered
practically static -free, delivering to your radio all the notes in their true, natural
form. Interference from other radios or stations is either eliminated or greatly
reduced. Cut through and enjoy remarkable selectivity. Your radio is more sensitive in picking up distant signals. You are free from lightning risk and have a
permanent ground aerial guaranteed for 25 years. And the cost is so small no one
.can alTord to be without this great new invention.

Can be installed
in a few minutes

Low Original Cost-No Upkeep Cost

SUB -AERIAL costs no more than an overhead or loop aerial-and less
than many. Its first cost is the only one. SUB- AERIAL is permanent. No trouble -no hard work, or risking your neck on roofs.

Mail
This
Coupon

TRY IT FREE!
We know so well the surprising results you'll get
that we'll let you put in a SUB -AERIAL entirely
at our risk. You be the judge. Don't take down
your overhead aerial. Pick a night when there
is a lot of static.
If Sub -Aerial doesn't sell
itself to you right then on performance -you
needn't pay a cent. Send for all the dope
on SUB- AERIAL." You'll be surprised.
Do it NOW.

UNDERGROUND AERIAL SYSTEMS
St.

Clair Bldg., Dept. 827 -T.S.

Corner St. Clair and Erie Sts., Chicago, Ill.

Replace Your Old Noisy Aerial with

SE]

A[RIAI

25-

Year
Guarantee

www.americanradiohistory.com
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FACTORY TO YOU-mSAVE 50%.-COMPARE WITH COSTLIEST OUTFITS BEFORE YOU BUY

oap

_' T

set

DA5
g RE

or

c
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Q

AC Electric or Batter Y

3
Year
Guarantee
Get Our
Send No
Money

Built like, Looks like,
Performs like a
$200 set
Marvelous new 3 -year guar-

anteed,lightedl -dial control
Super
MMiruss
ved from

9th

cabinet. Front ewitch, phonograph nick-up connection
and all latest features. Built
,wer section on AO
in
m oáels.

Anniversary
Offer!

The Latest, Finest and
CostliestConstruction

!LOW

N 1EV

IA\cTOR1v

¡Awls

SO IE 50%

Wide Selection of

Beautiful Cabinets
AC or Battery Sets
30 DAYS HOME TRIAL
Richly designed, genuine walnut console
of finest type. Eiertro- dynamic or magnetic power cone, or

long air column

speaker. Marvelous
value.

TRADE MARK REGISTERED
CATHEDRAL TONED, SUPER SELECTIVE, POWERFUL DISTANCE GETTERS
Celebrating its 9th successful year, hum -free operation, tremendous
America's big, old, reliable Radio "kick" on distant stations and
Corporation springs a genuine razor -edge selectivity -with its

sensation in high-grade sets. With costly sturdy construction, latest
its latest, Super -powered, 1 -dial features, including phonograph
Miracos
pick-up connecAll Electric
tion, ease of tunBIG
DISCOUNTS
wholly self -coning, beauty, and
Exclusive
Territory
tained, hum economy
to User -Agents on
Miraco will
free, AC-8 and
AC -9, using AC
BATTERY OR AC make you the
tubes or the new
envy of many
ELECTRIC OUTFITS

-the

-a

A popular walnut HiBoy Console, with drop -

leaf desk. Beautiful
two -tone finish. Rare
bargain!

Beautifully graceful

Spinet console, genuine
two-tonewalnut.Choice
of speakers. Also comes
in Electric Phonograph Radio Combination.

.

8 -tube models
whose radios
for batteries or Eliminators -you cost 2 to 3 times as much!
are guaranteed values and savings
Many thousands of Miracos
value in a 3unsurpassed in the fine set field. bought after 30 day home com- Unbeatable
year guaranteed Super
Metal Chassis.
Compare a Miraco with highest- parisons
cutting through Shielded
priced radios, for 30 days in your locals and getting coast to coast
home. Surprise and entertain with the tone and power of costly
your friends--get their opinions. sets, their delighted users report.
Unless 100% delighted, don't buy Miracos are laboratory -built with
it! Return everything-the com- finest parts, and embody 9 years'
plete outfit
our expense. Your actual experience in constructing
fine sets. Approved by Radio's
decision is final -absolutely!
Also New, More
Only exceptionally fine radios, highest authorities.

-

AC-8-$71.50

-are

-at

A new -type arm - chair
console. Genuine walnut.
Very pretty. Low priced.
Electro- Dynamic or Magnetic-Power Speakers.

At right, a LoBoy console,
walnut finish,

thatcostslittle.
A gemi

of the very latest approved type, at
rock- bottom prices, could possibly
back up so liberally unconditional
a guarantee. Send coupon now for
Amazing Special Factory Offer!
Don't Confuse with Cheap Radios
With its rich, clear Cathedral tone,

Powerful Battery

Deal Direct with Big Factory

Sets
Everything reaches you splendidly packed
and rigidly tested to insure your instant The newest and latest in
battery operated sets, deenthusiasm. Enjoy the outfit 30 days
with same adthen decide. Liberal 3-year guarantee on signed
features used in
each set. Play safe, save lots of money, vanced
electric sets Same wide
direct
dealing
by
and insure satisfaction
choice of cabinets. Highwith Radio's old, reliable builders of fine est a uality,amazingly low
priced
sets -9th successful year.
socket. I want to say that your set does outperform
Miraco Outperforms 'em AU In Chicago light
up
against a World Record
other sets I have. i put it
On the Miraco Unitun, to start with, will say: I got to date the
I put it
against a
61 stations outside of Chicago, from the Pacific Ocean to the Super 9 and beat that one. Then that one. up
Next I put it
beat
make),
and
expensive
(names
of
Atlantic Ocean, and from Anchorage, Alaska, to the Gulf
Mexico. and I tried the set with 3 different antennas. That up against a Neutrodyne and beat that one. HARRY
is an outside aerial 152 feet, an inside aerial 20 feet, and

-

!

!

KOPP, 6555 South Peoria Street, Chicago, Illinois.

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION, 404 -RD Miraco Building, Cincinnati, Ohio

Above, popular inexpensive
combination. Set on Table
Speaker (sold separately).

ö

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOG, AMAZING SPECIAL FACTORY OFFER, TESTIMONY OF
NEARBY USERS -All the proof you want -of our honesty, fairness,size, financial integrity, radio
l
experience and the performance of our sets -including Amazing Factory Offer -sent with catalog.
to
ley$
pJellI

Metal or wood compact
style cabinets. Wood
cabinets in walnut or
new shaded silver chrome finishes. Cathedral Electro- Dynamic

or Magnetic -Power
Speaker to match!

-

reefMIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
Pioneer Builders of Sets-9th Successful Year
404 -RD Miraco Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio
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THIS COUPON
IS NOT
AN ORDER

WITHOUT OBLIGATION, send free catalog, Amazing Special Factory Offer
Dealer
User
Agent
testimony of nearby users, etc.
Check here it interested in an EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY PROPOSITION
ADDRESS
NAME

www.americanradiohistory.com

